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Part I: E-Commerce Business Models



Introduction

Russel Cooper and Gary Madden

The present volume analyses the frontiers of broadband, electronic and mobile
commerce markets . High-capacity and intelligent mobile telecommunication net
works have resulted in new services, such as SMS and Internet bank ing. Growth
in mobile Internet network infrastructure and subscription has provided a base for
the development of e-commerce. Accordingly, recent research on broadband net
works is forward-looking, e.g., forecasting Internet telephony adoption and the
structure of future reta il markets. The broadband regime brings with it concerns of
identifying appropriate standards and delivery for universal service . Regulation
and pricing are matters of importance as well as appropriate investment decisions
within a market of ongoing innovation.

The volume is divided in five parts : e-commerce business models; network
technology and productivity; demand and pricing; market growth , regulation and
investment; and issues related to the development imperative. The structure of the
volume is guided by the basic themes considered at the International Telecommu
nications Society's Asia-Australasian Regional Conference "Mcbusiness, E
commerce and the Impact of Broadband on regional Development and Business
Prospects", which took place in Perth Western Australia on 22-24 June 2003. The
volume contains a selection of papers presented at this conference as well as four
additional invited papers , commissioned to augment the volume . The invited pa
pers are authored by Jerry Hausman (Chapter 1), Jeffery Bernstein and Charles
Zarkadas (Chapter 6), M. Ishaq Nadiri and Banani Nandi (Chapter 8) and Glenn
Woroch (Chapter 13).

The Conference was sponsored by: AusAID, Australian Information Industry
Association, Curtin Business School and the CBS School of Economics and Fi
nance, the Commonwealth Department of Communications, Information Technol
ogy and the Arts, WA Department of Industry and Resources, Edward Elgar Pub
lishers, Elsevier Science Publishers, Ericsson, the Foundation for Development
Cooperation, France Telecom, IDATE, Optus, Macquarie Bank, NERA Economic
Consultants, Network365, Perth Conference Bureau, Physica-Verlag, The West
Australian, Taylor Nelson Sofres, the University of Western Sydney and the UWS
School of Economics and Finance, and Wesfarmers Limited. The Conference also
received endorsements from the National Office for the Information Economy, the
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development and the Information for
Development Program of the World Bank. The conference was attended by 200
researchers, practitioners and regulators involved in telecommunications market
analysis .

R. Cooper et al. (eds.), Frontiers of Broadband, Electronic and Mobile Commerce
© Physica-Verlag Heidelberg 2004



2 Russel Cooper and Gary Madden

Part I: E-Commerce Business Models

The volume begins with four chapters concerned with the 'proper' role of gov
ernment and of competition in the operation of markets capable of delivering e
commerce activity, and how incumbents and entrants act within these markets . In
particular, in Chapter 1, 'Cellular 3G Broadband and WiFi', Jerry Hausman con
siders competition, and the role of both business and the US Government for this
emerging market. Hausman indicates that both 3G cellular and WiFi substitution
is occurring, while the broadband Internet market is growing. He argues that pol
icy and regulation need to be designed so as to not retard investment. Also, 3G
and WiFi may solve the regulatory problem by offering both voice and broadband
data. To succeed, 3G needs compelling applications, spectrum and high-speed ac
cess. WiFi and WLL need sufficient spectrum and changes to government regula
tion. Should 3G and WiFi provide sufficient competition then acceleration in the
introduction of new innovation in telecommunications markets would result. The
best outcome would be turning the telecommunications sector into one where
competition takes over and so eliminates the need for overbearing government
regulation. Charles Steinfield (Chapter 2 'Geographie and Socially Embedded
B2C and B2B E-Commerce') emphasizes the means through which e-commerce
works in concert with established transactions and dient practice. An alternative
'situated' e-commerce approach is proposed. This view implies that: physical 10
cation matters for both B2C and B2B e-commerce; for firms with a physical retail
presence e-commerce is best viewed as complementary to physical market activ
ity; and that-especially for B2B transactions-e-commerce is best employed to
strengthen existing business structures as a network-effects only focus is poten
tially damaging to supply chain relationships . In Chapter 3 ('SME International E
Commerce Activity'), James Tiessen examines SME internationalization and
Internet use. In particular, Internet technology assists SME to acquire base foreign
market intelligence, establish international networks, and achieve improved
economies of scale through inexpensive advertising and the provision of their of
ferings to niche markets. The model developed provides insight as to how and
why SMEs use the Web to export globally. Tiessen argues that it remains unclear
whether the Web leads to further SME internationalization . The case study also
shows that Internet technology is reducing the volume of personal calling neces
sary to secure new sales. However, it cannot be assumed that inevitability most
firms will become sophisticated Web users. Phil Malone (Chapter 4 'SME Interac
tion in Supply Chains') concludes Section I by noting that e-business encompasses
e-procurement, supply chain management and the transformation of firms' internal
functions so as to allow the seamless transfer of information along supply chains.
The role of the NOIE, in the development of Australian e-business markets, in
volves the brokering of business relationships and the playing of a catalytic role in
innovative projects, so as to: promote the effective use of e-business that results in
productivity growth for the Australian economy; facilitate firm e-business adop
tion-especially by small business; remove impediments to small business par
ticipation in e-business by reducing associated costs, complexity and risk; and en
suring government e-business activity is consistent with broad industry contexts .
Accordingly, NOIE provides independent assessment of contemporary develop-
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ments in Australian e-business markets. The core emerging issues identified by
NOIE for Australian e-business growth revolved around necessary cooperation on
standards, greater interoperability between e-business frameworks and the effec
tive integration of new and established technology.

Part 11: Technology and Productivity

The next four chapters analyze traditional areas of concern to firms and regulators
in telecommunications markets, i.e., technology choice and its efficient operation.
Hak Ju Kim (Chapter 5, 'Deciding on Network Architecture for 3G Wireless Ser
vices' ) considers that evolution from existing architecture to emerging 3G wireless
networks will increase both technological complexity and uncertainty facing net
work operators. As such, optimal technology choice requires that carrier manage
ment examine technology seenarios as strategic decisions. The principal intention
is to develop a conceptual framework through which wireless network operators
can support their strategic decisions concerning next generation network architec
ture. Typical network architecture migration paths, such as GSM and CDMA
based network scenarios, are examined using innovation theory. Strategie options
for network migration based on the real options are also discussed. In Chapter 6,
'Measurement of Total Factor Productivity Growth for US Telecommunications ',
Jeffrey Bernstein and Charles Zarkadas develop two sets of total factor productiv
ity indexes. First, an FCC TFP study used to calculate X-factors for ILEC inter
state services is updated. This method is based on the ILECs regulated books of
account, which includes the output categories: local, intrastate, and interstate ser
vices. A modified TFP index disaggregates intrastate services into switched access
and toll services. The revised measure of intrastate output accounts for toll and ac
cess price changes, which are regulated by state regulatory agencies and the
changing pattern of respective volumes over time. Another modification involves
the introduction of a broadband service into the ILECs supply high bandwidth
transmission services to carriers who offer broadband DSL or high-speed Internet
services. Chapter 7 by Russel Cooper, Gary Madden and Grant Coble-Neal
('Measuring TFP for an Expanding Telecommunications Network') utilizes a gen
eralization of the translog cost specification that allows for structural breaks across
long time series to decompose TFP into continuous and discontinuous effects.
This represents an alternative dichotomy to standard short-run (disequilibrium)
versus long-run (equilibrium) classifications. While a dynamic model may be nec
essary to investigate network disequilibrium associated with ongoing network
geographic expansion for much of the zo" century it is also arguable that predict
able or continuous aspects of this expansion could have been fully factored into
carrier provider plans, so that massive technological change over this period is
more suggestive of an overlay of steady technological progress with periodic dis
continuities than it is of disequilibrium adjustment. M. Ishaq Nadiri and Banani
Nandi (Chapter 8, 'Dynamic Aspects of US Telecommunications Productivity
Measurement') concludes this section with a discussion of the contribution of the
telecommunicat ions industry to the US economy by addressing the trend in TFP
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growth in the US telecommunications since the mid-1930s, and the changing
sources of TFP growth. Dynamic aspects of the telecommunications sector and its
impact on the production structure of other industries, i.e., changing factor ratio in
different industries, and spillover or network effects on the output and productivity
growth of other sectors and industry are also examined. The spillover or network
effects of telecommunications infrastructure are then explored. Total benefit de
rived from telecommunications infrastructure by US industry is presented.

Part 111: Demand and Pricing

The following three complementary chapters concern wireless demand and the
pricing of information goods. Sang-Kyu Byun, Jongsu Lee, Jeong-Dong Lee and
Jiwoon Ahn in Chapter 9 ('Korean Wireless Data Communication Markets and
Consumer Technology Choice') forecast wireless data communication services
demand patterns. To do so, the characteristics of wireless data communication
(technology and services) are used to estimate consumer attribute preferences.
Conjoint designs are employed to construct choice sets containing these character
istics. From these data the model is estimated and predictions made about com
munication service market evolution. In particular , the analysis considers mobile
Internet and wireless LAN services. Common and competing technology used by
the services is also discussed. Paul Rappoport, Lester Taylor and James Alleman
(Chapter 10, 'WTP Analysis of Mobile Internet Demand') analyze US wireless
Internet access demand with household WTP survey data. The theoretical frame
work identifies WTP for consumer surplus obtained from network use. Their re
sults suggest that demand is elastic for prices currently charged by wireless service
providers. Determinants of demand are consistent with those for Internet and
broadband access. Age of the household head and household income are important
determinants in the WTP function. Indicators of Internet use inc1ude the presence
of a PCS telephone and personal computer within the household. Additionally,
WTP is strongly related to whether the household has recently relocated . A WTP
frequency distribution indicates that many respondents are willing to pay US$ 50
for wireless access. Finally, concentrations of WTP values at US$ 20, US$ 25 and
US$ 30 suggest wireless providers should vary their plans to better meet customer
needs. In Chapter 11 ( 'Asymmetry in Pricing Information Goods'), Yong-Yeop
Sohn investigates the pricing of an information good, and analyzes factors that de
termine the optimal pricing strategy. He shows that a firm producing an informa
tion good (characterized by a network externality) should adopt an introductory
pricing strategy to secure an installed base of customers. When the product is an
upgrade of an existing version, the firm is better off charging a profit-maximizing
price initially to the installed base of established customers, and then lower price
to help secure the customer base for the next version. Another finding is that an in
formation good with a network externality is Iikely to provide less profit than non
information goods, since information good producers must ensure they retain a
substantial customer base.
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Part IV: Market Growth, Regulation and Investment

The four chapters that appear next concern the importance of network effects for
system growth, and the role of appropriate regulation to provide a suitable back
drop to enable this growth to occur. In Chapter 12 ('Measuring Telecommunica
tion System Network Effects'), Gary Madden, Aniruddha Banerjee and Grant
Coble-Neal analyze consumer demand for network services. A subscription model
is specified that allows interaction among the network effects for competing net
works. The model also examines whether consumers consider the combined net
work size of compatible fixed-line and mobile telephone systems when deciding
to subscribe. Estimated network effect magnitudes for fixed-line telephony, mo
bile telephony and the Internet are derived, and interactions among network ef
fects are reported. In Chapter 13 ('Open Access Rules and Equilibrium Broadband
Deployment') Glenn Woroch examines the impact of alternative open access rules
using an equilibrium model of a broadband deployment race. The rules alter de
ployment timing by contestants, typieally resulting in delay. Delays are traced to a
reduced investment incentive in broadband facilities relative to service-based al
ternatives, or relative to no investment. Glenn also finds that asymmetrie treatment
of carriers has substantial effects on the pattern of deployment. The analysis is
limited to assessing open access rules in terms of their impact on timing of broad
band deployment. Johannes Bauer (Chapter 14, 'Spectrum Management and Mo
bile Telephone Service Markets ') examines the implications of policy for innova
tion within the mobile services industry. The analysis indicates a framework of
spectrum use markets fits broadly with innovation scenarios. Proponents of free
spectrum access argue that ubiquitous underlay rights are sufficient for emerging
mobile technology. However, conflict of interest exists between primary and un
derlay users. An alternative is to create regimes for designated bands however this
requires a metric for comparison. Further, spectrum policy is only a component
shaping innovation processes. Other factors include policy governing access to a
communications gateway or business strategy that interacts with spectrum policy.
Also, the complexity of the value chain makes open access regimes neither neces
sary nor sufficient for vibrant upstream industry. A system of exclusive rights in
spectrum is conducive to innovation. As a best regime does not exist, policy mak
ers are advised to allow competition between institutional regimes. In Chapter 15
('Rational Explanations of ICT Investment'), Russel Cooper and Gary Madden
construct a model of investment behavior by a typieal ICT firm. As investment
decisions are made in an uncertain environment, occasionally 'bad news' domi
nates. To rationally explain the recent ICT sector investment experience, compo
nents of investment are decomposed into factors that influence optimal investment
decision making, that is, profitable production; optimal portfolio choiee; strategic
merger and acquisition; shareholder satiation; and futures preparation. Strands of
the received investment literature are associated with these factors; however it is
the combination of influences that leads to investment outcomes. Finally, interac
tion among these factors may lead to complex and possibly undesirable outcomes
that can be characterized as the result of rational decision making.
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Part V: Development Imperative

The final three chapters concern the digital divide and regional information net
works. Andrea Kavanaugh (Chapter 16, 'North African Information Networks')
argues that mobile telephony, especially in developing countries , is an appropriate
transition technology for teaching computer networking skills to mostly illiterate
populations, as technical support is provided through social networks. North Afri
can data show poor quality fixed-line telephone service, rapid mobile telephone
and Internet subscription growth when service is provided via competitive mar
kets. To effectively use the Internet requires reading and computer literacy skills,
and an on-line social network. Social networks are important in motivating indi
viduals to access the Internet. Simply, the Internet will diffuse more broadly in
North Africa and developing country populations, more generally, via mobile
communication, and not through desktop computers attached to fixed-line tele
phone network connections. Policy should reflect this reality so that the economic
benefits of information networks can be more widely appropriated by developing
country populations. Dimitri Ypsilanti and Sam Paltridge (Chapter 17, 'OECD
Broadband Market Developments') argue that mapping broadband availability and
allowing firms to define their threshold for the providing service is integral to the
process. To ensure transparency this information should be made publicly avail
able. Further, government should strive to strengthen competition in local access
markets. In rural areas, entrants may provide innovative solutions for areas that are
not profitable to serve via DSL or cable modem. A corollary proposal is to support
competing platforms and open existing platforms to competition. Initial evidence
indicates that unbundling has some entrants setting lower exchange upgrade
thresholds than incumbents. Government should review spectrum allocations to
facilitate entry and experimentation. Further, government can act to aggregate
broadband demand so that it is profitable for efficient firms to upgrade their net
works-both access and backhau!. Finally, government should deliver services via
broadband networks to stimulate use, provide more efficient delivery and increase
rural access. The final chapter in this volume (Chapter 18, 'Understanding the
Evolving Digital Divide') by Russel Cooper and Gary Madden posit the existence
of representative North (developed country) and South (developing country) firms
that are differentiated by their productivity . Also South downstream application
sector firms are allowed to invest in North ICT. Asymmetry in the impact of un
certainty specifies different responses to 'good ' and 'bad ' news. Implications of
these features on the digital divide are analyzed. Further, the structure of capital
stock transition equations obtained from North-South firm investment decisions
made in an uncertain environment are derived. The model uses isoelastic con
sumer preferences and simplified technology to illustrate that optimal investment
results highlight the complexity of North and South firm investment and growth
relationships, and suggests that hoped for technology transfer 'solutions' to neces
sitate growth and convergence are too simplistic . In particular, study findings
show that asymmetric uncertainty can exacerbate the digital divide.



1 Cellular 3G Broadband and WiFi

Jerry Hausman

Introduction

This chapter focuses on a potentially important emerging telecommunications
market, cellular 3G broadband and WiFi. This study also concerns competition,
and the role of both business and the Government. This topic is particularly inter
esting, because through to 2000 the industry remained buoyant with stock prices
appreciating. Until then, telecommunications companies had invested in new
technology, wireless spectrum licenses and acquisitions at an extremely high rate.
From the enactment of the US Telecommunications Act of 1996, through 2000,
the telecommunications industry raised approximately US$ 1.3 trillion in new eq
uity capital from Wall Street. An even greater debt accumulated. According to the
Wall Street Journal, telecommunications firms borrowed about US$ 1.5 trillion in
debt from banks, and issued US$ 630 billion in corporate bonds from 1996
through 2001. By 1999-2000, new telecommunications-related equipment ac
counted for 12% to 15% of capital investment among the Standard & Poor 500
firms. As this equipment was being installed demand for new telecommunications
services grew at up to 100% per quarter. Demand for additional services continues
to grow, but at a tenth of that rate. Much of this optimism, and re1ated aggressive
investment activity, was based on the premise that high demand for broadband ac
cess to voice, video and data would provide room for many competitors backed by
their infrastructure . Financial markets eventually realized the true state of the in
dustry. About US$ 2 trillion of telecommunications industry value was lost
through plummeting stock values and defunct corporate bonds. Of course, now
things are in the basement, the important question is, where to next?

Consumer Welfare and Cellular Telephony

Cellular telephony was introduced in 1983, and with the Internet, is among the
most beneficial new products of the last fifty years. It is quite remarkab1e that-in
a field like telecommunications-two new products cou1d have had such a pro
found affect. A salient feature of cellular telephony markets is that penetration is
very high, with Australian penetration approximately 65%, for the US slightly
lower at 50%, and 80% for Scandinavian countries. However, Asian nation pene
tration rates are even higher with, e.g., Korea at 90% and Taiwan 104%.1 Finally,

I Taiwanese govemment statistics report cellular telephone handset numbers exceed the
population. During a visit in 2002, I was assured their govemment statistics are accurate.

R. Cooper et al. (eds.), Frontiers of Broadband, Electronic and Mobile Commerce
© Physica-Verlag Heidelberg 2004
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The People's Republic of China (China) has a cellular telephone penetration rate
of 16%. That is, 16% of 1.3 billion persons translate to 208 million cellular sub
scribers, so the future of the cellular industry will be deeply affected by Chinese
growth toward maturity. For many countries, cellular penetration exceeds that for
fixed-line telephony. This is the case for Australia, Scandinavia and several Asian
countries. Such acceptance has led to substantial improvement in consumers' wel
fare.
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Fig. 1.1. USCellular Penetration. Source: CTIA Semi-Annual Wireless Industry Survey

Cellular telephones were introduced to the US telecommunications market in
1984 in time for the Los Angeles Olympics . US market penetration is graphed
from in January 1985 in Fig.l.1 through to mid-2002 . Through to the late-1980s
adoption remained sluggish. At that time, PacTel Cellular (later AirTouch) re
ceived advice that cellular adoption was poor because consumers placed too much
weight on equipment purchase costs and underweighted subsequent service prices
(Hausman 1999a). A selective review of the market research literature suggests
that this behavior holds for consumers quite pervasively. The cellular telephones
then available are very different from those in current supply. Cellular telephones
were practically found only in cars, and priced at about US$ 2,000. In response to
advice received, PacTel subsidized the price of the handsets provided to network
subscribers. The handset supply cost was amortized and recovered through mini
mum service contracts with fixed service charges . However, in doing so PacTel
entered into fierce price competition with Californian cellular telephone competi-

However, officials showed some surprise when Iindicated, based on these data, that the
penetration rate was 104%.
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tors. This competition caused cellular handset prices to decline rapidly, until by
1993-1994, the price of handsets was effectively zero. This competitive strategy
led to substantial increases in cellular adoption. This pricing strategy is now
prevalent globally.

Consider next the increase in consumer welfare caused through the introduction
of cellular telephony. Economists use the expenditure function to measure con
sumer welfare effects.? The idea is to find out how much income a representative
consumer would relinquish and be as weIl off as without cellular telephony. Alter
natively, if cellular telephone was taken away from the representative consumer,
how much monetary compensation is required to make this individual as weIl off
as with the telephone? For consumer surplus (eS) , the expenditure function

(1.1)

is defined as a function of PI' the prices of all other goods, i.e., prices of cars,

clothes, houses, gasoline, whatever. P: is a virtual price that sets demand equal to

zero, ul is the utility level and Pn is the price paid for cellular telephony and

keeps the same utility level.3 The expenditure function indicates the minimum in
come that a consumer needs at prices P to reach utility level u l

• Thus, from the

virtual and actual prices of cellular telephony, the consumer welfare effect can be
estimated.

Hausman (1997) estimates the virtual price for cellular at US$ 156 per month .
This estimate indicates the upper limit price that an individual would typically pay
to have cellular telephony . To obtain this estimate requires the use of panel data
econometric techniques. Post estimation, it is always sensible to ask whether the
estimate obtained is reasonable. The Hausman estimate is certainly a realistic
number, because by examining the historical prices paid for cellular telephony
service, it was not uncommon at the beginning, for more than US$ 156 a month to
be paid for cellular service . The price has fallen a great deal since, but, this esti
mate is certainly in a range of what was paid at that time. The current price is
about US$ 50 per month in the USo These data are obtained from the Cellular
Telecommunications and Internet Association (CTIA) Web site.' With approxi
mately 135 million US subscribers, the consumer surplus is estimated to be ap
proximately US$ 150 billion p.a. The lower bound estimate, discussed in Haus
man, is US$ 80 billion p.a. The estimates find consumer welfare from cellular
telephony is between US$ 80 and US$ 150 billion, and this amount is from 0.8%
to 1.5% of US GDP of approximately US$ 10 trillion.

2 Anolder literature uses eonsumer surplus.
3 The eoneept of virtual price,although he did not use the name, is first employed by Hieks

(1940) . Hausman (1996) resuscitated the eoneept when ealeulating how mueh utility is
gainedfromthe introduetionof new eereals.

4 http://www.wow-eom.eom/
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Government policy can have a major effect on the introduction of new technol
ogy adoption and associated consumer welfare. In the US, the introduction of cel
lular telephony was delayed for approximately ten years, and this outcome is
mainly because the government could not decide exactly who should be allowed
to provide service (see Hausman 1997). Cellular technology was invented in the
1960's at Bell Labs.' The question the US Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) was deciding on was who should be allowed to provide cellular services,
because the FCC controlled the radio spectrum. Through the FCC's control of the
radio spectrum, a company had to obtain permission to use the radio spectrum be
fore providing cellular service. In the US the actual introduction of cellular service
took place in 1983-1984. By that time cellular telephony had already been intro
duced in Japan and Scandinavia. Partly, pressure on the FCC to introduce cellular
service came from returning US visitors to these countries.

Hausman (1997) estimates that this ten year delay in cellular telephony intro
duction in the US led to a loss of consumer welfare of about US$ 50 billion p.a..
This estimate has never been challenged. In coming to terms with the magnitude
of this estimate it is important to think about new technology differently than for
most economic goods. For instance, Western Australia is a mineral rich part of the
country, so delay in opening an oil weil for ten years means no oil removed from
the ground during that time. Still, ten years later the oil is still there, the time value
of money is lost, but you can still remove the oillater. However, for new technol
ogy if the government had allowed cellular technology entry ten years earlier, it is
not as if the resource is being depleted. So, government delay in this case is really
deleterious to consumers.

Next consider China. In China, there are approximately 200 million cellular
subscribers, more than any other country. While market penetration is only 16%, it
now has more subscribers than the USo In considering how government policy can
harm consumers, compare this outcome to that for India. In India, there are rela
tively few cellular telephone subscribers. The level of Indian corruption is such
that they cannot seem to provide new technology. In India, cellular auctions are
held and won regularly, but somehow the cellular industry never actually com
mences operation.

The Chinese wire-line market is experiencing 30% growth p.a., however by
comparison the cellular market is growing at 80% p.a. In Shanghai or Beijing,
which are relatively affluent, you observe more cellular handsets than you would
in Boston. In China, the gain in consumer welfare is 3% of the GDP. Cellular and
wire-line market growth are reported in Fig. 1.2. It was in 2000 that the market
penetration lines crossed, and mobile is now surpassing wire-line penetration.
There has been much recent debate that mobile telephony is less expensive than
wire-line, and China seems to be the first large country where mobile growth may
severely constrain wire-line penetration.

5 Anecdotal evidence of the existence of latent demand for cellular telephony is found
from US movies of the time. Car telephones were available, and there was a ten year wait
list for car telephones.
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Fig. 1.2. Chinese Cellular and Wire-line Market Penetration

Cellular Broadband Internet Access

First-generation (lG) cellular telephones are analogue telephones, and second
generation (2G) handsets are digital telephones. In Australia, Telstra the former
government company which is now part-privatized provides 2G. Competitors, Op
tus and Vodafone also provide 2G service. Vodafone is the largest cellular tele
phone provider in the world and third largest in Australia. Younger people in
creasingly use cellular service, among the reasons for this is that they do not have
to pay a network connection fee when they move as with wire-line, also with cel
lular access the subscriber can always be reached. Cellular calling prices remain
somewhat higher than those for wire-line service however, this difference is de
creasing. The US cellular market is competitive, given the presence of 'bucket
plans' for long-distance calling , when compared to wire-line lang distance calJing.
Another lesson from US telecommunications markets is that subscribers purchase
bucket plans, in which for US$ 30 a month , say, subscribers receive 120 calJing
minutes during peak hours, and basically unlimited off peak usage. What is inter
esting about bucket plans is that subscribers consistently purchase bucket plans
that are too large based on their typical use. When usage is examined, subscribers
almost never exhaust their minutes, which they should do occasionally if they are
purchasing a plan that yields minimum cast over time. Currently, in the US about
3% of customers use only cellular telephony, viz., 3% of the population does not
have a fixed-line telephone. Cellular telephony is also widely used for short mes
sage service. The main disadvantage of cellular service is lack of convenient use
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of the Internet. An earlier approach , wireless application protocol (WAP) was en
tirely unsuccessful , as it did not work at all well, WAP was too slow, with a speed
of about 9.6 kbps, which is six generations aga for wire-line Internet access from
modems.

Consider Korea which has the highest global broadband penetration. Korean
broadband penetration approximately doubles annually, from 4.3 to 9.0 to 19.2
connections per 100 inhabitants . Canada is next, and the US interestingly enough,
once third is now in sixth place, with 5.8% penetration reported in Fig. 1.3.
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Fig. 1.3. Broadband Connections per 100Inhabitants. Source: OECD

An interesting question is whether this outcome is a failure of industry, gov
ernment or something that is not a matter of concern . In the US, there has been
controversy about broadband penetration and whether government policy is slow
ing down the spread of broadband (Crandall and Alleman 2002). Hausnian (2002)
estimated an econometric model of the determinants of broadband penetration. Per
capita income is isolated as an important determinant of penetration. High per cap
ita income causes higher demand for computers , and also higher demand for
broadband. However, another important factor is the relative price of narrowband.
Narrowband is when broadband access is obtained from a telephone hook up. The
US and New Zealand are the only countries in which there is no charge for local
telephone calling, so unlimited narrowband is available. Narrowband Internet ac
cess is slow, but pricing is not time sensitive. In Australia , the price for local call
ing is about 18 US cents, so this is the cost for narrowband Internet access. This
relatively small amount is among the reasons that the US and Australia have low
broadband penetration. Almost everywhere else, including Korea, narrow band
Internet access bears per minute charge. But, in the US, narrowband access is
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'free', once the telephone line rental is paid. In Australia 18 US cents is paid and
customers can remain on-line for as long as is desired. However there are other
differences, in the US there is no charge for broadband beyond a monthly fee. In
Australia both Optus and Telstra, which are the main broadband providers, charge
depending on the volume of data that is transmitted. A final factor is government
regulation. Korea, as it turns out, was completely unregulated for wire-line broad
band until very recently. The US and Australia are both regulated. Both countries
have unbundled network regulation. Clearly, this government regulation can actu
ally have a retarding effect on the spread of broadband. The Australian Competi
tion and Consumer Commission (ACCC) is the telecommunication sector regula
tor in Australia, and along with the FCC, may have retarded broadband adoption
in Australia.

Effect of Regulation

When a network is unbundled incumbent telephone providers are required by the
regulator to rent their network elements to competitors at regulated prices. The
goal of such regulation should not be a competitor welfare goal, as regulators of
ten seem to believe, but a consumer welfare goal. Indeed, the ACCC has adopted a
consumer welfare goal. However, the FCC often seems more concerned with the
welfare of competitors rather than those of consumers. This approach often leads
to regulatory mistakes, and the courts often reverse FCC regulatory policy. Re
turning to the Korean case, the technical means to obtain broadband service now,
and cellular 30 and with WiFi in the future, is through digital subscriber lines
(DSL), i.e., over a telephone wire. So, the copper wires that carry voice also carry
broadband. In Korea, Fig.1.4 shows that approximately 70% of broadband service
is delivered by DSL. Another way to subscribe to broadband service is via cable
modem. Cable modems provide broadband access for the remaining 30% of Ko
rean subscribers. Regulators are often concerned with an incumbent having a
dominant market share. The incurnbent, Korea Telecom, has only 45% of the
market, viz.; competitors have 55% of the market. While 45% is still a large share,
Korea Telecom initially had 100%. So, Korea's case is a success story. With no or
minimal regulation, Korea has achieved the highest national broadband penetra
tion, and the incumbent retains less than a 50% market. This situation is unique to
Korea. In the US, by contrast, DSL has 30% market share, and cable which is un
regulated, has a 68% to 70% share, viz., essentially the reverse market shares to
those of Korea (see Fig. 1.5).6 The FCC changed the regulatory rules in February
2003, and removed the incumbent's obligation to provide DSL to new competi
tors. A Federal Appeals Court decision told the FCC that it had to change this pol
icy. In the US, cable passes 96% of hornes. DSL is employed for about 67% be
cause it is distance limited, and cable retains 70% market share. So perversely, in

6 Students of statistics or econometrics know not to place too much weight on a result from
a sampie size of two observations. Nevertheless, it is interesting what has happened in
the twocountries.
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the US a technology with 30% market share was regulated, while a technology
with 70% share was not. Clearly, regulation should not lead to this type of out
come (Hausman 2002).
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Fig. 1.4. Korean Broadband Internet Acccss
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Fig. 1.5. US Broadband Markel Shares
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Sunk Investment and Regulation

An important question is what is the effect of this type of regulation has had on
competition . Another concern is whether such regulation has had a negative effect
on telecommunieations sector investment. Lastly, have any potentially large nega
tive effects on consumer welfare occurred. The outcome of such asymmetrie regu
lation is the prevention of DSL being an effective competitor , and decreased in
vestment by incumbents. To consider the position of a firm undertaking new
investments in telecommunieations , I recall that Sir lohn Hieks said, when I was a
graduate student at Oxford, "When you make an investment, you are giving a hos
tage to fortune". So, what did he mean by that? Weil, most investment in tele
communications is a sunk cost or investment. A firm installs wires under the
ground. Should the new serviee fail, the investment is gone forever, because the
firm is unable to remove the wires and reuse them for an alternative purpose. It is
economieally infeasible to do so. So the sunk cost nature of the investment makes
the investment much more risky when compared to many investments in other in
dustries.

j(x)

Fig. 1.6. Effect of Regulation on Expected Returns

c x

Next, consider what happens when the industry is regulated. Consider the fre
quency curve of possible expected returns in Fig.1.6. With network unbundling
regulation in piace, the regulator sets some price c and requires an incumbent to
seil product to competitors at that price. Thus, regulation truncates the distribution
of possible returns. Should the investment fail the firm' s shareholders are made
worse off. Conversely when the investment is successful, the regulator requires
the incumbent to seil the innovation to competitors at the regulated price. This
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type of regulation can profoundly affect telecommunications market outcomes. In
particular, by truncating the right tail of the distribution, the regulator exogenously
decreases the expected return. Consider a product with return y, and using a nor
mal distribution with standard deviation 0",

E(yl y <c)= J.J - 0" M(c) (1.2)

where the formula for the expected value of y, given that it has to be less than c,

is equal to the mean J.J, minus the standard deviation times the function M (c) or

Mills ratio. After truncation the mean is smaller than before truncation. The riskier
the investment, the greater is the magnitude of standard deviation, so the greater is
the impact of truncation. To sum, the more risky is the investment, the more ex
pected value the regulator eliminates. In telecommunications, because of positive
network effects relating to product adoption, technology is often quite risky, and
so the effect on innovation can be substantial. The tighter is the cost standard, the
lower the economic incentive to innovate. As returns to innovation become more
uncertain, the more expected returns decrease, and the greater the disincentive to
invest in new technology. To illustrate, consider WiFi technology, a type of high
speed wireless broadband access. Will this 80211B or 80211A standard succeed?
When WiFi first appeared, a PCIMA card was placed into users' laptop com
puters, however, now the card is built into computers, and Intel, the world's larg
est microprocessor maker, is aggressively promoting WiFi. WiFi is available in
many 'hot spots', i.e., airports, coffee shops and hotels in Asia, Australia, Europe
and the USoWiFi could be a superior technology to ADSL, because ADSL de
pends on copper wires that were not built for broadband but for voice.

Now consider the importance of options in regulation. What is an option under
regulation? An option is a legal right, but not the obligation, to purchase unbun
dled elements at the regulated price. Another example of an option is a financiaI
option. Consider a call option to purchase Intel stock, should the Intel stock price
rise to 20, then the holder of the option has a right to purchase this stock at 20, but
not the obligation. In a regulatory context, such options are called real options be
cause they refer to real products or assets, not financial instruments. Consider the
distribution in Fig. 1.6, when the economic outcome is 'good', the entrant utilizes
this option. The entrant approaches the regulator and resells the innovative prod
uct, and the regulator requires the incumbent to provide the product at the regu
lated price. However, should the outcome be 'bad' , then the entrant does not exer
eise the option. It is as if Intel stock falls to 10, and option is not exereised.
However, the Intel options investor must purchase the option. Under regulation
the entrant receives a free option from the regulator. Hausman (1997, 1999b, c),
demonstrates that the value of options with sunk investment and rapidly changing
technology is very high. Thus, the regulatory grant of free options distorts invest
ment deeisions. If the regulator truncates the distribution and gives away these real
options for free, the regulated firm has a substantially reduced incentive to invest.
The outcome is the same for Intel. If the regulator started to give away options on
Intel at 20 for free, Intel would have less reason to invest in new generations of
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microprocessors . If Intel went above 20, individuals would exercise their free op
tions limiting the upside movement of Intel stock.

What is the source of a free option? Consider a new investment by an incum
bent telecommunications provider and a competitor wishes to rent the unbundled
element. The incumbent can offer the entrant competitor a contract for the eco
nomic life of the investment. In this case, the competitor would become similar to
a joint venture partner with the incumbent. That outcome does not create any eco
nomic distortion. If demand is not realized or price falls, then the entrant bears this
economic risk. However, in the US, Australia and several other countries, the
regulator has not required entrants to sign a contract for the life of the investment.
Instead, regulators allow the entrant to rent the unbundled element on a month-by
month basis at the regulated price, set at long-run incremental cost (LRIC). When
economic events work out well, the new competitor continues to rent. However, if
economic events are not successful then the competitor is able to not rent the un
bundled element the following month. So, the incumbent is required by regulation
to provide a free option to the entrant. The monthly price of the unbundled ele
ment should be significantly higher than c because of this risk of investment with
sunk costs. To see this, consider the fundamental equation for investment with
economic depreciation, but no sunk costs:

V(P)= J~Aexp(-At)P l-exp(-ot) dt = P/(A+ 0).s (1.3)

To obtain the value of an investment, integrate from zero to infinity, where 0
is the economic depreciation rate, ..1, is the combined cost of capital, the discount
rate plus the expected change in the product price. For simplicity assume constant
exponential rates of change, so the integration is in closed form. The value of Eq.
1.3 is equal to the price the company sets (P) divided by (..1, +0) . To invest this

value must exceed the cost of investment (/) . Next, consider what happens when

the investment cost is sunk. The last term in Eq. 1.3, ..1" which is added to the ex
pression to account for the decreasing price of capital goods, is economic depre
ciation. It is important to note, that in the telecommunications industry prices of
new equipment decrease rapidly through time. As the prices ofPC's have fallen so
too have prices for telecommunications equipment. This downward price move
ment is among the reasons that so many telecommunications companies have col
lapsed, viz., telecommunications equipment prices decreased much faster than ex
pected. To see the impact of a faster than expected fall in network equipment
prices, assume a company called New Telecom enters the Internet access market.
To do so the company purchases a switch or router from Cisco for US$ 10,000.
The expectation is that the company will serve a customer base of a hundred sub
scribers at a variable cost of US$ 500 p.a. So the average variable cost is US$ 5
per customer and with a 10% cost of capital. Further, the company assumes that
routers last for five years, at which time they are scrapped with no residual value.
The cost of the project is US$ 11,895, an amount that has to be earned to break
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even, or on aper customer basis, US$ 118.95. If the price is set at US$ 31.38 p.a.,
the company breaks even . However, this calculation does not allow for economic
depreciation, and at this price the company loses money . Assuming that prices
obey Moore's law, viz., equipment price falls monotonically through time. In par
ticular, assurne that router prices decline by 10% p.a., and other costs remain the
same. This assumption of an annual 10% price decrease is not unreasonable by
telecommunications sector standards. Following this simulation through, assurne
in year-2 a newcompetitor enters the market and pays US$ 1,000 less for a router,
because router prices have fallen , and so, their discounted cost is US$ 10,895
exactiy US$ 1,000 less. The early entrant New Telecom has to reduce its service
price by US$ 2.64 to compete with the late entrant, or it incurs a loss. This annual
loss increases as competition continues, in the following year the router price falls
again to US$ 8,000. Thus , if the regulator sets service price at US$ 31.38 based on
a LRIC standard, no rational firm will invest-because instead of charging
US$ 31.38 in year-I, the actual price charged to break even is US$ 36, in year-2
US$ 33 and so on. This example demonstrates that when regulated price is incor
rect, and this form of regulation started in the US and followed in Australia, that
telecommunications companies cannot break even .

Further, consider the effect of sunk costs . When sunk costs are taken into ac
count a stochastic partial differential equation, much like the Black-Scholes for
mula, results. For the case of a Weiner process:

r>L(J+A)I=m(J+A)1 for m>1
ß-l

(1.4)

where m > 1 is called the mark-up term. m depends on uncertainty and other eco
nomic factors. Hausman (1997, 1999b, c) demonstrates that m is bounded by 3.2
and 3.4 for telecommunications, so assurne it takes the value 3.3. This means that
once sunk costs, uncertainty and the rates price decline are taken into account, the
usual NPV rule needs to be adjusted by a factor of 3.

Cellular Moves to 3G

3G technology, basically allows broadband services to be delivered over the cellu
lar spectrum. 3G has high-speed data transfer rates, and will be able to provide
video and audio among its applications . Full-3G data transfer speeds are poten
tially available up to 2 Mbps . This speed is 200 tirnes that of 2G and, similar to
both DSL and cable modems. Current Japanese speeds are available up to 384
Kbs. An alternative technology CDMAI-X ('3G Lite') operates in Australia, Ja
pan, Korea, New Zealand and the US, and has data transfer rates approaching 144
Kbps. A laptop computer, with a card and an antenna, works in a manner similar
to WiFi, with an additional benefit of mobility. CDMA-IX is not really broadband
speed, but it is substantially faster than that available to date. For 3G to succeed
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requires that revenue from data equal that of voice. In recent US advertisements
for Sprint 3G services, an actress is showing a picture when she is calling some-·
body. Such data uses of 3G must be considered important by consumers, as 3G
voice quality is practically the same as for 2G. Competition is already strong
among 2G providers, and it is increasing as it is essentially a commodity service.
Such competition in the US, and to a lesser extent in other countries, has led to a
steep decline in the market value of service providers. So, if 3G works, it will be
similar in it's capability to fixed-line communication services, so that many sub
scribers will only subscribe to mobile telephone services.

Requirements for 3G to be Successful

For 3G markets to succeed requires compelling applications be developed and
provided to the market. So far only limited progress has been made. Among the
bigger users in the US are mobile laptop computers with 144 Kbps data transfer
speeds. Second, 3G needs sufficient spectrum to operate effectively. In the US the
local governments tend to use up a lot of the spectrum. Lastly, 3G needs sufficient
speed to allow for convenient broadband applications. So far 3G is only working
at 144 Kbps to 384 Kbps, and the question remains whether it will operate at
speeds of up to 2 Mbps.

Current 3G Market Experience

In Japan, NTT DoCoMo began service in October 2001. DoCoMo 3G is not suc
cessful to date. Its principal application in Japan is to use 3G as a picture tele
phone. This application .seems far from compelling to a typical subscriber.
DoCoMo concedes lack of content is a major problem. Hutchison, a Hong Kong
company, has begun service in Europe recently with an investment of US$ 16 bil
lion. Unfortunately , their handsets have, as yet, unresolved problems due to com
plicated software issues.

Spectrum Auctions

Government policy that has been successful in several countries including Austra
lia, Europe and the US, are spectrum auctions. Government auctions did not occur
because economists had convinced government of their efficiency. The US Con
gress needed to increase spending, and once it realized money could be gained
from auctions they became economic policy. However, economists remain pleased
with the outcome. Prior to auctions, governments had 'beauty contests', which
meant, that proponents employed lawyers and engineers to convince government
of the desirability of their plans. Next, then came lotteries. As lotteries typically
resulted in sub-optimal outcomes, government policy switched to auctions.
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In 2000, Germany and the UK auctioned spectrum for US$ 46 billion and
US$ 35 billion, respectively, which are approximately equivalent on aper capita
basis. However, governments need to design the auctions in a manner that ensures
enough bidders. Economists prefer auctions as they are economically efficient,
viz., rather than having a beauty contest and giving away spectrum to associates,
or giving away spectrum in a lottery, economists want bidders who value the spec
trum most to use it. Accordingly, firms with the higher bids are seen to value the
spectrum more. However, it has been claimed the process is flawed as when firms
incorrectly value 3G spectrum they incur financial difficulty. A question arises as
to whether government is attempting to artificially make spectrum scarce so as to
maximize financial return. Namely, is spectrum actually a scarce resource with
modern technology? That is, with modern digital technology, government does not
need to play a role. Instead, market participants could share the spectrum and it
would not be scarce. This debate is unresolved, and its outcome will profoundly
affect future government policy and telecommunications markets.

WiFi

WiFi are small radio antennae that broadcast over a 100 meter to 150 meter range,
and offers high broadband speed of 1.5 megabits. The technology is based on an
IEEE standard, and has operated on university campuses for the past eighteen
months. WiFi is currently being deployed at hotspots. T-Mobile offers WiFi in
Starbucks cafes and airport clubs located in the US, and in German airports. A dif
ference between the technologies is that WiFi is not mobile. Also, WiFi currently
cannot provide voice calling, although this functionality wililikely be added in the
near future. Industry support has begun for WiFi with Intel announcing its Cen
trino chip. Intel and Toshiba and Dell have combined with laptop computer manu
facturers to widely deploy WiFi. A crucial problem for WiFi hotspots is that a
successful revenue model is not yet available. That is, it is not apparent how com
panies are to make areturn from offering the service. T-mobile charges by the
minute or month. In Hong Kong when purchasing broadband from the incumbent,
Hong Kong Tel (PCCW) includes WiFi use in their hotspots. However, in the US,
several companies offering WiFi service are now defunct. It remains unclear that
WiFi offered in hotspots will be economically viable. Perhaps Starbucks should
pay for WiFi to attract customers.

A technology related to WiFi is wireless localloop (WLL). WLL is an alterna
tive to having copper wire running through premises. This technology has the po
tential to solve the last mile problem. Rather than fiber to the node, fiber to the
neighborhood node and wireless to the horne would be provided. Speeds of 10
Mbps allow the equivalent of cable TV through WLL. As such, this technology
could provide competition to cable TV. In the US, cable TV remains among the
last refuges for unregulated monopoly. Cable companies charge high monthly
subscription rates that rise at three times the rate of inflation. WLL technology
could also provide competition to wire-line telephone companies , where govern
ment regulation has created a problem. However, WLL technology requires
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enough spectra for this outcome to happen, and again government has to solve this
problem.

Finally, if 3G and WiFi become complements, adopters will want to be able to
use their laptops or their PDAs anywhere, and the technologies will be reinforcing.
Should the technologies be substitutes on the other hand, they will compete
against each other, with 3G being higher cost and perhaps lower speed, but offer
ing mobility and voice applications. The likely outcome remains an unanswered
US$ 16 billion question for telecommunications markets. Hutchison is to spend
probably A$ 5 billion to deploy 3G, and if it is not successful, they will incur huge
losses . The fundamental question is whether consumers are willing to pay for mo
bility . In China a proposed new 3G standard, TDSCDMA may offer only limited
mobility. Perhaps different technologies are best for different economic situations.

End to Government Regulation?

In the US, and most other countries, there is a regulatory problem, viz., govern
ments have introduced competition in telecommunications markets, and required
incumbents to lease their network elements. This situation has resulted in an acri
monious relationship between regulators and incumbents, e.g., in Australia Telstra
sued the government and the government sued Telstra. The same has occurred in
the USo A disappointing outcome of this regulation is the limiting of investment
and associated reduction in the spread of new technology. Less innovation leads to
less consumer welfare. Further, basic telecommunications research that had oc
curred, e.g., at Bell Labs, has contracted drastically. Bell Labs invented cellular
technology, the transistor and UNIX, and has historically been the leading US re
search lab. Such basic research has been a fundamental cause of technology ad
vance in telecommunications.

The solution to this problem is to put an end to regulation. Namely, local wire
line service costs of provision are mainly fixed, as such for competition to be ef
fective requires a reduction in the incumbent's market share of only 6%. So the
ideal situation is to stop regulating telecommunications and let competition take
over. The calculation to determine the cut-off point for sector regulation is derived
from the rule:

(1- MC / P)Q\ < (1.05 - MC / P)Q2 . (1.5)

To find the 'critical market share loss' , take the ratio of the marginal cost to the
price, which for a telephone wire-line is about 20%, and then calculate how much
market share would the incumbent have to lose, so that the incumbent could not
have any market power to raise price above the competitive level. This critical
share loss is approximately 6% (Hausman et al. 1996). No one knows whether 3G,
WiFi or WLL are going to be successful. No one knows, but the really interesting
proposition is should any of these technologies become successful the regulating
of telecommunications could cease. This outcome would be a very good idea for
consumers and government policy .
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Conclusion

3G cellular and WiFi substitution is happening. Broadband Internet is becoming
increasingly important. In the US, the FCC has used incorrect regulation, and pol
icy needs to be designed that does not retard investment. New investment in tele
communications can lead to large consumer welfare gain. Delays in technology in
troduction need to be avoided. 3G and WiFi may solve the regulatory problem by
offering both voice and broadband data. To succeed, 3G needs compelling appli
cations, spectrum and high-speed access. WiFi and WLL need sufficient spectrum
and changes to government regulation. Should 3G and WiFi provide sufficient
competition then it is going to change the way that economists and regulators
think about telecommunications . Such an outcome would provide a profound
change to government policy. The result would be an acceleration of the introduc
tion of new innovation in telecommunications markets. To conclude, two of the
most consumer welfare enhancing innovations over the last fifty years, have been
cellular telephones and the Internet. Both of these innovations arose from the tele
communications market. Because telecommunications is based on information and
computer chips, which continue to get faster and cheaper, there is no reason to be
lieve that there is an end to further innovation in telecommunications research.
The telecommunications sector of the economy has led improved consumer wel
fare and productivity gains. The best outcome would be turning this into a sector
of the economy where competition takes over and eliminates the need for over
bearing government regulation .
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2 Geographie and Soeially Embedded B2C and
B2B E-Commeree

Charles Steinfield

Introduction

The term electronic commerce (e-commerce) provides visions of anonymous on
line transactions with companies like Amazon or Buy.com, where personal contact
need not exist and locations of purchasers and seilers are irrelevant. Much busi
ness to consumer (B2C) e-commerce occurs this way, and the approach was
prevalent among firms in the 'dot.com' era, e.g., Verticalnet and biz2biz.com.
Such visions reflect the dominant perception of the role of e-commerce in eco
nomic exchange prior to the widespread failure of dot.com firms in 2000 and
200 I . That is, e-commerce enables firms to access new markets, replace outmoded
or inefficient supply chains and distribution channels, and achieve substantial
growth in customer reach (Wigand and Benjamin 1995; Cairncross 1997; Choi et
al. 1997). These perceived opportunities stern from maintained assumptions held
at that time. Steinfield (2003b) describes the primitive beliefs that shaped corpo
rate e-commerce practice and strategy :

a) Geography is irrelevant. Electronic exchange costs are the same regardless of
distance (Cairncross 1997). Indeed , unless a Web site explicitly identifies the
geographical location of the firm, the physical address remains unknown to
most users . An implication for economic exchange is that purchasers and sell
ers are not required to be geographically close , The Internet had reduced trans
action costs for transacting with geographically distant partners to the extent
that distant seilers are competitive with local seilers (Bakos 1997, 1998).

b) Internet transactions are substitutes for transactions formerly conducted in per
son or through other forms of direct communication. Enhanced graphics and
multimedia enable highly complex products to be sold through this medium.
Customization and personalized features substitute for the activity of sales per
sonnet who formerly interacted directly with customers (Rayport and Sviokla
1995). Modern logistics and transport systems ensure rapid fulfillment of on
line orders, hence the essential elements needed to effectively automate transac
tions are present, and enable on-line transactions that are perfect substitutes for
physical transactions (Choi et al. 1997).

c) E-commerce orientated firms experience network effects. Hence, firms that ac
cumulate a substantial customer base will achieve a sustainable competitive ad
vantage (Choi et al. 1997; Shapiro and Varian 1999; Kaplan and Sawhney
2000; Afuah and Tucci 2001). The presence of a network effect translates into
increased customer marginal utility the greater is Web site patronage. Such ef
fects are thought crucial for sites that provide intermediary services, e.g., bro-
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kerage. To improve market liquidity such sites must attract a critical mass, or
minimum efficient scale, of customers. The more customers attracted to a mar
ket, the greater the probability a customer has of finding a desired match.1

The motivation for this study is that such maintained assumptions concerning e
commerce do not universally hold, and firms that rigidly pursue a strategy based
on them are not likely to gain desired benefits. In particular , this perspective has
led to an underutilization of e-commerce in both local and regional markets, and a
corresponding lack of emphasis on the means through which e-commerce works
in concert with established transactions and client practices. Based on a review of
research findings, an alternative 'situated' e-commerce approach is proposed. Fol
lowing Steinfield (2003a), a situated view implies that: physical location matters
for both B2C and B2B e-commerce; for firms with a physical retail presence e
commerce is best viewed as complementary to physical market activity; and
that-especially for B2B transactions-e-commerce is best employed to
strengthen existing business structures as a network-effects only focus is poten
tially damaging to supply chain relationships. In the following section the results
of a research program on click and mortar firm dynamics establishes the relevance
of a situated perspective for B2C e-commerce markets. The situated view is then
employed to explain several developments in B2Bmarkets . A consideration of
how a situated view may enhance the relevance of e-commerce to local and re
gional business clusters follows. A final section summarizes and concludes.

Toward a Situated View of 82C E-Commerce

The situated view contrasts resource-based theory explanations of firm informa
tion technology (IT) use to gain B2C market competitive advantage with those of
transaction cost theory. Resource-based theory explores firm leverage of their as
sets to achieve maximum IT investment benefit (Teece 1986; Zhu and Kraemer
2002). Firm assets situated within a firm's immediate geographical and business
context include established outlets, and supplier and customer relations. Transac
tion cost theory emphasizes the nature of costs incurred by firms in transacting
(Williamson 1975, 1985). Relevant costs include information gathering and search
costs, negotiation and settlement costs, and monitoring costs to ensure agreements
are adhered to. The transaction cost view heavily influenced the development of
initial B2C e-commerce business models.

Transaction Cost and Complementary Views of B2C E-Commerce

Early e-commerce analyses primarily employed transaction cost arguments to

1 Another form of network effect occurs for sites that offer recommendations, as recom
mendation quality improves with more customer activity (Dieberger et al. 2000).
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identify sources of Internet firm competitive advantage relative to that for tradi
tional firms (Bakos 1997; Choi et al. 1997). The Internet was predicted to substan
tially lower transaction costs, especially search and monitoring costs (Bakos
1997). With costs reduced, purchasers could afford to search in distant geographic
markets for lower prices, better service, higher quality and products that better
match needs (Malone et al. 1987; Wildman and Guerin-Calvert 1991; Wigand and
Benjamin 1995; Bakos 1997; Cairncross 1997; Choi et al. 1997; Wigand 1997). In
particular, Internet only (virtual) enterprise was thought, relative to physical chan
nels, to have more ready market access and ease in complementary product bun
dling; require holding smaller inventory; have more flexibility sourcing inputs and
in bypassing intermediaries; provide continual information access; have lower
menu costs ensuring rapid market response; and operate superior transaction
automation facilities with an associated data mining capability (Wigand and Ben
jamin 1995; Choi et al. 1997; Wigand 1997; Bailey 1998; Afuah and Tucci 2001).

Many retail firms entered e-commerce markets by establishing aseparate vir
tual channel of operation (Steinfield et al. 2002b). Recently, potential synergy
available from the operation of combined physical and virtual channels is docu
mented (Friedman and Furey 1999; Steinfield and Klein 1999; Otto and Chung
2000; Rosen and Howard 2000; Steinfield et al. 2001; Ward 2001; Steinfield et al.
2002a; Steinfield et al. 2002b). Laudon and Traver (2001) provide indirect empiri
cal support for these propositions in reporting that only 10% of dot.com firms in
corporated in 1995 survive at 2001. Moreover, Laudon and Traver also note that
click and mortar retailers rapidly replaced dot.com retailers in leading e-commerce
firm lists following the dot.com collapse.

Physical and Virtual Channel Synergy

Click and mortar firms have sources of synergy not usually available to virtual
firms. Such synergies are situated or complementary assets that better enable them
to succeed in e-commerce markets (Teece 1986; Afuah and Tucci 2001). Sources
of synergy include common infrastructure, customers, marketing and operations
(Porter 1985). For example, an infrastructure is 'common' when the firm can rely
on the same logistical system (warehouses, trucks and so on) to distribute goods
for both virtual and physical outlets. IT infrastructure is also often shared. Recent
empirical analysis suggest that when an e-commerce capability is established in
conjunction with existing an IT infrastructure then firm performance is more
likely to improve (Zhu and Kraemer 2002). An illustration of common operation
as a source of synergy is the sharing of an order processing system between virtual
and physical channels. Such common operation enables, for example, improved
tracking of customer movement between sales channels and cost savings. Virtual
and physical channels also possess common marketing and sales assets, viz.,
product catalogues, product and consumer knowledge, and promotion activity that
support both channels. Finally, as virtual and physical channels often target the
same customer base, click and mortar firms are better placed to provide more con
venient and immediate customer service and so improve customer retention.
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A Situated View of Click and Mortar Benefits

Case studies of the Netherlands (Steinfield et al. 2002b) and US (Steinfield et al.
2002a) firms, identify the benefits realized when synergies associated with com
mon assets are successfully exploited. Benefits include: lower costs; increased
product differentiation through value-added services; improved trust; and broad
ened geographic and product market reach. These analyses reveal the importance
of leveraging an existing physical presence by treating e-commerce as a comple
mentary rather than a substitute channel to customers.

LowerCosts

When consumers conduct product information search, complete forms and seek
technical assistance on-line-costs are switched from firms to consumers, and
firm labor savings result. Inventory cost savings occur when firms do not stock in
ventory for infrequently purchased goods at local outlets while continuing to offer
catalogue choice to consumers via the Internet. Marketing and promotional effi
ciency gains are garnered when consumer information is disseminated cross chan
nels. Delivery cost savings are realized from physical outlets acting as collect
points for Internet transactions.

Differentiation through Value-added Services

Physical and virtual channel synergy is available through the transaction cycle.
Pre-purchase services, such as on-line information, assist consumers to better de
termine their needs and identify product testing opportunities. Purehase services
include ordering, customization and reservation facilities, and access to comple
mentary products. Post-purchase services include on-line account management,
social community support and loyalty programs. Opportunity typically occurs in
aspects of the installation, repair, service reminder and training processes. AI
though many value-added services are available to single-channel vendors, com
bined deployment, e.g., on-line purchase of computer with in-store repair or train
ing does enhance differentiation and lock-in effects (Shapiro and Varian 1999).

Improved Trust

Click and mortar firms are more commonly trusted than virtual firms, as they are
physically and socially situated in the markets they serve. Aspects of this en
hanced sense of security includes perceived reduction in consumer risk, being af
filiated and embedded in recognized local social and business networks, and an
ability to leverage brand awareness. Such perceived risk reduction results from an
accessible location to return goods or lodge complaints (Tedeschi 1999). Social
network affiliation facilitates the substitution of contracts and associated legal fees
for social and reputation governance (Granovetter 1985). DiMaggio and Louch
(1998) show, particularly for risky transactions, consumers rely on social affilia
tions as governance mechanisms. Such ties more commonly exist between geo-
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graphieally proximate agents, and suggest preference for transacting with firms
that have a local physical presence. Finally, branding is a means of building con
sumer confidence and trust in product markets (Kotler 1999). Established firms
leverage familiar names to more readily gain consumers trust for affiliated on-line
serviee markets (Coates 1998).

Extended Geographie and Produet Market Reaeh

Many dick and mortar firms attempt to extend market reach to new geographie
markets via e-commerce activity. Such benefits are enhanced when firms realize
the situated nature of their virtual channel. Steinfield et al. (2002a) find firms re
port on-line purchases from distant markets by past customers that relocated else
where and continue to transact with the firm. This outcome is typieally observed
for culturally specific products that are diffieult to obtain. Moreover, an extended
market reach can arise by expanding product offerings . Virtual channels extend
the product scope and depth of physieal channels by allowing firms to offer prod
ucts not stocked that compliment current product lines. Finally, firms can add on
line revenue generating information services.

Managing Situated E-Commerce

A firm with multiple customer service channels may face confIicting objectives
when, e.g., a Web-based outlet intentionally or otherwise competes with or by
passes established physical channels in reaching customers (Stern and Ansary
1992; Balasubramanian 1998). A common problem is when an introduced channel
cannibalizes market share from an established channel. Such perceived threats can
result in restricted cross-channel cooperation and perhaps sabotage, and cause
confusion among customers attempting to transact when using multiple but unco
ordinated channels (Friedman and Furey 1999; Useem 1999; Ward 2001). A situ
ated view recognizes the need to manage the integration of e-commerce into exist
ing business models. Management oversight is required to limit any potential
conflict and so ensure that synergistic gains from cooperation are realized.

Difficulty in measuring the contribution made by a virtual channel to the activ
ity of the firm creates tensions within the firm (Tedeschi 2001a). Managers must
be made aware of potential intangible benefits and not, for example, evaluate e
commerce divisions solelyon the basis of their sales or profits. Moreover, agree
ment must be reached on whether established or new customers are to be targeted
by a virtual channel. Typically successful dick and mortar firms align goals across
physical and virtual channels, and in doing so ensure that employees realize that
the firm benefits from activity originating in both channels . Further, management
and employees must value existing physieal assets and not replace them with e
commerce assets or expect e-commerce to function as a stand-alone operation .
Firms that more successfully introduce e-commerce concepts into their business
plans implement coordination and control mechanisms to exploit synergistie op
portunity. Control mechanisms include IT systems integration to ensure interop-
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erability to aid customer movement between channels. Frequently, firms demon
strate coordination through cross-channel promotion, e.g., by the allocation of e
commerce sales credit to outiets based on customer address . Finally, successful
managers recognize cost structure and capabilities associated with channels and
develop measures to encourage customers to use appropriate channels. In many
instances, traditional firms lack the core competency required to realize synergy
from e-commerce, such as Web development or logistics skills.

Empirical Analyses of Strategy and Benefit

Arecent US study finds that few dick and mortar retailers have an integrated
strategy (Steinfield 2003a) . Content analysis of almost a thousand retail Web sites,
covering 9 retail categories, revealed that while most sites provided a physical ad
dress and telephone number, and two-thirds provided a map or directions to their
street location, only 52% listed opening hours or in-store event information. How
ever, very few retailers employed their site to reap any potential synergies from
the establishment of a virtual channel, e.g., less than 20% of sites provided an on
line product search engine, and fewer than 10% allowed on-line purchase returns
to a retail outiet. Further, only 25% of sites provided coupons or gift certificates
on-Iine for redemption at an outlet, and only 6% of sites let on-line shoppers col
lect items at local outiets. Such results are surprising, given that the opportunity
costs associated with this lack of an integrated strategy are substantial. For exam
ple, Steinfield (2003a) in a survey of 81 US retailers measured aspects of IT and
marketing integration, as weil as changes in business processes that take better ad
vantage of firm e-commerce activity. The study identified factors that predicted
the extent to which firms gained more than competitors from their e-commerce
endeavors, ignoring any differences attributable to firm size or industry sector.
The results suggested the presence of potentially substantial gains from situated e
commerce activity .

Towards a Situated View of B2B E-Commerce

Prior to the emergence of B2B Internet trading, open and standard-based data
networks evolved into network-based markets. However, these limited and tightly
coupled electronic relationships, or electronic hierarchies, between firms were
predicted to give way to exchange governed by markets (Malone et al. 1987). Ac
cordingly, when Internet-based e-commerce appeared, vast electronic marketplace
growth was forecast. Analysts argued that such markets would reduce search
costs, increase transaction efficiency and, by aggregating buyers and seilers im
prove the likelihood of matching. By the late-1990s, the potential for B2B trade to
be conducted via the Internet attracted many entrants wanting to establish virtual
markets (Kaplan and Sawhney 2000; Subramami and Waiden 2000; Garicano and
Kaplan 2001; Laudon and Traver 2001). At 2000, the US Department of Com-
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merce (2000) reported more than 750 B2B e-rnarkets operate globally. However,
as with B2C e-commerce, a decidedly 'not situated' view of e-commerce shaped
these emerging Internet-based B2B marketplaces (Kaplan and Sawhney 2000).

Electronic Hierarchy and Small Networks

In analyzing inter-organization systems embedded within a business community,
consideration should be given to the socially-enclosed nature of inter-firm transac
tions. A study of the French media industry illustrates that conflict between firms
arise when an information system built along transaction cost rationality lines in
terferes with practices founded on personal relationships (Caby et al. 1998).
Namely, French TV market liberalization, and the subsequent increase in private
channel participation made for more complex advertising decisions. In response,
the media industry created an electronic market to allow firms to search for avail
able time slots and reserve them. This development was intended to reduce selling
costs and more generally improve transaction efficiency. The market, built on
France's Minitel system, required only minor premise equipment purchases. How
ever, the marked failed. This failure is attributed to the market's prevention of re
lationship-based selling strategies. Accordingly, the system could not ensure the
supply of preferred time and price to customers. Moreover , customers behaved
strategically by reserving time slots with an intention to prevent competitors from
gaining them. Such behavior led media representatives to bypass the system and
return to traditional media time selling practices.

Kraut et al. (1998) investigate personal and electronic transaction co-ordination
between 250 producers and industry suppliers, and support a situated view of B2B
electronic trade. In particular, the study finds that electronic networks are more
likely to be used when producer-supply relationships exist, while greater activity
occurs when relations are closer. Moreover, to conduct electronic transactions re
quires equipment purchase by participants. However, suppliers are unlikely to in
vest unless trigger business activity levels are expected to be realized. This ap
proach contradicts that based on network effects, whereby firms are more disposed
to invest the larger the subscriber base. In this situation, membership to a B2B sys
tem is more valued when the number of participants is small. Interestingly, e
commerce is reported as complementary to, and not a substitute for personal rela
tionships. This finding is evident from a reported positive association between the
presence of personal links and extent of electronic transaction activity. Finally, the
more firms attempt to substitute electronic transactions for personal coordination,
the more errors and quality problems with transactions are experienced. When
electronic transactions are complemented with personal coordination, such prob
lems are mitigated.

Rise and Collapse of Third-party B2B E-Markets

Early Internet B2B electronic markets focused on improvement of procurement ef-
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ficiency (Segev et al. 1999; Kaplan and Sawhney 2000; Laudon and Traver 2001).
An implicit rationale, similar to that for B2C e-commerce, is that transaction effi
ciency arises from B2B electronic markets reducing participant search and moni
toring costs (Bakos 1997, 1998; Segev et al. 1999; Steinfield et al. 2000; Garicano
and Kaplan 2001). At peak dot.com euphoria, the B2B e-hub was prominent
among digital economy business models (Timmer 1998). However, despite wide
spread optimistic projections by academics, consultants and government most
third-party B2B markets failed (Katsaros et al. 2000; US Department of Com
merce 2000; Laudon and Traver 2001; Tedeschi 2001b).

Despite these failures, B2B e-commerce continues to grow. However, for B2B
markets the distinction between Internet-based and private industry network mar
kets is important (Laudon and Traver 2001). B2B Internet markets are classified
by how and what businesses purchase (Kaplan and Sawhney 2000). The 'how'
dimension distinguishes spot purchasing for immediate need from systematic pur
chasing for planned long term need. Spot purchasing is often made by ephemeral
market-based transactions, whereas systematic purchasing requires substantial ne
gotiation with trusted partners for relatively large volumes. The 'what' dimension
distinguish vertical (direct or manufacturing) inputs that relate to firm core prod
ucts and horizontal (indirect or maintenance, operating and repair) inputs, such as
office supplies, acquired by firms.

Laudon and Traver (2001) classify Internet-based B2B market as either:

a) Electronic distributors, e.g., Grainger.com that offer e-catalogues of many sup
pliers to support spot purchasing for horizontal inputs, and add value by reduc
ing search costs;

b) E-procurement services, e.g., Ariba.com that offer maintenance, operating and
repair supplies for systematic purchasing. These procurement services include
licensed procurement software to support value-added service. E-procurement
firms offer the catalogues of many suppliers in return for commission. Service
providers reduce their search costs by aggregating traders, and so augment
positive network effects;

c) Exchanges, e.g., the former E-Steel, focused on connecting spot manufaeturing
markets within an industry. Exchanges charge commissions. Purchasing ser
vices offered include support in price negotiations, auctions, and other bidding
in addition to fixed-priee selling. Buyers benefit by wider choice and lower
price, and sellers gain aeeess to buyers. Exehanges exhibit network effeets; and

d) Industry consortia, e.g., Covisint, an eleetronic proeurement system developed
by automobile manufaeturers . Consortia are jointly owned by dominant firms
relying on eleetronie networks to support long term supply relations. Entry is
by invitation only, and the importanee of founder firms ensures suppliers par
tieipate.

Conversely, private industrial networks are closed user groups, linking a few
strategie partners with private infrastrueture (Laudon and Traver 2001). Strategie
partners are usually organized through a foeal organization , e.g., by a prominent
manufacturing firm, whieh together with its suppliers and downstream channels,
seeks effieieney gains by serving their common market. Inter-organization net-
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works are currently organized by WalMart, Siemens, and Procter and Gamble
(Laudon and Traver, 2001). Such private industrial networks typically encompass
particular value chains to enable just-in-time inventory, efficient consumer re
sponse, and collaborative design and production. Increasingly, industry is focusing
on value-networks in which strategic partner value chains are incorporated in pur
suit of efficiency gain and end-customer value. Clearly, these networks span dis
tance, and allow firms to transact business activity more efficiently with remote
suppliers. That 93% of B2B electronic trade occurs through private industry net
works supports a situated view of B2B e-commerce (Laudon and Traver 2001).
Moreover, industry consortia, arguably the most situated Internet-based market
model, exhibit the highest growth.

High failure rates by third-party B2B e-hubs, coupled with the dominance of
private networks and industry consortia growth, reflect an important underlying
dynamic. Namely, firms with established supplier relations have trust engendered
by reliable performance and commitment that is more valuable than short term
price advantage potentially gained from 'neutral' markets. Indeed, emerging in
B2B electronic trade is the importance of collaborative e-commerce, whereby
networks perform tasks beyond transaction support. Network tasks include joint
product design and the tighter integration of inventory databases . Such develop
ments result from firm electronic hierarchies that rely on networks to facilitate
outsourcing to tightly integrated firms (Malone et al. 1987). Empirical evidence
suggests that such inter-organization forms are more common and long lasting
than is market exchange (Steinfield et al. 1995; Kraut et al. 1998). Finally, firm
location plays an important role in determining public Internet-based B2B ex
change patterns. Choi (2003) recently studied Korean public B2B e-markets in
which participants actively identified other agents and completed transactions, and
markets that functioned as agents by completing transactions for buyers . The spa
tial patterns for six months of transactions revealed that firms were more likely to
make purchases from 'local' regional suppliers. However, agent-mediated pur
chases are more commonly directed to 'outside' region suppliers-mainly located
in the Seoul metropolitan area.

Geographie Business Communities and Situated B2B E-Commeree

Firm location and the formation and maintenance of business trading communi
ties, or clusters, is examined by Porter (1990, 1998,2000). Porter (1998) defines a
cluster as a critical mass of commonly located firms in a particular field of indus
try. Firms within a cluster have either specialized input, component, machinery or
service supply, or are firms in downstream industries, producers of complemen
tary products, specialized infrastructure providers, or institutions that provide spe
cialized training and technical support. Economic benefits ascribed to business
clusters closely correspond to those obtained from participation in B2B electronic
markets, viz., improved access to specialized inputs, lower transaction costs and
access to complementary goods. Clusters are also thought to enhance innovation
among members. Rather than rely on electronic networks and automation to
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achieve transaction and information gains, clusters capitalize on geographie prox
imity. Concentration of skilled workers, for example, increases access to labor in
puts. Less formally, knowledge sharing through chance encounters enhances in
novation capacity (Rogers and Larsen 1984; Maskell 2001; Saxenian and Hsu
2001). Finally, Porter (1998) argues that common language, culture and social in
stitutions reduce transaction costs, and that local institutions are likely more re
sponsive to specialized cluster needs.

E·Commeree and Loeal Business Clusters

Local and regional clusters offer a context to conduct B2B e-commerce, through
both intra-cluster co-ordination and for inter-cluster linking. Recent analysis of
Internet geography suggests that the spatial concentration associated with content
and infrastructure producers extends to firms that use the Internet. Namely, elec
tronic transactions flow by physical proximity, should advanced service centers be
geographically concentrated, i.e, built on inter-personal networks of decision
making processes, and organized around a local network of suppliers and custom
ers (Castells 2001). Indeed, Kolko's (2000) study of Internet traffic demonstrates
that most IP traffic flows within, rather across locations. B2B transactions are em
bedded in an enabling social and cultural context, yet in striving for transaction ef
ficiency gains, most efforts to create electronic networks bypass this context.
More context specific analyses of IT use for commerce and co-ordination in local
business clusters are required to reveal fundamental challenges to replace devel
oped social exchange processes with electronic transactions.

Evidence from inter-organization systems analysis suggests a poor fit between
typical B2B market design and local business cluster needs, and suggests why pri
vate networks continue to dominate in B2B commerce. For instance, Johnston and
Lawrence (1988) study a geographically defined business cluster in the Northern
Italian textile industry. In particular, the research questioned how textile mills had
disaggregated into smaller specialized firms that focused on only part of the value
chain. Johnston and Lawrence show that networks of firms worked in concert to
meet market demand for final goods, and that an inter-organization information
system facilitated this co-ordination. However, Kumar et al. (1998) revisited the
merchants and reported the information system essentially abandoned, as it of
fered no substantial transaction cost reductions. Apparently, regional social capi
tal, in the form of trust and personal relationships, are effective substitutes for
such inter-organization systems.

Soeial Capital, B2B Eleetronie Coordination and Loeal Clusters

The extent to which firms realize local cluster advantage depends on effective ex
ploitation of their social capital. Social capital, or resources arising from personal
relationships enhance competitive advantage, e.g., business referral to suppliers
may originate through acquaintances (Huysman 2002). Recent theory emphasizes
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social capital has structural, relational and cognitive dimensions (Nahapiet and
Goshal 1998; Tsai and Goshal 1998; Adler and Kwon 2002). A structural dimen
sion encompasses an individual's pattern of social ties, and is a conduit to infor
mation and resource gain. Relational dimensions stress trust and obligation arising
from personal contact, especially for high risk transactions, reducing opportunism
and transaction costs (DiMaggio and Louch 1998). The cognitive dimension con
cerns information exchange through shared codes that enable common goals and
understanding, and is a public good within a social system based on member inter
action.! As described, social capital theory provides a lens to better understand and
extend geographically proximate business cluster advantages. For instance, access
to skilled labor is enhanced when complemented by referral from social contacts.
Spontaneous interaction, which facilitates innovation, is both socially embedded
and geographically closer in character, affords opportunity. Finally, common lan
guage, culture and social institutions provide a basis for shared understanding that
comprises the cognitive dimension.

A sense of obligation, goodwill and reciprocity that emerges from strong rela
tionships has important economic benefits. Social embedding models posit eco
nomic transactions are either at arms-length and characterized by short term and
constantly shifting ties among loose collections of agents, or embedded and char
acterized by stable long term relationships (Powell 1990; Uzzi 1997, 1999). In the
transaction cost view, economic exchanges dependent on social networks are inef
ficient, as social obligation prevents pursuit of higher quality or lower cost trans
actions. By contrast, social embedding arguments find advantage is gained by re
lying only on a few trusted relations for critical economic exchanges, e.g.,
reducing trading partner search. Further, cost reductions are obtained from less
monitoring as trust arising from social obligation and maintaining reputation
within a social structure diminish opportunistic behavior, time saving through per
sonal referrals and an increased emphasis on joint problem solving (Granovetter
1985; Powell 1990; Uzzi 1997). To the extent that such strong ties have long ges
tation periods and sustained by interaction, then proximity should correlate posi
tively with incidence. As such, social capital theory offers potential insights to un
derstand the dynamics of local business clusters, including the relative
underutilization of B2B e-marketplaces as internal and external co-ordination
mechanisms.

The dramatic rise and subsequent collapse of Internet-based third party B2B
markets brings into question maintained e-market assumptions held by market
analysts and participants. Most B2B electronic trade occurs through private indus
try networks rather than via open B2B exchanges (Laudon and Traver 2001). The
emergence of industry consortia and the growth of collaborative e-commerce,

2 Huysman (2002) considers the Nahapiet and Goshal (1998) dimensions are similar to the
Adler and Kwon (2002) framework, whereby social capital provides opportunity, moti
vation and ability. Opportunity arises from network participation (structure), motivation
from qualities embedded in relationships (relational) and ability from comrnon under
standing (cognitive) .
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suggest that a more situated view of B2B electronic trade is required. Indeed, the
current almost exclusive emphasis on network effects has most probably made
electronic markets less valuable to potential participants, viz., the argument im
plies that current trading relationships may be shared with more competitors .
However, empirical research suggests that electronic transactions are more Iikely
to occur between established trading partners in long term relations than via
ephemeral spot trades (Kraut et aI. 1998). A situated view is also suggested by the
preference for local supply, even on public B.7B exchanges (Choi 2003). An op
portunity for geographically situated B2B e-commerce emerges from the focus on
the importance of regional business clusters (Porter 2000). The role of social capi
tal within these clusters also suggests that for B2B e-commerce to succeed, it also
must be socially situated or embedded. Finally, available IT use in local business
cluster research suggests that traditional forms of coordination often supercede
electronic co-ordination, and may make it difficult for such e-commerce to gain a
foothold (Kumar et al. 1998).

Conclusion

This review of B2C and B2B e-commerce iIIustrates the danger of solely relying
on the distance insensitivity, transaction automation capability and network effect
characteristics to guiding business model developments. An opposing situated per
spective emphasizes the coupling of e-commerce to physical market presence,
richer and off-Iine modes of interaction, and existing customers and supply chains.
The study encourages approaching e-commerce in a manner that is sensitive to the
potential complementary benefits it offers to off-Iine business activity.
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3 SME International E-Commerce Activity

James R. Tiessen

Introduction

This paper examines small and medium enterprise (SME) internationalization and
the Internet. The economic importance of SMEs is widely recognized through
their 40% to 60% contribution to employment and value-added in most OECD
countries (OECD 2002a)l . Further, SMEs account for 20% to 25% of global ex
ports (OECD 2002a). The 1990's expansion of economic globalization, in concert
with the not completely unrelated growth of the World Wide Web (WWW has set
the stage for an even greater SME participation in global markets. Globalization,
the WWW and SME internationalization became ubiquitous during the 1990s.
Trade currently comprises about 20% of world GDP. Depending on the country,
40% to 60% of the population of developed nations is Internet users (International
Telecommunication Union 2003). In 2002, more than 60% of Canadian, 55% of
US and 45% of European Union (EU) SMEs had adopted Internet business solu
tions (McClean et al. 2003). Recent research on the international activities of
SMEs shows that start-up companies, especially those in high-tech sectors, are in
ternationalizing at increasingly faster rates (Oviatt and McDougall 1997; Sehrader
et al. 2000; Knight 2000).

Analysts note that the Internet allows SMEs to acquirebase foreign market in
telligence, establish international networks and achieve improved economies of
scale through inexpensive advertising and the provision of their offerings to niche
markets (Quelch and Klein 1996; Hamill 1997; Prasad et al. 2001). Further, fore
casts of global e-commerce revenue remain robust. eMarketer recently predicted
world B2B Internet sales to reach US$ 1.4 billion by end-2003 and US$ 2.7 billion
by 2004 (eMarketer 2003). The confluence of these factors led Tiessen et al.
(2001) to explore in 1999-2000 how and why Canadian SMEs used the WWW to
undertake international business. This case study research provided a model that
relates environmental factors and firm capability to how SMEs use the WWW,
and in particular a better understanding of SMEs, the Internet and international
business activity.

Since undertaking that study fundamental change has occurred. Importantly,
hype concerning the Internet has dissipated. Additionally, a high-tech equity bub
ble burst in March 2000 and WWW technology adoption slowed. Most SMEs in
Canada, Europe and the US that employ Internet business solutions initially did so

1 SMEs are typically defined by number of employees, though this does vary. In Canada
and the US firms employing less than 500 persons are considered SMEs. In Australia and
the EU the upper bounds are 200 and 250 persons, respectively .

R. Cooper et al. (eds.), Frontiers of Broadband, Electronic and Mobile Commerce
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in the period 1998 through 2000. Further, the OECD reports that rates of SME
sales and purchases on the WWW have not substantially grown, and are declining
for smaller and growing for larger firms (OECD 2002b: 11). Another, change is a
slowing in the rate of globalization. World trade grew an average 6.7% p.a. during
the 1990s, but expanded by only 2.5% in 2002-a recovery from the 2001 decline
of 1% p.a. (WTO 2003). That said, in Canada there is evidence that firms are us
ing the WWW to export-17% of e-commerce sales are exports, and this share is
more than 50% for accommodation and food services (UNCTAD 2002: 68). Ac
cordingly, this study examines the stability of the Tiessen et al. (2001) model. An
aspect of the study is gaining an understanding how and why Internet use by firms
has changed. To do so case firm activity, and their related variables are compared
for the 1999-2000 and 2003 periods.

SME Export Behavior and the Internet

Studies of international SME e-business behavior, and more generally e-business
adoption, are typically undertaken based on the maintained assumptions that:
SMEs should export; e-business reduces barriers to exports; and e-business adop
tion progresses in stages. Jointly, these assumptions imply that SMEs either
should, or will, use the WWW to sell abroad. Large sample research, however,
suggest that SMEs are yet to effectively exploit the WWW, especially for interna
tional business.

Maintained Assumptions

The view that SMEs should export arises from the literature on small business in
ternationalization, e.g., Bilkey (1978), Leonidou and Katsikeas (1996) and
Coviello and McAuley (1999), and is reflected by governments that promote ex
ports. These studies argue that exporting expands revenue opportunities, enables
exploitation of economies of scale, and importantly, is associated with firm com
petitiveness.' Since exporting is viewed so positively, a research focus is the iden
tification of barriers to internationalization , and how barriers can be addressed.

The Internet reduces the economic consequences of geographic distance and,
real and perceived export barriers (Prasad et al. 2001; Madden and Coble-Neal
2002). Perceptions affect firms' judgment concerning their export orientation. For
instance, a study of UK and Australian SME WWW users shows that UK firms
considered the Internet reduced the need for costly foreign representation , while
Australian firms did not (Hornby et al. 2002). Modeling SME Internet use in
stages is a common treatment, similar to the use of stages to understand SME ex-

2 The direction of the link between competitiveness and exporting is typically not ques
tioned in the literature. Recent work suggests that 'good' firms export, while evidence of
benefits of exporting is more ambiguous (Bernard and Jensen 1999).
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port behavior. It is recognized that firms differ in their implementation of Web
technology. For instance, Morrison and King (2002) find alternative levels of en
gagement from Wilderness to Techno-Whizzo firms. Daniel et al. (2002) identify
the firm clusters or stages of: Developers, Communicators, Web Presence and
Transactors. Tiessen et al. (2001) employ functional sophistication categories that
suggest increasing levels of commitment.

SME E-Business

Direct e-cornmerce transactions are currently only a small proportion of commer
cial activity, e.g., New Zealand (0.3%), Canada (0.5%), Australia (0.7%), the US
(1.3%) and Sweden (2%) (McClean et al. 2003). Further, for instance, EU and Ca
nadian SMEs transact only 22% (12%) and 15% (5%) of their purchases (sales)
on-line, respectively. The OECD, which assembles e-commerce data for 16 devel
oped countries, find that 12.5% of firms make Internet sales, while 25% make
WWW purchases (OECD 2002c) . Such low SME WWW transaction volumes are
not indicative of wider WWW use by firms. Approximately 75% of EU SMEs use
the Internet for the conduct of business activity, compared to 70% for Canadian
firms, and more than 90% for Danish and Japanese firms (OECD 2002c). How
ever, SMEs do not typically embrace the WWW's potential. For example, Sparkes
and Thomas (2001) in seeking toestablish that Welsh agri-food SMEs benefit
from WWW use, report that WWW technology use is not typically viewed a criti
cal success factor . Similarly, Morrison and King (2002) examine Victorian Tour
ism Online, aState government-sponsored Web recruitment project for small tour
ism operators, and find that six months after program introduction only 13% of
targeted operators had participated. To sum, the sentiment stated in arecent
UNCTAD (2002: 147) report on e-commerce and development resonates:

The majority of SMES still limit their activities to maintaining a web page, with
various levels of links and advertising. On the Internet they also gather informa
tion aboutmarkets and competitors, as well as searching for partners, with further
negotiations taking place either through e-mails or offline, while successful deals
are generally completed in a traditional manner, that is, with traditional paperwork
or through the use of cash.

Method

The Tiessen et al. (2001) sampie is comprised of 12 Canadian firms . The case
studies of the firms addressed the questions : (a) How are SMEs using the Web in
ternationally, and (b) Why are SMEs using the Web internationally? Firms are se
lected that differ in terms of their variables linked to the research focus (Eisen
hardt 1989; Yin 1989; Miles and Huberman 1994). The current sampie contains
only nine of these cases . Two firms refused to participate, citing time constraints,
and the remaining firm, a family business, ceased operations in the interim. Case
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studies are employed as a research tool, because the phenomena of the Internet, in
ternationalizing SMEs and greater globalization are contemporary issues. Yin
(1989) writes, case studies are advantageous when a, 'how' or 'why' question is
being asked about a contemporary set of events, over which the investigator has
little control.

Data are collected by semi-structured key informant interviews (McCracken
1990). In both periods, interviewers focused on firm business environment and
Web activity. Interviews are supplemented by firm Web site assessments. In 1999
2000, interviews are conducted in person at firm locations (8) and by telephone
(4). Four interviewers are used. Interviews ran one to three hours. In 2003, Tiessen
conducted the interviews by telephone. 2003 interviews are shorter, twenty min
utes to an hour. For both waves, notes are written within 24 hours, and sent to the
informants who were invited to make corrections and additions. Variables and
categories are derived from a broad range of research streams of SME internation
alization (Aaby and Slater 1989; McDougall et al. 1994; Leonidou and Katsikeas
1996; Reuber and Fischer 1997), e-business (Berthon et al. 1999; Evans and
Wurster 1999; Kassaye 1999; Sahiman 1999; Mahadevan 2000), the resource
view of the firm (Barney 1991), technology adoption (Dishaw and Strong 1999),
institutional theory (DiMaggio and Powell 1983; Oliver 1991), economics of in
dustrial organization (Porter 1985) and innovation (Schumpeter 1961). The cate
gories evolved with data collection and analysis (Strauss and Corbin 1990).

Participant Firms

Firms are chosen from the hospitality/tourism and high-tech industry. 32% (64%)
of firms in the Canadian hospitality/tourism (manufacturing) sector had Web sites
in 1999, and only 8% (15%) used the Web to seIl services (Statistics Canada
2000). However, approximately 1.3% of hospitality/tourism operating revenues
are Web generated, compared with 0.2% for manufacturing. Hospitality/tourism
firms have both consumer and business clients. Manufacturers also operate in the
B2B markets. It is anticipated that managers and owners of hospitality/tourism
firms are relatively less technically skilled than high-tech firm managers.

To control for foreign market focus, SMEs interested in Japanese markets are
targeted. The cases are selected from the Canada-Japan Trade Council (1998) di
rectory of firms doing business with Japan. In addition, business associations are
asked to identify firms that had sold to Japan or are interested in doing so. In all
cases the firms employed less than 500 persons and had a Web site. Table 3.1
summarizes the main characteristics of the sampled companies studied. The hospi
tality/tourism firms are: Avonlea, a tour operator in Prince Edward Island; Le Ba
teau-Mouche, a tourist cruise boat operator; Le Pere Saint-Vincent, a restaurant
and inn; Manoir Harvard Montreal, a bed and breakfast establishment; Ski
BanfflLake Louise, a ski-hili marketing joint venture; and Times Square Travel, a
travel agent mostly serving persons of Japanese descent and run by a Japanese
Canadian married to a Web consultant. The high-tech firms are: CIDtech Re
search, a custom pharmaceutical maker; Gennum, a supplier of advanced hearing
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aids and semi-conductors; Semiconductor Insights, which offers competitor analy
sis for semi-conductor makers; SiGEM, a maker of location tracking devices used
mostly in the taxi industry; StressGen Biotechnologies, a pharmaceutical devel
opment firm; and Videospheres , a 2000 start-up selling video delivery platforms
for the Internet.

Firms are based across Canada: from the West (Alberta and British Columbia),
from the most populous province Ontario and Quebec, and in the East, Prince Ed
ward Island. Three firms started in the 1970s, three in the 1980s, five in the 1990s
and one in 2000. Their size ranges from 4 to 450 employees. High-tech firms typi
cally had more employees and served B2B markets. The hospitality/tourism firms
are oriented toward consumer markets. The share of sales to Japan ranged from
1% to 75%. Japanese customers tended to be more important for the hospital
ity/tourism firms, though for two high-tech companies, Japanese revenues ex
ceeded 20% of sales.

Table3.1. Firm Characteristics

Business Place" Start Market b

Avonlea Tour Operator PEr 1989 B2B,B2C

Le Bateau-Mouche Boat cruise QC 1992 B2C

Le Pere Saint-Vincent Restaurant I Inn QC 1987 B2C

Manoir Harvard Montreal Bed and breakfast QC 1997 B2C

Ski BanfflLake Louise Ski resort AL 1978 B2B,B2C

Times Square Travel Travel agent BC 1970 B2B,B2C

CIDtech Research Pharmaceutical manufacture ON 1984 B2B

Gennum Corp Semi-conductor manufacture ON 1973 B2B

Semiconductor Insights IP support and analysis ON 1997 B2B

SiGEM Location tracking systems ON 1997 B2B

StressGen Biotechnologies Pharmaceutical developer BC 1990 B2B

Videospheres Internet video systems ON 2000 B2B

Note. a. AL is Alberta , BC is British Columbia, ON is Ontario , PEI is Prince Edward Island
and QC is Quebec . b. B2B is business-to-business: B2C is business -to-consumer.
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Model

Tiessen et al. (2001) develop a model (Fig. 3.1) relating levels of international
Web use (how firms use the Web) to firm characteristics and environmental fac
tors (why firms use the Web). In a sense the model resembles frameworks used to
describe electronic data interchange adoption (lacovou et al. 1995). Firm vari
ables-capability and the nature of business relationships-are found associated
with Web use. Salient environmental factors identified are changes in the market
and the norms prevalent in a firms industry.

Environmental Firm International Web Use

Market change Capability Resource commitment
• structure \ • technical
• disequilibria • cultural Functional sophistication

• size • information
~ • interaction

Industry Norm
Business relationship • transaction

11 • distributor reliance • web-enabled
• demand • buyer-B2B or B2C
• uncertainty Cultural adaptation
• legitimacy <Ianguage

Fig. 3.1. Model of SME International E-Commerce

International Web Use: Commitment, Sophistication and Adaptation

Web-use variables reflect the importance of management behavior to SME export
behavior, e.g., see Leonidou et al. (1998). Firm resource commitment to interna
tional Web initiatives, relative to available resources, is important because plans,
of themselves, do not lead to export success; they need to be acted upon (Leoni
dou et al. 1998). Consistent with the early research literature on Web marketing,
an implicit stage model is used to identify how firms used their Web sites. Func
tional sophistication is the complexity of customer interaction facilitated by the
Web sites. Levels of functional sophistication considered are: information (bro
chureware); interaction with customers and stakeholders ; transactions; and Web
enabled business (Ho 1997; Seybold 1998; Mahadevan 2000). A final type of use,
Web-enabled, denotes companies such as Amazon.com for which the Web is an
integral aspect of their business model.

A narrow approach cultural adaptation-the use of a foreign language, Japa
nese, on the Web site-is to indicate the degree to which firms adjust to foreign
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rnarkets. Of the originally 12 sarnpled firms, five of six hospitality/tourism firms
offer more than a single language (three had Japanese), while only one high-tech
firm, Gennum, did so (it had a Japanese site).

Firm Factors: Capability and Business Relationships

Firm characteristics are found associated with how an SME uses the Web. Two
competencies, technical familiarity with the Internet and cultural know-how, tend
to enlighten and enable. That is, employees who understand the Web and other
cultures know what can be done, and are better able to implement their ideas.
SMEs studied varied in their familiarity and experience with the Internet and its
potential. This capability has been recognized by researchers as linked to new
technology use, including the Internet (Davis et al. 1989; Dishaw and Strong
1999; Mehrtens et al. 2001). In 1999-2000 most in the hospitality/tourism em
ployees saw Internet technology as relatively new. Knowing how the Web can be
used is associated with how the Web is used, whether or not these activities are
contracted out. That is, familiarity is positively associated with international Web
use. Another capability is cultural, and related to familiarity with and language of
the target market. SME internationalization research established ties between this
capability and export sales (McDougaIl et al. 1994; Reuber and Fischer 1997). In
this study firms interested in exporting to Japan are selected, and so familiarity
with Japan is used as a proxy for this capability. In short, firms Japanese-familiar
staff are more likely to orient their Web activity to that market.

Another firm capability is the availability of firm resources. Resource availabil
ity is areal and perceived barrier to successful SME export activity. Empirical
links between firm size and export propensity are not weIl established (Bonaccorsi
1992; Calof 1994). Tiessen et al. (2001), however, finds evidence that a firms'
relative size-ratio of firm size to customers served-is linked positively to its in
ternational Web use. The current study revises this view. Firm relative size in
cludes stakeholders such as investors, as weIl as customers, in identifying the Web
site's targeted audience. This view is especially important for capital-orientated
SMEs such as biotech-firm StressGen, contained in the sampie. A further firm fac
tor identified is the nature of business re1ationships, viz., firm reliance on distribu
tors. Firms, such as those selling travel packages dependent on wholesalers are re
luctant to seIl direct around their distributors. Such activity threatens vital supply
chain relationships. Whether firms operated in B2B or B2C markets is also impor
tant. B2B high-tech firms typically make fewer inquiries, so e-business is more
easily manageable, compared to their B2C counterparts. However, the value and
complexity of many B2B transactions tends to increase the importance of close,
trust-based relationships that are typically developed in camera.
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Environmental Factors: Market Change and Industry Norms

Environmental factors that influence international Web use relate to economic and
institutional factors. It is widely accepted that the Internet has created market dis
equilibria by lowering the costs of distributing and collecting market information,
increasing the availability of substitute suppliers and services and increasing ri
valry in markets (Evans and Wurster 1999; Sahiman 1999; Mahadevan 2000). The
cumulative effect can establish Schumpeterian 'creative destruction' conditions,
viz., an uncertain business environment. Schumpeter (1961) identifies the innova
tion types: a new product that can enable new ways of production, make new mar
kets accessible, increase the number of new suppliers and potentially lead to the
breaking-up of concentrated industries. The Internet's disruptive effects are c1early
feit by hospitality and travel firms. Another economic factor, a liberal market en
vironment occurs through firms directing their activity to acquire resources. In this
study, e.g., firms with a substantial or potentially substantial Japanese customer
base are more Iikely to incur costs of adding a Japanese language facility to their
Web sites.

A set of environmental influences on the SMEs are industry norms or institu
tional factors. These norms are non-economic responses that lead firms to under
take organizational and market initiatives that resemble those of firms in their in
dustry (DiMaggio and Powell 1983). The effects can be pervasive for SMEs as
they are less able to shape their environment (Oliver 1991). Under conditions of
uncertainty, such as those introduced by the Web, organizations tend to imitate the
actions of competitors, especially market leaders. Alternatively firms may be co
erced by firms they depend on to act in certain ways. For example in the late
1990's automobile parts suppliers had to transfer their selling process on-line be
cause of demands by GM and Ford. A further institutional mechanism affecting
Web use is the need to establish legitimacy, viz., it is not plausible that a high-tech
business would not have a Web site. Further, when a firm's business is internet
related, it is imperative to demonstrate technical proficiency on the corporate Web
site. Analysis of the relationships led to the development of propositions describ
ing relations between variables (Tiessen et al. 2001). Four propositions describe
influences of environmental factors, and another three describe how firm charac
teristics are associated with aspects of international Web use, viz., commitment,
functional sophistication and cuItural adaptation. The propositions are listed in
Table 3.6.

Participant Firm Change

To consider the robustness of the Tiessen et al. (2001) model data are gathered on
changes to environment, firm factors and international Web use. These data are
summarized in Table 3.2 through Table 3.4. The tables show change and activity
since 2000, core firm characteristics, current international e-commerce use, and
environment and firm characteristics. Changes in the dependent and independent
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variables since 2000 are noted. These data allow the stability of the seven research
propositions to be assessed (reported in Table 3.6). The participant firms demon-
strate the dynamism typically associated with SME populations, and is reflected
by changes-limited, moderate or substantial-in their business or market.

Table 3.2 shows that a third of firms experience substantial change or creative
destruction, another third exhibit moderate change, and for the remainder things
remain essentially unchanged. Hospitality/tourism sector firms saw either su-
bstantial or limited change. High-tech firms are mostly only subjected to moderate

Table 3.2. Participant Firm Change, 1999-2000 and 2003

Firm Name Key Change Employment Japan Sales (%)
1999- 2003 1999- 2003
2000 2000

Avonlea Acquired Prince Ed- 2-12 a 35 75 70
ward Tours in 2001

Le Bateau-Mouche No change 4-50a 4-50 5 2-3

Le Pere Saint-Vincent Closed in 2001 12 n.a. 1-5 n.a.

Manoir Harvard Montreal Did not participate 4 n.a. 25 n.a,

Ski BanfflLake Louise No change 1O-80 a 20-90 5 2

Times Square Travel Acquired by Rich- 9 12 70 20
mond Times Square
Travel2002

CIDtech Research New facility late-1999 6 9 10-15 <5
custom chemical syn-
thesis focus

GennumCorp No change 450 600 20 50

Mobile Knowledge New name 2002. 89 n.a. <1 n.a.
(formally SiGEM) Insolvent and sold

early-2003

Semiconductor Insights Polish facility 125 120 20 50

StressGen Biotech San Diego office 2001 65 90 7-11 0

Videospheres Start-np from product 7 12 n.a. 0
to market orientation

Note. a. seasonal employment. n.a. is not applicable.
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change. Three firms subject to substantialdisruption are in the hospitality/tourism
sector, viz., Le Pere Saint Vincent (restaurant) closed down, Times Square Travel
is purchased by Avonlea (related entity) in partnership with a regional travel
agency, purchased its main provincial competitor for Japanese tourism, Prince
Edward Tours, and so tripled size. Location device maker SiGEM receives recog
nition as an important Canadian start-up company (September 2001) and experi
ences a tenfold sales increase to 2002. However, the firm entered receivership in
early-2003, despite a name change to Mobile Knowledge in 2002.

Other high-tech companies, subject to moderate change, include CIDtech who
transformed from a virtual company to having a bricks-and-mortar facility. Firm
employment grew from six to nine persons. Further, Gennum established leader
ship in their niche markets and Japanese sales revenue expanded from 20% to
50%. This increase led to a 33% growth in employment. Biotech developer
StressGen opened their San Diego office in 2001 and increased employment to 90
persons. Profitability is still pending. A senior StressGen executive noted that the
necessary investment capital for biotech development has tightened since 2000,
rendering it a difficult environment. Semiconductor Insights opened a Polish facil
ity in 2002 to reduce production costs. Employment remained the same, though
the relative importance of their sales to Japan grew from 20% to 50%. Video
spheres did not operate a Web site at summer 2000. It survives and has 12 em
ployees. Not atypical for a start-up company, it changed its Web video delivery
technology business model dramatically in the interim. The main reason cited for
this change was that, "People don't want to pay for that", A new emphasis stresses
direct financial benefits from delivering Web-based video and other sales collat
eral (information) to customers, especially in B2B markets.

Current E-Business Use

A comparison of 1999-2000 and 2003 international Web use, summarized in Ta
ble 3.3, indicates much dynamism in international Web use deployment. Seven of
the SMEs report substantial change by increasing at least an aspect international
Web use, e.g., when the Japanese language content of Web pages is introduced or
augmented. Tour operator Avonlea, which had limited Japanese content, intends
to supply more Japanese content to advertise offerings and support sales to whole
salers. Avonlea also implemented a system enabling employees to schedule tours
via the Web. Further, Semiconductor Insights also substantially increased the
Japanese content of its site to enabling Japanese engineers to more readily under
stand the nature of services (including complex intellectual property related mat
ters). Semiconductor Insights did translate technical reports , but realized that
Japanese engineers accepted or preferred English technical information. More
generally, Semiconductor Insights is focusing on increasing the effectiveness of
the site as a marketing too!. This approach resulted from direct e-mail campaigns
being less effective due to anti-spam filters. Semiconductor Insights is also con
sidering implementing on-line transactions for the open market (as opposed to
custom) market reports.
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Table 3.3. International E-Business Use, 2003

Commitment Sophistication Adaptation a Change

Avonlea Moderate Information Full Japanese Positive . Site updated.
Expanding Japanese
content

Le Bateau- Low Information None Limited
Mouche

SkiBanff/ High Information Part Japanese Positive. Site updated .
Lake Louise Interaction Part French Greater on-line effort

Transaction Part German
Part Spanish

Times Square High Information None Positive (on-line
Travel Interaction transactions plan and

Transaction negative (drop Japa-
nese)

CIDtech High Information None Limited
Research Interaction

Transaction

Gennum Corp High Information None Positive (dedicated
Interaction Web staff) and nega-

tive (drop Japanese)

Semiconductor High Information Part Japanese Positive. More and
Insights Interaction expanded Japanese

content

StressGen Moderate Information None Positive. Site updated .
Biotechnol- Interaction More investor infor-
ogies Transaction mation.

Videospheres High Information None Positive . Video deliv-
Interaction ery
Transaction

Web enabled

Note. a. Languages on site other than English .

At 1999-2000 SkiBanff used the Web to enable international customers to pur
chase ski-passes and packages on-line. The company also offered basic informa
tion in four non-English languages. At late-2002 SkiBanff further developed an
on-line transaction capability. The installed system allows customers to assemble
personalized ski packages-including a pass for hills represented by SkiBanff-as
weIl as reserve lodging at associated hotels and motels. Their foreign language of-
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ferings however, remain limited. Videospheres' international Web activity in
creased with the implementation Web-enabled business in 2000-2001. Currently,
Videospheres is developing a North American presence as a sales tool, prior to full
international deployment. Finally, StressGen has a developed Web strategy that
enables on-line transactions for the chemical reagent sales, and makes the site
more useful for current and potential stakeholders. The site does not target over
seas investors or customers, and focuses on seeking legitimacy from US capital
sources.

SMEs, Times Square and chipmaker Gennum, adjusted their international Web
activity by reducing foreign language (Japanese) site content and devoting re
sources to other Web functions . That is, Times Square when it acquired the identi
cally-named travel agency firm surveyed three years ago, chose not to buy the as
sociated Web site as it did not generate many sales. Conversely, Times Square is
beginning to promote on-line package tours , and considering linguistically fo
cused, e.g., Chinese and Japanese pages, as 80% of TST's promotion spending is
aimed at the Web site. Gennum, though dropping its Japanese language pages and
increased its Web focus. The company hired technical staff to implement ideas
proposed by marketing staff and initiate product line branding through the Web.
The firm's IT Director indicates the Web site is especially useful in providing for
easily assessable product specifications and support information concerning Gen
num products. Implementing an on-line transactions facility is unlikely as the cost
of these systems is too great given the small global customer base (less than 200).

Bateau Mouche and CIDtech report little change to their international e
business commitment. CIDtech had a relatively advanced e-business facility at
2000. The site, enabled on-Iine quotation of custom synthesis services, and trans
actions are finalized by e-mail. Their site essentially remained unchanged, with
only periodic tweaking. The site accounts for 30% of the firm's new business,
most of it overseas, though it only offers English. Bateau Mouche, like CIDtech
continues to offer a simple Web site, with little change since 1999-2000. The site
does not have features such as animation, and presents basic cruise and contact in
formation. Like CIDtech, Bateau Mouche has an effective and inexpensive way to
use the Web.

Environmental and Firm Factor Change

Most sampled SMEs experience changes in environmental or firm factors that are
linked by the Tiessen et al. (2001) model. Table 3.4 and Table 3.5 report evidence
that shifts in markets and industry norms are more important. Interview responses,
however, do not reveal apparent changes in the character of the business relation
ships. This finding is surprising, given predictions that the Internet will reduce re
liance on distributors and intermediaries. Four firms indicate increases in uncer
tainty in their markets. Avonlea and Times Square e.g., participated in industry
restructuring through the purchase of competitors to gain size economies and mar
ket power. StressGen highlight uncertainty in biotech investment capital supply .
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Table 3.4. EnvironmentalFactors, 1999-2000 and 2003

Firm

Avonlea

Le Bateau-Mouche

SkiBanff/LakeLouise

Times Square Travel

CIDtech Research

GennumCorp

Semiconductor Insights

StressGen
Biotechnologies

Videospheres

Market Change
Uncertainty,U I

Market opportunity, 0

ModerateU, Much change
MuchO

Low U, Little change
LowO

Much U, Moderatechange
Moderate0

Much U, Little change
MuchO

Low U, Moderate change
Moderate0

ModerateU, Little change
MuchO

Moderate U, Little change
MuchO

Moderate U, Much change
LowO

Much U, Little change
o n.a., Much change

Industry Norm
Customer demand, D I

Legitimacy,L

Moderate D, Much change
Moderate L

Moderate D
Moderate L

MuchD
MuchL

Moderate D, Much change
ModerateL, Much change

Moderate D
MuchL

MuchD
MuchL

Moderate,Much change
MuchL

Moderate D
MuchL

MuchD
MuchL

CIDtech, which operates in related markets, notes an exit of competitors and a
pressure to reduce costs. Videospheres as it moved from start-up status reported an
increased real domestic and international market opportunity.

The growing ubiquity of the Web in consumer and business (especially high
tech) markets, means that firm Web sites are common business features . At 2000,
SkiBanff realized its high-end customers demanded travel information on the
Web. Avonlea and Times Square both indicate that clients want detailed trip in
formation prior to purehase. A Web site is also important for legitimacy, espe
cially for long-distance travel transactions. Semiconductor Insights similarly men
tioned an increased demand for Web-based material-especially their open market
reports. Only four firms indicated substantial change in the Tiessen et a1. (2001)
firm factors . Times Square agency at 2000 had considerable in-house Internet and
Japanese cultural capability; the firm that purchased it does not. However, the re
sultant larger firm is able to better outsource these capabilities or alternatively hire
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persons with the required skills. Avonlea has an increased in-house cultural capa
bility, with 12 Japanese employees.

Firm size, relative to stakeholder numbers, changed little in the interim . Excep
tions are Avonlea and Stress Gen. Avonlea' s employment rose three- fold since
2000, while the firm continues to seIl to wholesalers rather than buyers directly,
StressGen increased employment 50%, while continuing to use the Web to pro
mote its products and the company as an investment. Further, it is notable that dis
tributor reliance has not changed for these sampled SMEs . Large destination travel
firm SkiBanff is conducting more direct work while continuing to distribute for
partner ski hills and hotels . SmaIler, Avonlea and La Bateau Mouche are reluctant
to seIl more directly as they want to preserve their ties with wholesalers. Not sur
prisingly, these companies had not changed final buyers, business or consumers.

Table 3.5. Firm Factors, 1999-2000 and 2003

Firm Capability Relationship
Technical Cultural Size " Supply Buyb

Avonlea Moderate High Moderate High Cons
Litde change Muchchange

Le Bateau- Moderate Low Moderate High Cons
Mouche

SkiBanffl Moderate Low High High Cons
LakeLouise Muchchange

Times Square Moderate Moderate Low Moder- Cons
Much change Muchchange ate

CIDtech High Low Moderate Low Bus
Research

GennumCorp High High High Low Bus

Semiconductor Moderate Moderate High Low Bus
Insights Muchchange

StressGen Moderate Low Moderate Low Bus
Biotech Muchchange

Videospheres High Low Low Low Bus

Note . Q. Size is employee to stakeholder numbers. b. Cons is consumer. Bus is business.
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Model Stability

The stability of the Tiessen et al. (2001) model is assessed by revisiting the case
firms and examining their current Web use and variables linked to Web use . The
intention is to establish whether model propositions are consistent with case activ
ity . The analysis indicates that the model is robust. The firms comprise those that
demonstrate change and those that report no change in Web use . As no change is
reported in terms of reliance on distributors and final buyers, only seven of the
propositions are assessed. The current survey finds support for five, weak support
for one and none for the other proposition. Firms that increase their commitment
to international e-commerce report ehanges in related environmental and firm fac
tors . Increased uncertainty (Proposition 1) is important for Avonlea and Stress
Gen, while a greater market opportunity (Proposition 2) matters for Videospheres.

Table 3.6. E-Commeree Propositions, 1999-2000 and 2003

Proposition

PI : Perceived industry disequilibria or un
certainty are positively related to e
commeree resouree eommitment

P2: Pereeived foreign market opportunity
is positively related to e-eommeree re
souree eommitment and eultural adaptation

P3: Customer demand for e-eommeree and
eapability is positively related to e
eommeree eommitment and the Web site
funetional sophistication

P4: Industry teehnologieallegitimaey need
is positively related to e-commerce re
souree eommitment

P 5: Internet teehnical eapability is posi
tively related international resouree com
mitment and Web site funetional sophisti
eation

P 6: Cultural eapability is positively related
to international resouree eommitment and
direeted eultural adaptation

P 7: Relative eapaeity is positively related
to international resouree eommitment and
Web site funetional sophistication

Supported

Avonlea
StressGen

Videospheres

Avonlea
Semiconduetor Insights

Times Square

Times Square

SkiBanff
Semieonduetor Insights

Avonlea
Times Square

Avonlea
StressGen

Unclear

ClDteeh
SkiBanff

Times Square

Gennum
Times Square
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Industry norms, especiaIly increased customer expectations (Proposition 3) are
acknowledged by Avonlea, Semiconductor Insights and Times Square as linked to
their Web use. That said, Gennum increased its Web commitment despite no ap
parent customer demand. Using the Web to demonstrate technologicallegitimacy
(Proposition 4) is not apparent-only the Web-enabled firm Videospheres had a
relatively simple Web site. The posited association between in-house technical ca
pability, Web commitment and site sophistication (Proposition 5) had little sup
port. Though Times Square does not have in-house technicalor cultural expertise
that the firm it acquired has, the technical ambition of the site has increased. Con
versely, developing in-house competency at SkiBanff and Semiconductor Insight
is reflected by commitment to more sophisticated Web sites. Gennum sustains a
commitment as it increases in-house capability .

The sampled firms provide tentative support for the link between cultural capa
bility and language adaptation (Proposition 6). Avonlea increased its employment
of Japanese staff and Web site content. Times Square, while losing technical ca
pability also lost their Japanese market association entirely. Conversely, Gennum
removed their Japanese content despite the market's importance. They find Japa
nese engineers are comfortable using English for the technical information the site
provides. The changed relative size of firms and their stakeholders (Proposition 7)
is indeed linked to an increased resource commitment and sophistication of the
Web site. It is apparent that the substantial growth of Avonlea and StressGen is re
lated to these aspects of their Web use. Both a high-tech (CIDtech) and hospital
ity/tourism (Bateau Mouche) firm, more or less, maintained a simple Web strat
egy. Both firms indicate their Web strategy is effective. These firms regularly
consider making their sites more sophisticated-by adding transaction capability
or information-but are yet to do so. Further, excluding an increase in CIDtech
market disequilibrium or uncertainty, factors linked in the model to international
Web use remain reasonably stable over the interim.

Discussion

To sum, revisiting the firms that gave rise to the Tiessen et al. (2001) model of e
commerce use by internationalizing SMEs provided findings related to the model
and to assumptions underlying research on SME internationalization via the Web.
The results suggest that the model remains sound. Unstable markets, customer
demand and relative firm size are linked to the propensity of firms to increase their
commitment to international Web use. Firms experiencing turbulent environments,
appear more likely to embrace their technology to seIl abroad, especiaIly when
turbulence is Internet induced. Market opportunities in cyberspace appear linked
to resource commitment. Size is important, with size related to the relative size of
the firm and the number of financial stakeholders-eustomers and, for public firms,
investors. The higher is the firm size to stakeholder ratio, the greater is commit
ment to on-line business. The influence of technical and cultural capability is less
clear. In-house competency enlightens managers to possibilities and facilitates im-
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plementation. However, this experience also teaches managers what is unneces
sary, e.g., Times Square and Gennum both removed Japanese pages on their sites.
Similarly, Times Square's loss of Web support has not inhibited its commitment
to the Web. Namely, the owner knows what can be done but chooses to outsource.
It is apparent that as Web familiarity grows and costs of outsourcing decline, in
house capability is less important. Similarly, experience-based knowledge of the
need to adapt Web strategy to serve foreign markets is more important than first
hand familiarity with that culture. When adaptation is shown profitable appropri
ate staff are hired or outsourced.

More generally the findings suggest that two assumptions that underlie research
should be revisited. That exporting is good is not unequivocal. Gennum and Semi
conductor Insights expanded sales to Japan and are among the most competitive of
the sampled firms. However, substantial Japanese revenue is not sufficient for
Times Square Travel to survive. Conversely, CIDtech survived and grew with
substantially lower Japanese exports. Videospheres did not sell abroad until a
sound North American customer base is established. Evidence suggests that firm
offerings, not exporting per se, leads to viability. Sampled firms suggest that the
Web can assist firms seek international markets. Inparticular, technology-e-mail
and the Web-is essential for the sampled firms. No firms contemplated closing
their Web sites. A Web presence helps to establish legitimacy. For foreign sales,
language adaptation appears to matter more for the travel firms targeting Japanese
clients (Avonlea) than for high-tech firms. Finally, the validity of the assumption
that firms progress through stages of Web use is questioned. This study suggests
that firms use the Internet in a manner appropriate to their business. Personal links
and distribution channels matter. Several years of Web experience show managers
the degree to their markets are disrupted and how to respond. That said, since
2003, the creative destruction witnessed in the small slice of the travel industry is
substantial. However, there is no technological inevitability that firms will do
more on-line.

Conclusions

Internet offers promise as a tool enabling SMEs to conduct business abroad. The
model developed by Tiessen et al. (2001) provides insight as to how and why
SMEs use the Web to export globally. That said it remains unclear whether the
Web leads to further SME internationalization. As usual, it appears contingency
matters. Competitive firms able to serve international niche markets will continue
to do so, but in somewhat different ways due to the Web. The business proposition
of Videospheres is based on this notion, rather than claiming the Web eliminates
personal contact, their technology is reducing the volume of personal calling nec
essary to secure new sales. It cannot be assumed that inevitability most firms will
become sophisticated Web users. This study is limited by a small sample size,
which limits generalizability. Further research will expand the sample size to gain
an understanding of how SMEs, including those acting internationally, embrace
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the Web. Longitudinal analysis will allow further insight into Internet and SME
co-evolution.
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4 SME Interaction in Supply Chains

Phi! Malone

Introduction

E-business activity involves the electronic transfer of critical business information .
In particular, e-business activity encompasses e-procurement, supply chain man
agement and the transformation of firms' internal functions so as to allow the
seamless transfer of information along supply chains. The role of the National Of
fice for the Information Economy (NOIE), in the development of Australian e
business markets, involves the brokering of business relationships and the playing
of a catalytic role in innovative projects, so as to: promote the effective use of e
business that results in productivity growth for the Australian economy; facilitate
firm e-business adoption-especially by small business; remove impediments to
small business participation in e-business by reducing associated costs, complexity
and risk; and ensuring government e-business activity is consistent with broad in
dustry contexts. In October 2001 NOIE released the report, B2B e-Commerce:
Capturing Value Online, which provided independent assessment of contemporary
developments in Australian e-business markets . The core emerging issues identi
fied by that report for Australian e-business growth revolved around necessary co
operation on standards, greater interoperability between e-business frameworks
and the effective integration of new and established technology.'

Small Business E-Market Entry Barriers

Because the size of the Australian economy is relatively small when compared to
average OECD Member Country GDP, the necessary e-business participation to
achieve minimum efficient scale or critical mass in on-line markets is higher. That
is, greater firm e-business engagement is required for the operation of viable on
line trading environments. Improved interoperability provides a better opportunity
through which to achieve required critical mass. Namely, current interoperability
standards do not allow the seamless (or 'plug and play') transfer of business in
formation . Figure 4.1 illustrates the challenges facing business intending entry into
on-line markets. That scenario indicates suppliers with several customers are
compelled to make multiple technology investments, and this is not feasible for
many small firms. Accordingly, on-line market entry is inhibited by proprietary
based technology systems and confusion over standards . Additionally , there is a

1 Interoperability means the ability to transfer and use critical business information across
organisations and technology systems.

R. Cooper et al. (eds.), Frontiers of Broadband, Electronic and Mobile Commerce
© Physica-Verlag Heidelberg 2004
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lack of strategie engagement among stakeholders to decide on shared business
processes that underpin effective e-business solutions.
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Accordingly, firms must devote resources to adapt their back office operations,
such as invoicing and purchasing, to better meet e-market transaction require
ments. Competitive forces tend to resolve problems relating to any lack of inter
operability through market rationalization. However, firm attrition of itself may
fail to deliver an environment that fully engages small firms in e-markets. While
the number of firms operating in the market may fall, the cost and complexity of
solutions remain unchanged. The experience of electronie data interchange, a pre
Internet technology developed to automate the exchange of business information,
provides an example that resulted in such an outcome.

Figure 4.2 illustrates the evolutionary cycle of Australian e-business markets
that commenced in 1995. Despite a surge in e-business market entry during the
mid-1990s that resulted in a dot.com boom, entry has remained sluggish due to
difficulty encountered by small firms. That is, improved firm interoperability that
allows low cost engagement in e-business markets by small firms is required to
accelerate economy-wide adoption. Other challenges to e-business implementation
by small firms include those concerning the cost-effectiveness and risks associated
with e-business market operations . Namely, small firms, whether they choose to
purchase or build their e-business solutions, must confront issues created by com
plex technology and confusion about standards. Examples include the customiza
tion of product numbers and description systems tobetter suit electronie catalogue
requirements; uncertainty that standards used to generate business documents,
such as purchase orders and invoices will gain general acceptance in electronie
markets; and the integration of financial management information systems with e
business applications is often diffieult, and require additional technology invest
ment.
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Finally, Figure 4.2 suggests that onee these issues are addressed, improved in
teroperability will propel e-business entry. Australian Bureau of Statistics data
identify a lack of engagement by very small firms and underutilization of the
Internet to eonduet e-business transactions as eharaeteristie of Australian markets.
While 72% of firms have on-line presenee, 90% of firms employing more than 10
persons are on-line. Therefore, very smallest Australian firms are less likely to
have an on-line presenee. Further, only 35% of on-line firms use the Internet to
purehase goods and services, while 26% of firms use the Internet to make on-line
payments.

Drivers and Barriers to Interoperability

Drivers

Several faetors, from both publie poliey and private sector viewpoints, are pursu
ing an agenda for greater interoperability. From a publie poliey perspeetive,
greater e-business diffusion, enabled through improved interoperability, leads to
both maeroeeonomie and microeeonomic efficieney gain, innovation and trans-
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formation effects across the economy. For instance, supply chains are genuinely
transformed with e-business adoption beyond the organization, both in upstream
and downstream markets . Also improved interoperability reduces uncertainty sur
rounding investment decisions. Namely, firm information technology investment
is more likely when the interoperability of the asset is assured. From a private sec
tor perspective, greater interoperability implies more efficient supply chain man
agement. Seamless information transfer among supply chains result in greater
transformation and value added beyond that a firm in isolation achieves. Such
transformation includes better response to business cycles, from more efficient
data collection, and greater technical integration.

Barriers

Several hurdles must be overcome when pursuing for interoperability among sup
ply chains for the potential benefits from e-business activity to be realized. In par
ticular, business-to-business (B2B) integration projects should be structured so as
to avoid prohibitive investment costs; creation of technical barriers must also be
avoided, viz., standards need to be carefully selected so as not to burden end users
and software programmers; B2B integration projects commonly face collaboration
challenges, i.e., obtaining clear agreement as to the boundary of collaboration and
competition ; legacy systems issues regarding the treatment of inherent proprietary
interests often arise and require resolution; and knowledge gaps need to addressed
as there is a tendency to associate e-business with dot.com hype.

E-Business Principles

This analysis of the current Australian e-business market environment has pro
vided an understanding of the drivers and challenges to improved interoperability
among supply chains. In doing so, several principles for application to e-business
models have emerged. Aprevalent theme uniting these principles is the need to
encourage collaboration .

Problem Identification

An important business challenge is to identify problems causing difficulty in core
business operation for most firms in the supply chain that require immediate reso
lution. To be successful solutions must, in the long term, ensure supply chains at
tract and retain a critical mass of transactions. Such critical mass is only achieved
when e-business solutions add substantial value to stakeholder groups.
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Process Separation

Competitive, for example, product quality and price, and cooperative or common
business processes need to be effectively identified and separated. Collaborative e
business models are intended to deliver improved sector outcomes rather than pro
vide competitive advantage in an exclusive and selective manner. When e
business efficiencies are realized for an entire sector, market participants are able
to reallocate scarce resources and actively pursue more innovative activity.

Business Solutions

A popular misconception among firms is that an important e-business objective is
the adoption of particular technology solutions . However, common business prob
lems should be identified prior to searching for potential solutions (that may need
further technical expertise to make them operational). Failed e-business initiatives,
particularly those developed during the dot.com period typically follow a technol
ogy-led agenda. Without first gaining a proper understanding of underlying busi
ness processes such attempts usually fail, Namely, it is important to align technol
ogy to core business goals and not allow technology to drive rather than support or
improve business processes.

Stakeholder Support

Stakeholders support is required for e-business market activity to expand. Industry
associations provide valuable channels through which to attract and maintain in
dustry buy-in, assist in the piloting of solutions and their eventual adoption. Fur
ther, industry leaders and champions are needed to provide e-business project le
gitimacy among supply chain members . Such legitimacy is required for sustained
commitment.

Governance and Funding

A central governance group, comprising important supply chain stakeholders, is
necessary for both effective guidance and oversight. Additionally, written agree
ments delineating responsibility for pecuniary and non-pecuniary contributions of
the parties are required so that a c1ear understanding between project participants ,
as a mechanism for ongoing delivery and conflict resolution, is provided . An equi
table funding model should be entered into so that supply chain participants can
better determine their value propositions and assess their intended contributions.
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Supply Chain Interoperability Initiatives

NOIE has recently established several initiatives that focus on supply chain inter
operability issues. For e-business markets to be successful, especiaIly in the ex
change of critical business information among supply chain members, requires
that open and inclusive standards are adopted. Further, such adoption must be
made by smaIl and large firms alike, as small companies comprise the majority of
Australian firms. Small firms have legacy systems which do not necessarily inter
operate weIl with supply chain systems. Therefore, an interface to existing appli
cations must be created so that seamless interoperability occurs, irrespective of
firm size or information technology capability. The NOIE (2001) report, B2B E
Commerce: Capturing Value Online, identified that improved interoperability was
required for e-business activity among supply chains to expand. This project de
veloped from the National Interoperability Workshop of April 2002. The work
shop formulated projects to build virtual infrastructure for supporting widespread
interoperability . The forum was attended by representative stakeholder groups in
cluding banks, end users, governments, industry associations , standards organiza
tions, third-party providers, and vendors and systems integrators. Projects to arise
from the workshop are the B2B Registry and the Integration Toolkit.

B2B Registry and Integration Toolkit

The NOIE B2B Registry promotes e-business open standards use to reduce com
pliance costs. This service stores data and schema necessary for automating col
laborative business documentation, e.g., invoices, purchase orders, remittance ad
vices and consignment notes. To do so, a company profile information register
allows, e.g., firms to locate other firms with compatible invoice processes. The e
business extensible mark-up language and architecture is employed to support
standards that suit simple processes. A standard stored by the Registry is for an In
tegration Toolkit aimed at providing small business with a low cost connector to
e-business activity with larger firms. That is, the Registry allows Financial Man
agement Information Software (FMIS) to be used by small business, e.g., MYOB
and Quicken, to interoperate with the FMIS software of larger corporations and
government, e.g., SAP and Oracle. As the Registry allows trading partners to
transact directly, and so avoid the use of hubs and e-markets, e-business process
ing costs are reduced. The project is currently in pilot phase mode, i.e., registry ar
chitecture is being constructed as is the technology blueprint for the integration
toolkit. NOIE funded the development stage, and is partnered with Standards Aus
tralia to provide governance and industry awareness. The building of a fully func
tional registry is to be funded by industry so as to ensure long term sustainability.
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Information Technology Online Program

NOIE is also responsible for the Information Technology OnIine (ITOL) small
competitive grants program (hUp://www.noie.gov.auJitol). which provides grants
to consortia to facilitate innovative e-business adoption. Projects supported by the
ITOL program address supply chain issues that support open standards and in
clude small business participation.

Appliance Industry

This project is supported by a consortium of appIiance industry participants, and
intends to devise and implement Message Implementation GuideIines across the
industry supply chain to transfer cost reductions via standardized messaging.

Mining Industry

The mining industry project is a consortium comprised of IBM, Mincom, MSA
Australia, Newmont Mines and Quadrem, and is led by XML Yes. The project
concerns backend integration and intends to develop B2B infrastructure to allow
the exchange of data, business documents and messages between small firms and
large corporations.

Textile Supply Chain Interoperability

This project integrates production supply chain systems used by AustraIian Weav
ing Mills suppIiers through to important retailers.:The facilitation of the seamless
movement of data through the textiles production system allows a leveIing of pro
duction cycles. By providing data transfer through a bureau system operated by
Tasmanian Business Online (TBO) , small firms can enter e-business markets at
lower costs than presently available with electronic data interchange data transfer
systems. TBO is a translation hub that provides interoperability between different
systems .

NOIE and the Path Ahead

Most firms currently conduct e-business functions in-house. Soon increased e
business activity will require firms to collaborate more with other firms in their
supply chain. Accordingly, firms will come to view their supply chains as impor
tant sources of innovation and competitive advantage. However, to reaIize this po
tential requires that firm's implement standards, particularly for cooperative busi
ness data exchange. To date, standards development investment has mostly related
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to industry specific standards. Industry-wide adoption to ensure critical mass is
achieved is now required. However, first small firms must have confidence in the
Internet as a transaction medium. The NOIE guide, Trusting the Internet, consid
ers Internet related business security issues. This initiative forms part of anational
approach to creating a trusted and secure electronic operating environment for pri
vate and public sectors. More specifically, the integration of freight management
systems of transport and logistics firms with e-business applications of their cli
ents will assist the development of e-business among supply chains. With this in
mind, NOIE is working with the Australian Logistics Council to forge standards
adoption. Finally, Web services that allow firms to link applications with those of
their partners, suppliers and customers via the Internet, will also facilitate e
business adoption. The services are an emerging Intemet-based technology that
contributes to productivity improvement, innovation and transformation by ena
bling more effective collaboration . Web services help reduce the complexity, and
so cost, of collaboration by providing a standards-based framework to describe,
discover, transfer and use information.

Conclusion

E-business market activity and its adoption by Australian firms continue to grow.
Achallenge is to ensure that e-business markets develop in a fully integrated fash
ion among industry supply chains in a manner that encourages participation by
small firms. It is only through active participation by Australian small firms will e
business be pervasive throughout the economy.
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Introduction

The demand for high speed data services, such as multimedia and interactive in
formation services, is increasing. Since such data services are a potential source of
network service provider profit, third generation (3G) technology is being devel
oped to support them. Further, this emerging wireless network technology will ul
timately result in a much more complex network and service environment. With
increasing technological complexity and uncertainty wireless network operators
require more flexible network arehiteetures to aehieve and maintain eompetitive
advantage. However, sinee the eomplete replaeement of existing wireless network
arehiteeture is not practieable, teehnology choice in the migration of existing net
works requires that carrier management examine options available as a strategic
deeision. To allow strategie analysis of the possible evolution of wireless networks
and their arehiteetures-innovation (ITh, Henderson and Clark 1990) and real op
tions (RO, Dixit and Pindyek 1994) theory-are introduced. Henderson and Clark
(1990) examine why some firms are able to leverage innovations. RO allows the
linking of strategie planning and financial strategy by determining a value for an
uneertain opportunity. Clearly, the potential exists to employ ITh to analyze wire
less network technology evolution and architecture, and RO to support strategic
decision-making. The principal motivation for this study is to develop a concep
tual framework through whieh wireless network operators ean support their strate
gic decisions eoncerning next generation network arehiteeture. Aeeordingly, typi
eal network arehiteeture migration path alternatives, global systems for mobile
communications (GSM) and code division multiple access (CDMA) based net
work scenarios, are examined using ITh. Strategie options for network migration
as a means to manage wireless network arehiteeture evolution based on the RO are
also diseussed.

Wireless Network Architectures

During the past deeade, wireless networks have evolved, rapidly moving from
first-generation (IG) analog-voice-only communications-to seeond generation
(2G) digital-voiee and data eommunieations-to 3G wireless networks, a eon
vergence of wireless and the Internet.

R. Cooper et al. (eds.), Frontiers of Broadband, Electronic and Mobile Commerce
© Physica-Verlag Heidelberg 2004
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1G Wireless Networks

1G wireless networks are based on analog technology or electronic transmission
techniques accomplished by adding signals of varying frequency or amplitude to
carrier waves of a given frequency of alternating electromagnetic current. This
current is usually represented as aseries of sine waves because the modulation of
a carrier's wave is analogous to voice fluctuations. Figure 5.1 shows generic
transport architecture for a 1G cellular radio network, which includes mobile ter
minals, base stations (BS) and mobile switching centers (MSC). A MSC maintains
mobile related information and controls mobile hand-off. The centre also performs
necessary network management functions, such as call handling and processing ,
billing and fraud detection. An MSC is interconnected with the public switched
telephone network (PSTN) via trunks and a tandem switch.
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Fig. 5.1.10 Wireless Network Architecture

The main 1G wireless network technology standards are advanced mobile
phone system (AMPS), total access communication system (TACS) and Nordic
mobile telephony (NMT) (Dahlman et al. 1998).

AMPS

In the United States (US), the AMPS system, released in 1983, is a 1G wireless
technology standard using the 800 MHz to 900 MHz frequency band and the 30
kHz bandwidth with 666 channels (Garg and Rappaport 2001) . AMPS is also the
first standardized cellular service and currently the most widely used standard for
cellular communications, e.g., the technology is employed in China, South Amer
ica and the USo However, since the AMPS uses frequency modulation (FM) for
radio transmission, it exhibits a low calling capacity, limited spectrum, poor data
communication and minimal privacy protection.

TACS

TACS is a mobile telephone standard originally used in United Kingdom for the
900 MHz frequency band (Rappaport 2002). TACS is essentially the European
version of AMPS. The standard operates on the 900 MHz frequency band, allow
ing up to 1320 channels using 25 kHz channel spacing (Garg and Rappaport
2001). The system is designed to consider the very high subscriber density in large
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urban centers, and also sparsely populated rural areas. TACS is obsolete in
Europe, and is replaced by the more scalable and digital GSM system.

NMT

NMT, developed by Ericsson, is a cellular standard that uses 12.5 kHz channel
spacing, and is deployed in 30 countries (Garg and Rappaport 2001). NMT is the
common Nordic standard for.analog mobile telephony as established in the early
1980s by telecommunications administrations in Denmark, Finland, Norway and
Sweden. The NMT system is also installed in several European countries
including parts of Russia-and in Asia and the Middle East.

2G Wireless Networks

Second generation (2G) digital wireless networks replaced 1G analog networks,
allowing data transmissions to form part of wireless traffic. 2G systems had their
genesis with the advent of digital technology.' Using digital technology, voice
signals are digitized and sent as bits of data over radio waves. As shown in Fig.
5.2, 2G introduced network architectures that are different in several respects from
1G architecture. First, the 2G system reduced computational burdens of an MSC
by introducing a base station controller (BSC), which is an advanced call process
ing mechanism. The BSC, also called a radio port control unit, allows data inter
face between a base station and the MSC. Second, 2G systems use digital voice
coding and digital modulation. Finally, 2G technology provides dedicated voice
and signaling between MSCs, and between an MSC and the PSTN. In contrast to
IG systems designed for voice transmission, 2Gtechnology is specifically devel
oped to transmit data.
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Fig. 5.2. 2G Wireless Network Architecture

Several wireless technologies, including time division multiple access
(TDMA), GSM, cdmaOne and PDC, are classified as 2G. However, prior to the
universal introduction of 3G wireless systems, a hybrid 2.5G technology-that al
lows 2G users to sampie 3G-like services-is introduced. 2.5G systems refer to

1 Digital technology transmits or stores data with astring of zeros and ones. A digit is re
ferred to as a bit and astring of bits that a computer can address individually as a group
is a byte. Digital technology made its most fundamental technological change in tele
communications industry (Garg and Rappaport 2001).
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enhanced data rates for GSM evolution (EDGE), general packet radio service
(GPRS) and high speed circuit switched data (HSCSD) systems (Dahlman et al.
1998). 2.5G technology is commonly viewed as an upgraded 2G networks, and
mostly involves 2G infrastructure undergoing simple software or hardware devel
opment.

TDMA

TDMA is a digital transmission technology that allows several users access to a
radio frequency channel without the restriction of having to allocate unique time
slots to users within a channel (Garg and Rappaport 2001). The current TDMA
standard for cellular divides a channel into six time slots, with a signal using two
slots, i.e., providing a 3-to-l improvement in capacity compared to AMPS. Opera
tionaIly, callers are assigned particular time slots for transmission. TDMA has
three users sharing a 30 MHz carrier frequency (Rappaport 2002). Further, TDMA
has a capacity to carry data rates of 64 kbps to 120 Mbps. This capacity allows
operators to offer personal communications services including facsimile, voice
band data and short message service, as weIl as, bandwidth intensive multimedia
and video conferencing applications.

GSM

GSM is a giobally accepted standard for digital cellular communication, and is a
common European mobile telephone standard operating at 900 MHz in 1982
(Rappaport 2002). Current GSM networks transmit data at 9.6 kbps with a circuit
switched data transmission. The system allows as many as eight users to share a
200 kHz radio channel by allocating a unique time slot to users (Garg and Rappa
port 2001).

GPRS

Currently many GSM carriers are employing GPRS service as a 2.5G technology.
GPRS permits packet-switched instead of circuit-switched data transmission at
high speed using GSM technology (Rappaport 2002). Depending on the coding
schemes used, much faster data transmission rates can be realized per time slot
with GPRS, than 9.6 kbps with GSM. The principal infrastructure elements of
GPRS are the gateway GPRS support node (GGSN), and the serving GPRS sup
port node (SGSN) (Garg and Rappaport 2001). GGSN provides interconnection to
other networks such as the Internet or private networks, while SGSN tracks the 10
cation of mobile devices and routes their packet traffic.

EDGE

EDGE is a phase technology after GPRS. Based on the GSM standard, EDGE
permits faster data transfer rates, and is another transition technology from GSM
technology toward 3G. EDGE is a radio based high-speed mobile data standard
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that attains a 384 kbitJs data transmission speed when the available eight time slots
are in use (Garg and Rappaport 2001). The technology was initially developed in
response to the demands of mobile network operators that had failed to gain ac
cess to spectrum for 3G network transmission. The intent in EDGE technology de
sign is to achieve higher data rates than that available from 200 kHz GSM radio
carriers. The technology changes the type of modulation employed, while still
working with existing circuit switches (Rappaport 2002). The result is that EDGE
delivers data transmission rates nearing 500Kbps with GPRS infrastructure.

HSCSD

HSCSD is an enhancement of data services or circuit switched data provided
through existing GSM networks (Garg and Rappaport 2001). The technology al
lows access to non-voice services at a speed three times faster than that currently
available. This transition speed enhancement means subscribers are able to send
and receive data from their portable computers at speeds to 28.8 kbps, and is being
upgraded in many networks to 43.2 kbps (Rappaport 2002).

cdmaOne

cdmaOne employs CDMA spread spectrum technology to allow the simultaneous
use of multiple frequencies (Garg and Rappaport 2001). CDMA technology codes
the digital packets for transmission with a unique key. Receivers respond only to
this key, and identify and demodulate associated signals. CDMA proponents claim
a bandwidth efficiency approaching 13 times that for TDMA and from 20 to 40
times analog transmission rates. cdmaOne describes not a single technology but a
complete wireless system based on the TIA/EIA IS-95 CDMA standard, including
the IS-95A and IS-95B systems. The IS-95A system utilizes at least one 1.25 MHz
carrier, and operates within the 800 MHz and 1900 MHz frequency bands.
cdmaOne provides circuit-switched data connection at 14.4 kbps. Due to achiev
able data speeds for the IS-95B system, IS-95B is categorized as a 2.5G technol
ogy. IS-95B is an interim standard change that drives higher data rates for packet
and circuit-switched CDMA data transmission. Data transmission rates approach
ing 115 kbitJs are realized by using, as many as eight, 14.4 kbitJs or 9.6 kbitJs data
channels (Rappaport 2002).

3G Wireless Networks

Currently, wireless network architectures are evolving toward 3G wireless tech
nology. Ultimately, successful transition will allow carriers to provide high-rate
voice and data service. 3G systems also enable multi-megabit Internet access, with
both an 'always on' feature and data rates near 2.048 Mbps suitable for multime
dia services. These wireless systems are commonly categorized into the universal
mobile telecommunication system (UMTS) and the cdma2000 groups. The 3G
partnership project (3GPP) is collaboration between organizational partners that
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study W-CDMAffD-SCDMAIEDGE standards, while the 3G Partnership Project
2 (3GPP2) is collaboration between organizational partners that cdma2000 stan
dards.

UMTS

UMTS, developed in 1996 through the sponsorship of the European Telecommu
nications Standards Institute, is a wideband CDMA (WCDMA) technology.
WCDMA is a key technology, especially as an air interface standard (DalaI2001).
The technology uses a direct spread with a chip rate of 3.84 Mcps and a nominal
bandwidth of 5 MHz. Technically UMTS is an upgraded GSMlGPRS technology
with spectral efficiency enhanced six fold. As a 3G standard, UMTS offers a
packet-based wireless service with transmission of nearly 2.048 Mbps, and an ex
pectation of reaching an 8 Mbps platform. A 5 MHz UMTS channel can support
100 to 350 voice calls simultaneously through a more efficient modulation tech
nique.

In Fig. 5.3 UMTS network architecture is separated into a radio access network
(RAN) and core network. The RAN contains user equipment-that includes ter
minal equipment and mobile terminals-and the UMTS terrestrial radio access
network-that includes the Node-B and radio network controller (RNC). The core
network, focusing on packet domain, is similar to the GPRS core network, and in
cludes the network nodes: the serving GPRS support node (SGSN) and the gate
way GPRS support node (GGSN). The SGSN monitors user locations, and per
forms security functions and access control. The GGSN contains routing
information for packet switched (PS) attached users and provides inter-working
with external PS networks such as the packet data network.

Fig. 5.3. 3G Wireless Network Architecture

cdma2000

SGSN i GGS~

cdma2000 is another wireless standard designed to support 3G services, as defined
by the International Telecommunication Union and the IMT-2000 (Carsello et al.
1997). The technology supports mobile data communication at speeds from 144
kbps to 2 Mbps as WCDMA technology (Garg and Rappaport 2001). cdma2000
uses the same base chip rate of 1.2288 Mcps as cdmaOne (Dalal, 2001). Individual
carriers are modulated with separate orthogonal codes, and have an optional over
lay mode. The coding distinguishes cdmaOne and cdma2000 users.

The cdma2000 standard is a high data rate upgrade of the interim standard-95
(IS-95), a 2G CDMA standard that is strictly devoted to traditional CDMA infra-
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structure. A 2G mobile carrier adapted to a 3G cdma2000 network does not need
new base stations or channel bandwidth reorganization . The bandwidth of a radio
channel remains 1.25 MHz. The difference is that, at most, three channels are
jointly utilized to provide data transmission speeds exceeding 2.048 Mbps per
user. Currently cdma2000 standards are cdma2000-1xRTT, cdma2000-1xEV, data
and voice (DV), data only (Da) and cdma2000-3xRTT . cdma2000-1xRTT (Radio
Transmission Technology) technically supports twice as many users as 2G CDMA
with data rates up to 153.6 Kbps. cdma2000-1xEV is a high data rate packet stan
dard originally developed by Qualcornm, Inc. An advantage of the standard is that
it provides both, Da and DV radio channels to deliver transmission rates ap
proaching 2.48 Mbps. Cdma2000-1xEV-Da is obtained to suit applications such
as video streaming and large file downloads.

Innovation and Wireless Networks

Technology typically develops in an evolutionary manner, i.e., from a change in
conceptual framework along particular paths called technological paradigms or
trajectories (Dosi 1982). Such technological evolution is not easily incorporated
into traditional explanation of product developments. Such explanations rely on
the consideration of periods of disruptive innovation followed by less drastic in
cremental change (Nelson and Winter 1977). To better understand the realized
evolution of wireless network technology and their architectures the Henderson
and Clark (1990) ITh framework is introduced. This theory of innovation, allows
investigation of core architectural features of competing wireless network tech
nology. Isolating these features allows insight into the evolutionary path of wire
less network technology to be gained.

Henderson and Clark develop a model to demonstrate that architectural innova
tion makes obsolete established firm's architectural knowledge. The model pro
vides an explanation as to why only some firms are able to leverage their innova
tions. The argument distinguishes between components or modules (the physically
distinct portion of a product that embodies the core design concept) and linkage or
interface (that describes how a firm's product interacts with other products and
any synergies that may arise). The model's conceptual framework consists of clas
sifications for technological innovation as either incremental, modular, architec
tural or radical. Incremental innovation refines and extends an established design
in an individual component without changing core design concepts and links be
tween them. Such incremental design shows a relatively minor change to the exist
ing product or its design, and often reinforces the dominance of an established
firm. Modular innovation only changes core design concepts, and not linkages be
tween components. Architectural innovation involves reconfiguration of an estab
lished system to link existing components in a new and deliberate manner, and
creates new interaction and linkages with other components within established
products while not changing the core design concepts. Finally, radical innovation
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is a new dominant design and set of core design concepts embodied in compo
nents that are linked through new architecture.

Analog to Digital

The transition from 1G analog to 2G digital technology involves a change of core
network architecture design, and alters the link between BS and MSC compo
nents. As discussed, analog technology is based on aseries of sine waves that are
similar to those of voice fluctuations. With digital technology, analog voice sig
nals are digitized and transformed into 64 kbps pulse code modulated bit streams
by vocoders. Vocoders reside at an originating BS. In using digital cellular com
pression techniques at a mobile station (MS), it is no longer economically feasible
to convert voice to 64 kbps speech at a BS and use a DSO to carry the call, there
fore vocoders are moved to MSCs. Digitization by vocoders alters the core modu
lar innovation concept. Further, installation of a digital-to-analog converter (DAC)
provides a key interface between analog and digital systems. A DAC is a neces
sary component for high speed Internet access, i.e., xDSL. Accordingly, the intro
duction of DACs is considered a change in linkage in terms of architectural inno
vation. Finally, a distinct feature of the analog to digital technology transition is
the modulation method. For an analog system, simple FM, amplitude modulation
(AM), double sideband AM (DSB), single sideband AM (SSB) and vestige side
band AM (VSB) techniques are employed. However, modulation techniques for
digital signal transmission are more complex and numerous, and incIude binary
phase shift keying (BPSK), differential phase shift keying (DPSK), quadrature
phase shift keying (QPSK), binary frequency shift keying (BFSK), minimum shift
keying (MSK), Gaussian minimum shift keying (GMSK), m-ary phase shift key
ing (MPSK), m-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), m-ary frequency
shift keying (MFSK) (Rappaport 2002). Accordingly, the transition from analog to
digital is viewed as a radical innovation.

GSM to GPRS

GPRS is essentially based on 'regular' GSM (with the same modulation) and de
signed to complement existing circuit-switched cellular telephone services such as
SMS and cell broadcast. GPRS should improve the peak time capacity of a GSM
network as it simultaneously transports traffic previously sent using circuit
switched data through a GPRS overIay, and reduce SMS center and signal channel
loading. GPRS packet-based service should prove less costly than circuit-switched
services to consumers as communication channels are on a shared use basis, viz.,
on a 'packets needed' basis, rather than dedicated to auser. Then, to incorporate
GPRS data functionality into existing GSM systems, wireless network operators
must upgrade the equipment without changing architectures, i.e. incrementally in
novate. BTS must also upgrade their software, as does MSC to be able to respond
to new forms of data request, viz., modularly innovate.
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GPRSto EDGE

EDGE provides an evolutionary migration path from GPRS to UMTS by more
expeditiously implementing necessary modulation changes. As such, EDGE does
not radically alter the core network as it uses GPRS/GSM. Rather, the technology
concentrates on improving capacity and efficiency over the air interface by intro
ducing a more advanced coding scheme whereby time slots transport more data.
Additionally, EDGE adapts coding to current conditions, which means that trans
mission speeds are higher when radio reception is clear. The implementation of
EDGE by network operators is designed to be simple, with only the addition of an
extra EDGE transceiver unit to ceIls, a modular innovation, required. For most
vendors, it is envisaged that BSC and BS software upgrades will be carried out
remotely, viz., on an incremental (innovation) basis. New EDGE capable trans
ceivers can also handle standard GSM traffic and automatically switch to EDGE
mode as required. Further, terminals must be upgraded to be EDGE network func
tional, as existing GSM terminals do not support new modulation techniques, and
provide another example of incremental innovation.

Moving to 3G

Clearly, a move to 3G is a radical innovation requiring change in core design con
cepts and most components, i.e., 3G networks require new radio and core network
elements. For example, a 3G radio access network comprises an RNC and Node
B. A RNC replaces the BSC, and the RNC includes support for legacy system
connection and provides efficient packet connection with the core network packet
devices (SSGN or equivalent). The RNC performs radio network control functions
that include call establishment and release, handover, radio resource management,
power control, diversity combination and soft handover. Another required piece of
network infrastructure for 3G is a media gateway that resides at the boundary be
tween networks to process end user data, such as voice coding and decoding, con
vert protocols and mapping service quality.

Alternative 3G Paths

A salient feature of wireless network evolution is that it encompasses an innova
tion portfolio, i.e., several mixed or hybrid innovations are involved at amigration
stage. For instance, the evolution from GSM to GPRS is an architectural innova
tion as weIl as an incremental innovation. Clearly, the distinction between archi
tectural, incremental, modular and radical innovation is matter of degree. Further,
developments, from cdma2000 IX to cdma2000 3X, can viewed as a radical rather
incremental innovation. Another example is provided by wireless network opera
tors and carriers that prefer steady change to minimize risk. As a result, most of
migration paths approximate a stepping-stone or evolutionary rather than revolu-
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tionary approach. An exception is the successful Qualcomm (2002) CDMA tech
nology choice.

.-----.,>~ I GPRS

Incremental Archltectural Radical

~
Ir--GS-M- --- ~ I EDGE I-.....,~,..I UMTS I

AMPS Radical

IcdmaOne 1-----3~~1 cdma2000(1X) 1---3~~1 cdma2000(3X) I
Incremental Incremental

Time

Fig. 5.4. A Typologyof Wireless Technology Innovation

GSM-based Network Migration

UMTS does not support the reuse of GSM BS equipment. CDMA signals require
linear amplification and additional filtering. Operators must install new hardware
cabinets adjacent to existing systems. Additionally, operation in GSM and TRA
modes within a 5 MHz band is not possible. Figure 5.5 shows for GPRS service to
be provided in a GSM network required the addition of several components, e.g.,
SGSN and GGSN. Further, transition from a GSMlGPRS to UMTS access net
work section requires fundamental change or additional networks.

GMSC

I
I

I

1,,EIr:lJl

" ," ," ,
IrCGFAI-----

- - - - _. Signalling Interface

- Signalling and Data Transfer Interface
CGF: Charging Gateway Functionality
EIR: Equipment Identity Register

Fig. 5.5. A GSM-based Network Architecture Migration Path

Table 5.1 summarizes components that must be upgraded or replaced in GSM
networks. In the case of provisioning GPRS service, only software upgrade and
little hardware (HW) or software (SW) replacement are required. For UMTS,
however, most network access facilities are replaced as the technology in
GSMlGPRS (TDMA-based) is fundamentally different from CD~A-based UMTS
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technology. Accordingly, substantial investment is required for the transition from
a GSM to 3G network architecture.

Table 5.1. Component Requirements to Upgrade GSM Networks

Category GSMto GSMI GPRS
HW SW

GSMI GPRSto UMTS
HW SW

MS/SIM
BTS
BSC
MSC I VLR
HLR
SGSN
GGSN

Upgrade Upgrade
Upgrade No Change
Upgrade PCU Interface
Upgrade No Change
Upgrade No Change

New New
New New

New
New
New

No Change
No Change
No Change
No Change

New
New
New

Upgrade
No Change
Upgrade

No Change

CDMA-based Network Migration

Since cdma2000 evolved from IS-95-based systems, only minor upgrade and so
minimal capital investment is required. Accordingly, the transition from cdmaOne
to cdma2000 IX is relatively easy to implement and transparent to consumers.
Service providers can gradually migrate from cdmaOne to cdma2000 at the IX
(1.2288 Mcps) rate . As consumers migrate, network operators can shift to
cdma2000 IX radios by inserting a cdma2000 3X radio to increase cell capacity.
Operators can also choose from three cdma2000 IX radios or convert to a single
cdma2000 3X radio. cdma2000 uses the same 9.6 kbps vocoder as cdmaOne.

HLR

... ... ,... ,... ,... ,

I~:(s~

Fig. 5.6. A CDMA-basedNetwork Archilecture Migration Path

Table 5.2 shows the transition from cdmaOne to cdma2000 requires both chan
nel card and software upgrades to cdmaOne BSs (older BSs may require hardware
upgrades) and new handsets. cdma2000 IX, implemented within existing spec
trum, delivers approximately twice the voice capacity of cdmaOne, and provides
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average data transmission rates of 144 kbps. The cdma2000 3X standard signifies
three times 1.25 MHz or approximately 3.75 MHz. The cdma2000 3X multi
carrier approach, or wideband cdmaOne, is important for the evolution of IS-95
based standards. In short, cdma2000 3X, with data transmission rates approaching
2Mbps, offer more capacity than cdma2000 IX. So, unlike UMTS, cdma2000
does not require substantial investment to achieve 3G service capability.

Table 5.2. Component Requirements to Upgrade CDMA Networks

Category cdmaOne to cdma2000 Ix Cdma2000 Ix to cdma200 3x

HW SW HW SW

MS New New No Change Upgrade

BTS No Change Upgrade No Change Upgrade

BSC No Change Upgrade No Change Upgrade

MSC/VLR No Change Upgrade No Change Upgrade

HLR No Change No Change No Change No Change

HA/FA New New No Change No Change

AAA Server New New No Change No Change

PDSN New New No Change No Change

Real Options and Risk Neutrality

The RO approach offers an opportunity for 2G and 3G network operators to re
view and assess their technology transition choices when faced with an upgrade to
3G network architectures. Wireless carrier strategie migration choices depend on
whether the existing system is CDMA-based or GSM-based. The approach at
tempts to quantify management's flexibility in strategie investment projects (Dixit
and Pindyck 1994). Such values are not typieally taken into account by net present
value approaches. This flexibility value is basically a collection of real network
investment options priced much the same as financial options. Option pricing
models such as the Black and Scholes (1973) option and Cox et a1. (1979) bino
mial model provide the theoretical foundation for such pricing.

To indicate insights available from applying the approach, let the value of an
investment in revolutionary technology, e.g., a CDMA-based technology, com
pared to that for an evolutionary technology, e.g., GSM-based, be denoted H. Fur
ther, let P and B be the net values for alternative network migrations available at
time t. For expository purposes, P relates to a revolutionary technology and is as
sociated with the greater risk and investment (an aggressive strategy), while the
remaining choiee value B relates to a stepping-stone technology with the smaller
risk and investment (a conservative strategy). Assuming that required investment
for network performance improvement is proportional to revenue, the choiee of
strategic options reduces to quantifying the trade-off between the performance im
provement and the risk neutral premium value. Risk neutrality means comparing,
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say, a portfolio containing a stepping-stone architecture investment with a pre
mium to another portfolio containing a revolutionary architecture investment with
a potentially higher value. Effectively, the choiee between seenarios reduces to a
comparison of wireless network technology migration portfolios.

Within this framework the investment seenarios are defined as: revolutionary
portfolio, WREV = v.P , i.e., a CDMA-based architecture; and evolutionary portfo-

lio, WEVO = vBB, i.e., a GSM-based architecture, where v p and VB are the

amounts invested in a scenario. To compare the portfolios, introduce the quantity
H(P,B) whieh is defined as:

(5.1)

Totally differentiating Eq. 5.1 provides:

Combining Eq. 5.1 and Eq. 5.2, and rewriting gives:

dH dP dB
WH - = WREV - - WEVO -

H P B

(5.2)

(5.3)

With H (P, B) interpreted as the value of the option of investing in revolution

ary rather than evolutionary technology, WI/ = WREV - WEVO (obtained from rear

ranging Eq. 5.1) is the premium to be paid to achieve improved network perform
ance, assuming risk neutrality. H(P,B) is the maximum premium required to

reduce uncertainty associated with this technology migration. That is, as long as
the actual value of a premium paid for improved network performance is less
than H (P, B) , it is advantageous to invest in revolutionary technology.

Conclusion

This paper discusses the evolution of wireless network technology employing ITh
architectural innovation concepts to construct a framework for the assessment of
wireless network technology using a RO approach to assist in network architecture
investment decisions toward 3G. Preliminary analysis shows that wireless network
technology evolution has occurred through combining architectural, incremental,
modular and radieal innovations. Based on this framework, GSM-based network
architecture has short-terrn advantages as data serviees can be readily deployed,
but radieal change is required for 3G upgrade, e.g., WCDMA technology is not so
flexible. By contrast, CDMA-based network architecture has the greater Iong-terrn
advantage because of its capacity and ready migration to 3G. From a strategie per-
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spective, network service providers need to consider potential challenges that may
hinder such migration, e.g ., uncertainty associated with markets and emerging
technology. By identifying such challenges, network service providers are better
prepared for transition pitfalls, and will more likely select appropriate transition
technology. Within this wireless network technology and architecture framework,
a test of wireless network migration seenarios using the RO is proposed. Compari
son is complex because available technology offers different data rates, capacity
and user interface. The next step in this research pro gram is to measure the per
formance of wireless network alternatives and conduct an assessment of the be
havior of network elements within wireless networks. This study will ass ist wire
less network serviee providers in their strategie decision-making when upgrading
or migrating to next generation network technology and architectures by resolving
ambiguity as to the nature of network evolution.
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6 Measurement of TFP Growth for US
Telecommunications

Jeffrey I. Bernstein and Charles J. Zarkadas

Introduction

Gains in productivity reflect the extent to which output from production processes
grow at a faster rate than the inputs to these processes. Thus productivity growth is
an indicator that measures product ive efficiency over time. Various sources di
rectly contribute to productivity gains, notably among them is technological pro
gress. The significance of technological advance to national welfare implies that
estimates of the rate of productivity growth shape views of the long-term produc
tiveness of a firm, industry or national economy. The main focus of this study is to
measure productivity growth for the US telecommunications industry for the pe
riod 1985 to 2001. Estimates of productivity growth rates also appear prominently
in the regulation of the telecommunications industry. In the last decade and a half
price-cap regulation has been adopted in the telecommunications industry by the
US Federal Communications Commiss ion (FCC) and in over thirty states .' Price
cap regulation typically specifies an average rate at which the prices that a firm
charges für its regulated services must decline, after adjusting for inflation. This
rate is called the X factor, or offset. An important element in determining the rate
of change in inflation-adjusted regulated prices is the productivity growth of the
industry.

This study develops two sets of total factor productivity indexes. The first
method is based on the original FCC total factor productivity study used to calcu
late X factors for the interstate services of the incumbent local exchange carriers
(ILECs).2 That FCC study is updated here to the year 2001. The methodology used
to calculate the total factor productivity index (TFPI) is based on the ILECs regu
lated books of account, which inc1udes three output categories: local, intrastate,
and interstate services . The second TFPI computed contains two modifications .
First, intrastate services are disaggregated into switched access and toll services.
The FCC method measures intrastate output using dial equipment minutes
(DEMS) relevant to intrastate services. DEMS are a measure of overall traffic
volume taken from telephone company's central office switches. However, there
are two physical intrastate outputs provided by the ILECs : intrastate toll minutes
and intrastate switched access minutes. Intrastate toll minutes are provided di
rectly to the ILECs end user, while intrastate access minutes are sold to long-

1 See Sappington (2002) .
2 See FCC (1997) , and Gollop (2000) for an updated study to 1998.
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© Physica-Verlag Heidelberg 2004
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distance carriers that provide long-distance services to their end users.' The re
vised rneasure of intrastate output accounts for toll and access price changes,
which are regulated by state regulatory agencies and the changing pattern of re
spective volumes over time. The second modification to the FCC productivity
study involves the introduction of a broadband service into the TFPI. Included in
ILEC output is the high bandwidth portion of existing ILEC access lines used to
provide digital subscriber line (DSL) services . ILECs supply high bandwidth
transmission services to carriers, who then offer broadband DSL or high-speed
internet services, to their end users. Higher frequency DSL services share the line
or 'ride' alongside regular lower frequency telephone services on existing lines.
There is a paucity of data available for these services . The FCC introduced line
sharing rules in 1999, at which time the Commission starting tracking such ser
vices.!

Indexes of productivity involve the aggregation of multiple outputs and multi
ple inputs associated with a production process . In the following section the con
cept of total factor productivity and its characterization as a ratio of an output
quantity index to an input quantity index is discussed. This characterization leads
to the development of some of the main alternative indexes used in productivity
calculations. These are the Paasche, Laspeyres and Fisher indexes . A review of the
guidelines used to choose among alternative index number characterization is then
provided. The Fisher TFPI is then shown to satisfy the most comprehensive set of
tests governing index number selection . The FCC study, which is based on a
Fisher TFPI, is then updated for the period 1985 to 2001. A penultimate section
modifies this work to account for disaggregated intrastate services and DSL ser
vices. A final section concludes the study.

The Concept of Total Factor Productivity

Consider a production process that uses a single input to produce a single output.
In period t , the quantity used of the single input is denoted by v, , and the quan-

tity produced of the single output is Y,. Factor productivity (FP) in period t

measures the quantity of output per unit of the input quantity and is provided by:"

FP' = (y' / v') . (6.1)

A problem with the concept of FP is that it is not dimension-free. Suppose there is
no change in the production process, while there is a change in the measurement
of the input quantity, e.g., suppose labor, formerly measured as numbers of em-

3 Long-distance providers need to interconnect with an ILEC to either originate or tenni
nate the long-distance call on ILEC lines to individual telephone locations.

4 See FCC (I 999).
5 Factorproductivity is also referred to as the average productof a factor.
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ployees, is presently measured by numbers of hours. This change alters FP, al
though the production process remains unaltered. The same issue occurs when
output quantities change dimension. A solution to this problem is to define a factor
productivity index (FPI) between period t and period s , (s < t ), as the ratio of
factor productivities between the two periods:

FPl(s ,t) = ( ~:}( ~:) = FP' / Fp
s

•

As Eq . 6.2 shows, the FPI is dimension-free. It embodies the growth in FP be
tween period t and period s . If more output per unit of input is produced in pe
riod t compared to period s , then the FPI exceeds 1. In this case there are pro
ductivity gains. Converse1y, if the FPI is less than 1 there are productivity losses.
Thus the FPI introduces time-wise, or intertemporal, comparisons of FP. Eq. 6.2
reveals that the FPI equals an index of output quantity divided by an input quantity
index. This is seen from rearranging Eq. 6.2 as:

FPl(s,t) =(~:}( ::). (6 .3)

If output growth is greater than (respectively less than) input growth from period
s to period t , then the FPI is greater than (respectively less than) 1, and there are
productivity gains (respectively losses).

To generalize the concept of the FPI to the case of multiple outputs and multi
ple inputs some additional notation is introduced. For a general n-input, m-output
production process, the period t output and input quantity vectors are denoted re-

spectivelyby yl =[y:, ... , y~] and v' =[v: ,... ,v~], while p' =[p:,p~, .. .,p~] and

w' =[w:, ... ,w~] represent respectively the period t output and input price vec

tors . Define an output quantity index between period t and period s as

QY(p", pi , yS,y'), which is a function of the four m variables relating to the out

put prices and quantities pertaining to the two periods under consideration. Simi

larly, an input quantity index between the two periods is Q" (WS,wl ,v", v'}, which

is a function of four n variables relating to the input prices and quantities pertain
ing to the periods under consideration. In the multiple output and multiple input
case, the generalization of the factor productivity index is called the TFPI. Follow
ing Eq . 6.3, TFPI is defined as a ratio of output and input quantity indexes:"

TFPI(s,t) = QY(p S.p' , yS, y')/Q"(WS,w', V
S. v' } . (6.4)

6 In the m output / n input case there are m x n factor productivities, and therefore for any
two periods, there are m x n factor productivity indexes. Some researchers refer to the to
tal factor productivity index just as TFPI.
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If the output quantity index is greater than the input quantity index between pe
riod sand period t , then aggregate output growth exceeds input growth from pe
riod s to period t . In this case TFPI exceeds 1, and there are productivity gains .
Conversely, if the output quantity index is less than the input quantity index be
tween period sand period t , the TFPI is less than 1, and there are productivity
losses . The next section demonstrates that different index number choices for
QY(p S, p' , yS, i) and QV(WS, w' , V

S, v') result in different formulas for the TFPI,

although in practice these alternative formulations may not lead to substantial dif
ferences in measured productivity.

Indexes of Total Factor Productivity

To begin the discussion of the indexes of total factor productivity, define nominal
total cost and revenue in period r = t , s as CT and RT respectively, and are pro
vided by:

and

CT ~n T T V( T T)=L..i=IWiXi = w,v

r = s.t .

(6.5)

(6.6)

It is also possible to construct four hypothetical aggregates, each of which can
be thought of as a cost or revenue under hypothetical price conditions. When pe
riod T quantities are evaluated using period v:#= t: prices :

and

V( V T) ~n v T
W,X = L.. i=l Wi Xi (6.7)

v,r=t,s (6.8)

The aggregates defined in Eq.6.5 through Eq. 6.8 are linear price-weighted sums
of quantities. These aggregates are sufficient to define the Paasche, Laspeyres and
Fisher quantity, and total factor productivity indexes .

Quantity index numbers are defined as ratios of quantity aggregates for two pe
riods, and thereby they compare quantities in two situations. More specifically,
these indexes measure the growth in quantity between two periods under consid
eration . Using the quantity aggregates given in Eq. 6.6 and Eq.6.8, the definitions
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for the Paasche, Laspeyres and Fisher output quantity indexes are given , respec
tively , by:

and

Q y ( S I S I) _ '" m I I / '" m I S
P P , P , Y ,Y - LJ g=lP gYg LJ h=IPh Yh

= Y(pl , yl)/Y(pl.v').

Q y ( S , SI ) _ '" m S I / '" m S S
L P , P,Y , Y - LJ g=l PgYg LJ h=lPhYh

=Y(p S,yl)/y(pS, y')

Q~(pS, p', yS,y' ) =(Q~ (pS, pI, yS, y')QI (p S,p", yS, yl »112 .

(6.9)

(6.10)

(6.11)

Sirnilarly, using Eq . 6.5 and Eq . 6.7, the Paasche, Laspeyres and Fisher input
quantity indexes are given by:

and

QV(WS WI VS VI) = ", n w'v l /", n WI.V~
p , " L...J ;=1 I I L..J j=l J )

= V(wl ,Vl) /V(WI,VS),

Qv ( S I S I) '" n S I / '" n S S
L W ,W ,V .v = LJ j=lWjVj LJ j=IWjVj

= V (WS,VI) / V (WS,VS)

(6.12)

(6.13)

Q~(WS , w',VS,VS) = (Q~(WS , w' ,v, V')Q~(WS , Wl,VS,v' )i /2. (6.14)

From the output and input quantity indexes, and using Eq . 6.4, the Paasche,
Laspe yres and Fisher TFPIs are prov ided by:7

TFPlp(s,t) = QJ,(p S.p' .v' ,y' ) / Q~ (WS , wl .v' .VI)

= Y(pl ,yl) / V(wl, VI ) ,
Y(p' , yS) V (w',VS)

7 See the work by Balk (1995) and Diewert (1992).

(6.15)
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TFPIL (s.r) = Ql (pS, p, l, y')/Q~ (w', w', v",v')

= Y(p S,y ') / V(wS,v')
Y(pS,l) V(w' ,v')

and

TFPIF(s,t) = Q;(p' . p' , y' , y')/ Q;(w', w', v', v')

= (TFPIp(s,t)TFPIL (S,t)i / 2
•

Choice of TFPI

(6.16)

(6.17)

There are three approaches to the determination of the 'best' index number: the
axiomatic or test approach, the equivalence or exact approach and the econometric
approach. The axiomatic approach to index number selection delineates mathe
matical properties that an index number should satisfy. These properties are called
tests or axioms. Index number formulae are analyzed to determine whether they
satisfy these tests ." Second, the equivalence approach, in the context of producer
behavior, involves the delineation of a functional form for a production process,
e.g., by a production or cost function . Index number formulae are analyzed to de
termine their equivalence to the production process characterization.? Third, the
econometric approach involves the estimation of a functional form for the produc
tion process. With the estimated functional form the appropriate index number can
be constructed.'?

There are several advantages, as weil as, limitations to each approach. The
axiomatic approach does not involve any assumptions regarding the production
process or producer behavior. However, with the axiomatic approach, the axioms
or tests are based on consistency properties for index numbers not on the delinea
tion of a production process. Thus the only outcome is the determination of an in
dex number. No other features of the production process can be gleaned from the
analysis. The equivalence approach does require a description of the production
process and assumptions on the producer optimizing behavior, e.g., cost minimiza
tion. However, these additional assumptions permit the investigation of the contri
bution to productivity gains and losses, since the TFPI can be decomposed into its
components such as technical change and returns to scale . Lastly, the econometric
approach involves the specification of equations describing the production process

8 Recent contributors to the axiomatic approach include Eichhorn and Voeller (1976),
Funke and Voeller (1978), Diewert (1976, 1992) and Balk (1995).

9 The equivalence or exact approach is developed by Diewert (1976).
10 The econometric approach is used extensively in several contexts. See e.g., the survey by

Jorgenson (1986), and also Denny et al. (1981) and Bernstein and Mohnen (1998).
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and producer optimizing behavior through factor demand equations . Although the
econometric approach typically requires the most extensive set of assumptions it
also provides for a wide range of results . It is possible to determine the rates of
productivity gains and losses, their decomposition and additionally the various
e1asticities of factor demand reflecting the responses of producers to changes in
such variables as prices, scale and technology . However, a practical constraint of
the econometric approach is the limitation on the feasible number of outputs and
inputs in the analysis . Since the objective here is to measure productivity growth
for the US telecommunications industry, the axiomatic approach is applied to se
lect the appropriate TFPL Specifically , this approach is applied to the quantity in
dexes that comprise the TFPI, and therefore indirectly to the choice of productiv
ity index. Once the best functional forms for the output and input quantity indexes
are determined, then by definition of the TFPI provided by Eq. 6.4, the functional
form for the TFPI is also resolved.

The first test that an output quantity index is assumed to satisfy is the Product
Test. This test is given by:

P/ (pS, p' , yS, y' )Q! (pS, pI , l ,y' ) = RI / RS (6.18)

where 1'/ (p S,p' , yS, /) is an output price index and the subscript i or the quan

tity and price indexes convey that they are of the same type. This test states that
the product of the output price index and the companion output quantity index
should equal the nominal revenue ratio between period t and period s. Notice
that the Product Test implies that given a functional form for the output quantity
(respectively price) index, the output price (respectively quantity) index must have
the same functional form.

Next, the Identity Test is given by:

(6.19)

This means that if yS = / = y = (YI' ...' Ym) so that all quantities are equal in the

two periods, then the quantity index should be one regardless of the prices for pe
riod sand t.

Lastly, the Time Reversal Test is:

(6.20)

This test is satisfied when the prices and quantities for period sand period t are
interchanged; the resulting quantity index is the reciprocal of the original quantity
index. Three functional forms for the output quantity index are introduced : the
Paasche index defined by Eq. 6.9 and Eq. 6.12, the Laspeyres index defined by
Eq. 6.10 and Eq. 6.13, and the Fisher index defined by Eq. 6.11 and Eq. 6.14. The
Fisher index satisfies these tests, while the Paasche and Laspeyres indexes fail the
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product and time reversal tests." Thus, from the viewpoint of the axiomatic ap
proach, the Fisher quantity indexes, and thereby the Fisher TFPI are good choices.

TFPI: Updating the FCC Study

In the preceding discussion the TFPI is based on comparison of two points in time,
and so a single bilateral index number is developed involving price and quantity
information for period sand t , In constructing the TFPI over several time peri
ods , and in order to make period-to-period comparisons over these periods, re
quires multiple bilateral index numbers. Constructing multiple bilateral indexes
involves the selection of the base period with which other periods are compared.
The base period is either fixed or chained. As the name suggests, for a fixed-base
index the comparison period does not change with each component in the index .
In a chained index the comparison period is moved forward by one period for each
component in the chain. During periods when prices are relatively stable fixed
base and chained indexes yield similar results. However, a chained index is pref
erable during periods of relatively extensive price changes because the quantity
index is calculated using the price-weights of adjacent years. Thus a chained quan
tity index avoids the problem of arbitrarily updating the weights in a fixed-base
index in order to accommodate significant price changes. As a consequence, the
preferred index is a chained Fisher TFPI.12 Two measures of TFPI for US tele
communications carriers are developed. The first follows the approach of the FCC
and classifies output into three major categories: local, intrastate and interstate .'!
The FCC 's study measures productivity for 1985 to 1995, and Gollop (2000) pro
vides an update to 1998. Here the FCC productivity study is updated to 2001. This
study develops productivity indexes for a common group of firms, namely the
ILECs that today are grouped into four companies-SBC, Verizon, Quest and
BellSouth. The second TFPI developed below, disaggregates intrastate services
into switched access and toll, and introduces output associated with the high
bandwidth portion of existing ILEC access lines used to provide DSL services.

Calculation of Output Quantity Index

Following the FCC's productivity study, interstate output is measured as the ag
gregation of access lines, interstate switched access rninutes and special access
lines. Access lines, measured by the sum of the number of business, public and
residential access lines, and special access lines provide connectivity to the net
work, while the volume of interstate activity is measured by interstate switched

11 When a more extensivelist of tests is developed, the Fisher price index continues to sat
isfy more tests than other indexnumberformulations. See, Funkeand Voeller (1978) .

12 See Landefeldand Parker (1997) for a discussionof chainedindexnumbers.
13 See FCC (1997).
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access minutes. The initial step is to construct an interstate quantity index from the
three measures of interstate output.

Table 6.1. Interstate Revenues (US$ millions) , 1985-2001

Year End User Switched Access SpecialAccess Total

1985 1,499 10,906 1,961 14,366
1986 2,400 10,484 2,575 15,460
1987 3,091 9,612 2,658 15,360
1988 3,604 9,663 2,540 15,806
1989 4,399 9,093 2,254 15,745
1990 4,679 8,596 2,209 15,484
1991 4,828 8,514 2,119 15,461
1992 4,963 8,651 2,154 15,768
1993 5,244 8,999 2,098 16,341
1994 5,590 9,294 2,217 17,101
1995 5,770 9,333 2,530 17,633
1996 5,931 9,410 3,071 18,411
1997 6,268 8,764 3,851 18,883
1998 7,808 7,275 4,815 19,898
1999 8,428 6,895 6,150 21,472
2000 9,087 5,506 8,211 22,804
2001 9,631 3,897 10,632 24,159

Source : Frank Gollop, USTA Report (1985-98); ARMIS Report 43-02 , Table 11 (1999-2001)

Table 6.2. Local, Intrastate and Interstate Revenues (US$ millions), 1985-2001

Year LocalService Intrastate Toll Interstate Total
and Access

1985 26,961 13,047 14,366 54,374
1986 28,626 13,539 15,460 57,625
1987 29,151 14,167 15,360 58,678
1988 29,227 14,995 15,806 60,028
1989 29,973 14,868 15,745 60,587
1990 30,699 15,015 15,484 61,198
1991 32,059 14,522 15,461 62,043
1992 33,360 14,225 15,768 63,353
1993 34,599 14,497 16,341 65,437
1994 35,759 14,356 17,101 67,215
1995 37,685 13,123 17,633 68,441
1996 40,523 12,987 18,411 71,922
1997 42,461 12,309 18,883 73,652
1998 44,993 11,978 19,898 76,870
1999 47,759 11,136 21,472 80,367
2000 48,831 9,950 22,804 81,585
2001 47,429 9,334 24,159 80,922

Note. Revenues exclude Miscellaneous Revenues, which include revenue from Directory,
Rent, Corporate Operations , Special Billing Arrangements Customer Operations, Plant Op-
erations, Other Incidental Regulated Revenues and Other revenue settlements . Source :
Frank Gollop, USTAReport (1985-98); ARMIS Report 43-02, Table 11 (1999-2001)
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Table 6.3. Fisher Interstate Output Quantity Index Calculation, 1985-2001

Revenue Share I Quantity I OutputIndex
Year End Switched Special Access Switched Special Las. Pa. Fis. Fis. eh. Growth

User Access Access Lines Access Access (%)
(%) (%) (%) (milI .) Minutes Lines

(bill .) (mill.)

1985 10.4 75.9 13.7 93 157 1.2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
1986 15.5 67.8 16.7 95 157 1.7 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 5.14
1987 20.1 62.6 17.3 98 173 1.8 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.14 7.78
1988 22.8 61.1 16.1 98 188 2.7 1.14 1.12 1.13 1.29 12.19
1989 27.9 57.8 14.3 101 210 2.4 1.07 1.06 1.06 1.37 6.05
1990 30.2 55.5 14.3 104 232 3.5 1.13 1.11 1.12 1.53 11.49
1991 31.2 55.1 13.7 107 259 5.2 1.14 1.13 1.13 1.74 12.52
1992 31.5 54.9 13.6 109 274 6.0 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.84 5.69
1993 32.1 55.1 12.8 112 290 10.2 1.13 1.10 1.12 2.06 11.15
1994 32.7 54.3 13.0 115 308 13.8 1.09 1.08 1.09 2.23 8.22
1995 32.7 52.9 14.4 120 332 16.1 1.08 1.08 1.08 2.40 7.38
1996 32.2 51.1 16.7 125 359 19.6 1.09 1.09 1.09 2.62 8.54
1997 33.2 46.4 20.4 132 385 22.9 1.08 1.08 1.08 2.83 7.80
1998 39.2 36.6 24.2 137 405 29.8 1.10 1.10 1.10 3.11 9.40
1999 39.3 32.1 28.6 141 421 42.6 1.13 1.12 1.13 3.50 11.96
2000 39.9 24.1 36.0 141 435 59.5 1.12 1.12 1.13 3.94 11.75
2001 39.9 16.1 44.0 134 406 72.1 1.04 1.04 1.04 4.10 4.02

Note. Las. =Laspeyres, Pa. =Paasche, Fis. =Fisher, Fis. Ch. =FisherChained. Column 7 =
Total Switched Access Lines subtracted from Total Access Lines (Switched & Special) .
Fisher Index =the square root of the product of the Laspeyres and Paasche indices. Source :
Access Lines-Frank Gollop , USTAReport (1985-96); ARMIS Report 43-08, Table 3
(1997-2001); Special Access Lines-Frank Gollop, USTA Report (1985-98); ARMIS Re-
port 43-08, Table 3 (1999-2001); Switched Access Minutes-Frank Gollop, USTA Report
(1985-90); ARMIS Report 43-08, Table 4 (1991-2001)

A chained Fisher quantity index is constructed für interstate output, with each
service share of interstate revenue used to weight the respective interstate service.
End user common line revenue relative to total interstate revenues constitutes the
weight for the number of access lines, the switched access revenue share is the
weight for the number of switched access minutes and special access revenue
share is the weight for the number of special access lines. The revenue data re
quired for the output quantity index are presented in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2. The
interstate revenue shares, interstate quantities, and the resulting chained Fisher in
dex for interstate output are presented in Table 6.3. In Table 6.3 the column pre
senting the chained index for period t is derived by taking the Fisher index in pe
riod t and multiplying this index by the chained value in period t -1 . Taking the
natural logarithm of the ratio of the chained index in period t over the chained in
dex in period t -1 develops the column showing the growth rate.

The overall chained Fisher output quantity index is computed using the quanti
ties for local service, intrastate service and the interstate service output index with
their respective revenue shares. The chained Fisher output quantity index and the
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data required for its construction are shown in Table 6.4. The physical units asso
ciated with local service are the number of local cal1s, while for intrastate services
the physical units are intrastate DEMS. Table 6.4 shows that the revenue composi
tion changed for the ILECs over time as local service revenue share grew from
50% in 1985 to about 59% in 2001, while the intrastate revenue share declined
from 24% to about 12% for the same period. The interstate revenue share is rea
sonably constant over the whole period. From the last column in Table 6.4, the av
erage annual growth in total output is 4.1%, with the ILEC growth rate fal1ing
since 1996.

Table 6.4. Fisher Output Quantity Index Calculation, 1985-2001

Revenue Share Quantity I OutputIndex
Year Local Intra- Inter- Local Intrastate Inter- Las. Pa. Fis. Fis. Ch. Growth

Service state state Calls OEMs state (%)
(%) Toll & (%) (bill.) (bill.) Quantity

Access Index
(%)

1985 49.6 24.0 26.4 311 164 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
1986 49.7 23.5 26 .8 316 173 1.05 1.04 1.03 1.04 1.04 3.45
1987 49.7 24.1 26.2 321 184 1.14 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.08 4.22
1988 48 .7 25.0 26.3 319 192 1.29 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.12 3.98
1989 49 .5 24 .5 26 .0 330 207 1.37 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.18 5.23
1990 50.2 24.5 25.3 342 218 1.53 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.26 5.98
1991 51.7 23.4 24.9 353 220 1.74 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.32 4.93
1992 52.7 22.4 24.9 365 224 1.84 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.37 3.67
1993 52.9 22.1 25 .0 377 228 2.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.44 4.74
1994 53 .2 21.4 25.4 393 235 2.23 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.51 4.96
1995 55.0 19.2 25.8 409 247 2.40 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.59 5.13
1996 56.3 18.1 25.6 422 264 2.62 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.67 5.14
1997 57.7 16.7 25.6 433 287 2.83 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.76 4.96
1998 58.5 15.6 25.9 445 295 3.11 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.84 4.35
1999 59.4 13.9 26 .7 448 317 3.50 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.92 4.70
2000 59.8 12.2 28 .0 429 333 3.94 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.95 1.25
2001 58.6 11.5 29 .9 409 350 4.10 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.93 -1.11

Avg 4.10

Note. Las. = Laspeyres, Pa. = Paasche, Fis. = Fisher, Fis. Ch. = Fisher Chained. The Fisher
Index = the square root of the product of the Laspeyres and Paasche indices. Source: Local
Calls-Frank Gollop, USTA Report (1985-98); ARMIS Report 43-08, Table 4 (1999-
2001) ; Intrastate DEMs-Frank Gollop, USTA Report (1985-96);
http ://www .fcc.gov/wcb/iatdlneca.html, see file netwoOO.zip (stdems .xls) (1997-2000);
2001 is estimated using average annual growth rate from 1997 to 2000
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Calculation of Input Quantity Index

There are three input categories in this TFPI, labor, capital and intermediate inputs
or materials. In a similar manner to aggregating different types of outputs to con
struct the Fisher output quantity index, the three input quantities are aggregated to
construct the Fisher input quantity index.

Table 6.5. Labor and Materials Input, 1985-2001

Year Employ- Labor Mater- Operating Dep. & Employee Materials Materials Materials Materials
ees growth ials Expense Amort . Compen- Expense Quantity Quantity Quantity

('000) (%) Price (US$b) Expense sation (US$b) ('000) Index Growth
Index (US$b) (US$b) (%)

1985 504.1 1.00 41 10 17 14 14 1.00
1986 482.7 -4.3 1.02 42 12 17 14 14 0.99 -1.00
1987 477.7 -1.0 1.05 44 13 17 14 13 0.95 -3.71
1988 466.8 -2.3 1.09 47 14 17 16 15 1.06 10.85
1989 461.1 -1.2 1.13 49 14 17 18 16 1.13 6.28
1990 443.1 -4.0 1.17 50 14 18 18 15 1.10 -2.74
1991 414.5 -6.7 1.22 51 14 17 20 17 1.19 7.91
1992 411.2 -0.8 1.25 51 14 17 20 16 1.14 -4.90
1993 395.6 -3.8 1.28 53 14 18 21 16 1.16 1.84
1994 367.2 -7.5 1.30 56 15 17 24 18 1.30 12.10
1995 345.8 -6.0 1.33 57 16 16 25 19 1.34 2.93
1996 338.0 -2.3 1.36 58 16 18 23 17 1.22 -9.86
1997 338.2 0.0 1.38 60 17 17 26 18 1.32 8.35
1998 338.4 0.1 1.40 61 17 18 25 18 1.30 -1.69
1999 344.9 1.9 1.42 63 18 19 26 18 1.29 -0.85
2000 345.2 0.1 1.45 65 19 19 26 18 1.30 0.69
2001 329.8 -4.5 1.48 66 21 20 25 17 1.19 -8.65

Note. Column 8 = Column 5 - Column 6 - Column 7. Column 9 = Column 8 divided by
Column 4. Source: Total Employees, Operating Expense, Depreciation & Amortization
Expense, Compensation-Frank Gollop, USTA Report (1985-98); ARMIS Report 43-02
Table 11 (1999-2001); Materials Price Index-GDPPI: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Ta-
ble 7.1 (1985-2001)

Labor and Materials Input

Labor quantity is based on annual accounting data for the number of employees.
These data are reported in Table 6.5 . The materials quantity is computed as mate-
rials expense divided by a materials price index. The materials price index is taken
to be the gross domestic product price index (GDPPI).14 Materials expense is a re-

14 The materials price index used by the FCC is based on those categories of expenditures
from the input-output tables compiled by the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) of the
US Department of Commerce that focus on materials purehases by communicat ions in
dustries. Over the common period, 1985 to 1998, the material price index used here and
that used by the FCC are similar, and result in a comparable TFPI. Given the similarity of
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sidual. It is the difference between total operating expense and the sum of labor
compensation and depreciation and amortization expense.

Materials expenses for 1985 through 1987 are adjusted for two accounting
changes that became effective in 1988. First, beginning in 1988 all expenses from
non-regulated services that had common costs with regulated services is reported
in operating expenses. Second, certain plant investment that is capitalized began to
be expensed in the year incurred. Accordingly, expenses for 1985 through 1987
are adjusted upward to make them comparable to the expenses recorded from
1988 onward. The adjustment factor is computed by dividing the sum of annual
operating expense plus the additional materials expense resulting from both the
regulated/non-regulated change and the capital/expense shift by reported operating
expenses for the period 1985 to 1987. These percentages are used to adjust 1985
through 1987 operating expenses of the LECs.

Capitallnput

The data requirements for the capital input include an initial (or benchmark) capi
tal stock, measures of annual investment (in inflation-adjusted prices) and a rate of
depreciation. Beginning with the benchmark capital stock, the estimate of capital
stock for subsequent years is derived by depreciating the previous year's capital
stock and then adding the constant dollar gross capital additions in that year. The
benchmark capital stock is based on the end-1985 net (of depreciation) book value
in constant dollars. The benchmark capital stock is that developed by the FCe.
Capital additions are routinely reported to the FCC but, because of the aforemen
tioned capital/expense shift, capital additions for 1985, 1986 and 1987 are devel
oped as the product of the unadjusted capital additions and the adjustment factor
ofO.888.

A composite asset price index is constructed from BEA asset prices obtained
from the National Income and Product Accounts (NIPA) complied by the BEA to
deflate capital additions. Three asset categories are used: communications equip
ment, telecommunication structures and a composite asset price for producer dur
ables. Capital additions data are then grouped into categories corresponding to
NIPA asset categories, and category expenditure share are calculated." From these

results, the fact that the input-output tables are produced with a significant time lag, and
the BEA price index relates to all communications industries, not solely telecornmunica
tions, the more current GDPPI is used. In addition, a material price index from the BEA
for the telephone and telegraph industry is also used. There is a split in this index, as pre
1988 the index is based on the 1972 Standard Industrial Classification, and post-1988 the
index is based on the 1987 SIe. Using this index, the TFPI shows lower gains compared
to the use of the GDPPI as the materials price index. These results are available from the
authors.

IS NIPA tables are respectively, Communications Equipment (NIPA Table 7.8: Chained
Type Price indexes for Private Purchases of Producers' Durable Equipment by Type,
Une 7), Telecommunication Structures (NIPA Table 7.7: Chained Type Price Indexes
for Private Purchases of Structure by Type, Une 12), and a composite asset price for
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data, a chained Fisher price index is computed and used to deflate adjusted capital
additions used in the construction of the capital stock.

A time-invariant depreciation rate for the single asset dass is computed as an
arithmetic average of annual depreciation rates. The depreciation rate for period t
is, (DEPR.ACRLS,)/«TPIS.BOY, +TPIS.EOY,) 12) , where DEPR.ACRLS, de

notes depreciation accruals, TPIS.BOY, and TPIS.EOY, are telephone plant in

service at the beginning and end of year respectively. Data used to construct the
capital stock and the depreciation rate is presented in Table 6.6. The construction
of the capital input is shown in Table 6.7.

Table 6.6. Capital Adjustments and Depreciation, 1985-2001

Year TPIS .BOY Unadj . TPIS.EOY Retires Adj. Adj. Adj. Dep. Adj.
(US$b) Additions (US$b) (US$b) Factor Additions TPIS.EOY Accrual Dep.

(US$b) (US$b) (US$b) ('000) Rate (%)

1985 139 15 149 5 0.89 13 147 10 7.16
1986 149 15 159 5 0.89 13 157 12 7.72
1987 159 14 168 5 0.89 13 166 13 8.19
1988 169 14 176 7 1.00 14 176 13 7.63
1989 176 13 183 6 1.00 13 183 13 7.48
1990 183 14 187 10 1.00 14 187 13 7.26
1991 187 15 192 10 1.00 15 192 13 6.97
1992 192 15 196 10 1.00 15 196 13 6.87
1993 196 15 203 8 1.00 15 203 14 7.03
1994 203 15 209 8 1.00 15 209 15 7.21
1995 209 15 217 7 1.00 15 217 15 7.20
1996 217 18 227 8 1.00 18 227 16 7.27
1997 227 18 237 9 1.00 18 237 17 7.13
1998 237 19 249 7 1.00 19 249 17 7.12
1999 249 21 262 9 1.00 21 262 18 6.95
2000 262 27 281 7 1.00 27 281 19 6.87
2001 281 27 301 6 1.00 27 301 20 6.87

Avg 7.23

Note. Column 5 =Column 2 + Column 3 - Column 4. Column 7 =Column 3 times Col-
umn 6. Column 8 =Column 2 + Column 7 - Column 5. Source: TPIS.BOY-Frank Gol-
10p, USTA Report (1985-94, 1996-98); ARMIS Report 43-02, Blb (1995, 1999-2001):
Unadjusted Additions-Frank Gollop, USTA Report (1985-92, 1996); ARMIS Report 43-
02, Blb (1993-95, 1997-2001): TPIS.EOY-Frank Gollop, USTA Report (1985-90, 1993,
1995-98); ARMIS Report 43-02, Blb (1991, 1992, 1994, 1999-2001): Depreciation Ac-
cruals-Frank Gollop, USTA Report (1985-89, 1996-98); ARMIS Report 43-02, Table B6
(1990-95, 1999-2001): Adjustment Factor-Frank Gollop, USTA Report (1985-98);
1999-2001 is continued at a value of 1.00

Producer Durables (NIPA Table 7.1, Line 39). In addition, the capital/expense shift ad
justment factor previously noted has no effect on the capital expenditure shares because it
is multiplicative and applies equally to a11 asset categories.
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Table 6.7. Capital Input Quantity, 1985-2001

Year Adj. BEA Capital Capital Capital
Capital Composite Stock Input Input

Additions Asset Price Quantity Quantity Quantity
(US$b) (US$b) Index Growth (%)

1984 114
1985 13 1.00 117 1.00
1986 13 1.00 130 1.13 12.06
1987 13 1.01 143 1.26 10.65
1988 14 1.01 157 1.38 9.15
1989 13 1.05 170 1.51 9.41
1990 14 1.07 183 1.63 7.76
1991 15 1.08 197 1.76 7.69
1992 15 1.07 210 1.89 7.11
1993 15 1.08 224 2.02 6.68
1994 15 1.08 238 2.16 6.35
1995 15 1.07 252 2.29 5.92
1996 18 1.08 269 2.43 5.87
1997 18 1.08 286 2.59 6.42
1998 19 1.05 304 2.75 6.09
1999 21 1.03 324 2.92 6.09
2000 27 1.02 350 3.12 6.57
2001 27 1.01 377 3.37 7.75

Note. Capital Benchmark (1984) = $US 103,903 million. Source: BEA Composite Asset
Price-1985-2001 : Derived using method described in Appendix D, Estimation of TFP
Under FCC Rules, C. Anthony Bush and Lori Huthoefer, CC Docket No 94-1 and 96-262,
May 21, 1997

Input Quantity Index

Using shares of payments to the factors as weights, a Fisher input quantity index is
constructed. Factor payment shares are based on the input cost developed as the
sum of labor compensation, materials expense and the payment to capital, which is
property income inclusive of depreciation. The factor payment shares and the
Fisher input quantity index and growth rates are presented in Table 6.8. This table
shows the capital cost share of around 44% is reasonably stable for the period
from 1985 to 2001. The labor cost share fell from slightly over 31% in 1985 to
about 25% in 2001. Materials input is substituted for labor in production, as the
materials cost share increased from around 26% in 1985 to about 31 % in 2001.
This substitution is due in part to contracting out of input requirements. Over the
period, Table 6.8 shows that the average annual input quantity growth rate of
1.24%. Annual growth, fluctuated over the period and post-1989, reached a
maximum in 1997 but input growth is yet to return to that rate.
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Table 6.8. Fisher Input Quantity Index Calculation, 1985-2001

Share I Quantity I Quantity Index
Year Labor Material Proper- Labor Materials Capital Las. Pa. Fis. Fis. Ch. Growth

Compe- Payment ty Inc. (US$m) (%)
nsation (%) w/dep.

(%) (%)

1985 31.3 25.6 43.1 504 14 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
1986 29.0 24.5 46.5 483 14 1.06 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 0.88
1987 28.9 23.9 47.2 478 13 1.11 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.02 0.99
1988 28.4 26.9 44.7 467 15 1.15 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.06 3.73
1989 27.9 29.4 42.7 461 16 1.20 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.09 3.39
1990 28.7 29.5 41.8 443 15 1.23 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.09 -0.72
1991 27.7 32.6 39.7 414 17 1.28 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.11 1.91
1992 27.1 31.1 41.8 411 16 1.31 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.10 -0.60
1993 27.4 31.4 41.2 396 16 1.35 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.11 0.64
1994 25.5 35.3 39.2 367 18 1.38 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.14 3.09
1995 23.9 36.4 39.7 346 19 1.42 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.15 0.45
1996 25.7 32.0 42.3 338 17 1.45 0.97 0.97 0.97 1.11 -2.90
1997 23.7 34.7 41.6 338 18 1.51 1.04 1.05 1.04 1.16 4.38
1998 23.6 33.0 43.4 338 18 1.56 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.18 0.93
1999 23.5 31.8 44.7 345 18 1.62 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.20 1.83
2000 23.4 32.2 44.4 345 18 1.70 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.23 2.42
2001 24.6 30.5 44.9 330 17 1.83 1.00 0.99 0.99 1.22 -0.55

Avg 1.24

Note. Las. =Laspeyres, Pa. =Paasche, Fis. =Fisher, Fis. Ch. =Fisher Chained. The Fisher
Index =the square root of the product of the Laspeyres and Paasche indices

Calculation of the TFPI

The chained Fisher TFPI and growth rates are presented in Table 6.9. The TFPI is
calculated as the ratio of the chained Fisher output quantity index from Table 6.4 ,
and the chained Fisher input quantity index from Table 6.8. The growth rate of to
tal factor productivity (TFPG) is defined as the difference between output quantity
growth and input quantity growth. From Table 6.9 the annual average rate of
TFPG for the period from 1986 to 2001 is 2.86%. This rate is more than two per
centage points greater than the TFPG for the US non-farm business sector that an
nually averaged 0.77% over the same period." Annual TFPG for the ILECs fluc
tuated, reaching a peak rate in 1996 of 8.05%. Since 1996 productivity growth has
declined, and in fact turned negative in 2000 and 2001. This negative growth arose
from the precipitous drop in output growth.

16 For the TFPG ofthe US nonfarm business sector see, Multifactor Productivity: Bureau of
Labor Statistics, Table 4.
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Table 6.9. FisherTFPI and Growth, 1985-2001

Year Output Output Input Input TFPI TFP
Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity Growth

Index Growth Index Growth

1985 1.00 1.00 1.00
1986 1.04 3.45 1.01 0.88 1.03 2.57
1987 1.08 4.22 1.02 0.99 1.06 3.23
1988 1.12 3.98 1.06 3.73 1.06 0.25
1989 1.18 5.23 1.09 3.39 1.08 1.84
1990 1.26 5.98 1.09 -0.72 1.16 6.70
1991 1.32 4.93 1.11 1.91 1.19 3.02
1992 1.37 3.67 1.10 -0.60 1.24 4.26
1993 1.44 4.74 1.11 0.64 1.30 4.10
1994 1.51 4.96 1.14 3.09 1.32 1.87
1995 1.59 5.13 1.15 0.45 1.38 4.68
1996 1.67 5.14 1.11 -2.90 1.50 8.05
1997 1.76 4.96 1.16 4.38 1.51 0.57
1998 1.84 4.35 1.18 0.93 1.56 3.42
1999 1.92 4.70 1.20 1.83 1.61 2.87
2000 1.95 1.25 1.23 2.42 1.59 -1.17
2001 1.93 -1.11 1.22 -0.55 1.58 -0.55

TFPI: Intrastate Disaggregation and Broadband

The TFPI calculated in this section modifies the update of the FCC's measure pre
sented in the previous section in two respects . First , intrastate output quantity is
disaggregated into switched access and toll minutes . The previous FCC method
measured intrastate output using intrastate DEMS. Subsequent to the 1984 AT&T
divestiture into long-distance and regional local exchange companies-Iong
distance carriers had provided increasing numbers of toll calls, thus ILECs are
providing increasing numbers of access minutes and relatively fewer toll calls .
The revised measure of intrastate output more fully accounts for toll and access
price changes , and the changing pattern of volumes through time. The second
modification to the FCC productivity study includes the high bandwidth portion of
existing ILEC access lines into the output mix. ILECs supply high bandwidth
transmission services to carriers, who then offer broadband DSL or high-speed
internet services to their end users. There is a paucity of data available for these
services , as the FCC began data collection with the introduction of its line sharing
rules in 1999.

Intrastate Output Index

Intrastate output consists of intrastate switched access minutes (ISAMS) and intra
state toll minutes (ITMS). With respect to ISAMS, the FCC's Automated Report
ing Management Information System (ARMIS) records these data for the period
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1991 to 2001. ISAMS for 1985 to 1990 are estirnated according to the change over
time in intrastate DEMS (lDEMS), for which data are available for the entire pe
riod. The procedure followed is: ISAMS 90= (DEMS90/DEMS91)xISAMS91' The

ITMS measure used in this study is developed from data on ISAMS and IDEMS.
IDEMS are not split exactly between toll minutes and the measure of access min
utes because toll calls require time to setup. Setup time is charged to long-distance
carriers as part of the measure of access minutes, but not to long distance custom
ers. The ITMS is estimated as : ITMS = IDEMS - (ISAMS x 1.07) , where 1.07 is

the factor generally relied upon by the industry to account for the call setup time
included in the measure of access, but not toll, minutes.

Table 6.10. Fisher IntrastateOutput QualityIndex Calculation, 1985-2001

Revenue Share Quantity Output Index
Year Access Toll Switched Toll Las. Pa. Fis. Fis. eh. Growth

(%) (%) Access Minutes (%)
Minutes (miIl .)
(milI.)

1985 22.8 79.2 59 101 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
1986 22.3 77.7 62 107 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 5.33
1987 23.9 76.1 66 113 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.12 5.85
1988 25.5 74.5 69 118 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.17 4.43
1989 27.1 72.9 74 128 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.26 7.72
1990 29.5 70.5 78 134 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.33 4.99
1991 30.7 69.3 79 136 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.34 0.82
1992 31.7 68.3 82 136 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.36 1.73
1993 32.1 67.9 89 132 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.37 0.45
1994 33.6 66.4 98 131 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.40 2.29
1995 37.6 62.4 112 127 1.03 1.02 1.03 1.44 2.56
1996 38.8 61.2 131 123 1.05 1.04 1.04 1.50 4.15
1997 42.0 58.0 148 129 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.61 7.42
1998 44.4 55.6 161 123 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.63 0.87
1999 46.3 53.7 187 117 1.04 1.03 1.04 1.69 3.64
2000 49.7 50.3 209 109 1.02 1.01 1.02 1.71 1.67
2001 53.9 46.1 194 142 1.12 1.08 1.10 1.89 9.55

Avg 3.97

Note. Las. =Laspeyres, Pa. =Paasche,Fis. =Fisher, Fis. Ch. =Fisher Chained. The Fisher
Index = the square root of the product of the Laspeyres and Paasche indices. Source:
Switched Access Minutes-FCC ARMIS 43-08, Table IV, Telephone Calls, Column ei.
(1991-2001): Intrastate DEMs-Frank Gollop, USTA Report (1985-96);
hup://www.fcc.gov/wcb/iatdlneca.html, see file netwoOO.zip (stdems.xls) (1997-2000);
2001 is estimatedusing averageannual growthrate from 1997 to 2000.

Table 6.10 presents the chained Fisher intrastate output index and growth rate .
This table shows that intrastate output grew at an average annual rate of 3.97% .
This growth differs from the rate when IDEMS alone measures intrastate output in
the preceding section. From Table 6.4 the average annual growth in IDEMS for
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the period is calculated as 4.73%, or about 20% more than the average annual
growth of the intrastate toll and access minute index. Inspection of the annual
growth rates in the two intrastate output quantities shows the measures are clearly
different for the period 1991 to 2001 (the period for which data existed for both
IDEMS and ISAMS). The main reason for the difference is due to ISAMS grow
ing at an average annual rate of 7.47%, which is substantially faster than IDEMS
growth at 4.73%. This difference implies that ITMS, which, until recently, ac
counted for the majority of intrastate services (see the output shares in Table 6.10)
grew considerably slower than IDEMS. Indeed ITMS growth averaged only
2.12% per year.

High Bandwidth Output Index

The FCC makes data available for high-speed lines and advanced service lines.
High-speed lines include all lines with transmission speeds over 200 Kbps in at
least one direction for categories including DSL, wireline other than DSL, coaxial
cable, fiber and satellite and fixed wireless. The advanced service lines are re
ported for the same categories but are capable of transmission speeds of over 200
kbps in both directions. Data about both types of lines provided to residential and
small business customers are reported separately. The measure of broadband lines
included in this productivity analysis are based on the count of advanced service
DSL lines provided to residential and small business customers . Between 1999
and 2001 these lines accounted for about 71% of all advanced lines.

Table 6.11. DSLQuantities andRevenues, 1999-2002

High-Speed Residential and Small Business

Year Lines HSL ASL ASL ASL LSR LSR
(milI.) Growth (milI.) Growth Index (US$) (US$m)

1999 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.1 1.00 1.03
2000 2.0 1.68 0.7 1.29 1.6 1.70 0.4 1.21 3.36 1.03 27.1
2001 3.9 0.69 1.4 0.71 3.6 0.82 1.2 1.15 10.63 1.03 15.4
2002 6.4 0.49 2.8 0.72 5.5 0.42 2.2 0.57 18.78 1.03 27.1

Avg 0.95 0.91 0.98 0.98

Note. HSL=Highspeedline, ASL=Advanced service line,LSR=Une sharing revenue.
Source: FCC, Trends in Telephone Service, August 2003, Tables 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and2.4.

Table 6.11 shows the number of high-speed and advanced service lines used to
provide DSL services. Also shown are the prices (line sharing rate) charged for the
use of advanced service lines used to provide DSL service to residence and small
business customers . From 1999, the first year that DSL data is available, the aver
age annual rate of line growth for the service categories is around 100%. Data
about prices (the line sharing rate) charged is not systematically recorded and
available . These prices are determined by negotiation between the ILECs and
competitive local exchange carriers (CLECs) who offer DSL services to their own
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end users. Trade press articles, however, do provide an indication of the prices
CLECs pay ILECs to use the high bandwidth portion of existing access lines .
These articles indicate that the average monthly rate charged by SBC and Quest
between 1999 and 2001 fluctuated between about US$ 5 to US$ 8 per month. It is
estimated here that the average monthly charge is about US$ 6.83. There is no in
dication in the trade press that Verizon or BellSouth charge CLECs for the use of
the high bandwidth portion of existing lines .

Table 6.12. Fisher AlternativeOutput QuantityIndex Calculation,1985-2001

Revenue Share I Quantity I Output Index
Year Local Intra- Inter- DSL Local Intra- Inter- DSL Las. Pa. Fis. Fis. Growth

Service state state (%) Calls state state Lines Ch. (%)
(%) Toll & (%) (milI.) Output Quant- Index

Access ity
(%) Index

1985 49.6 24.0 26.4 0.00 311 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
1986 49.7 23.5 26.8 0.00 316 1.05 1.05 1.00 1.04 1.03 1.04 1.04 3.45
1987 49.7 24.1 26.2 0.00 321 1.12 1.14 1.00 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.08 4.22
1988 48.7 245.0 26.3 0.00 319 1.17 1.29 1.00 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.12 3.98
1989 49.5 24.5 26.0 0.00 330 1.26 1.37 1.00 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.18 5.23
1990 50.1 24.5 25.3 0.00 342 1.33 1.53 1.00 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.26 5.98
1991 51.7 23.4 24.9 0.00 353 1.34 1.74 1.00 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.32 4.93
1992 52.7 22.5 24.9 0.00 365 1.36 1.84 1.00 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.37 3.59
1993 52.9 22.2 25.0 0.00 377 1.37 2.05 1.00 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.43 4.52
1994 53.2 21.4 25.4 0.00 393 1.40 2.23 1.00 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.50 4.72
1995 55.1 19.2 25.8 0.00 409 1.44 2.40 1.00 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.57 4.67
1996 56.3 18.1 25.6 0.00 422 1.50 2.62 1.00 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.65 4.69
1997 57.7 16.7 25.6 0.00 433 1.61 2.83 1.00 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.73 4.76
1998 58.5 15.6 25.9 0.00 445 1.63 3.11 1.00 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.80 4.05
1999 59.4 13.9 26.7 0.00 448 1.69 3.50 1.00 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.88 4.19
2000 59.9 12.2 28.0 0.01 429 1.71 3.94 3.36 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.89 0.82
2001 58.6 11.5 29.9 0.02 409 1.89 4.10 10.63 1.00 0.99 0.99 1.88 0.55

Avg 3.95

Note. Las. =Laspeyres, Pa. =Paasche, Fis. =Fisher, Fis. Ch. =Fisher Chained. The Fisher
Index=the squareroot ofthe productof the Laspeyresand Paascheindices

To find the average monthly rate, the count of high-speed service lines pro-
vided by the four ILECs is relied upon . Table 2.5 of the FCC's Trends in Tele-
phone Service provides a state-by-state distribution of high-speed lines. Assuming
this distribution holds for advanced service lines, and assigning the carriers to the
states in which they operate, leads to the line proportions: SBC 48.8%, Verizon
19.9%, BellSouth 19.8% and Quest 11.5%. Using these weights, the weighted av-
erage monthly line sharing rate over the period is US$ 1.03. The brief time period
for which such broadband services exist, along with their relatively low price, im-
ply that the introduction of these services into the productivity study should not af-
fect the TFPI or productivity growth. Nevertheless, it is instructive to observe how
fast these services grew in such a short period.
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TFPI

Using the index of intrastate output formed from intrastate access minutes and toll
minutes, along with the index for high bandwidth services leads to an output quan
tity index that differs from that developed above. The output quantity index is
shown in Table 6.12. Average annual output growth for the period 1986 to 2001 is
3.95%. This is somewhat less than the growth rate of 4.1% obtained by updating
the FCC study. Nevertheless , annual total output growth rate is similar for differ
ent characterizations of intrastate output. Total output growth is not substantially
affected by disaggregating intrastate output into access and toll minutes because
the share of intrastate revenue as a proportion of total revenue averaged only 20%
over the period. This result implies that the TFPI does not dramatically change
with the adjustment in intrastate output. As shown in Table 6.13, productivity
growth is only slightly below the annual rate computed in the updated FCC study.
Based on the new output quantity index, productivity growth annually averaged
2.71%.

TabIe 6.13. Fisher TFPI and Growth, 1985-2001

Year Output Output Input Input TFPI TFP
Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity Growth

Index Growth Index Growth (%)
(%) (%)

1985 1.00 1.00 1.00
1986 1.04 3.45 1.01 0.88 1.03 2.57
1987 1.08 4.22 1.02 0.99 1.06 3.23
1988 1.12 3.98 1.06 3.73 1.06 0.25
1989 1.18 5.23 1.09 3.39 1.08 1.84
1990 1.26 5.98 1.09 -0.72 1.16 6.70
1991 1.32 4.93 1.11 1.91 1.19 3.02
1992 1.37 3.59 1.10 -0.60 1.24 4.19
1993 1.43 4.52 1.11 0.64 1.29 3.88
1994 1.50 4.72 1.14 3.09 1.31 1.63
1995 1.57 4.67 1.15 0.45 1.37 4.23
1996 1.65 4.69 LU -2.90 1.48 7.60
1997 1.73 4.76 1.16 4.38 1.48 0.38
1998 1.80 4.05 1.18 0.93 1.53 3.12
1999 1.88 4.19 1.20 1.83 1.57 2.36
2000 1.89 0.82 1.23 2.42 1.54 -1.59
2001 1.88 -0.55 1.22 -0.55 1.54 0.01

Conclusion

The main purpose of this study is to measure productivity growth for the major 10
cal exchange carriers operating in the US telecommunications industry. Two sets
of TFPIs are produced. The first is based on the FCC study used to calculate the
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offset applicable to regulated interstate services. Using this approach it is esti
mated that the average annual rate of productivity growth over the period 1986 to
2001 is 2.86%. The second method disaggregates intrastate services into switched
access and toll, and introduces high bandwidth services provided by the ILEes.
With these changes in output quantities, productivity growth annually averaged
2.71%. Under either output configuration, telecommunications productivity
growth outpaced the growth for the national economy as a whole by approxi
mately 2 percentage points per year.

There are a number of issues for future research regarding the measurement of
telecommunications productivity growth. First, a more accurate measure of the la
bor input would rely on hours worked as opposed to number of employees. If car
riers cut their workforce, but require extended working hours, the number of em
ployees underestimates labor input growth. Such under estimation is further
exacerbated if extended hours are accompanied by overtime pay. In addition, the
labor input should be constructed from a Fisher-type index of types or categories
of worker hours. This procedure results in a more accurate input measure, because
the weights used to construct the index are based on the appropriate unit costs for
the specific labor category. For example, if higher wage groups are growing faster
(respectively slower) than lower wage groups then labor input index is underesti
mated (respectively overestimated) by simply using an index based on total hours
worked.

The second issue pertains to the capital input. Instead of relying on a single
dass of asset to construct the capital stock, it should be constructed from a Fisher
type index of types or categories of assets. The Fisher index typically leads to a
more accurate input measure, because the weights used to construct the index are
based on the appropriate unit costs (or user costs of capital) for specific assets.
However, user cost measurement is difficult. For instance, many capital inputs
cannot be adjusted, i.e., bought and sold, instantaneously. Therefore, a producer
must form apriori expectations about the purchase and disposal prices as weil as
future interest rates, depreciation rates and tax rates in order to calculate the ex
ante user costs of a capital input. However, it is only possible to observe ex post
prices, interest rates, depreciation rates and tax rates. Different assumptions about
expectations formation may lead to substantially different user costs of capital and
therefore Fisher capital quantity indexes.
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7 Measuring TFP for an Expanding
Telecommunications Network

Russel Cooper, Gary Madden and Grant Coble-Neal

Introduction

Typically, multiple-output econometric models of Australian telecommunications
production maintain an assumption that carriers are in long-run equilibrium (Bloch
et al. 2001a; Bloch et al. 2001b; Madden et al. 2002). This assumption implies all
factors of production are adjusted in a costless manner to determine carrier long
run factor demands instantaneously (Nadiri and Prucha 1999). It has long been
recognized that this assumption is problematic if carriers incur adjustment costs in
altering their capital stock. Internal adjustment costs are commonly characterized
in the form of output foregone due to quasi-fixed factor changes (Nadiri and
Prucha 1990). Also, short-run network expansion costs (that relate to the addition
of quasi-fixed network capital) vary with subscriber density, e.g., extending ser
vice to remote areas is more costly than upgrading the metropolitan local-loop
network. Productivity growth is an important indicator of the nature of production
technology, and is related to changes in cost as technology change occurs. Accu
rate measurement is important as productivity growth is often employed to evalu
ate past and forecast future performance of monopoly carriers, and the effect on
industry performance of the introduction of competition (Fuss 1994). Further,
conventional measures of total factor productivity (TFP) assume both constant re
turns to scale and full static equilibrium, and they are biased measures when either
of these conditions is violated (Schankerman and Nadiri 1986).

In addressing issues concerning the structure of telecommunications produc
tion, such as measuring TFP response to technology change, the role of R&D
capital has been explored extensively, see, e.g., Nadiri and Prucha 1990. However,
reliable R&D data are seldom available. Other frequently used telecommunica
tions technology change variables include the percentage of telephones with ac
cess to distance direct dialing and the percentage of telephones with access to
electronic switching facilities . However, in experimenting with these variables (in
dynamic cost function estimation), Bernstein (1989: 272) reports that best results
are obtained with a binary technology change proxy. Further, difficulty is often
reported in obtaining sensible estimates for associated economic variables, e.g.,
marginal costs and returns to scale, as weil as in satisfying regularity conditions.
Such outcomes are not surprising considering the potential for radical shifts of the
production (cost) surface in response to underlying technology change (that may
enable delivery of new services and service combinations, as weil as affecting the
costs of provision of extant services).

R. Cooper et al. (eds.), Frontiers of Broadband, Electronic and Mobile Commerce
© Physica-Verlag Heidelberg 2004
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Conventional response to such difficulties is the embedding of an optimizing
paradigm within adjustment cost models. Typical expressions incorporate adjust
ment costs in a continuous framework that enable continual disequilibrium ad
justment toward long-run equilibrium. Technology change is sometimes drastic,
and that this change is more realistically reflected by aseries of radically different
technological regimes. An alternative approach proposes that occasional, and pos
sibly drastic, adoption costs are better characterized as entry into a new techno
logical regime. Utilizing a generalization of the translog cost specification, which
allows for structural breaks across long time series, this chapter decomposes TFP
into continuous and discontinuous effects. This represents a different dichotomiza
tion to standard short-run (disequilibrium) and long-run (equilibrium) classifica
tions. When structural change is not allowed for TFP is underestimated by not ac
counting for occasional substantial qualitative change in outputs. To illustrate the
approach, results are presented within the context of an equilibrium model. This
chapter reports first stage results for an ongoing project that aims to embed a con
tinuous/discontinuous dichotomization within the familiar equilib
riurn/disequilibrium modeling approach. Employing this paradigm, the study cal
culates TFP for the Australian telecommunication industry for the period 1922
through 1983. In explaining the impact on costs of disequilibrium associated with
ongoing network geographic expansion for much of the 20th century, the approach
is consistent with predictable (or continuous) aspects of the expansion being fac
tored into carrier plans. That is, massive technology change during the period sug
gests an overlay of steady technological progress with periodic discontinuity
rather than disequilibrium adjustment. Should these discontinuities not be taken
into account rapid equilibrium adjustments may be mistaken for disequilibrium
adjustments under technology which is inadvertently characterized as more stable
than plausible. The approach focuses on estimating parameters associated with
cost minimization , and hence may be stable through substantial periods even while
the underlying production function exhibits periodic shifts due to radical technol
ogy change. This outcome is achieved by concentrating attention on the manner in
which technology (and output) variables enter the cost function. This concern is
addressed by allowing technology and output arguments to exhibit occasional ma
jor change in their impact, while enforcing some degree of continuity on those
economic parameters, representing the outcome of an optimization decision. In
particular, non-linear output (and technology) terms enter a modified translog cost
function to provide a better approximation of the evolution of technology that
arises from multiple-regime shifts, and at times, radical technology change.

Another innovation employed in this study is the analysis of data and voice
joint production. Questions potentially addressed by this approach include the im
pact of network expansion on carrier performance and the impact that joint supply
of data (Telegraph and TELEX) and voice (Iocal and toll) on industry cost struc
tures. Perceptions of recent performance are likely to be guided by reference to
prior benchmarks. However, performance statistics do not typically account for
large fluctuations in investment that occur during successive waves of network ex
tension and upgrade. Network expansion is likely to affect overall operational ef
ficiency through adjustment costs. Currently, no attempt has been made to meas-
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ure variation in the operational cost from these influences. In this respect, tele
communications carriers are both providers of telecommunications services and
network suppliers . Despite these activities being distinct operations, typically fi
nancial reports are amalgamated. Thus , developing a fair measure of TFP per
formance for the service division has proven difficult. This paper employs a cost
function model to analyze time-series (1922-1983) in terms of continuous expan
sion overlaid with occasional discont inuities prior to the (substantive) introduction
of facsimile . This approach allows the decomposition of TFP growth estimates
into cont inuous and discontinuous components, providing an opportunity to assess
the impact of both predictable and radical technological change. While this analy
sis reflects Austral ian telecommunications sector activity, the installed technology
is not dissimilar from that of most post-industrialized countries, nor was the intro
duction of competition and its regulation to that of most other OECD Member
Countries. The paper is organized as folIows. The following section presents data
on network expansion and cost of the Australian telecommunications network.
Next, the econometric model employed in estimation is outlined. That section is
followed by a discussion of the estimation results, and reports cost elasticity and
TFP estimates. A final section concludes .

Network Expansion

For the sampie period, Australian telecommunications service was provided by a
publicly mandated monopoly (Telstra) . lustification for granting this monopoly is
often based on natural monopoly arguments . Further, monopoly provision permit
ted a metropolitan-rural rate subsidy to fund rural network access . Clearly, short
run expansion costs vary by subscriber density, viz., extending the network into
remote areas increases network costs . Table 7.1 provides indicative data on net
work expansion from 1922 through 1983, obtained from PMG Annual Reports for
1922 through 1975, and Australian Telecommunications Commission Annual Re
ports for 1976 through 1983. The number of telephone and TELEX services added
per annum indicates the rate of network expansion. The sampie average annual
growth oftelephone service is 4%, with the sub-period 1940-1983 averaging 10%.
The 1940s and 1960s report above average growth rates of 22% and 11%, respec
tively . TELEX connections grew at 18% p.a., with the 1960s registering a sampie
high growth rate of 32%. Rural exchange growth is fastest in the 1930s. The next
highest growth occurred in the 1950s. The most direct measure of geographie den
sity available is the proportion of rural to total exchanges. As shown, the propor
tion of rural exchanges begins at less than 1% in 1937, and rises thereafter. For
1922 to 1958, new telephone subscription per new exchange statistics suggest
proportionally increasing rural exchanges did not diminish increasing average sub
scriber density . Further, higher capacity exchanges in metropolitan areas offset the
relatively inefficient rising proportion of rural exchanges. The average number of
kilometers of cables laid per new subscriber reveal that rural expansion is greater
for 1940-1944 (average 11.7 kilometers) and 1962-1976 (10.1 kilometers).
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Table 7.1 . Network Expansion Indicators

New New Rural
Rural New New

Mainlines
Year Telephony TELEX Exchanges

Exchange Exchange Subscriber
Growth Additional Additional

per
Service Service (%)

(%) Subscription Kilometers
Exchange

1922 12,523 44 4.3 76
1923 18,549 67 5.0 71
1924 28,166 31 4.2 71
1925 35,515 59 5.8 61
1926 31,090 74 3.1 61
1927 28,795 116 5.3 62
1928 25,075 100 5.2 64
1929 21,282 0.00 63 4.9 65
1930 11,454 0.00 0.00 2,446 9.2 65
1931 -19,569 0.00 0.00 745 -1.5 62
1932 -12,671 0.00 0.00 102 -1.2 60
1933 204 0.00 0.00 553 47.4 60
1934 8,845 0.00 4.00 780 0.9 61
1935 23,404 0.00 2.00 442 0.6 65
1936 21,636 0.00 0.00 326 1.4 68
1937 22,810 0.01 1.13 455 1.8 71
1938 25,027 0.01 0.56 525 3.4 74
1939 22,037 0.01 0.38 658 1.7 77
1940 19,077 0.02 0.49 9,468 4 .0 80
1941 18,935 0.02 0.24 291 28.5 83
1942 5,528 0.02 0.13 -766 22.0 83
1943 9,186 0.02 0.02 -800 14.7 85
1944 16,810 0.02 0.01 690 5.9 88
1945 20,706 0.02 0.02 2,700 3.6 91
1946 29,698 0.02 0.01 1,443 3.0 95
1947 40,401 0.02 0.01 710 1.9 101
1948 40,472 0.02 0.00 427 2.5 106
1949 46,079 0.03 0.10 442 3.4 112
1950 60,167 0.04 0.42 530 3.8 118
1951 69,494 0.05 0.33 455 4.7 126
1952 63,185 0.06 0.37 828 6.2 133
1953 57,994 0.08 0.25 685 7.9 140
1954 64,359 0.10 0.28 984 6.1 147
1955 77,760 0.11 0.10 1,887 5.6 156
1956 79,239 76 0.12 0.12 8,027 5.1 166
1957 72,246 86 0.13 0.08 1,977 5.5 176
1958 83,053 102 0.15 0.15 n.a . 5.5 186
1959 129,393 143 0.17 0.11 -883 4.4 204
1960 70,651 182 0.18 0.08 -813 7.1 216
1961 69,116 292 0.19 0.06 -833 7.6 228
1962 87,485 239 0.21 0.05 -1,265 9.4 244
1963 93,612 224 0.22 0.04 -1,135 10.4 260
1964 106,699 376 0.26 0.18 -707 6.0 279
1965 91,244 364 0.28 0.07 -967 12.8 297
1966 110,254 265 0.31 0.08 -907 10.2 319
1967 114,325 710 0.34 0.08 -771 11.6 343
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Table 7.1 (cont.)

1968 124,134 900 0.38 0.08 -1,191 11.5 371
1969 152,394 1,013 0.42 0.08 -1,887 11.1 403
1970 192,437 1,363 0.46 0.08 -2,255 7.5 441
1971 153,342 1,558 0.48 0.05 -1,491 8.9 471
1972 120,757 1,247 0.52 0.06 -2,687 11.7 498
1973 169,303 1,539 0.55 0.06 -3,689 9.3 532
1974 213,956 2,083 0.58 0.04 -2,070 7.0 574
1975 _ 177,994 1,909 0.58 -0.02 -8,016 9.9 613
1976 128,250 2,281 0.60 0.03 -2,957 14.3 637
1977 206,959 2,554 0.62 0.03 -5,400 8.1 681
1978 259,178 3,123 0.64 0.02 -4,578 5.8 733
1979 283,813 3,177 0.67 0.03 -4,594 5.2 792
1980 289,412 3,830 0.70 0.03 -6,240 4.0 854
1981 330,734 4,244 0.72 0.02 -5,897 4.1 923
1982 288,974 3,827 0.74 0.02 -4,159 4.4 984
1983 241,225 1,586 0.76 0.02 44 7.4 1,040

Note. n.a. denotes not applicable. No newexchanges were installedin 1959.

Input and service measures summaries are contained in Table 7.2. Expenditure
lists the main cost items (aggregated by the Törnqvist index) . Capital, Labor and
Materials comprise 90%-96% of annual expenditure. Buildings include Land ex
penditure. Fixed Capital expenditure is comprised of telecommunications plant
that are mainly installed exchanges, cables, fixed machines and electrical genera
tion plant. Source data for Materials is reported from 1948 and measures the aver
age annual inventory. Detailed accounts, available for 1948-1959, indicate an av
erage annual turnover of 40% . This turnover ratio is applied to available, less
detailed, records of annual stock estimates for 1960-1983. Other Capital consists
of engineers' movable plant , furniture and office equipment and a miscellaneous
category. Motor Vehicles include cars , motorcycles, trucks and vans. Telecommu
nications output are classified as Data and Voice call numbers. Voice is an aggre
gate of local, long-distance and international calls, while TELEX and Telegraph
subscribers and message volumes are combined to create Data. Table 7.2 high
lights the relative magnitudes of Telegraph and Voice, with Voice output an aver
age 50 times larger in magnitude than Telegraph. Voice cumulative output grew to
more than 700 times 1915 output. Further output detail is provided in Fig . 7.1.

As shown in Fig. 7.1, the Voice series display a structural break at the end of
World War I. After 1920 this series exhibits positive growth with the ten-year av
erage growth rate increasing by 1% p.a. through to 1983. Casual observation of
the Telegraph series suggests breaks at 1927 and 1943, with a highest value occur
ring during World War II.l Telegraph traffic levels began a decline that acceler-

1 The possibility of structural breaks in Data and Voiceseries are examinedby a Chowtest
for structural change within a univariate AR(l) model. The calculated F-statistic for the
Voiceseries (that corresponds to a structural break in 1915) is 5.95 (DF=2, 60). The cor
responding statistic for Data (with breaks at 1927 and 1943) is 6.84 (DF=I, 62). Both
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ated with the widespread adoption of TELEX services. Clearly, there has been
substantial quality advance through the sample period, making a unified examina
tion of cost and TFP difficult. The model developed here, allows for such techno
logical advance within identified periods. Shift parameters are introduced to allow
for periodic drastic changes and are embedded within an economic framework that
attempts to estimate common parameters representing optimizing behavior across
the sample period of 1922-1983.

Table 7.2. Summary Statistics, 1915-1983

Variable Minimum Mean Maximum Std Deviation

Expenditure (A$ million)

Buildings 0.11 8.94 34.09 9.40
Fixed capital 2.57 82.26 316.75 90.83
Labor 6.07 91.45 379.78 125.06
Materials 5.11 58.77 163.12 41.24
Motor Vehicles 0.00 2.76 13.15 3.15
Other Capital 0.08 2.77 13.80 3.62

Total Cost (A$ million) 9.60 188.13 710.34 226.09

Output (million)

Voice (calls) 7.56 1,341.06 5,643.14 1,364.12
TELEX (calls) 0.01 11.62 37.42 12.82
Telegraph (messages) 4.05 26.77 72.65 14.14

Subscribers

Telephone 160,000 2,090,000 7,150,000 1,850,000
Telex 95 10,780 39,388 12,351

Average Price (A$)

Calls 0.21 0.73 1.50 0.38
Telegrams 0.11 0.57 2.23 0.54

Average Une Rental (A$)

Telephone 16.10 24.67 41.23 6.12
TELEX 233.15 448.33 601.14 116.06

Total Revenue (A$ million) 15.60 173.82 679.65 192.83

Note. Real dollar values shown. Source : PMG (1915-1975) and Telecom (1976-1983)

tests support structural breaks at these dates. Given the small amount of data available
prior to 1922, and thc major discontinuity betwcen 1921 and 1922, econometric analysis
is restricted to 1922-1983.
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Fig. 7.1. Australian Telecommunications Output, 1915-1983

Econometric Cost Model

Close examination of these data reveal non-linear relationships between Data and
Voice output, as weil as between inputs and outputs. These observations coincide
with tumultuous events such as the Great Depression and World War 11. Addition
ally, the sampie contains periods of radical technical change. Thus, to estimate a
three-input, two-output translog cost function, this study specifies a discontinuous
framework with non-linear functional forms embedded in the arguments and with
discontinuity 'shifters ' implicitly determined to ensure (approximate) continuity
(at specified intervals) of key time varying economic parameters (such as output
elasticities). The non-linear terms are a development of ideas introduced in Cooper
et al. (2003), and are applied to capture the inherent non-linearity in the output and
technology terms. The aim is to provide an approximation to the evolution of
technology that arises from multiple regime shifts, and at times radical change in
technology. In the process, the non-linear terms improve prospects for generation
of economically meaningful results, such as positive marginal costs. The (modi
fied) translog cost specification (with homogeneity and symmetry restrictions im
posed) is:
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In(C,! PM) = a o+a KIn(PK'! PM') +aLln(pu / PM')+ßoh
O

(lnqo,)

+ßvhv (lnqv,)+ ßThT(l)+t(yKK(ln(PK' / PM,))2

+2YKLIn(PK' / PM,)ln(PLt / PM') +Yu(ln(PLt / PM,))2)

+t(ßoohoO(ln qo, , ln qo,) +2ßovh
oV(Inqo,' Inqv,)

+ßwhw (Inqv"ln qv,)) (7.1)

+l7Ko In(PK' / PM,)h
K°(lnqo

,)+l7Kv In(PK' / PM,)h
KV

(lnqv,)

+17w ln(pu / PM' )h
W (Inqo,) +1]LV ln(pu / PM' )h

LV(Inqv,)

+1]KTIn(PK' / PM' )h
KT

(1)+1]LT In(PLt / PM' )h
LT

(1)

+1]OThoT (Inqo,,1) + 1]VThVT (ln qv, ,1)

where C, is total cost, P are input prices, ln() indicates the natural logarithm

operator and hi(i=D,V,T) , and hÜ(i=D,V,K,L, j=D,V,T) , denote non

linear functions. Let Si denote the cost shares for the production inputs

(i = K,L,M) . Since one share equation is satisfied by adding up, attention is di

rected to the structure of the capital and labor equations. These are appended to
the cost function for efficiency in estimation. By Shephard's Theorem, the share
equations for capital and labor are Si/ = Cl InC,jCl In Pi' ' (i = K ,L) , viz.:

and

SK' =aK +YKK In(PK' / PM,)+YKL ln(pu / PM,)+1]KohK°(lnqo,)

+1]KvhKV(lnqv,) +1]KThKT(1)

Su = a L+YKLIn(PK' / PM') +YLLln(pu / PM')+1]whw (lnqo,)

+1]LvhLV(Inqv,)+1]LThLT(1) .

(7.2)

(7.3)

Notice that the precise structure of the share equations depends on the non-linear
output functions hü (i = K, L, j = D,V) and trend terms hiT(i = K, L). Also of

importance in construction of the TFP measure is the cost elasticity for Data and
Voice output eq" =CllnC,jCllnqi/ (i=D,V) . The elasticity estimates depend on

the function forms hü (i = D,v,K,L, j = D,v,T) . These non-linear functions are

constructed as functions of estimable parameters, so that characteristics of the time
series determine the precise functional forms in econometric estimation, and with
restrictions imposed that force them to equate to the types of functions employed
in standard translog specifications at some base period 10 (here, 1960). At this
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point the specification has the traditional characteristics of the flexible functional
form associated with the translog. Let:

(7.4)

Note, by construction /(lnqit)=lnqilo (i=D,v) and f T(tO)=O. Next, intro

duce parameters f.1i Ci =D,v,T) and f.1ij Ci =D,v, K ,L, j =D, V, T) to define

the composite functions:

hT(t) = (t +f.1rfT (t))/(l + f.1T)'

(7.5)

hiT(z) = (t + f.1irfT(t)) 1(1 +f.1iT). i = K, L

In this case, the functions hiT(ln qit,t) (i = D, V) and parameters f.1iT Ci = D, V)

are not estimated freely but constrained to enforce a certain degree of continuity
between time varying estimates of output elasticities across structural breaks due
to technological change. In all other cases the parameters are structured so that the
h functions are weighted averages of traditional translog-type variables and the

f functions. For instance, with f.1DV =0, hDV(ln qDt ' InqVt ) =InqDT InqVT ' As

f.1DV -;00, hDv(lnqDt,lnqvt)-;fD(lnqDt)fv(lnqVt) ' The latter are functions

with a different degree of curvature to the logarithmic functions. These forms are
chosen with a view to improving the prospects for generating positive output elas-
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ticity estimates and marginal costs over a greater proportion of the sampie than is
common with cost function estimation using the translog specification. The weight
given to the logarithmic versus alternative functions is determined by maximum
likelihood estimation. Applying specifications Eq . 7.4 to the cost function, the cost
elasticities for Data and Voice output are :

Eq /A = ßD(dh
D

(In qDt)1 aIn qDt) +tBDD (dh
DD

(In qD"ln qDt)1 aIn qDt)

+BDV(dhDV(In qD" In qVt) 1d In qv,)

HhD In(PK'1PMt)(dhKD(lnqD,)ldlnqDt) (7.6)

+1]w In(pu 1PMt)(dhw(lnqDt)ldlnqDt)

+1]DT (dhDT(In qDt ,I ) 1aIn qDt)

Eqv, =ßv(dh v(lnqVt)1 dln qVt) +tBw (dhw (lnqVt,lnqv,)1 dlnqv)

+BDVdh
DV

(InqD"ln qv)1 d In qVt

+1]KV In(PK'1PMt)(dhKV(Inqv)ldlnqv) (7.7)

+1]LV In(pu 1PM,)(dhLV(lnqv,)/dlnqVt)

+1]VT(dhVT (In qVt ,/ )1aIn qVt)

where the derivatives in Eq. 7.6 and Eq . 7.7 dependent on specifications Eq. 7.4
and Eq. 7.5 . In view of constraints on ßD and ßv ' which are imposed to capture

major technological shifts, it is useful to note that these elasticities are freely esti

mated at 10 , At 10 , e.g., dhD(lnqDt)ldlnqDt reduces to (1+J.1DI2)/(1+J.1D) ' and

parameter J.1D is freely estimated.?

In addition to the imposition of flexibility at the base point 1960, shifts in the
cost function and in the share equations between ten year intervals (previously
identified as representing different technological regimes) are allowed. Within
these intervals a reference period is identified and intercepts in the estimated equa
tions constrained so that the equations pass through the endogenous variable data
points in the reference periods. Three parameters-i-rr; for the capital share equa-

tion, aL for the labor share equation and ao for the cost function-are not freely

estimated but are constrained to achieve this effect. This procedure imposes on the

2 Of course, with a multiple-outpur specification in which the relative sizes of the Data and
Voice outputs is important in determining costs, it is not desirable to scale both Data and
Voice outputs simultaneously to unity at to as is commonin single output studies. In the
multiple-output case other terms in Eq. 7.6 also influence c

qD
at this base point. How

ever, free estimationof f.JD ensures flexibility at to with respect to the ultimateelasticity
estimateno matter how complexare the additionalterms in Eq. 7.6.
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non-linear model a property which typically applies automatically at the mid-point
of data in linear estimation . The reference periods in each interval are observation
six. The approach in summary form is:

Table 7.3. Technology Intervals andReference Periods

Technology Interval
ldentifier Dates

Reference Period
Time Identifier

1 1922-1931 1927 t1

2 1932-1941 1937 t2

3 1942-1951 1947 t3

4 1952-1961 1957 t4

5 1962-1971 1967 '5
6 1972-1983 1977 '6

The approach generates six values for each of the shift parameters for the tech
nology intervals. First, Eq. 7.2 and Eq. 7.3 are solved for aK(tj ) j = 1,...6 and

aL (t
j

) j = 1,...6 respectively by evaluating all variables at the reference points.

Substituting these parameter values in Eq. 7.1 and evaluating the remaining vari
ables at the reference points, Eq. 7.1 is solved for ao(t j) j =1,...6 . From this

point, the functions and reference points are substituted into the estimating equa
tions Eq. 7.1 to Eq. 7.3 and the elasticity formulae Eq. 7.6 and Eq. 7.7.

Model Estimation: Issues and Results

Preliminary joint estimation of the cost and share equations, with shift terms al
lowing for technology regime shifts, produced parameter values which are com
patible with the discontinuous equation systems in that the estimated equations
perform weIl in terms of within sampie prediction. However, without further
modification many cost elasticity estimates are negative . Furthermore, discontinui
ties at the technology interval boundaries prove 'too sharp', and imply cost elastic
ity changes that are implausible. This may arise from imprecision in specifying the
exact time at which drastic innovations become operative in terms of their impact
on costs and optimal deployment of factors. While allowing for technology shifts
is important in filtering these data prior to development of TFP measures, key
components in the TFP measure in the multi-output case are the cost elasticities
for outputs. For this reason the technology shift approach is overlaid with a proce
dure for smoothing time-series cost-output elasticity estimates. Effectively, the
procedure takes account of information at the reference time periods to determine
the values of the elasticities in the middle of a technology interval, but additionally
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utilizing the non-linear specifications to allow the elasticities to vary over time to
smooth the transition from one mid-interval elasticity to another by interpolating
the boundary elasticity (at the beginning of each technology interval) as the aver
age of the two reference period elasticities in adjoining intervals. To initiate this
process, information is utilized in the interval 1916-1921 to determine the first in
terval's boundary elasticity value.

Since this procedure requires some elasticity values to be imposed prior to es
timation, arc elasticity estimates are initially constructed for each technology in
terval. In each case the measurement is over the six year period from the desig
nated beginning of the interval to the reference period.' This procedure allows
elasticities to vary through time within technology intervals in a manner pre
scribed by the model and subject to econometric estimation of a range of parame
ters which control the influence of the economic variables on the elasticities.
However, the model characteristic of time varying elasticities creates some prob
lems at the boundaries of the technology intervals, where the elasticities do not
readily match . Although the elasticity estimates are expected to be different across
technology intervals, the transition should arguably be smooth as adjustments are
made to the technological change. Accordingly, to improve the economic meaning
of elasticity estimates at the technological boundaries further smoothing on time
variation in the elasticity estimates are imposed. The initial investigation for 1922
1982 data is conducted within the paradigm of an equilibrium model. In this con
text, the smoothing assumption is interpreted as an alternative to a disequilibrium
adjustment approach. The elasticity smoothing procedure adopted requires the im
position of additional constraints in estimation, effectively interpolating the refer
ence period elasticities to obtain elasticities at the boundaries of the technology in
tervals.

To sum, the approach, for both Data and Voice e1asticity estimates, begins by
examining the data and calculating six arc elasticity estimates at the technology in
terval reference points, CD(t j )' j =1,00 " 6 and e; (t j)' j =1,.00 ' 6 . Elasticities at the

beginning of technology intervals are interpolated by averaging adjacent values
supplemented by an initial out-of-sample arc elasticity. These values provide an
other six elasticities for each case, cD(rj ) , j = 1"00,6 and cv(rj ) , j = 1'00 .,6,

3 Are elasticity estimates are inferior to econometric elasticity estimatesas they represent
cost changes due to a varietyof factors, not merely outputchanges. lt is also necessary to
assigncosts to the variousoutputsto construct arc elasticity estimates. For these reasons,
six year periods are employed to average out extraneous influences. These values are
used as constraints on elasticity estimates at all other points in time, so that the econo
metric estimation produces a time-series of elasticity estimates which are forced to be
compatible with the arc elasticity estimates at the reference periodswithintechnology in
tervals, but are also governed in their behavior over time by the evolving values of the
economic variables and parameter estimates consistently with the specifications in Eq,
7.6 and Eg. 7.7.
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where rj denotes the time period at the beginning of technology interval j. Us

ing the first six sets of elasticities, technology shift variables ß o (t j) and ßv (t)

are obtained by rearranging Eq. 7.6 and Eq. 7.7 with variables evaluated at the
t

j
, j = 1,...,6 . During the process, smoothness is imposed by constraining addi-

tional parameters in the functions hir (Inqu,t), i = D,V (see the specification of

these functions given in Eq. 7.5, where the respective parameters flo r and Ilvr

appear). Substituting ßo(tj) and ßv(tj) into Eq. 7.6 and Eq. 7.7 and evaluating

Eq. 7.6 and Eq. 7.7at r j , j =1,...,6 , produces values for Co and Cv that are con

ditional on flor and Ilvr, respectively. The 12 parameter values fl or(r) and

Ilvr(rj) for r j, j = 1,...,6 are then constructed to enforce the results Co = Co(rj)

and e; =cv(r) at points r j , j =1,...,6 and the resultant functional forrns for the

shift parameters flor (rj) and Ilvr (rj) are substituted back into the functions

hir (In qit ,t ), i = D,V .
Maximum likelihood estimation results are presented in Table 7.4 and Table

7.5. The results are indicative only as there is evidence from the estimated residu
als (not reported in detail) that disturbances are not serially independent.' This se
rial dependence may lead to some inefficiency but is unlikely to generate inconsis
tency.'

While the reported t-ratios are asymptotic, the values are quite large and are in
dicative of statistical significance in the majority of cases. Parameter estimates
usually associated with disembodied technical change (ßT' fl r) are insignificant,

and indicate that technical progress is generally well accounted for in other aspects
of the model. The technical change interaction terms for Capital and Labor inputs
(rhT' 'h r) are both insignificant. The technical change interaction terms on Data

and Voice output (1'JOT'1'Jvr ) are significant, with opposite and roughly offsetting

effects. Generally, the approach of estimating the cost function allowing for re
gime shifts seems to have successfully isolated the effect of measured technologi-

4 Areaction is to consider the model within a partial adjustment context. This approach is
too complex in the current case as the technological regime shift paradigm, which is im
portant to the proposed methodology for examining TFP, may itself suggest that partial
adjustment parameters vary across regimes. Further, the prospect introduces many pa
rameters that reduce the degrees of freedom substantially. The current compromise is to
recognize the issue and note that the technology shifters have the ability to absorb most
non-stationarity in these data.

5 Altematively, atheoretical time series approaches to dealing with the serial dependence
are Iikely to suffer from parameter instability in the context of the massive changes in
technology which are being examined. The current study is seen as a first step in an at
tempt to find aresolution of the embedded theory/empirical dilemma.
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cal change to the large shifts in regime . Estimates of the shift parameter values for
the various technology intervals, constrained by the smoothing assumption on the
cost elasticities, are given in Table 7.5 .

Table 7.4. Estimation Results

Parameter Estimate t-ratio

YKK 0.135 11.895

YKL -0.116 -11.602

Yu. 0.157 16.399

() DD -110.7 -9.151

()DV 47.83 9.269

()w -19.07 -7.403

1]KD 0.459 2.685

1]w 0.214 2.469

1]Kv 2.811 6.826

1]LV -2.524 -6.266

1]KT -0.004 -1.604

1]LT -0.000 -0.154

1]DT -0.405 -2.720

1]vr 0.308 5.045

ß T -0.079 -0.159

f.JD -1.114 -35.095

f.Jv -1.097 -48.396

f.JDD -7.719 -12.350

f.JDV -13.18 -10.024

f.Jw -65,441 -6.184

f.JKD -1.768 -10.478

f.JKV -1.772 -80.057

f.Jw -14,648 -2.334

f.JLV -1.726 -115.66

f.JKT -1.046 -35.635

f.JLT -0.999 -24,454

f.Jr -0.918 -1.908

Observations 62

Log-likelihood 221.11
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Table7.5. Estimated TimeVarying Technology ShiftParameters

Period JlDr ßD Jlv-r ßv ao aK aL

1922-1931 0.649 4.351 0.512 -1.723 -8.814 -21.538 18.229
1932-1941 -1.922 2.642 -1.825 0.003 -59.974 -21.506 18.228
1942-1951 -2.552 1.497 -2.631 0.790 -66.418 -21.567 18.292
1952-1961 6.571 3.681 3.153 -0.828 -43.366 -21.719 18.429
1962-1971 -12.611 4.321 -8.899 -1.032 -33.481 -21.810 18.504
1972-1983 -11.434 4.784 -6.272 -0.994 -56.459 -21.809 18.497

The ao estimate shows the extent to which total costs differ across technology

regimes. Reduction in ao over time suggests either technological progress allow

ing the same output to be produced at lower cost and (almost certainly) include
changes in output quality, so that the actual cost reduction for a given qualitative
level of output is likely to be substantially greater. A qualitative shift in output ap
pears evident in those cases where ao rises from 1942-1951 to 1952-1961, and

again from 1952-1961 to 1962-1971. Apart from the very early period, move
ments in aK and aL suggest that there is a small but steady reduction in the capi

tal share accompanied by an increase in the labor share across technology regimes.
Again, this may be indicative of unmeasured qualitative change in the capital
stock over the period . The elasticity shifters ßD and ßv allow for adjustments in

the elasticities between reference periods in the different regimes, while the addi
tional adjusters JlDr and Jlv-r help smooth the elasticity estimates across regimes.

The reported substantial movements in JlDr and Jlv-r are interpreted with caution,

since these are smoothing variations in elasticities which otherwise are associated
with differences in a range of variables, but most notably with non-linear func
tions of different output levels across regimes . What is apparent is that change in
JlDr across the regime is similar to the change in Jlvr. Thus, the smoothing pro

cedure is freely estimated as applying relatively equally to cost elasticity estimates
for both Data and Voice output.

Post-estimation Analysis

Table 7.6 presents statistics derived post-estimation by calculation of elasticities,
returns to scale, TFP growth estimates and economic regularity condition checks
using the cost function parameter estimates from Table 7.4 and Table 7.5. The cost
function satisfies concavity in input prices for 77% of the sampie . Sustained viola
tions occur in the 1930s, and at scattered points of time in the late-1920s and
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early-1940s. Apart from 1971 , eoneavity is maintained throughout the post WWII
per iod .?

Table 7.6. Elasticity, Returns to Seale, TFP Growth Estimates and Concavity Checks

Year RTS TFP Det 1 Det 2 Det 3

1922 2.716 1.171 0.257 0.799 -0.090 -0.005 0.000
1923 2.793 1.034 0.261 -0.074 -0.082 0.000 0.000
1924 2.288 1.331 0.276 -0.058 -0.092 0.004 0.000
1925 1.372 2.011 0.296 0.035 -0.090 0.002 0.000
1926 1.493 2.011 0.285 0.019 -0.095 0.000 0.000
1927 2.737 1.209 0.253 0.002 -0.090 -0.002 0.000
1928 4.235 0.215 0.225 0.034 -0.080 0.000 0.000
1929 5.082 -0.229 0.206 -0.072 -0.069 0.000 0.000
1930 5.829 -0.537 0.189 -0.001 -0.054 -0.001 0.000
1931 10.170 -2.411 0.129 -0.085 0.047 0.002 0.000
1932 2.015 1.101 0.321 -0.030 0.054 0.003 0.000
1933 2.184 0.986 0.315 0.007 0.042 0.002 0.000
1934 3.248 0.340 0.279 -0.017 0.018 0.000 0.000
1935 1.043 1.424 0.405 0.085 -0.015 0.000 0.000
1936 1.059 1.302 0.424 0.026 -0.046 -0.001 0.000
1937 1.293 0.993 0.437 0.023 -0.067 -0.001 0.000
1938 1.173 1.021 0.456 -0.018 -0.083 -0.001 0.000
1939 1.529 0.611 0.467 -0.002 -0.084 0.001 0.000
1940 1.694 0.569 0.442 -0.128 -0.076 -0.002 0.000
1941 0.327 1.481 0.553 -0.017 -0.074 0.000 0.000
1942 1.636 1.859 0.286 0.000 -0.026 0.000 0.000
1943 0.530 4.251 0.209 -0.036 -0.001 0.000 0.000
1944 0.795 4.642 0.184 0.016 0.009 0.000 0.000
1945 1.156 4.508 0.177 omo -0.011 0.000 0.000
1946 1.515 3.990 0.182 0.019 -0.045 0.000 0.000
1947 1.980 2.725 0.213 -0.004 -0.071 0.000 0.000
1948 2.419 2.289 0.212 -0.011 -0.080 0.001 0.000
1949 2.580 2.090 0.214 -0.052 -0.099 0.001 0.000
1950 2.459 2.068 0.221 -0.077 -0.108 0.003 0.000
1951 2.721 1.469 0.239 -0.058 -0.112 0.003 0.000
1952 1.631 2.231 0.259 -0.124 -0.092 0.001 0.000
1953 2.412 1.603 0.249 -0.091 -0.085 0.003 0.000
1954 2.246 1.531 0.265 -0.038 -0.100 0.002 0.000
1955 1.495 1.787 0.305 -0.019 -0.108 0.001 0.000
1956 1.113 1.940 0.328 -0.056 -0.105 0.002 0.000
1957 1.282 1.738 0.331 -0.047 -0.112 0.001 0.000

6 In Table 7.6, the columns Det 1, Det 2 and Det 3, represent estimated determinants of the
matrix of second-order partial derivatives of the cost function with respect to input prices
for 1922-1983. For concavity, Det 1 should be negative, Det 2 positive and Det 3 zero.
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Tab1e 7.6 (cont.)

1958 1.372 1.620 0.334 -0.033 -0.114 0.002 0.000
1959 1.121 1.680 0.357 -0.012 -0.115 0.002 0.000
1960 0.778 1.919 0.371 0.014 -0.114 0.001 0.000
1961 0.517 2.062 0.388 0.004 -0.115 0.000 0.000
1962 0.917 1.733 0.377 -0.030 -0.111 0.000 0.000
1963 2.048 1.176 0.310 0.013 -0.108 0.001 0.000
1964 1.840 1.179 0.331 0.039 -0.108 0.001 0.000
1965 1.875 1.118 0.334 0.001 -0.111 0.001 0.000
1966 2.084 0.972 0.327 -0.021 -0.114 0.002 0.000
1967 0.551 1.728 0.439 0.040 -0.114 0.000 0.000
1968 1.583 1.180 0.362 -0.026 -0.115 0.002 0.000
1969 3.106 0.815 0.255 -0.054 -0.111 0.000 0.000
1970 3.406 0.631 0.248 0.031 -0.110 0.000 0.000
1971 5.286 -0.095 0.193 -0.091 -0.109 -0.001 0.000
1972 1.657 1.886 0.282 0.039 -0.107 0.001 0.000
1973 1.368 2.122 0.287 0.016 -0.108 0.001 0.000
1974 0.932 2.408 0.299 0.030 -0.107 0.000 0.000
1975 0.538 2.815 0.298 0.034 -0.102 0.000 0.000
1976 2.077 2.240 0.232 0.168 -0.106 0.001 0.000
1977 2.763 2.045 0.208 0.003 -0.106 0.002 0.000
1978 2.999 2.068 0.197 0.026 -0.104 0.001 0.000
1979 3.140 2.168 0.188 0.037 -0.100 0.000 0.000
1980 4.016 1.899 0.169 0.025 -0.083 0.000 0.000
1981 3.371 2.203 0.179 0.085 -0.064 0.000 0.000
1982 3.533 2.759 0.159 0.016 -0.059 0.001 0.000
1983 3.695 2.940 0.151 0.008 -0.064 0.001 0.000

Concentrating on the post WWII period for which concavity is (largely) ob
tained, it is notable that there is a change in the relative importance of the elastic
ities, with Voice generally dominant in the early 1940s and 1950s, and Data be
ginning to dominate from the early-1960s. Both elasticity series show
considerable variation as might be expected with a non-linear specification which
has them dependent on both output levels and input prices. Interestingly, the esti
mates are compatible with decreasing returns to scale (see Column RTS in Table
7.6) throughout 1922-1983, and there is a trend decline in returns to scale based on
these estimates.

The main purpose in estimating cost elasticities with respect to output is to
make use of them in a measure of aggregate output growth for use in constructing
a measure of TFP. Allowing technology regime shifts enables elasticity measures
to be relevant to the determination of productivity of inputs, abstracting from
qualitative changes in output where possible. Also, relevant, on the input side, are
estimates of input shares that are associated with the production of current output.
The impact of network construction lags on TFP measurement is also of concern .
The use of estimated shares from an optimizing model is an attempt to allow for
this, since actual shares can include variations in input levels associated with firm
activity, i.e., better associated with investment rather than current production.
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When inputs for construction are identified it is best to exclude them. However,
when construction and operations accounts are not maintained separately other
means of identification are required. That is, including non-operational inputs in
an aggregate input index is problematic in that it suggests the factor is higher than
required to produce the observed output. Accordingly, using actual input shares
rather than predicted shares compatible with a cost-rninimizing model, leads to in
correctly measuring relevant inputs for estimation of TFP. Estimation of Eq . 7.1 to
Eq . 7.3 and subsequent calculation of Eq. 7.6 to Eq . 7.7 in a shifting regimes con
text permits appropriate index weights to be calculated by effectively netting out,
e.g., construction influences in TFP on the input side and qualitative changes on
the output side . The multi -input, -output Törnqvist index is,

D.lnTFP = D.lnQ-D.ln X (7.8)

where Q and X are indices of outputs and inputs, respectively and D. is the dis

crete first-difference operator. The log-ehange indexes Q and X are defined as

D.lnX =fL(Sil +Si/_l)(lnX i/ -lnXiH)

D.lnQ =fL(Mkl + M/a_l)(lnß, -lnQ/a_l)

(7.9)

(7.10)

where M and S represent output and input share weights, respectively. Follow
ing Fuss (1994) the output weights in Eq. 7.10 are the estimated output cost elas
ticity shares, constructed from Eq . 7.6 and Eq. 7.7. The input weights in Eq. 7.9
are the estimated input shares predicted by Eq. 7.2 and Eq. 7.3.

The column labeled TFP in Table 7.6 reports the difference in the percentage
growth rates of aggregate output relative to aggregate input as defined in Eq. 7.8.
Concentrating on the regular region from 1945 to 1983 (with the exception of
1971), it is observed that TFP is negative in the late-1940s and throughout the
1950s, but remains mostly positive thereafter. Given the earlier reported substan
tial increases in costs between the 1940s and 1950s, and again between the 1950s
and 1960s (see Column ao in Table 7.5), and the fact that these suggest a con

comitant qualitative improvement in output, these results need to be interpreted
with caution. TFP, in the modeling context examined here, is interpreted as con
sisting of distinct components. ao in Table 7.5 reports a discontinuous compo

nent, associated with major change in technological regimes. The apparent in
crease in costs is likely associated with an increase in quality and a new type of
output. To the extent that inputs remain steady , after controlling for input price
and output level effects, is indicative of a (discontinuous) increase in TFP. The
TFP estimates in Table 7.6 supplement this with a measure of (continuous) change
in TFP, estimated under conditions that control for regime changes. In this para
digm, there are both discontinuous and continuous effects contributing to TFP .
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Conclusion

This study examines long time series (1922-1983) of data on costs, output and in
puts in the Australian telecommunications industry, in an effort to uncover esti
mates of TFP over aperiod associated with major technological changes as weIl as
substantial network expansion. . In doing so, the chapter estimates a cost
minimizing model augmented to control for inherent non-linearity in the output
and trend terms, and allow for substantial changes in technological regimes. The
resulting model is at this stage not fully weIl-specified econometricaIly. Although
it satisfies the requirements of a proper cost function for 77% of the sampIe pe
riod, there is some evidence of serial correlation in the residuals which requires
further examination. Despite this, cost elasticities and TFP reveal an industry ac
commodating substantial technological change over the sampie period. In particu
lar, the model provides the first econometric analysis of the joint production of
Data and Voice outputs for the Australian telecommunications industry. Impor
tantly, the method enables TFP series to be estimated, distinguishing between con
tinuous improvements in productivity and occasional massive discontinuities
which, unless controlled for, may contribute to error in the construction of tradi
tional measures of TFP. As such, the approach identifies an issue of importance
for the estimation of productivity using optimizing models when the data series
cover periods of extensive technological change.

Appendix: Timeline of Technological Advance

1922-1931

Murray-Baudot machine printing telegraph equipment brought service between Mel
boume and Sydney (1922: 19)

Carrier wave system of operating long-distance traffic between NSW and Victoria in
troduced (1925: 17)

Murray multiplex system of machine printing telegraph service installed between Mel
boume and Adelaide (1927: 17)

Commercial telephone service established between Australia and UK. Later with the
rest ofEurope and the US (1930: 14)

Picturegram service available to the public between Melboume and Sydney (1930: 16)
Small packet service introduced (1931: 14)
Direct radio telephone service between Australia and NZ-l SI overseas call (1931: 18)
Inaugural long-distance telephony service between Adelaide and Perth. Perth in direct

communication with Adelaide, Sydney via carrier-wave channel (1931: 17, 1931: 20)

1932-1941

Voice-frequency system installed between Sydney and Tamworth (1936: 17)
Direct telephone service with USoTariffreduced considerably (1939: 15)
Direct telephone service to Canada (1939: 15)
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Public radio telegram service in air-to-ground direction (1949 : 17)
Mobile radio-telephone services in Sydney (1951 : 21)

1952-1961

TELEX in Sydney and Melbourne (1953: 20)
Multiplex equipment replaced with teleprinter for major routes (1954 : 28,1955: 22)
Teleprinter exchange (TELEX) service in Sydney and Melboume (1955 : 21)
Code converter units introduced at Overseas Telecommunications Commission (1956 :

17)
Automatie switching of trunk calls (STD) (1956:14). Initially between Dandenong and

Melbourne
Contract for teleprinter reperforator switching scheme (TRESS) to the telegraph system

(1957: 21-2)
Subscriber radiotelephone network in service at Broken Hill (April 1958)
International TELEX service countries in October 1958 (1958 : 16, 1959: 20)
Radio-bearer system under the broadband system on Melboume-Bendigo trunk route

(1960 : 18), i.e., broadband microwave system
Sydney-Canberra coaxial cable circuits (1961:3)
Large exchanges using crossbar automatie switching equipment. Initially in Toowoom

ba (1961 : 3,17,1962: 16)

Nationwide transit switching introduced into TRESS system
Crossbar exchange equipment incorporating requirements for the National Telephone

Plan in service at Petersham (1963 : 11)
Completion of COMPAC cable (1964 : 8)
Comprehensive data transmission service organized for Defence Force (1964: 8)
Brisbane-Cairns microwave system advance with completion of Brisbane-Maryborough

segment. Part of SEACOM overseas cable link (1965 : 9)
Sydney Data Processing Centre opened (1966 : 9)
Brisbane-Cairns microwave radio link in service (1966: 8)
TELEX service cutover to automatic operates nationally (1966 : 3)
SEACOM cable opened for traffic (1967: 9)
Introduction of Australian satellite circuits (1968: 3)
Time assignment speech interpolation (TASI) systems instalIed on COMPAC and

CANTAT cables for international telephone service (1968: 9)
Online time-sharing computer in operation (1968 : 10)
International fully subscriber-to-subscriber TELEX service (1969: 13)
Datel service to provide a data transmission facility over telephone circuits (1969 : 13)
Bast-west microwave radio relay system (1970 : 4, 1971:9)
Satellite circuits between Sydney and Perth (1970 : 4, 6)
Contract for stored program controlled electronic telephone equipment for new trunk

exchange in Pitt Street (1970: 4), i.e., computer-controlled telephone exchange

Computer instalIed in several departments to control costs (1972: 40)
Trials of closed circuit telev ision (CCTV) conferencing (1973: 54)
Radio paging in Sydney and Melbourne (1973 : 53, 1975: 18)
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Mt Isa-Darwin microwave radio system. Provides telephone , telegraph and data com
munications , and additional broadcasting circuits (1974: 16)

Multi-purpose public telephone enabling dialing STD for local and trunk calls, and
lodge telegrams via an operator (1974: 17)

Automatie data processing (ADP) systems for telephone accounting operating in Syd
ney and Melbourne. Introduced to Adelaide, Brisbane and Perth during the following
three-year period (1974: 21)

Stored program controlled (SPC) exchange commissioned in Sydney (1975: 19). New
electronic trunk exchange opened at Pitt Street, Sydney

Stored program controlled trunk exchange commissioned for Sydney (September) .
Similar trunk exchanges to be installed in major cities (1975: 19)

Push-button telephone (1975: 20).
Public telephones replaced with the CT3, offering full STD service. Housed in modem

glass and aluminum cabinets
Pulse code modulation (PCM) systems, capable of simultaneous transmission of 30

telephone conversations over cable pairs. Placed in operation in Queensland (Octo
ber) (1979: 78)

Inwards wide area telephone service (INWATS). Tenders let for a public automatic mo
bile telephone service (1980: 7)

Plans to introduce of a digital data network and packet switching service (1980: 87)
Call charge record (CCR) equipment for ISD calls on trial in NSW (March). Extension

to other exchanges in Sydney and selected exchanges in capital cities 1980-81
Stored program controlled (SPC) PABXs available (1980: 57)

Plans for fully-automatic telephone service for vehicles in Melbourne and Sydney
(1980: 67)

Optic fiber in link exchanges by Telstra
Mobile telephone service in Sydney and Melbourne
Stored program control telex exchange (AXB20) in Melbourne (1982: 48)
Section of Kimberley solar-powered microwave system completed (1983: 11)
Exhibition telephone exchange in Melbourne (1983: 11)
Digital data service (DDS) and AUSTPAC (public packet switching system) (1982: 13,

1983: 41)
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8 Dynamic Aspects of US Telecommunications
Productivity Measurement

M. Ishaq Nadiri and Banani Nandi

Introduction

Information and communications technology (ICT) is an important source of eco
nomic growth and productivity improvement. Both the theoretical and empirical
literature suggests a positive impact from ICT equipment investment and service
production on firm, industry and national productivity.' Aggregate productivity
growth is via improved interaction among advanced communications technology
and computer hardware that leads to lower transaction costs. Such technological
improvement enhances the speed and accuracy of analysis, storage and transmis
sion of information. Also, improvement increases the availability of knowledge.
This process necessarily generates spillover or network effects among firms (Katz
and Shapiro 1985). In particular, recent analysis by Nadiri and Nandi (1999,
2003), Mun and Nadiri (2002a, 2002b) and Chun and Nadiri (2002) examine the
role of the US ICT industry within the national economy,? These studies focus on
the computer equipment and software, and telecommunication industry market
segments as a growth industry and their impact on the economy more generally.
Their reported results are based on econometric model estimates using data from
US industry. The sampie data for analysis of US telecommunications industry to
tal factor productivity (TFP) growth trends is for 1935 through 1987. For analyz
ing the impact of the telecommunications industry on other US industry, they use
data from 34 sectors of the economy for 1950 to 1991. These data are annual
price, output and input time-series for industries that comprise the major economic
sectors. A flexible functional form, translog cost function is employed.

This study discusses the contribution of the telecommunications industry to the
economy by addressing the trend in TFP growth in the US telecommunications in
dustry since the mid-1930s, and the changing sources of TFP growth. Dynamic
aspects of the telecommunications sector and its impact on the production struc
ture of other industries, i.e., changing factor ratio in different industries, and spill
over or network effects on the output and productivity growth of other sectors and
industry are also examined. The following section provides abrief discussion of
pricing and investment in the sector. The next section considers substantial TFP

1 Importantly, productivity growth by firms and industry engaged in ICT equipment and
service production leads to substantial declines in their product prices. Such price falls
led to wider .adoption of ICT in the US, with this investment gathering momentum
through 1980s and 1990s.

2 Some are published and others are in various stages of completion.

R. Cooper et al. (eds.), Frontiers of Broadband, Electronic and Mobile Commerce
© Physica-Verlag Heidelberg 2004
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growth and its sources within US telecommunications industry. A discussion of
dynamic aspects of the sector and their impact on the production structure of other
industries folIows. The spillover or network effects of telecommunications infra
structure are then explored. Total benefit derived from telecommunications infra
structure by US industry is then presented. A final section concludes .

Prices and Investment

ICT is used both as a productive input by firms and for the communication net
work of the economy more generally. Cronin et al. (1997), Jorgenson and Stiroh
(2000) and Jorgenson (2001) emphasize that the rate of productivity growth and
price decline in the ICT sector has led to substitution of ICT and telecommunica
tions services for traditional inputs.' Table 8.1 shows the ICT equipment sector,
particularly the computer industry, experienced substantial decline in output and
input prices. Similarly, price declines are observed for telecommunications ser
vices since the mid-1980s. This price decline is reflected in the downward move
ment of both the CPI (consumer price index) and PPI (producer price index) for
long-distance (toll) telephony service during 1985-1989-accounting for ap
proximately 26% of reduction in the CPI and 18% of reduction in PPI (FCC
200112002).4 During 1990-2000, the CPI toll price index experienced volatile
trend decline. The PPI toll service index had a corresponding 17% price reduction.
This decline stimulated demand for telecommunications services by business cus
tomers. Table 8.2 presents the growth in the toll service PPI index, and business
line and special access line demand for 1985-2000. Based on Table 8.1 and Table
8.2, it appears that the price trend of ICT inputs is different to that for labor and
non-inforrnation technology (non-ICT) capital inputs. These substantial relative
price declines, in both the computer and telecommunications industry, led to a
shift in the contribution of computer and telecommunications to productivity and
GDP growth, and a movement toward more ICT-intensive production. Some of
this change is reported by Jorgenson (2001) (see Table 8.3). Clearly the contribu
tions to productivity growth and GDP, particularly by the computer industry, are
substantial for 1990-1995, and accelerated further during 1995-1999. Further, Ta
ble 8.3 provides evidence as to the contribution of the ICT industry and the com
ponents to national productivity growth.

3 ICT prices declined almost at 18% p.a. from 1959 through 1995. Since 1995, prices have
declined at an average rate of 32% p.a.

4 CPI indices for interstate and intrastate toll services are obtained from Table 5.5 of Sta
tistics of Communications Common Carriers, 200112002 edition. These indexes are com
bined into a single toll service index using weights created using the distribution of calls
between interstate and intrastate call volume records from the FCC report.
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Table 8.1. ICT Sector Output and Input Price and Quantity Growth Rates

1990-1995 1995-1999
Prices Quantities Prices Quantities

Outputs

Gross domestic product 1.99 2.36 1.62 4.08
Information technology -4.42 12.15 -9.74 20.75
Computers -15.77 21.71 -32.09 38.87
Software -1.62 11.86 -2.43 20.80
Communications equipment -1.77 7.01 -2.90 11.42
Information technology services -2.95 12.19 -11.76 18.24

Non-information technology investment 2.15 1.22 2.20 4.21
Non-information technology consumption 2.35 2.06 2.31 2.79

Inputs

Gross domestic income 2.23 2.13 2.36 3.33
Information technology capital services -2.70 11.51 -10.46 19.41
Computer capital services -11.71 20.27 -24.81 36.36
Software capital services -1.83 12.67 -2.04 16.30
Communications equipment capital services 2.18 5.45 -5.90 8.07

Non-information technology capital services 1.53 1.72 2.48 2.94
Labor services 3.02 1.70 3.39 2.18

Note. Average annual percentage growth rates. Source: Jorgenson (2001)

Table 8.2. US Telecommunications Business Service Prices and Demand Growth

PPI Index for toll service
Business access line
Special access line

1985-1989

-18.10
17.61

118.00

1990-1994

-2.90
19.14

271.00

1995-2000

-14.10
26.80

301.00

Note. Growth in sub-periods is shown. Source: Statistics of Communications Carriers,
FCC, (200112002), Table 4.10 and Table 5.5.

TFP Trends and Sources

Telecommunications investments' direct contribution to economic growth arises
from rapid productivity growth within the sector. Investment in the sector, as a
percentage of national investment, and its industry share in GDP has risen in both
developed and developing nations (ITU 1999). Also, in most countries telecom
munication sector productivity growth is relatively high. For the US economy,
Cronin et al. (1993) report an average sector productivity growth of 3% p.a. from
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1965 to 1991.5 Nadiri and Nandi (1999) estimate US telecommunications industry
productivity growth magnitudes and sources using a multiple-output, multiple
input cost function (Denny et al. 1981 ; Fuss and Waverman 1981) with time-series
data for 1935 to 1987. The series encompasses both the pre- and post-AT&T di
vestiture period. This study formulates a structural model to account for both
changes in cost and demand for communications service. Conventionally meas
ured TFP growth is decomposed into contributions from aggregate demand, price
cost margin, relative factor price, direct and indirect technological progress and
R&D investment to TFP growth.

Table 8.3. US Gross Domestic Product GrowthSources

Average 1948-73 1973-90 1990-95 1995-99
1948-99

Outputs

Gross domestic product 3.46 3.99 2.86 2.36 4.08
Contributionof informationtechnology 0.40 0.20 0.46 0.57 1.18
Computers 0.12 0.04 0.16 0.18 0.36
Software 0.08 0.02 0.09 0.15 0.39
Communicationsequipment 0.10 0.08 0.10 0.10 0.17
Information technologyservices 0.10 0.06 0.10 0.15 0.25

Contribution of non-ICT 3.06 3.79 2.40 1.79 2.91
Contributionof non-ICT investment 0.72 1.06 0.34 0.23 0.83
Contribution of non-ICT consumption 2.34 2.73 2.06 1.56 2.08

Inputs

Gross domestic income 2.84 3.07 2.61 2.13 3.33
Contribution of ICT capital services 0.34 0.16 0.40 0.48 0.99

Computers 0.15 0.04 0.20 0.22 0.55
Software 0.07 0.02 0.08 0.16 0.29
Communications equipment 0.11 0.10 0.12 0.10 0.14

Contribution ofnon-ICT capital services 1.36 1.77 1.05 0.61 1.07
Contribution of labor services 1.14 1.13 1.16 1.03 1.27

Total factor productivity 0.61 0.92 0.25 0.24 0.75

Note. Average annual growth rates. The contribution of an output or input is the rate of
growth, multiplied by the value share. Special access lines are used by business customers.
Source: Jorgenson (2001)

Table 8.4 shows positive telecommunications industry TFP growth since 1938.
However, from 1975 to 1983 TFP growth is higher than the preceding period, with
an average annual TFP growth of 5.3% p.a . TFP growth declined post-divestiture
(1985-1987). Following the method of Nadiri and Prucha (1990), TFP growth is
decomposed into the component effects of direct technical change, marginal cost
pricing departure and scale. The scale effect is further decomposed into : demand,

5 Jorgenson et al. (1987), Crandall (1991) and Nadiri and Nandi (1999) report similar re
sults.
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factor price, quasi-fixed factor, (indirect) technology on scale, and cost elasticity
and markup effects. Decomposed average elasticity magnitudes are summarized in
Row 3 through Row 11. The estimates clearly indicate the rate of technological
change is critical in accounting for approximately 50% of TFP growth. However,
this contribution declines substantially post-divestiture. The mark-up contribution
to TFP growth arises from the non-marginal cost pricing of telecommunications
services . This effect is insubstantial prior to the mid-1970s, but subsequently in
creased and represents more than 50% of measured TFP growth since 1975. The
primary source of this increased impact is through an increased mark-up in toll
service that prevailed until end-1980s . Although the introduction of competition to
toll service markets substantially reduced prices since the early-1980s, a more
rapid decline in the incremental cost of toll services due to technological progress
caused the toll service mark-up to increase post-divestiture.

Table 8.4. US Telecommunicationlndustry Decomposition ofTFP Growth 1938-1987

1938-44 1945-54 1955-64 1965-74 1975-831985-87 Average

TFP 3.809 2.201 3.845 4.736 5.351 2.401 3.874
Directtechnical change effect 1.813 2.381 2.438 2.471 1.745 0.382 2.061
Markup effect 0.911 -0.444 0.607 1.336 2.500 1.495 0.987
Scaleeffect 1.085 0.264 0.799 0.929 1.105 0.524 0.827

Sourceof ScaleEffect
Exogenous demand 1.071 0.190 0.943 0.705 0.763 0.728 0.713
Factorprice -0.095 -0.067 -0.133 -0.108 -0.032 0.130 -0.074
Capital adjustment 0.046 0.024 0.046 0.050 0.048 0.009 0.040
R&Dcapitaladjustment 0.087 0.001 -0.001 0.004 0.021 0.061 0.021
lndirecttechnical change 0.015 0.076 0.208 0.190 0.201 0.040 0.158
Residual scaleeffect -0.179 0.040 -0.263 0.088 0.104 -0.444 -0.061

Note. TFP is average annual growth. Source: Nadiri and Nandi (1999)

The contribution of scale economies to TFP growth for the sample period and
selected sub-periods are reported in Row 5 of Table 8.4. The scale effect accounts
for approximately 26% of measured TFP growth for 1938-1944, followed by a de
cline during the period in 1945-1954. However, since 1955 the effect accounts for
25% of TFP. The scale effect component magnitudes are also reported in Ta
ble 8.4 (Row 7 through Row 12). Sector TFP growth is principally stimulated due
to a shift in production function that result from the rapid growth of leT stocks,
and an indirect technological progress effect. The indirect effect arises from pro
ductivity growth leading to reduction in telecommunications service prices that, in
turn, stimulate demand and generate scale effects that increases the (traditionally
measured) productivity growth . Even though telecommunications use is usually
price inelastic, price decline does increase network subscription, and so aggregate
demand . As the model allows for both cost and demand impacts on TFP growth, it
is capable of capturing any change in aggregate demand as apart of the scale ef
fect. Telecommunications demand mayaiso increase due to macroeconomic vari
ables such as population and income. On average, changes in aggregate demand
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accounts for 8%-30% of TFP growth (Row 7). For the entire sampie, the average
per annum contribution of exogenous demand to TFP growth is 0.71 %. Further,
the reported scale elasticity effects indicate that US telecommunications experi
enced increasing returns to scale, except for the early sampie period .

Dynamic Aspects

Rapid innovation in ICT, increasing telecommunications sector productivity
growth and subsequent ICT equipment and service price decline led to substantial
change in the structure of production across the US economy. Modern telecom
munications playadual role in influencing economy-wide production processes.
For instance , telecommunication equipment and services are production inputs,
and are endogenous to firms . Alternatively, the telecommunications network is
part of the national infrastructure, i.e., exogenously available to industry, and in
creases firm productive efficiency. As such, telecommunications infrastructure as
sists industry to increase operational efficiency by facilitating coordination among
producers and by allowing intra- and inter-corporate information flows to occur in
a cost-efficient manner. Telecommunications networks are also a support infra
structure to access and utilize new ICT. This exogenously provided network infra
structure is developed on the basis of private and public firm investment deci
sions."

As production inputs, telecommunications services are potentially substitutes
for labor, materials and non-ICT capital. For instance, within the services sector
telecommunication services are elose substitutes for information-handling labor.
As such, their intensity of use of services within the sector has increased substan
tially. However, with advanced telecommunication networks and efficient com
puters, manufacturers are also using more telecommunications services in produc
tion. That is, telecommunication equipment and services together with other ICT
capital (e.g ., computers) are facilitating improved inventory and human resource
management, decision-making based on instant market data and supply chain con
trol. Antonelli (1990), Cronin et al. (1991), Cronin et al. (1993) and Cronin et al.
(1997) examine the substitution and complementarity of telecommunications in
puts among other inputs in production by industry. They find telecommunications
service is often a substitute for labor and material inputs, and complementary with
capital. Antonelli (1990) observed a rising demand for telecommunications ser
vices in ltalian manufacturing and examined the reasons behind this growth in
demand. By differentiating capital input according to their information and non
information components, he finds that telecommunication services are highly
complementary with the use of ICT capital.

Cronin et al. (1993) and Cronin et al. (1997) estimate sector average Allen elas
ticity of substitution among capital, labor, materials and telecommunications far
the US economy. They report a positive (13.01) te1ecommunications substitution

6 US telecommunications infrastructure is primarily private sector funded and owned.
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elasticity with capital, a negative elasticity (-0.15) for labor, and a positive elastic
ity (0.07) for materials. They also observe falling telecommunications price and a
high substitution elasticity are associated with substantial change to the input mix
of other industry, viz., increased telecommunications service use. Based on US in
put-output tables (Bureau of Economic Analysis, Department of Commerce), Cro
nin et al. (1997) infer telecommunications use intensity by industry, and show for
1963 to 1991, that telecommunications service consumption per dollar output in
creased at 4.3% p.a., whereas labor, capital, material grew by -0.5% p.a., 1.3% p.a.
and -0.1% p.a ., respectively. They also report that the average industry used
US$ 0.62 of telecommunication service to produce US$ 100 of output in 1987
compared to US$ 0.27 to produce the same output in 1965.7 Further, they report
some sectors are more intense in their telecommunications service use, e.g. , fi
nance, insurance, and wholesale and retail. 8 As these industries are relatively
information-intensive the marginal benefit from increasing telecommunications
use is high . Using an input-output approach, Cronin et al. (1993) and Cronin et al.
(1997) also estimate the telecommunications-induced resource savings for 1963 to
1991, and report a benefit of US$ 134.4 billion for the economy due to moderniza
tion of the telecommunications system,? Further, this study finds the average
elasticity of demand of labor for telecommunications infrastructure is negative (
0.0147), while that for capital is positive (0.002).10

Spillover or Network Effect Measurement

Rapid telecommunications sector technological progress impacts on firm pro duc
tivity through improved service quality and service price reduction. Service price
reductions encourage substitution of telecommunication services for other inputs
and in doing so reduce production costs. Also, a spillover or network effect arises
as the telecommunications network comprises part of the national infrastructure.
Network effects allow producers to increase output with the same input levels.
Such effects are more important with increases in the information intensity of pro
duction. Leff (1984) argues network expansion generates cost saving by lowering
search costs (and so increasing arbitrage opportunity), improving price distribution
information and in diffusing of key technological innovations. Stiroh (2001) ex
amines US manufacturing TFP growth in considering the TFP growth-ICT con
sumption nexus. The study reports a positive correlation between accelerated labor
productivity across industry with ICT use (which includes both ICT and services) .

7 Projecting these findings, an average industry is currently using more than US$ 1 worth
of telecommunications services to produce US$ 100of output.

8 According to Cronin et al. (1997) these industries on average spend at least US$ 1 on
telecommunications input for production of US$ 100 worth of output.

9 Savings are ofprimary inputs only.
10 Since the share of telecommunications expenditure in total cost is small for any industry,

the measuredelasticity is small.
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However, the study is unable to identify whether this outcome reflects higher TFP
growth or ICT equipment deepening."

New growth theory explicitly recognizes the contribution of human capital to
economic growth (Mankiw et al. 1992). In particular, it is emphasized that human
capital is more productive when interacting with the stock of knowledge. Röller
and Waverman (1996) note that expansion and modemization of communications
infrastructure has a similar impact to increased innovation in that it is formally
represented by a production function shift. Further, telecommunications networks
generate a consumption effect through the value subscribers place on the size of
the subscriber base connected to the network. That is, as subscribers have access
to larger a subscriber network the value of subscription is increased. As network
subscription benefits are common to subscribers, access exhibits public good
characteristics . Also, network use by a subscriber does not diminish such benefit
(in the absence of network congestion) . Thus, while the network is a public good
its use by an individual is as a private good. Additionally, with expansion and
modemization , the introduction of new products is facilitated . Accordingly, the
utility received from telecommunications service consumption increases (with
prices fixed) as the ability to exchange information and knowledge among users is
enhanced.

To sum, similar to service provided by public infrastructure, telecommunica
tions infrastructure can be treated as an unpaid input in an industry production
process (Aschauer 1989; Munell 1992). That is, telecommunications infrastructure
is exogenously given to firms and is independent of industry outputs. Conversely,
individual telecommunications service use (with private good characteristics) is
considered a utility increasing argument. Thus, in general equilibrium telecornmu
nications network infrastructure reduces cost to production and increases con
sumer demand for services.

Measurement of Infrastructure Investment Benefit

Nadiri and Nandi (2003) model the effects of telecommunications network infra
structure and the publicly-financed infrastructure capital on the cost structure of
34 US industries. The model is estimated using time-series data for the period
1950-1990. Such infrastructure benefits are in addition to direct benefit from ser
vice use. Write industry cost functions as:

(8.1)

where q denotes the vector of input prices for labor (L), private capital (K) and
material (M) . Y is output, T is an index representing disembodied technical
change, SI is the service flow from telecommunications infrastructure and S: the

II Importantly, Stiroh (2001) studies the role oflCT as an input and ignores the role of the
ICT network as information infrastructure influencing TFP growth.
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public infrastructure service flOW. 12 Fees paid for telecommunications services by
industry are included in materials payments.P While there are no market prices for
the externality effect of infrastructure their shadow prices (or willingness-to-pay)
can be determined. The shadow values for SI and Sz are measured by the potential
cost savings from a decline in variable costs and indirectly capture the network ef
fect of telecommunications infrastructure.

The marginal benefit of infrastructure by industry are:

i =1,2 (8.2)

and show an increase in any infrastructure result in a saving of US'. of total pro

duction cost. These cost reductions are the marginal benefit derived from infra
structure SI and Sz in an industry. Thus , aggregate marginal benefit is obtained by
summing the marginal benefits received by industry (SMBS I ) . Sirnilar estimates of
the aggregate marginal benefit from public infrastructure are denoted 5MBS2. 14

Further, the average cost elasticity ('lesl ) for Sb excluding telecommunications

industry, are shown in Table 8.5. Colurnn 2 shows an increase in telecommunica
tions capital reduces manufacturing and non-manufacturing industry costs . The
cost elasticity ('lesl ) magnitudes vary considerably by industry. With these esti

mates and Eq, 8.2, the marginal benefit from telecommunications infrastructure
capital by industry is calculated. The calculations show the cost reduction experi
enced or average marginal benefit (MB) in real terms , i.e., in terms of the change
in materials price, by industry in Table 8.5 (Column 6). The benefits indicate an
industry willingness to pay for an additional unit of telecommunications infra
structure services. The estimated marginal benefits by industry are positive how
ever, their magnitudes vary considerably. Low marginal benefits are observed,
e.g., in Metal Mining, Coal Mining and Non-metallic Mining. Magnitudes are
higher for Trade, and Finance, Insurance and Real Estate. These high MB values
reflect the relatively high industry information intensity. Colurnn 3 through Col
umn 5 of Table 8.5 report the average input demand elasticity for labor, private
capital stock and material inputs. The signs of labor and material input elasticity
are negative suggesting substitution with telecommunications infrastructure. Al
ternatively, the physical capital elasticity suggests a complementary relationship
between SI and traditional capital. In general, telecommunications investment is

12 SI and S2 are derived by multiplying an infrastructure stock by its utilization. Due to
available data, industryutilization rates captureutilization of public and telecommunica
tion infrastructure even thoughinput-specific utilization rates are the moreappropriate.

13 It is implicitly assumed that demand for private inputs fully adjusts to their cost
minimizing levelswithinaperiod.

14 Parameter estimates are available fromthe authors.
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labor- and materials-saving and capital using in most industries."
An increase in the telecommunications infrastructure raises the production effi

ciency of other industry, and so national productivity. To estimate the contribution
of telecommunications infrastructure to the economy industry level estimates are
aggregated. The average cost elasticity, social marginal benefits and the net rate of
return to telecommunications infrastructure are shown in Table 8.6. The average
aggregate elasticity of cost with respect to the telecommunications infrastructure
(1]csI ) is -0.0091. This estimate suggests apercent increase in telecommunications

capital reduces aggregate costs by approximately 0.01%. The net rate of return to
the telecommunications infrastructure capital is calculated by:

(8.3)

where L!Je! IJSI is the sum of industry marginal benefit, PSI is the acquisition

price and 8 is the rate of telecommunications infrastructure depreciation. Apply
ing Eq . 8.3, the net rate of return to this capital is estimated. Table 8.6 also shows
the values of the sum of industry marginal benefit (SMBS1) . The magnitude of
5MBS1 suggests an average marginal benefit from telecommunications infrastruc
ture to the national economy of 0.15 % p.a.. 5MBS1 values rose since the 1950s,
and had a value of 0.35 at 1991. The average gross value of SI (GRRS1) is 0.26%,

while the average net return (NRRS1) is 0.17 . Both GRRS1 and NRRS1 consistently
increased through time . In 1991 they are 0.33 and 0.24, respectively, and suggest a
substantial social rate of return to the telecommunications infrastructure. The total
rate of return, consisting of direct payments received by the telecommunications
firms from industry and the social rate of return on telecommunications infrastruc
ture, is even greater.

Finally, the aggregate elasticity of labor, capital and materials for telecommu
nications infrastructure are shown in Table 8.6 (panel B). The average elasticity of
labor (1]LSI) is -0.0057, while that for material (1]MSI ) is negative but larger, i.e. , -

0.0147. The capital elasticity (1]KSI) is positive but smaller at 0.002. These elastic

ity estimates suggest telecommunications infrastructure is mostly material saving.
On average, apercent increase in SI generates a saving of 0.6% in labor, but in

creases demand for capital by 0.2% p.a.. Allowing the level of output to vary in
response to reduced costs from increases in SI ' the demand for other production

inputs is affected, since the more output generates demand for other inputs. This
output expansion effect on input demand is addressed. Input elasticity estimates,
including the output expansion and substitution (or complementary) effects, are
shown in Table 8.6 (Panel C). The estimates indicate telecommunications infra
structure increases labor and traditional capital demand, while it is material sav-

15 As firm-specific telecommunications equipment and service expenditure is incorporated
in material cost, the elasticity of substitution between telecommunications as traditional
input (for which industry pays)and other inputscannotbe estimated.
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ing. That is, the net effect on the production structure of the economy is biased
against material and increases demand for labor and capital.

Table 8.5. US Telecommunications Infrastructure Demand Elasticities by Industry

Industry llcsl llLSl llKsl llMsl MBSI(%)

Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries -0.0104 -0.0062 0.0005 -0.0152 0.0072
Metal Mining -0.0116 -0.0074 -0.0047 -0.0171 0.0003
Coal Mining -0.0108 -0.0080 0.0001 -0.0170 0.0007
Crude Petroleum and Natural Gas -0.0093 -0.0031 -0.0056 -0.0165 0.0028
Nonmetallic Mineral Mining -0.0119 -0.0081 -0.0044 -0.0175 0.0004
Construction -0.0091 -0.0061 0.0128 -0.0141 0.0120
Food and Kindred Products -0.0100 -0.0027 0.0149 -0.0135 0.0088
Tobacco Manufactures -0.0119 -0.0032 -0.0038 -0.0162 0.0006
Textile Mill products -0.0111 -0.0045 0.0135 -0.0147 0.0023
Apparel and Other Textile Products -0.0108 -0.0072 0.0241 -0.0150 0.0022
Lumber and Wood Products -0.0122 -0.0084 0.0166 -0.0165 0.0021
Fumiture and Fixtures -0.0115 -0.0082 0.0105 -0.0162 0.0010
Paper and Allied Products -0.0103 -0.0059 0.0022 -0.0148 0.0027
Printing and Publishing -0.0102 -0.0073 0.0050 -0.0155 0.0029
Chemieals and Allied Products -0.0100 -0.0045 -0.0016 -0.0145 0.0045
Petroleum Refining -0.0090 0.0110 0.0155 -0.0122 0.0036
Rubber and Plastic Products -0.0102 -0.0067 0.0217 -0.0146 0.0028
Leather and Leather Products -0.0115 -0.0080 -0.0007 -0.0160 0.0005
Stone, Clay and Glass Products -0.0102 -0.0070 0.0030 -0.0155 0.0016
Primary Metals - 0.0081 -0.0022 0.0132 -0.0119 0.0042
Fabricated Metal Products -0.0101 -0.0066 0.0058 -0.0149 0.0030
Machinery, Except Electrical -0.0085 -0.0052 0.0078 -0.0135 0.0047
Electrical Machinery -0.0097 -0.0065 0.0067 -0.0147 0.0038
Motor Vehicles -0.0095 -0.0038 0.0103 -0.0134 0.0046
Other Transportation Equipment -0.0102 -0.0073 0.1605 -0.0150 0.0034
Instruments -0.0088 -0.0060 0.0049 -0.0146 0.0019
Miscellaneous Manufacturing -0.0114 -0.0079 0.0069 -0.0160 0.0010
Transportation and Warehousing -0.0099 -0.0073 0.0012 -0.0165 0.0067
Electric Utilities -0.0104 -0.0049 -0.0063 -0.0177 0.0033
Gas Utilities -0.0098 -0.0006 -0.0019 -0.0141 0.0019
Trade -0.0078 -0.0057 0.0033 -0.0167 0.0181
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate -0.0087 -0.0057 -0.0029 -0.0169 0.0136
Other Services -0.0085 -0.0061 -0.0009 -0.0168 0.0196
Govemment Enterprises -0.0107 -0.0078 -0.0030 -0.0177 0.0023

Note. Mean values: 1950-1991. Source: Nadiri and Nandi (2003)
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Table 8.6. Telecommunications Capital Elasticity and Averages

llcsl
-0.0091

llLSl

-0.0057

'i'iLS1

0.0019

Panel A

5MBS 1 GNRRS 1

0.1514 0.2571

Panel B

llKsl
0.0020

Panel C

'i'iKSI

0.0062

NRRS 1

0.1713

llMSI

-0.0147

'i'iMSI

-0.0031

Source: Nadiri and Nandi (2003)

Conclusion

leT contributes to output and productivity growth. There is also evidence that
with the recent revolution in telecommunications technology and service innova
tion that modern telecommunications can contribute to the economic growth of
developing countries. This study examines dynamic factors behind the increasing
contribution of telecommunications. With industry data, the trend in productivity
growth for the US telecommunications industry, sources of this growth and how it
contributes economy-wide through spillovers are analyzed. Even though the exis
tence of spillover effects for telecommunications infrastructure is accepted it is
measured here. This study develops a method to evaluate telecommunications
network effects for US industry. The results suggest industry benefits from net
work effects, especially service industries that are more information intensive. At
an aggregate level, the estimated annual marginal benefit to the national economy
is 15%. The estimate suggests a high social rate of return to the telecommunica
tions infrastructure. The impact of the increasing use of telecommunications net
works on the demand for traditional inputs is also calculated. Without allowing for
output expansion effects, negative impacts on demand for labor and material in
puts, and a positive effect on capital demand are found. When output expansion
effect is allowed the net effect on demand for both labor and capital is positive,
suggesting that on the whole expansion and improvement in telecommunications
network do not lead to technological unemployment.
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9 Korean Wireless Data Communication Markets
and Consumer Technology

Sang-Kyu Byun, Jongsu Lee, Jeong-Dong Lee and Jiwoon Ahn

Introduction

At the end of the zo"century the focus of communication service markets shifted
from voice to data. Simultaneously, wireless communication became mobile,
spreading globally, and produced an immense economic impact, with external ef
fects impacting on related industry. However, voice service provider revenues de
clined due to a slowdown in subscription growth and falls in calling charges. Ser
vice providers have offered data services based on the mobile communication
networks as an alternative (mobile Internet). However, the traditional economic
framework is not applicable to this mobile Internet environment since both the
volume of data traffic and revenues are slight, as is the rate of increase. Moreover,
new wireless technology such as wireless LAN and Bluetooth are developed to
further threaten ineumbents. Accordingly, uncertainty about the returns to enor
mous investments in the communications facilities has increased. Further, within
the mobile communications industry, the relative importance of data communica
tion as opposed to voice is growing.

This study forecasts the pattern of wireless data communication (WDC) ser
vices and proposes effective strategy for service providers and efficient national
economic poliey. For this purpose the main characteristics of WDC technology
and services are identified, and used to estimate consumer preference for attrib
utes, and so enable prediction of likely communication service market evolution.
The chapter describes mobile Internet and wireless LAN services, and discusses
recent market trends. Common and competing technology used by these services
is also discussed. Conjoint analysis design and empirical application are then de
tailed, and estimation results are presented and analyzed. Finally, conclusions are
drawn and policy implications made.

Wireless Data Communication

Several WDC technologies, including the mobile Internet, use mobile communica
tion networks. Wireless LAN offers last-mile service, in the last step of asymmet
ric digital subscriber line (ADSL) service, while Bluetooth is designed for use for
very short-range wireless data exchange . Other WDC technologies are high-speed
mobile Internet, broadband wireless loeal loop, trunked radio system and tele
phaser. Of these technologies, service providers regard mobile Internet, wireless

R. Cooper et al. (eds.), Frontiers of Broadband, Electronic and Mobile Commerce
© Physica-Verlag Heidelberg 2004
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phaser. Of these technologies, service providers regard mobile Internet, wireless
LAN and Bluetooth as the most likely to succeed. This assessment is based on
market demand prospects, size of supporting equipment base, spillover to other
industry and data transmission efficiency. Mobile communication networks pro
vide the basis for mobile Internet service as it has both a wide customer base and
industry penetration. In the early stage of analog technology diffusion, service
providers offered voice calling and basic data communication service, such as e
mail and SMS. Introduction of WAPIME and virtual machine began the era of
mobile Internet. Since 2002, service providers have offered 2.5G (GPRS and
CDMA2000 l x) services. Recently, commercial 3G services have been launched,
to introduce packet systems and improve transmission speed. 3G systems include
lxEV-DO and W-CDMA. Some regions are now provided with color-multimedia
WDC service. Meanwhile, wireless LAN transmits and receives data with network
interface and LAN cards by setting up ADSL access points (APs). The standardi
zation of wireless LAN has progressed rapidly, leading to rapid wireless-LAN
market growth. The IEEE 802 series, in particular, is in a superior position to the
European HyperLAN in the global market through its Wi-Fi recognition interop
erability between wireless-LAN products. 802.11b leads the market in 2.4GHz
ISM (information, science and medical) band, and competition between 802.11a
and HiperLAN2 is predicted to unveil itself in the 5 GHz ISM band.

Mobile Internet and Wireless LAN Market Trends

Mobile communication subscribers provide the base market demand for mobile
Internet as mobile Internet service is provided through mobile communication
networks and handsets. At end-2002, global mobile telephony subscription at
tained 1,136 million subscribers and 494 million of these subscribers use mobile
Internet. Predictions are that by 2007, when service providers are actively offering
3G service, 1,203 million subscribers or 63 % of mobile telephone subscribers will
use mobile Internet. However, current mobile Internet services revenue is only
US$ 22 billion or 6.7% of mobile communication revenue. Average revenue per
user (ARPU) is US$ 53 or 18.3% of mobile service ARPU, and is low compared
to registered customers.

Wireless LAN service started as private networks, but soon commercial public
wireless LAN service became available through the increased use of ADSL. In
creased compatibility with other systems, equipment price reduction and stan
dardization also contributed to rapid wireless LAN diffusion. Public service wire
less LAN systems prevail in the US (T-mobile Broadband, Wayport and WiFi
Metro), Japan (MIS, NTT Communications and Soft-Bank), and the European Un
ion (Telia in Sweden, Sonera in Finland and British Telecom in the UK). These
systems focus on the expansion of hot spots'. Gartner Dataquest forecast that the

! A hot spot is an areawhere a service provider has set up an AP, typically crowded places
suchas fast-food restaurants, cafes, railway stations anduniversities.
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wireless LAN equipment sales will increase from 15.47 million units (US$ 2,120
million) to 73.32 million units (US$ 3.940 million) (Gartner Dataquest 2002).

Korean mobile Internet was introduced in 1998. 29.085 million persons have
since subscribed, and diffusion reached 89.8% of cellular subscription at end
2002. However, only 45.4% of mobile Internet subscribers use the service once
per month, and generate only 8.4% of mobile communication revenue. Public
wireless LAN commercial service commenced operation in September 2001. At
end-2002, 100,000 customers used the service, which is small compared to that of
mobile Internet subscription. KT (Korea Telecom) is the main provider with an
86% market penetration. Other service providers entered the market to compete
with KT. KT has constructed 8000 hot spots at end-2002, and is planning to set up
930,000 APs by a further investment of 301,300 million won. In general, an in
crease of 58.3% per annum is predicted, with an expected 1,570,000 customers by
2007.

Table 9.1. Forecast Subscription to Korean Public Wireless LAN Service (thousand)

Year 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Compound Growth

Subscribe 100 322 631 993 1,358 1,572 58.3% p.a.

Source. Data: Wireless Industry Research Team, ETRI (2002)

WDC Service Business Structure

Demand for public wireless LAN service increased rapidly due to the expansion of
the ADSL user base and the market for WDC, making the relationship between
wireless LAN and existing mobile Internet an issue of policy concern. Early in
wireless LAN development it was believed that mobile Internet and wireless LAN
would constitute separate markets because of the technologies used. Public wire
less LAN service subscription remains much smaller than that of mobile Internet,
and little use is made of dual handsets that provide access to WDC services, re
sulting in little competition. Currently, 73% of PCs are equipped with a wireless
LAN card, and 78% of notebook PC's and PDAs are forecast to have similar cards
by 2007. At that time it is expected that competition with mobile Internet will
start. As wireless LAN service and dual handsets diffuse, competition between 3G
mobile Internet and wireless LAN will intensify. Such competition will fall heav
ily on mobile Internet service providers.

Characteristics of mobile Internet and wireless LAN services, however, might
create complementarities. That is, a dual handset owner might use a location based
service to watch news when outside a hot spot and switch to acquire this content
through wireless LAN when inside. Wireless LAN users obtain service without re
striction by location, and mobile Internet users obtain reduced charges. Therefore,
subscribers to both services gain utility due to service fusion. Such fusion is likely
to continue through provider cooperation since the required investment is enor
mous at early stages of network deployment. Actually, Korean service providers
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attempt to offer synthetic services , though the form of synthesis between mobile
Internet and wireless LAN is rather elementary. KT, the wire-line leader and sec
ond provider of mobile telecommunications, is purchasing synthetic public wire
less LAN products and CDMA2000 lxEV-DO. Further, SKT the leading mobile
telecommunication provider, and Hanaro the ADSL service provider also have
plans to synthesize services with LG Telecom (largest 3G provider) .

Competitive WDC Factors

Mobile Internet and wireless LAN have a large potential consumer base. This cus
tomer base is large because of the diffusion of handsets containing a browser
based on mobile Internet such as WAPIMElBrew, and functions for short message
service and multimedia messaging service.? Marginal user costs are small since
providers offer mobile Internet as a voice complementary service, and most cus
tomers purchase handsets for voice communication. Wireless LAN service poten
tial is large because ADSL subscribers are potential wireless LAN custorners .'
ADSL is readily available and additional customer utility is obtained by accessing
the Internet at hot spots.' Customer entry costs are small as only a LAN card (or
rental fee) and service base rate need to be paid for.

Additionally, both classes of service providers are confronted with rapid change
in their market environment. ADSL providers offer wireless LAN service and mo
bile carriers provide mobile Internet service . Typically, wireless LAN providers
face a stagnant market for the existing ADSL, and decreased profit due to mobile
Internet carrier entry. Mobile Internet carriers, in turn face gradually declining
ARPU from voice service.' Accordingly, carriers in seeking new profit sources
consider WDC a potential source, and so are investing in mobile Internet and
wireless LAN . Finally, both services have common technology characteristics,
such as relatively high speed, improved compatibility due to common technology
standards, completion of equipment systems, continuous R&D investment and
demand creation for WDC services . At least 400 million handsets, the main com
ponent of mobile Internet equipment, are made annually , and wireless LAN
equipment provides another 15 million units. Completion of supply systems serves
as a principal factor behind service diffusion.

2 WAP and ME are mobile Internet browsers, and Brewis a mobile Internet platform.
3 At end-2002, 26.27 million Korean subscribers use ADSLservice-55.I% of the popula

tion.
4 Providers of high-speedInternet offer service by ADSL, VDSL, cable modemand satel

lite LAN.
5 Voice ARPU decreased globally due to reduction in calling charges and market stagna

tion. Korean ARPU fell from34,952won to 31,733 won, a 9% fall from2001 to 2002.
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Table 9.2. Mobile-Internetand Wireless LANCompetitive Features

W-LAN M-Internet

Consumer ADSL Mobile

Provider ADSL/ wire-line provider Carrier

Market Voiceby ADSL Mobilevoice

Advantage Content/ speed/ price system Mobility

Equipment Notebook PC / PDA Handset / PDA

Service Earlystage Earlystage

Investment Small Large

Technology 802.11b-+802.11g-+802.11a 20-+2.50/30

Entrycost LANcard Browser /Base rate

Common factors

Largebase

Declining profit

Sufficient diffusion

Small

Competition by Service Characteristics

A source of competitive advantage mobile Internet provides is mobility. This
technology allows seamless transmission of data irrespeetive of loeation due to ex
tensive network coverage. Mobile networks eonsist of hexagonal eells with a base
station at the center. Networks have a handoff funetion that makes eontinuous
connection possible by transferring information to other base stations as users
move between cells . Conversely, wireless LAN does not have a handoff funetion ,
and users obtain LAN service only at APs. Further, users eannot aeeess LAN ser
vices hot spots when movement is rapid . Quality is another souree of eompetitive
advantage for mobile Internet. Mobile Internet providers exclusively use fre
queney bands that Government assigns . Wireless LAN uses the ISM band gratis,
leading to service QoS deterioration, e.g., jamming, noise and breaks due to radio
interference between wireless LAN or other equipment. However, wireless LAN
has an advantage related to transmission speed . The maximum speed of 802.11b is
11 Mbps within 2.4GHz band and 802.11g is over 20 Mbps . Further, the maxi
mum speed 802.11a ean obtain in the 5GHz band in the future reaehes 54 Mbps.
Mobile Internet has a maximum speed of 2.4 Mbps only for latest teehnology
CDMA2000 lxEV-DO, and the expeeted maximum speed of lxEV-DO, the tech
nology of the future, is at most 2.4 Mbps to 5.2 Mbps. Further, mobile Internet us
ers with large displays ean assess many Internet features as wireless LAN corn
plements ADSL. Mobile Internet users face restrietions including small display
and an awkward input apparatus. Currently, 95% of mobile Internet subscribers
use handsets that limit eontent access. Another mobile Internet advantage is low
price and a flexible pricing system. Wireless LAN pricing systems are based on a
monthly flat system, while mobile Internet pricing is usually metered. In Korea,
existing ADSL users can aeeess wireless LAN services by making an additional
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fixed monthly payment of 16,000 won to 20,000 won. Should consumers not be
ADSL subscribers, they can obtain service by paying an additional 25,000 won /
month. Alternatively, mobile Internet operators have a circuit pricing system
based on time, and a packet pricing system based on data download. The charge is
16 won to 17 won / 10 seconds for the circuit pricing system, while the charge in
the packet pricing system is 1.3 won to 6.5 won / packet." When a user downloads
a video clip of 2.3Mbs through mobile Internet, 5,980 won must be paid at the
minimum price, making mobile Internet access the more expensive. Moreover,
consumers gain higher utility from the monthly flat system as they obtain addi
tional utility from unlimited use without extra payment. Such pricing strengthens
the competitive position of wireless LAN.

Conjoint Design and WDC Competitive Advantage

This study analyzes patterns of WDC development and changes to market struc
ture through service provider market power. An outcome of this analysis is identi
fication of market strategy and estimates of macroeconomic impact. Collecting re
vealed preference data for analysis is not feasible since the WDC services market
is too early in its development to allow sufficient time series for estimation. Fur
ther, service providers are reluctant to reveal commercially sensitive information.
The WDC service market is distinguished by the rapid development of content in
an intensely competitive environment. As such revealed preference sales data
readily indemnifies most preferred products, however, information on the part
worth product attributes is not so readily obtained. Accordingly, astated prefer
ence approach is undertaken. The conjoint approach of Green and Srinivasan
(1978) has been applied to communications (Batt and Katz 1997) , transportation
(Hensher 1994; Calfee et al. 2001), environmental studies (Roe et al. 1996; Alva 
rez-Farizo and Hanley 2002) and medical care (Slothuus et al. 2002).

Sampie Design

The sampie is drawn based on the distribution of mobile communication subscrip
tion by gender, age and residence. Table 9.3 presents the sampie design. 252 re
spondents are male (50.3%). The age distribution is: 30.1% (151) are 15-19 years,
30.5% (153) are 20-24, 29.3 % (147) are 25-29 and 10% (50) are aged over 30
years. Questionnaires are completed by residents of Seoul and its satellites. Seoul
is allocated 400 respondents, and both satellites are allocated 50 respondents. 374
respondents (74 .7%) have experience using mobile Internet, and 430 respondents
(85.8%) use the ADSL service. 313 respondents (62.5%) use wireless LAN ser
vice . Clearly, this group of respondents is interested in communication service.

6 In Korea, a packet is 512kbytes.
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Table 9.3. SampleDesign

Designfeature

Population

Period

Samplesize

Sampling method

Datacollection method

Sampleerror

Details

Seoul, Ilsanand Bundang mobile telephone subscribers

August 26 to September 30, 2002

501 respondents

Residential location, genderand age

Interview by questionnaire

±4.4% of 95% confidence level

However, as WDC services are only emerging some bias may arise due to respon
dent lack of familiarity .

Conjoint Questionnaire

To elicit information from respondents the conjoint method uses cards listing
product attributes and so provides information on consumer preferences (see the
Appendix for sampIe cards). This information allows calculation of attribute part
worth values and willingness-to-pay (WTP) for attribute value changes can be ob
tained from parameter estimates. Estimation also allows the derivation of con
sumer valuation of alternative WDC services . Table 9.4 shows that cards contain
six attributes: mobility, content, transmission speed , price , price system and qual
ity of communication. Each attribute has levels for mobile Internet and for wire
lessLAN.

MOBILE is the ability to access mobile Internet whilst in transit. FIXED is a
communication service, such as wireless LAN that can be used only in a specified
zone. UNLIMITED means no limit on access to Internet content by the mobile
Internet users , viz., an equivalent content as provided by fixed wire Internet is
available. LIMITED is the limit on accessible Internet content due to equipment
speed . Data transmission speeds considered are 2 Mbps (IMT-2000) and 10 Mbps
(existing wireless LAN). To aid understanding, respondents are provided with in
formation on download times for different speeds, e.g., 43 minutes and 9 minutes,
to download a movie clip (650 Mbytes) . Pricing is by metered and monthly flat
systems. METERED refers to pricing based on time taken or amount of data trans
fer-the case for mobile Internet. MONTHLY FLAT is pricing by a fixed sum irre-
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spective of amount of time taken or amount of data transferred-applies to wire
less LAN and ADSL. Priee levels are 15 won / 10 seconds for mobile Internet and
1.5 won / 10 seconds-obtained by dividing the additional payment made by an
ADSL user for access to the wireless LAN services by the average access time per
month (the time unit is 10 seconds) . The base rate or entrance fee and acharge for
special contents excluded. Finally, GOOD and BAD quality levels are identified
by transmission speed, viz., GOOD seidom slows down. An orthogonal plan pro
vides 10 alternatives for the choiee experiment.

Table 9.4. QualityAttributes

Attribute

Mobility

Content

Speed

Pricingsystem

Communication quality

Price

Empirical Model

Level

Mobile I Fixed

Lirnited I Unlimited

2 Mbps I 10 Mbps

Monthly flat I Metered

Good I Bad

1.5(Won/lOs) I 15 (Won/lOs)

To analyze these survey product rank data a type-I Tobit model in whieh data are
censored from 10 above and 1 from below (Tobin 1958; Quester and Green 1982;
Amemiya 1985; Roe et al. 1996). When data are not censored the rate on alterna-

tive j given by respondent i Y~ has a monotonie relationship with utility :

where T(O is a monotone function, such that Y~ > Uij <=:} Y~ > Ui/ for any j

and 1. Let vector xij consist of attributes of alternative i . individual characteris

tics of respondent i and their interaction terms . Also let Yij be the censored rate,

Le., the rate given by the respondent i to alternative j . The model is:

(9.1)
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and

Y;j+~
if • < 1Yij -

if 1< Y~ < 10 (9.2)

if Y~ :2:10

where Eij is an error term. The corresponding log-likelihood function is:

" 1 2 (y· ·-ß'X..)2
log L = L. -- (log(21Z") + log er + IJ 2 IJ )

1<Y, <10 2 er

+I log(<1>(I- ß'xij » + I log(l- <1>(10- ß'xij »
~~ er ~~ er

(9.3)

where <1> and er are the cumulative density function of the standard normal dis

tribution and standard deviation of Eij' respectively. The first term on the right

hand side of Eq. 9.3 is the log-likelihood function of uncensored data. The remain
ing right-hand side terms are the log-likelihood for the area censored by lower
bound and upper bound, respectively. These latter bracketed terms are the point-

weight probabilities that condense the probability Y~ belonging to the censored

areas. Assuming respondent preferences are transitive allows ratings to be trans 
formed into rankings, and the ordered probit model can be applied to these data

(Zavoina and McElvey 1975). Only Yij and not Y~ is observed. Thus, numbering

the ranks from zero through nine, implies:

Eij D N(O,I) (9.4)

Yij =0

Yij = 1

Yij =2

Yij =9

where 0 < f.JI < f.J2 < ... < /1g •

if Y~ s 0

if 0 • <<», -1iI.

if liI. < Y~ ~f.J2

if Yi~:2: f.Js

(9.5)
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For simplieity, assume 110 =: °,so that the probability of reeeiving a particular

rank for an alternative is:

Prob(Yjj =: 0) =: ep(-ß'xjj)

Prob(Yij =: 1) =: ep(111 - ß'xj)-ep(-ß'xjj)

Probf y, =: 2) =: ep(112 - ß' X jj ) - ep(111 - ß' X jj ) .

Prob(Yjj =: 9) =: l-ep(,ug - ß'xij)

The eorresponding log-likelihood funetion for these probabilities is:

7

10gL =: Llogep(-ß'xij)+ L(Llog(ep(l1k - ß'xjj) -ep(l1k-l - ß 'xij)))
Yij;O k=l Yij:k

+L 10g(l- ep(l1g - ß' xij)) .
Yij=9

From both type-I tobit estimation and the ordered probit estimation, WTP for
attribute k is provided by:

WTP =: dU Idk
k su Idp

Estimation Results

dr1ldy dyldk dyldk
dr1Idy . dyIdp =: - dyIdp

(9.6)

Variables eontained in the model are deseribed in Table 9.5. Independent variables
and the interaction terms are elements of xij ' Dependent variables RATE and

RANK are the Yij in Eqs. 9.1 and 9.4, respeetively. Equation 9.1 and Eq. 9.2, and

Eq. 9.3 through Eq. 9.5 are estimated employing the empirieal speeifieation:

Yij =: ßMMOBILEj + ßcCONTENTj + ßsSPEEDj + ß psPRICES j

+ßC3oCONA30ij + ßQQUALlTYj + ßpPRICEj

+ßM30MOBA30jj + ßs30SPEA30ij + ßm oPA30jj

+ßQ3oQUAA30jj +ßP3oPR1A30jj +cij

(9.7)

where Yij is ratings data RATE for type-I tobit estimation and ranking data RANK

for ordered probit estimation . Type-I tobit and ordered probit estimation results
are provided in Table 9.6.
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Table 9.5. Variables

Description Value

RATE

RANK

MOBILE

CONTENT

SPEED

PRICES

QUALI7Y

PRICE

MOBA30 b

CONA30

SPEA30

PSA30

QUM30

PRIA30

Respondent rating = Integer, 1-10

Respondent ranking =Integer, 0-9 a

WDC service mobility = 1, if mobile; = 0, otherwise

WDC service content = 1, ifPC Internet; = 0, otherwise

Maximum data speed = 2 Mbps or 10 Mbps

Pricing scheme = I, if monthly flat; = 0, if metered

Data transmission quality = 1, if no disconnection; = 0, otherwise

Price level = 1.5 Won 110 sec or 15 Won 110 sec C

Mobility and age interaction = 1, if interaction ; = 0, otherwise

Content and age interaction = I, if interaction ; = 0, otherwise

Data speed and age interaction =I, if interaction; =0, otherwise

Price scheme and age interaction = 1, if interaction; = 0, otherwise

Data quality and age interaction = 1, if interaction ; = 0, otherwise

Price level and age interaction = 1, if interaction ; = 0, otherwise

Note. a: 0 is most preferable choice and 9 the least. b: A30 is the respondent aged at least
30 years. c: US$=1,201 Won at May 28,2003.

WTP for attributes is calculated by combining Eq. 9.6 with parameter estimates
from Eq. 9.7, e.g., sampie WTP for MOBILE is:

WTPj,MOBILE =
dYij / dMOBILE

dYjj / dPRICE
ßM + ß M 30 A30 j

ßI' +ßP30 A30 j

(9.8)

Average WTP for an attribute is the average value of sampie WTP. The part
worth of an attribute, e.g., MOBILE, in terms of respondent i utility is:

Part WorthMOBILE = IßM (1- 0) +ßM 30A30(I - 0)1 · (9.9)
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Table 9.6. Estimation Results

Variable Type-I tobit model Ordered probit model

Estimate Std. Error t-value Estimate Std. Error t-value

Constant 2.84* 0.14 20.67 2.34* 0.06 41.40

MOBILE 2.18* 0.09 23.69 -0.77* 0.03 -24.07

CONTENT 1.07* 0.09 11.62 -0.38* 0.03 -11.78

SPEED 0.07* 0.01 6.56 -0.03* 0.00 -6.79

PRICES 0.32* 0.09 3.46 -0.12* 0.03 -3.76

QUALITY 1.84* 0.09 19.92 -0.66* 0.03 -20.83

PRICE -0.07* 0.01 -10.81 0.03* 0.00 11.19

MOBA30 0.56* 0.27 2.07 -0.23* 0.10 -2.36

CONA30 -0.26 0.27 -0.94 0.09 0.10 0.97

SPEA30 -0.04 0.03 -1.50 0.02 0.01 1.52

PSA30 0.33 0.27 1.22 -0.11 0.10 -1.15

QUAA30 -0.04 0.27 -0.14 0.01 0.10 0.07

PRIA30 -0.01 0.02 -0.378 0.00 0.01 0.42

Log Likelihood -11240 Log Likelihood -10906

Business Strategy for Service Providers

Table 9.7 reports attribute part worth, importance and WTP estimates. Importance
is the share of attribute part worth to the summed attribute part worth. Both tobit
and ordered probit model estimation results reveal similar distributions on attrib
ute importance. MOBILE (32%) is most important followed by QUALITY (26%),
CONTENT (15%), PRICE (14%), SPEED (8%) and PRICES (5%). The WTP or
dering is the same. Mobile Internet is characterized by almost perfect mobility due
to base station placement nationally and hand-off technology. However, this tech-
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nology is impossible to implement for wireless LAN and will remain so when AP
and network coverage increase . This situation is likely to encourage the further
development of mobile Internet, thereby increasing its relative importance. How
ever, it remains unclear when mobile Internet will dominate wireless LAN since
this technology has a comparative advantage in content variety CONTENT, data
transmission speed SPEED and price level PRICE.

QUALITY is the next most important attribute. While improved MOBILE is
constrained, QUALITY can be improved for mobile Internet and wireless LAN
through network investment. Wireless LAN service faces QoS issues, e.g., signal
and radio interference, and decline in transmission speed as it uses the designated
ISM band. To address these wireless LAN problems, the Korean Ministry of In
formation and Communication issued the Recommendation for Operation ofWire
less LAN that requires service providers to give service set ID recognition of APs
and nominate an arbitrator for problems of frequency interference.? Further , an
other argument considers the 2.3 GHz band, current!y allocated to wireless local
loop should be reallocated for exclusive use by public wireless LAN . Conversely,
mobile communications service providers use a dedicated band that provides the
basis for superior QoS. Korean providers have focused investment on network
speed and not quality of communication. Low quality is a major source of com
plaint.

Table 9.7. WDCService PartWorth, Importance andWTPEstimates

Attribute Type-I tobitmodel Ordered probitmodel

Part worth Importance WTP Part worth Importance WTP
(percent) (Won/lOs) (percent) (Won/lOs)

MOBILE 2.24 31.9 30.37 0.79 31.6 30.37

CONTENT 1.04 14.8 14.17 0.37 14.9 14.34

SPEED 0.55 7.9 7.57 0.20 8.0 7.79

PRICES 0.35 5.0 4.71 0.13 5.1 4.91

QUALITY 1.84 26.2 24.95 0.65 26.3 25.31

PRICE 0.99 14.2 0.35 14.0

7 SSID is an identifier added to a packet header and identifies certain wireless
LAN services.
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With regard to CONTENT respondents appear willing to pay 14 won / 10 sec
onds for access to unlimited content provided by fixed wire Internet. Thus it is ex
pected that mobile Internet service is inferior to wireless LAN service in terms of
content. However, given that the MOBILE part worth is more than double that for
CONTENT, development of content based on mobility appears an effective strat
egy. In other words, demand for Internet content while mobile is much larger than
that for content variety, i.e., WTP for MOBILE is much larger than for CONTENT.
Accordingly, wireless LAN service providers should enlarge their support for con
tent providers to develop mobile Internet content. The high PR/CE part worth
suggests a relatively higher growth of wireless LAN systems when coupled with
their relatively low prices. Apart from these attributes, SPEED and PR/CES are
advantages for wireless LAN, but are effectively unimportant because of their
small WTP. Finally, WDC equipment includes handsets, PDAs and notebook PCs.
Currently handsets are used for Internet access, notebook PCs for wireless LAN
and PDAs for both . However, dual-mode equipment containing both wireless
LAN card and mobile modem is likely become popular when competition or co
operation emerges . The conjoint analysis indicates mobility is more important
than content variety. Accordingly, it is expected that handsets and PDAs will gain
superiority over notebook PCS.8 Subscribers access to content with a notebook PC
gained popularity because of its large display and calculating power, but notebook
PCs cannot satisfy the mobility need. Conversely, handsets and PDAs provide ac
cess to limited content due to display size and input device constraints, but have
excellent mobility properties.

Economic Impact

When mobile communications infrastructure is upgraded from the CDMA 2000
l x (2.50) to early 30, e.g., CDMA2000 lxEV-DO or W-CDMA, maximum data
transmission speed will increase from 144 kbps to 2 Mbps . Assuming linearity be
tween speed and WTP, the SPEED WTP for an increase from 144 kbps to 2 Mbps
is 1.76 won / 10 seconds.? For 2002, Korean mobile Internet timed use is 86,096
million seconds and should this volume be maintained, a 15.1 billion won
(US$ 12.6 million) revenue increase will result .'? However, this value is only
1.54% of the 2002 Korean mobile Internet revenue of 984 billion won (US$ 819
million) . Thus, based on the SPEED WTP estimates, system upgrade investment is

8 Wireless LAN services have advantages in pricingand speed,but mobile Internetservice
providers can improve these attributes. Conversely, it is difficult for wireless LAN pro
viders to improve their mobility due to equipment and systemcharacteristics.

9 According to Table 9.7, WTP for speed increase from 2 Mbps to 10 Mbps is 7.57 won /
10 secondsfor the tobit model.

10 Mobile Internettimeconsistsof circuit traffic (84,382millionseconds) and packet traffic
(61,679 million packets). Since packet and circuit traffic are summed assuming maxi
mum speed, total time use is caIculated at minimum levels. Timed Internet use and its
impactwill changewithprice and network improvements.
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unlikely to be justified in terms of generated revenue." When the QUALlTY WTP
are summed, approximately 25 won / 10 seconds, for 2002 mobile Internet, con
sumer welfare increases by 215 billion won (US$ 179 million) per annum or ap
proximately 22% of mobile Internet revenue . Finally, at present a metered system
operates for mobile Internet service, and a switch to a monthly flat system, based
on a WTP of 4.7 won / 10 seconds, translates to 40.5 billion won (US$ 33.7 mil
lion) per annum. This gain is additional consumer welfare derived from the free
use of mobile Internet under a flat payment system, and serves as a benchmark for
firm pricing decisions and Government regulatory policy.

Conclusion

Mobile telecommunications service providers and equipment manufacturers have
increased their global revenue by virtue of an explosion in subscription and hand
set penetration. Currently, mobile Internet is identified as a new business model
that has the potential to compensate for the recent decline in voice markets. Owing
to rapid IT evolution, several wireless data communications technologies are
emerging and they have the potential to compete with mobile Internet, an impor
tant factor behind delays in 3G and 4G investment. In this study, the core compe
tency of WDC is examined, especially for mobile Internet and wireless LAN.
Econometric estimates of the importance of technology attributes and consumer
WTP are provided. Estimation results indicate improved mobility, especially for
mobile Internet service is important to consumers . However, mobility alone can
not provide competitive advantage , as the summed WTP (or part worth) for attrib
utes other than mobility for wireless LAN exceed those for mobility. Investment
to improve QoS is revealed a more effective strategy. The analysis developed here
can be used to examine the WTP of improved wireless data transfer technology
that will overcome existing !imitations. The model identifies the competitive ad
vantage of potential subscribers' WTP, business prospects and spillover effects to
regional economies by using attribute valuations has the potential to direct tech
nology roll out by providing the engineers, entrepreneurs and Government with
more detailed information.

11 Mobile network upgrade, however, provides otherbenefits, e.g., improved efficiency of
voicetransmission and more content variety-available at higherspeed. As suchbenefits
are difficult to quantify, this study focuses on estimated WTP.
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Appendix: Sampie of Cards Used in the Survey

MOBILITY ,Mobile MOBILITY Fixed ·

CONTENT Limited CcONTENT Limited

SPEED 2 Mbps SPEED 2 Mbps

PRICES Metered PRICES Flat sum

QUALIT Y Bad QUALITY Good

PRICE 1.5(won/lOs) PRICE 15(won/lOs)
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10 WTP Analysis of Mobile Internet Demand

Paul Rappoport, Lester D. Taylor and James Alleman

Introduction

Pricing new services is a mostly trial and error process, and wireless Internet ac
cess is no exception. Additionally, judging by recent publication, wireless Internet
pricing and consumer willingness to pay (WTP) is the subject of much interest. In
particular, Maier (2002) indicates wireless Internet provider expectations have not
been met by realized market demand. Maier further argues that this disappointing
consumer response is caused by complicated service provider pricing schemes.
However, CNET News .com considers that while complex pricing is an impedi
ment to market growth, it is not the only problem, viz.

Mobile phone carriers have sold phones and services for several years that allow
subscribers to check sport scores or purchase merchandise online. But not many
have. According to various estimates, fewer than two million of the nation's 140
millioncell phoneownersdo any phone-based web surfing.... Small monochrome
screens and the chunky interfaces that make typing a web address into a keypad
challenging are partly to biarne, but pricing has also been a deterrent. Carriers
generallycharge by the minute or by the amount of data that is downloaded, sig
nificant hang-ups for people used to all-you-can-eat Web access via their horne
and work PCs [CNETNews.com 2002).

Currently, most wireless Internet provider plans price by the volume of data trans
ferred . The wireless industry has adopted a tiered pricing strategy, typically con
sisting of a fixed monthly access price, including threshold minutes or bytes
'freely' transferred, and additional charges for transfers beyond the threshold.'
From the consumers' perspective, plans with an endogenous pricing component,
either by byte or timed use makes expenditure monitoring difficult. Not surpris
ingly, consumers favor fixed rate over usage sensitive pricing plans. Accordingly,
wireless operators have responded with plans containing both limited and unlim 
ited minute buckets. Plan price ranges from US$ 10 per month for several hundred
minutes to US$ 300 for unlimited access. Industry observers believe that when
mobile Web access becomes a commodity, competition will force carriers to offer
very similar plans (News.com 2003) .

Within this context, this study examines consumers' WTP for wireless Internet
access.! In particular, the chapter provides estimates of the price elasticity of de
mand for mobile (wireless) Internet access. To do so, the analysis focuses on wire
less Internet services that are accessible via a cellular telephone or personal digital

1 See, e.g., VerizonWireless' ExpressNetwork Plans, http://www.verizonwireless.com.
2 It is assumed here that the price observed by consumers is a fixed price for an unspeci

fied bundle of bytes or minutes.

R. Cooper et al. (eds.), Frontiers of Broadband, Electronic and Mobile Commerce
© Physica-Verlag Heidelberg 2004
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assistant device (PDA) .3 Model estimation employs data obtained from an omni
bus survey, conducted in March 2003 that contains respondent WTP for wireless
Internet access information.' Apart from the elasticity estimates, the study also
finds: a threshold effect at the monthly US$ 50 price ; younger household heads
are more likely to subscribe to wireless Internet; households with Internet ac
cess--especially with broadband access-have a higher WTP for wireless Internet
access; households that have recently relocated have a higher WTP ; and house
holds with a personal communications services (PCS) telephone have a higher
WTP. The following section compares the relationship between age and income
and the market penetration of PCS (cellular) telephony, any Internet access,
broadband Internet access and PCS Internet ready telephones. Adescription of the
access/use framework, is given, and followed by the presentation a two-stage pro
bit regression model that attempts to expla in consumer WTP for wireless Internet
access . Next, price elasticity estimates for wireless Internet access are calculated
from kernel-smoothed cumulative WTP distributions. Conclusions are then given.

Descriptive Analysis

Wireless Internet access demand is the union of broadband Internet access and
PCS (or cellular) service demand. To obtain a preliminary subscriber profile for
this emerging market, the age and income distributions for subscribers are exam
ined. Figure 10.1 displays the sampie relationship between subscriber income and
PCS telephone, any Internet access, broadband Internet access and wireless Inter
net access penetrations.' Not surprisingly, service penetration rates monotonically
increase with income. Further, this group of services has above mean penetration
for subscribers with an income greater than US$ 50,000 p.a. Casual observation
suggests that the broadband market has the strongest income effect. Correspond
ing service penetration rates , as a function of age, are presented in Fig . 10.2. As
expected, penetration rates for PCS telephony and the Internet decline with age.
Wireless Internet access subscription is highest for the 21-30 age group (a point
noted by providers), and highest in the 31-40 age group for the broadband market.

3 Wireless WiFi Internet packages for access to the Internet in designated 'hot spots' are
not considered.

4 The authors acknowledge the Management Systems Group for access to their omnibus
survey. Available at: www.m-s-g.com.

5 Series are normalized at their means and expressed in termsof an index. An index value
of 100 is the average across income groups. A value of 150 means this groups penetra
tion is 50%higherthan market penetration.
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Network Subscription Choice

To consider the demand for access to a network an access/usage framework is
employed. Network subscription occurs when subscriber consumer surplus from
network use is greater than network subscription price." Let q denote network us-

age, and q(p, y) the corresponding demand for network use, conditional on a us

age price p and socio-demographic variables, e.g., income and education, y. The

consumer surplus CS from this use is

CS = fq(z ,y)dz . (10.1)

With 1t denoting the access price, subscription is realized (access is demanded)
when

CS ~ 1t ,

or equivalently in logarithms if

InCS ~ ln zr .

Perl (1983) applied this framework empirically, by assuming:?

(10.2)

(10.3)

(10.4)

where u is a random error term with distribution g(u). Consumer surplus is

given by

Ae-apyßeu
CS=------"-

a
(10.5)

With net benefits from network use and access price expressed in logarithms, the
condition for subscribing to the network is:

6 See Chapter 2 ofTaylor (1994).
7 Since its introduction by Perl in 1978 in an earlier version of his 1983 paper, this func

tion has been used extensively in the analysis oftelecommunications access demand (see,
e.g., Kridel 1988 and Taylor and Kridel 1990). The great attraction of this demand func
tion is its non-linearity in income, and an ability to handle both zero and non-zero usage
prices.
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P(ln CS ~ ln zr) == P(u ~ InJr-a +ap - ßln y) (10.6)

where a == In(A/ a). To specify a probability law for CS, which, in view of

Eq. 10.6, is reduced to the specification for the distribution of u in the use de
mand function . Assuming u is distributed normally leads to a simple probit
model. Alternatively, assuming u is logistic implies to a logit model. Empirical
studies employing both approaches abound in the literature. 8

To estimate access demand usually requires that consumer surplus from net
work use is obtained by estimating a use demand function, and then performing
integration beneath it. In the present context the procedure is reversed as informa
tion obtained from respondents in the survey are statements indicating their
maximum WTP for wireless Internet access. Such statements represent, at least in
principle, the maximum price at which a respondent will subscribe to the network.
Thus, access is realized for a WTP value that is equal or greater than the network
access price n": Conversely , no subscription will occur for any WTP less than
Jr* . Hence, implicit in the WTP distribution is an aggregate demand function, or
more precisely, penetration function, for wireless Internet access. In particular , the
function is

D(Jr) == P(WTP ~ Jr)

== 1- CDF(Jr) ,
(10.7)

where CDF(Jr) denotes the WTP cumulative distribution function . Once the WTP

CDFs are constructed, price elasticity estimates are obtained , without intervention
of the demand function, via:

EI . . ( ) d InCDF(Jr)asncity Jr == •
dlnJr

Modeling WTP for Wireless Internet Access

(10.8)

Information on WTP for wireless Internet access is collected from an omnibus na
tional survey of 3000 US households in early-March, 2003. The omnibus survey is

8 Perl (1983) and Taylor and Kridel (1990) are among eeonometrie studies that employ a
probit speeifieation. Studies using the logit framework include Train et a1. (1987) and
Bodnar et al. (1988) . Most empirieal studies of teleeommunieations aeeess demand that
employ the eonsumer-surplus framework foeus on loeal use, and so ignore the net benefit
from toll use. Hausman et a1. (1993) and Erikson et al. (1998) are exeeptions.
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a continuous random telephone survey.? Partieipants are asked either:

(a) Wh at is the most you would be willing to pay on a monthly basis for wireless
access to the Internet? or

(b) What is the highest monthly priee at which you would consider purchasing
wireless access to the Internet?

A total of 3,014 households responded to the survey. However, after eliminat
ing for question non-response, together with refusal to provide information on in
come or other socio-demographie variables, reduced the number of usable re
sponses to 1,487 . Exclusion of responses of 'zero' for WTP further reduces the
data set to 1,174 observations from which to construet the WTP CDFs. The result
ing WTP frequeney distribution for wireless aceess is given by Appendix Table 1.
WTP values range from US$ 1 through to US$ 184, with a sampie mean of
US$ 28 .17 and standard deviation of US$ 15.92. Not surprisingly, responses are
coneentrated at WTP values divisible by US$ 5, viz., US$ 5, US$ 10 and US$ 15.
Moreover, for several respondents, the values elicited appear to be priees currently
paid for PCS aeeess or Internet serviee, e.g ., US$ 39.95, US$ 39.99 and
US$ 45.95.

An interesting question is the extent to whieh WTP, that in prineiple represents
areas beneath demand network use eurves, ean be explained by the determinants
of demand, i.e., priees and ineome. To explore this question, reeonsider the ex
pression for eonsumer surplus ofEq. 10.6, in logarithmie form :

In es =f(p, y ,x,u) (10.9)

where p , y , x and u denote the usage priee, ineome, socio-demographie vari

ables and an error term, respeetively. However, Eq. 10.9 eannot be estimated as
the dependent variable is not defined for zero WTP values. 10 To define the de
pendent variable, all observations with zero WTP values are removed from the
sampie. In doing so a two-stage proeedure, in whieh a discrete-ehoice probit
model is estimated to explain zero and non-zero WTP values. The eorresponding
inverse Mills ratio is eonstrueted and used as a eorreetion term in a seeond-stage
model, with In WTP regressed on ineome and other socio-demographie variables.1I

Variables are presented in Table 10.1 and results of first-stage probit estimation
are eontained in Table 10.2.

9 www.Centris.eom
10 Since we are considering a fixed price for wireless Internet access, implying usage is

bundled with aecess, hence WTP and consumer surplus coincide.
11 Treating zero and non-zero WTP values equally in building a CDP implies 100% pene

tration at zero access prices. To correct, specify a model to explain WTP non-zero likeli
hood, and add this correction term in to explain non-zero WTP values, penetration is de
terminedonly by households that value wireless Internet access.
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Table 10.1. Variables

Description Value

GENDER Respondent gender =1, ifmale; =0, otherwise

NOT HIGH Graduated from high school =1, ifnot graduated; =0, otherwise

COLLEGE Graduated from college =1, if graduated; =0, otherwise

TECH Attended technical school =1, if attended; =0, otherwise

AGE Respondent age =Integer

AGE20 Respondent age less than 20 =1, if Age<20; =0, otherwise

AGE29 Respondent age 20 to 29 =1, if20<Age<29; =0, otherwise

AGE39 Respondent age 30 to 39 =1, if30<Age<39; =0, otherwise

AGE49 Respondent age 40 to 49 =1, if 40<Age<49; =0, otherwise

AGE64 Respondent age SO to 64 =1, if SO<Age<64; =0, otherwise

AGE64+ Respondent age over 64 =1, if Age>64; =0, otherwise

INCI5 Income less than US$ lSK a =1, iflncome<lSK; =0, otherwise

INC25 Income US$ lSK to US$ 2SK =1, if IS<Income<2SK; =0, otherwise

INC35 Income US$ 2SK to US$ 3SK =1, if2S<Income<3SK; =0, otherwise

lNC50 Income US$ 3SK to US$ SOK =1, if3S<Income<SOK; =0, otherwi se

INC75 Income US$ SOKto US$ 7SK =1, if SO<Income<7SK; =0, otherwise

INCIOO Income US$ 7SK to US$ lOOK =1, if7S<Income<IOOK; =0, otherwise

INCIOO+ Income greater than US$ lOOK =1, iflncome>100K; =0, otherwise

HOUSE Persons reside in household =Integer, 1-7 b

ADULTS Adults reside in household =Integer

CHILDII Children aged 6-11 =Integer

CHILDl 7 Children aged 12-17 =Integer

INTERNET Household Internet access =1, if access ; =0, otherwise

BROAD Household broadband access =1, if access ; =0, otherwise

PCS Household PCS telephone =1, ifphone; =0, otherwise

COMP Household computer =1, if computer; =0, otherwi se

PAGER Household pager =1, if pager; =0, otherwise

PURCH On-line purchase last 30 days =1, if purchase; =0, otherwise

MOVED Moved in last 6 months =1, ifmoved; =0, otherwise

MILLS MiII's ratio =Continuous

Note. a: US$ K denotes thousand US dollars . b: Household>7, recorded as 7.
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Table 10.2. First-stage Probit Estimation Results

Variable Wald Statistic Prob> %2

GENDER 2.58 0.11

NOT HIGH 0.24 0.62

COLLEGE 0.62 0.43

TECH 0.86 0.35

AGE 0.58 0.45

AGE20 1.52 0.22

AGE29 0.49 0.48

AGE39 0.90 0.34

AGE49 1.63 0.20

AGE64 1.21 0.27

INC25 0.04 0.84

INC35 1.75 0.19

INC50 1.30 0.25

INC75 3.24 0.07

INCIOO 1.12 0.29

INCIOO+ 1.14 0.29

HOUSE 5.42 0.02

ADULTS 1.46 0.23

CHILDII 0.05 0.83

CHILDI7 0.32 0.57

INTERNET 2.23 0.14

BROAD 1.26 0.26

PCS 3.54 0.06

COMP 4.32 0.04

PAGER 0.26 0.61

PURCH 0.11 0.74

MOVED 2.05 0.15

From Table 10.2, the importance of possessing a computer, cellular telephone
(peS telephone) and having a high income are apparent. Aside from household
size, other demographie variables such as age, education and gender are relatively
unimportant in identifying households with non-zero WTP values for wireless
Internet access. The estimated coefficients, standard errors, t-ratios and p-statistics
for the second-stage WTP models for wireless Internet access are displayed in Ta
ble 10.3. The dependent variable in this model is InWTP. The independent vari-
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ables include those that appearing in the first-stage model, plus the first-stage
Mills ratios.'?

The results for second-stage estimation suggest that WTP is increasing in
household income and decreasing in respondent age, viz., WTP is higher for
younger respondents. Households with Internet access have higher WTP values
for wireless Internet. Not surprisingly, households with broadband also have
higher WTP values. The Mills ratio is significant, and indicates that the two-stage
estimation procedure is appropriate.

Table 10.3. WTP Model Estimates

Variable Coefficient Std Error t-value P-value

MILLS 0.49 0.19 2.61 0.01

INTERCEPT 2.83 0.07 43.2 0.00

AGE20 0.81 0.15 5.26 0.00

AGE29 0.39 0.07 5.16 0.00

AGE39 0.26 0.06 3.36 0.01

AGE49 0.21 0.06 3.36 0.01

INC25 -0.01 0.07 -0.10 0.92

INC35 0.19 0.07 2.78 0.01

INC50 0.12 0.06 1.87 0.06

INC75 0.20 0.07 2.83 0.01

INCIOO 0.19 0.07 2.66 0.01

INCIOO+ 0.18 0.07 2.48 0.01

HOUSE 0.23 0.07 3.55 0.00

ADULTS -0.17 0.06 -2.63 0.01

INTERNET 0.29 0.06 4.66 0.00

BROAD 0.19 0.05 3.80 0.00

PCS 0.18 0.05 3.89 0.00

PURCH 0.08 0.00 1.86 0.06

MOVED 0.19 0.05 3.69 0.00

12 Mills ratios correct for the fact that, as the second- stage model is interpreted as the condi
tional expectation of WTP given WTP is positive , the error-term is 'drawn' from a trun
cated distribution, and so does not have a zero mean. Mills ratios are calculated by the
rule n(1tj)/N(1tj), where 1tj is the predicted value of the probability respondent WTP value
is non-zero, and n(1tj) and N(1tj) represent the standard normal density and cumulative
distribution functions (Maddala 1986: Chapter 6).
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Price Elasticity Calculations

WTP CDFs provide measures of market penetration, and their price elasticity es
timates are obtained through Eq. 10.8. The elasticity estimates are derived from a
non-parametric approximation to the empirical CDFs shown in Fig 10.3.
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Fig. 10.3. WTP CDF

To approximate the CDF, kernel density functions (using the unit normal den
sity function as the kernel weighting factor) are estimated as approximations to the
empirical WTP frequency distributions. These empirical approximations are used
to calculate elasticity estimates at several points. The goal of kernel estimation is
to develop a continuous approximation to an empirical frequency distribution that
can be used to assign density, in a statistically valid manner, in a small neighbor
hood for an observed frequency point. For example, from these data, there are 90
observations at a WTP of US$ 50 (treating US$ 49.95 as US$ 50), but none at
US$ 51, six at US$ 55 and four at US$ 49. Such an uneven observation distribu
tion makes calculation of are elasticity estimates in a neighborhood of US$ 50
problematic.

Further, there is no compelling reason to believe, in such a large population,
that concentrations of WTP values divisible by US$ 5 reflects anything other than
'convenient' rounding by respondents. Accordingly, there is no reason to accept
that true WTP density values of US$ 49 or US$ 51 are much different than the
density at US$ 50. An intuitive way to deal with this contingency, i.e., concentra
tions of observations at particular discrete points, is to tabulate frequencies within
intervals and calculate density as frequency within an interval divided by the
length of the interval, i.e., as an average within an interval. However, in doing so
the 'density' within an interval is calculated using only observations within that
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interval. That is, assuming, e.g., an interval is from US$ 40 to US$ 45, then a
WTP of US$ 46 (which is as 'close ' to US$ 45 as is US$ 44) will not be given
weight in ca1culating the density for that interval. Kernel density estimation allows
every observation to have weight in the ca1culation of intervals. However, this
weight varies inversely with the distance the observations lies from the center of
the interval.

Let g(x) denote the density function to be constructed for the random variable

x . x can take any value from XI through to xn • For wireless Internet WTP val

ues, e.g., the range [ XI ' xn ] corresponds to [US$ 1, US$ 184]. Next, divide this

interval or support into k sub-intervals. g(x) is then constructed as:

N X . -x . 1
g(x) =LK(-'_J)- .

j =1 h Nh
i =1, ...,k (10.10)

where K denotes the kernel-weighting function, h a smoothing parameter and N
the number of observations. The density function in Eq . 10.10 is constructed using
the unit normal density as the kernel weighting function and a support of k =1000
intervals."

With estimation of the kernel density functions , wireless Internet WTP price
elasticity estimates are ca1culated from the associated CDFs using a numerical
counterpart to Eq. 10.8. The resulting elasticity estimates, ca1culated for WTPs of
US$ 10, US$ 20, US$ 30, US$ 40, US$ 50, US$ 60 and US$ 70, are presented in
Table 10.4.14 Table 10.4 reports elasticity estimates that range mostly from -0.2 to
-3.0. However, since half market penetration occurs for WTP values of US$ 30 or
less , the most relevant elasticity estimates range in value from -1.0 to -2.0. This
range of elasticity values is similar to those reported for broadband Internet access
demand."

13 Silverman's (1986) rule, h = 0.9 rrummum of [standard deviation, inter-quartile
range/1.34](N-o.2) , is used to smooth the parameterh. References for kernel density esti
mation are Silverman(1986) and Wand and Jones (1995). Ker and Goodwin(2000) pro
vide an application to estimate crop insurancerates.

14 The values for the cumulative densities at US$ 10, US$ 20 and so on, are taken from the
CDFs for the empirical frequency distributions in Table 10.2 and Appendix Table 1. The
elasticityestimatesare calculatedusing correspondingpointson the kernelCDFs via:

Elasticity(x ) = !:J.CDF(x)/ CDF(x)
!:J.WTP(x)/WTP(x) ,

with x the smallestvalueon the kernelCDF greaterthan x, for x = US$ 10, ..., US$70.
15 See, e.g., Rappoport et al. (1998,2002, 2003a,b) and Kridelet al. (1999,2002).
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Table 10.4. Wireless Internet PriceElasticity Estimates

Conclusions

Price(US$)

10

20
30
40
50
60
70

Elasticity Value

-0.20

-1.07
-2.13
-2.77
-3.05
-3.17
-3.28

This chapter analyzes wireless Internet access demand using information on WTP
collected from an early-2003 omnibus survey of 3,000 US households . A theoreti
cal framework is utilized to identify WTP for consumer surplus from network use.
The approach allows WTP values to be modeled as a function of socio
demographic variables. Results suggest that demand is elastic for prices currently
charged by wireless service providers. Determinants of demand are consistent
with those for Internet and broadband access. Age of the household head and
household income are important determinants in the WTP function. Indicators of
Internet use include the presence of a PCS telephone and personal computer
within the household. Additionally , WTP is strongly related to whether the house
hold has been recently relocated. Further, the WTP frequency distribution, dis
played in Appendix Table 1, indicates many respondents are willing to pay at least
US$ 50 for wireless access. Finally, concentrations of WTP values at US$ 20,
US$ 25 and US$ 30 suggest that wireless providers should vary their plans to bet
ter meet the needs of wireless customers. The study does not examine consumer
WTP for services provided on a usage sensitive basis, e.g., by the number of mes
sages or bytes transferred. Low penetration for wireless Internet access suggests
that plans that price by usage are not readily accepted by consumers . In addition,
this study is silent on issues related to the WTP for combined wireless voice and
data access . Finally , by modifying Cramer 's (1969) procedure, it has been possible
to obtain non-parametric price elasticity estimates for wireless Internet access
from the frequency distributions of the WTP. The elasticity estimates obtained
range from -0.2 (inelastic) to -3.0 (elastic). However, the estimated elasticity val
ues, for the price range ofUS$ 20 through US$ 35, accord with received estimates
for broadband access demand. A caveat to the ready acceptance of these elasticity
estimates at face value is that they are effectively obtained from contingent valua
tion data. 16 However, several aspects of the estimates add credence to the results.

16 The critical literature on the contingent valuation method is weil represented by the
NOAA Panel Report (1993), Smith (1993), Diamond and Hausman (1994) , Hanneman
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First, the reported eiasticity rnagnitudes are plausible. Second, the services being
dealt with are, more or less, familiar to respondents-unlike those for circum-
stances where there is no meaningful market-based valuation. Finally, the results
reported are encouraging that, in that the question eliciting WTP are posed in dif-
ferent forms , no apparent framing differences are found . To conclude, this study
shows that demand analysis involving contingent valuation data, in circumstances
in which the products are familiar and weil defined, is a fruitful approach.

Appendix

Appendix Table 1. WTP (US$)Frequency Distribution

WTP Respondents Percent WTP Respondents Percent

1.00 1174 100.00 24.00 649 55.28
2.00 1161 98.89 24.99 648 55.20
3.00 1160 98.81 25.00 646 55.03
5.00 1157 98.55 28.00 526 44.80
5.95 1144 97.44 29.00 524 44.63
6.00 1143 97.36 29.95 513 43.70
8.00 1142 97.27 29.99 510 43.44
9.00 1140 97.10 30.00 507 43.19
9.95 1139 97.02 32.00 323 27.51
9.99 1127 96.00 34.95 322 27.43

10.00 1124 95.74 35.00 320 27.26
10.99 1053 89.69 36.00 265 22.57
12.00 1052 89.61 39.00 264 22.49
12.50 1047 89.18 39.95 256 21.81
13.00 1046 89.10 39.99 255 21.72
14.00 1044 88.93 40.00 253 21.55
14.95 1041 88.67 42.00 163 13.88
14.99 1040 88.59 45.00 162 13.80
15.00 1039 88.50 48.00 141 12.01
15.99 970 82.62 49.00 140 11.93
16.00 968 82.45 49.95 136 11.58
17.00 966 82.28 50.00 135 11.50
18.00 965 82.20 55.00 46 3.92
19.00 964 82.11 59.00 41 3.49
19.95 955 81.35 60.00 40 3.41
19.98 943 80.32 65.00 24 2.04
19.99 942 80.24 67.00 22 1.87
20.00 936 79.73 70.00 21 1.79
20.99 667 56.81 75.00 14 1.19
21.00 666 56.73 80.00 10 0.85
21.95 661 56.30 89.99 8 0.68
22.00 659 56.13 100.00 7 0.60
22.99 654 55.71 110.00 5 0.43
23.00 653 55.62 150.00 4 0.34
23.95 650 55.37 184.00 I 0.09

(1994), McFadden (1994) and Portnoy (1994). Altematively, particularly successful uses
of contingentvaluation data includeHammitt(1986) and Kridel (1988).
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11 Asymmetry in Pricing Information Goods

Yong-Yeop Sohn

Introduction

Firms producing information goods that exhibit a network externality often adopt
an introductory pricing strategy. The argument is that to secure a critical mass or
installed base of customers, a firm sets price lower than marginal cost at the time
of introducing an information good. A salient example is the web browser, Navi
gator, which could be freely downloaded in the early-1990s . During this period,
economists identified the existence of introductory pricing strategies by firms
within information good markets.' For example, Bensaid and Lense (1996) de
velop a monopoly information good producer model to consider profit maximizing
price setting behavior . Low initial prices are set, with price increasing later when a
learning-by-doing network externality adds further benefit attracting new consum
ers to the market. Additionally, Cabral et al. (1999), using a dynamic model, show
that duopoly firms may choose an introductory pricing strategy.

As powerful as such demonstrations are, many examples of information goods
whose prices fall through time are documented. For instance, the price of software
programs such as word processing packages are initially set high but typically fall
as the upgrade version release nears. Further, the Hangul word processor was
available for free in the early-1990s when Hangul entered the Korean market, but
the upgraded version HWP3.0 sold at a substantial price and was protected from
illegal copying. As such, it seems reasonable to argue not all information goods
are priced according to introductory pricing strategies. Accordingly, this study in
vestigates the pricing strategy of an information good producing firm, and exam
ines factors affecting its pricing strategy. Next, salient features of information
good demand are examined. The following section identifies price discrimination
by a monopolist which produces both an information good, and an upgraded ver
sion continuously. Introductory pricing and later price reductions depend on the
size of the installed base of customers. The following section deals with actual
pricing strategy by a monopolist. A conclusion and research direction suggestions
follow.

1 Rohlfs (1974) shows that a communication firm should charge higher prices to new cus
tomers, as new customers receive utility frorn the instalied base of customers.

R. Cooper et al. (eds.), Frontiers of Broadband, Electronic and Mobile Commerce
© Physica-Verlag Heidelberg 2004
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Information Good Demand Characteristics

Monopolistic firms produce information goods provided there is no threat of im
mediate entry by competitors. Whiie the development of a new information good
is costly, post development marginal reproduction costs (c ~ 0) are trivial. The
monopolist is aware that a consumer gains more satisfaction from the good the
larger is the installed base of consumers. In recognizing this network externality,
the firm attempts to secure a critical mass or customer base to ensure its survival.
The firm is assumed to develop and sell both an initial version of an information
good and an upgraded version to be made available to the market at a later date.

Assume a population of 1] potential customers. Consumers are heterogeneous

in their preference for the good and are distributed uniformly in the interval
xE [0,1] . Consumers located close to zero derive greater utility from consumption

of the good than consumers with an index value close to one, who receive little
utiiity from consumption of the good . A consumer is assumed to purehase a unit
of both versions of the good. Let q denote quantity demanded and p its price.

The utility funct ion of a consumer of type x is

Ux = (1-x)qe - p (11.1)

where qe is expected demand. In Eq . 11.1, utiiity is proportional to qe and re

flects the presence of a network externality. Since consumers with a greater utility
for the good are the more likely to purchase the good, the last purchaser must be
indifferent toward purchasing the good . This consumer x must satisfy

A _ qe_p
x---.qe (11.2)

All consumers located x ~ x purchase the good , and consumers located in the
area x> x do not. Consumers who purchase the good number q = 1]X . Assuming

perfect information, then q' = q = 1]x . Substituting into Eq . 11.2, the derived de

mand function is

p =(1- x)1]X . (11.3)

The demand curve Eq . 11.3 is drawn in Fig . 11.1 as an inverted hyperbola,
whose intercepts with x-axis are x= {0,1}.2 Fig . 11.1 shows that consumers are

willing to pay more for the good as the consumer base expands until it reaches the
population midpoint. In this range, the network externality dominates the price ef-

2 Economides and Himmelberg (1995) proved, with a fulfilled expectation assumption,
that this demand function can also exist in a perfectly competitive market.
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fect on demand for the good. However, the willingness to pay for the good falls
beyond this point as the price effect outweighs the network effect. Fig. 11.1 indi
cates that demand does not increase indefinitely as the impact of the network ex
ternality diminishes in importance beyond some threshold .

If the monopolist sets price at Po = c , the quantities that satisfy Eq. 11.3, as

suming 17 = 1, are

(11.4)

The point x~ is an unstable equilibrium. That is, if the customer base is less

than x~ , then this demand dissipates. However, when demand is greater than x~ ,
then demand increases exogenously through the externality to X~i . In this sense,

x~ is a critical mass of consumers required to guarantee the firm's survival. For a

realized market demand of less than x~ , the firm should subsidize consumer pur

chase of the good until realized market demand exceeds x~ .

p

x

Fig, 11.1. Market Demand Curve foran Information Good
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When the monopolistic firm induces a demand for the good x > x~' demand

increases to X~l . During the period when demand expands from x~ to x~ ' the
firm can charge the profit-maxirnizing price. The final demand for the initial ver
sion of the good is X~l .

Now, with an installed base of customers x~ ' the demand function for the up

graded version, which is backward compatible with the initial version, with n = 1,

is

(11.5)

which is linear and decreasing in x. The demand curve for the upgraded product
needs to be compatible with the original version since backward compatibility is a
common feature of information goods since the late-1980s . Another feature ofEq.
11.5 deserving attention is that it remains negatively sloped in the presence of a
network externality. With the installed base secure, a consumer's willingness to
pay is proportional to his (her) strength of preference (utility) for the good. For
this negatively sloped demand curve, the network externality affects the slope and
vertical intercept.

It is commonly assumed by analysts that information good demand functions in
the presence of a network externality are sirnilar to Eq. 11.3. Based on such speci
fications, critical values and introductory pricing strategies are demonstrated to
operate in information good markets (Rohlfs 1974; Shy 2001). A reason for this
approach is that the focus of analysis is commonly concerned with the demand for
new information goods, and not for an upgraded version which has an installed
base of customers inherited from the initial version.

Alternative Pricing Strategies

A salient characteristic of information goods is the existence of economies of scale
in demand or a network effect. Accordingly, an information good producer at
tempts to achieve an installed base large enough to ensure that demand continues
to grow exogenously . For this purpose, the firm may charge a low price (not cov
ering marginal production costs) when the customer base is 'small' , and raise
price when the customer base achieves critical mass, that is, the firm will not em
ploy an introductory pricing strategy when the good has achieved critical mass. In
this case, the information good demand curve is the same as for any non-network
normal good, viz., decreasing in price. Next, allow an upgrade of the information
good to be produced. With this in mind, consider a monopolist that develops a
new information product and a subsequent upgraded version, and who wishes to
maxirnize long-run profit. In particular, when the good exhibits a strong network
effect, consumers are less willing to purchase the good and the result is a smaller
installed base. Clearly, the monopolist's effort to maximize profit is further com-
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plicated by the negative impact on demand by the introduction of an upgraded ver
sion.

To consider both issues suppose a monopolist places a new information good
on the market every second period. Also assume that consumers purchase at most
a unit of both the initial and upgraded good . The firm sets prices every period.
Even though the new good is sold for only two periods, the size of its consumer
base is important for next version demand as the upgrade is backward compatible.
The higher is new good demand the greater is demand for an upgraded version and
consumer willingness to pay caused by the inherited installed base. Hence, the up
graded version is capable of producing substantial returns . Further, for simplicity,
assume that the Coase (1972) conjecture does not hold, and neither consumers nor
the firm discount future utility or revenue streams, respectively. Also, the devel
opment cost of aversion is sunk at the time of reproducing the good as a commod
ity, and so is not taken into account when making pricing decisions. Finally, the
marginal unit production cost of aversion is assumed equal to c.

In the initial period , the monopolist attempts to secure the necessary installed
base for the new information good by employing an introductory pricing strategy.
Accordingly, the period-l price is subsidized, and related to the price chosen by

the firm in the period-2 as the critical mass x{; is directly bound to period-2 price .

The higher is period-2 price, the greater x{; and the subsidy . For a period-2 price

of t the corresponding consumer subsidy is t · x{; , an increasing function of t .

Further, in selecting a period-2 price the firm also needs to consider the impact on
period-2 profit , since the quantity demanded of the new information good in pe
riod-2 provides the installed base for the upgraded version. While there are many
ways to price these goods, the cases investigated here include when the firm sets
price equal to marginal cost to ensure a greater demand for the upgraded version
of the good , viz., enhance the installed base for the upgraded version . Alterna
tively , the firm selects the profit-rnaximizing price to gain period-2 monopoly
profits for the new good and accepts a smaller installed base for the upgraded ver
sion.

Marginal Cast Pricing

The marginal cost of reproducing of the new information good is constant at c .
Suppose the firm sets aprice equal to this marginal cost. That is, the firm attempts
to secure an installed base of,

L' 1-~(1-4c)x =_....:....~_.:...

I 2 (l1.4a)

by offering a subsidy to consumers with a relatively high utility value for the new
information good . Should the good be given away then the total subsidy value is
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SI =X1
L

' • C • After gaining a critical mass of consumers ~L' , demand for the good

rises exogenously, since consumer willingness to pay is higher than period-I price

when the installed base is xt', and so market demand of the new information

good reaches,

(11.4b)

The firm's net revenue, excluding the subsidy, is NR = c(.x:/' - ~L') . When the

firm adopts a marginal cost pricing strategy, it must bear the cost of subsidizing
the new information good in period-L

When the firm introduces an upgraded version of the good to the market the
econornic Iife of the initial version ends. The upgraded version is engineered
backward compatible so that customers of the initial version are hopefully 're
tained' by the firm as the installed base for the upgraded version. Accordingly,
demand for the upgraded version is

(11.6)

where kz represents technical advance embodied in the upgraded version. Usually

kz > 1, however, to simplify notation in the arguments that follow it is set at

kz = 1. Next, the firm exerts monopoly power and selects output and price, re

spectively, as

to provide a profit of

/I '
I ' Xl +c

Pz =--2- (11.7)

u- Z
I ' _ (Xl -c)

1rz - 4 /I '
X I

(11.8)

When marginal cost is zero , profit ofEq. 11.8 is \4.
In the period following the upgraded vers ions market release, taking the resid

ual demand into consideration, demand for an upgraded version of the good is
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t x)(xt - X~M),
p=

(l-x)x,

X~M s x:s;x{/'

x{f' < x:S; 1 .
(11.9)

At this point, the firm decides whether to employ a profit-maximizing or marginal
cost pricing strategy . When a third or second-upgraded version of the information
good is introduced, it faces a demand function similar to Eq. 11.6. The firm's de
cision-making is similar to that for the initial upgrade of the good.

Monopolistic Pricing

Assume the firm sets price as a monopolist. Since the demand function exhibits an
inverted hyperbolic shape the profit function, without fixed costs, has the form

7r = (p -c) = ((l-x)x-c)x.

The corresponding profit maximizing output and price, respectively, are

11M 1+ .)1- 3c M 11M 11M
XI = , PI =(1- XI )xI •

3

(11.10)

(11.11)

P fi l' E 11 11' 2M (M )( 11M LM) h LM l-~ Thro it lor q. . IS 7r1 = PI -c XI -XI ' W ere -X1 = --3-' e

firm's profit is 17 in period-2 for the new information good when marginal cost is

zero. But this calculation ignores the subsidy transferred to ensure a critical mass
or installed customer base is achieved in period-I of s~ = P~ .xl

LM
• Hence, the

net profit of the new information good is 7rI
M = 7r1

2M
- s~ , and converges to 2~ as

c approaches zero, since the subsidy also approaches zero with c. However, 7r(M

declines with increases in c.
When the upgraded version is introduced to the market, the firm sets price

monopolistically for the installed base. The monopolist could price at marginal
cost to encourage further expansion of the customer base, however, that strategy
does not benefit the firm as the residual demand for the upgraded version in pe
riod-2 plummets. To demonstrate this point, consider an installed base ~IIM of the

initial version of the information good, the demand function for the upgraded ver
sion in period-1 is

(11.12)
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With k2 = 1, profit maximizing output and price, respectively, are :

IM _ (1- 1M) 11M _1+3c+~
P2 - X2 Xl - •

6

(11.13)

(11.14)

Profit, 1r~M =(p~M -C)x{IM approaches t as c approaches zero .

Next, consider the period following the introduction of the upgraded version .
Demand for upgraded good in this period is comprised of the residual upgraded
good demand from period-I , is given by the inverted hyperbolic shape of
Fig. 11.2.

p

{
(1- X)x{IM ,

p=
(l-x)x,

X~M ;5; x;5; XI
HM

~HM <x;5;1 .
(11.15)

o

'.,
.....

......
\\,

........

".,
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'....
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.......:~ .
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...
\ ....
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mr X

Fig.ll.2. MarketDemandCurvefor the Upgraded Versionof an Information Good
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If the firm maximizes profit on this residual demand base, then the period-2
demand is:

2M
X 2

with a corresponding price of

(11.16)

2M -(1- 2M) 11M _1+9c+~
P2 - X2 Xl - .

12
(11.17)

In this period, 1l";M = (p;M - C)(X;M - X~M) converges to 14 as c approaches zero .

If the firm sets price so as to maximize profit on this inverted hyperbolic

shaped demand curve, then p7 = p~ and period-2 profit for the upgraded version

1l"~M =(p~ _C)(X{IM _X~M), approaches 17 as c converges to zero. However,

when the firm intends to market a third version of the information good, the fur
ther upgraded version faces the problem that profit on an installed base of X;M is

smaller than that for a base of X~M , as X;M < XI
HM . Therefore, the firm is best

served by setting price at p~ and securing a customer base of ~HM .3

Firm Survival and Pricing in Information Goods Markets

Firm Industry Exit with the Initial Version

With a monopoly selling only an initial version of the information good, the firm
maximizes profit by supporting consumer adoption through a low period-I price
and setting a monopoly period-2 price. The firm sets a monopolistic price in pe
riod-2 as it cannot recover the period-I subsidy and earn positive net profit by set
ting price at c. Should, in period-I, the firm set the subsidy independently of pe-

riod-2 price, equilibrium quantity in that period is X~M, and the corresponding

profit 1l"{IM is 2~ at c = 0 . However, this approach is suboptimal as subsidy and

price is related, viz., the higher price in period-2 the greater is the period-I sub
sidy.

Suppose the firm supports a consumer by price minus his (her) willingness to
pay. Then, from Fig . 11.3, marginal cost pricing results in a variable cost of

3 To gain the highest profit from this third version, the firm should price at c . Profit is
greaterbecause of the enhancedinstalIedbase. For additional versions, the firm acts as a
monopolistin the period-I and as a price-taker in the period-2.
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A+B+C+D+E, which is naturally the same as revenue. Further, this subsidy to
consumers is equal to A. Conversely, when the firm employs a monopolistic pric
ing strategy, it earns revenue A+B+C+D+F+G+H and incurs costs of A+B+C+D
as cost and a subsidy F to high utility consumers . The monopoly can earn posit ive
net profit when G+H > A+F. A loss can also arise, depending on the marginal cost
of reproduction.

P

, , -,mr, ,,,
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Fig. 11.3.Alternative Pricing Regimes for a New InformationGood

Firm Industry Exit with the Upgraded Version

Irrespective of the success of the initial version , the firm will continue to develop
and market an upgraded version of the good. If the improvement of the upgraded
good is considerable then its price should be higher . However, the price of the up
graded version is typically, more or less, equal to the price of the initial version.
Accordingly, assume that the demand function for the upgraded version coincides
with that of the initial version, Le., k, =1 and i =2,3,...,t . In the last period of the

firm' s life, the firm charges the monopolistic price piM
.4 Hence the firm sets a

profit-maximizing price based on the installed base from the initial version, which

4 It is important to note that the firm would not employ marginal cost pricing in period-l
for the upgraded version, a period-l profit is low, and this holds for period-2 with its
smallresidual demand.
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relies on the strategy adopted by the firm in period-2 for the initial version. The
higher the profit the firm makes from monopolistic pricing of the initial version,
the smaller is profit next period because of a low installed base, and vice versa.
Für example, with c = 0 , the sum of profits from monopolistic pricing setting in
period-2 for the initial version and period-l for the upgraded version, respectively,
is 1rttfl +1r~M = 17+i and 1r[2* +1r~* = 0 +7. Finally, the firms decision on which

pricing strategy to adopt in period-2 for the initial version depends on whether
(1r~* - s[) - (1r~M +1rt

M
- SM) is greater than zero. If the difference is positive, the

firm will set price equal to marginal cost.

Firm Survives Indefinitely

If the firm produces subsequent versions, attention must be paid to the firm' s deci
sion-making for period-2 for the existing version and period-l for the newly up
graded version. Again there is a trade-off between period-2 profit for the previous
version and that for the following period for the upgraded version. If the firm de
eides to make a higher profit in period-2 for the updated version, then Eq. 11.16
and the following, show the sum of profits in the successive periods is 1r~{M +1r~M

or i+i with zero marginal cost. Conversely, marginal cost pricing in period-2

for the upgraded version, and monopolistic pricing in the following period makes
profit sum 1ri* +1r~* or 0 +7 with c = 0 . Therefore, the firm wants to price at
marginal cost in period-2 for the upgraded version, and then maximize profit in
the next period on a larger installed base. This pricing strategy over period-2 for
any version and period-l for the following upgraded version is likely to be em
ployed by a monopoly for subsequent versions.

Conclusion

A firm producing an information good characterized by a network externality is
usually shown to adopt an introductory pricing strategy. To secure an installed
base of customers, the firm sets price below marginal cost in marketing a new in
formation good. However, in real-world markets introductory pricing is not exclu
sively practiced. In some cases, firms initially set a high price when marketing a
specific version of an information good, and then lower price prior to introducing
an upgraded version. This study investigates the pricing of an information good,
and analyzes factors that determine the pricing strategy adopted. A simple model
posits an information good demand function with an inverted hyperbolic shape,
due to a network externality. However, the upgraded version demand function is
negatively sloped and the firm produces upgraded versions continuously . A find
ing is that firms producing information goods do not always employ an introduc
tory pricing strategy. Only when a firm invents a new good is it likely to use this
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strategy. When the product is an upgrade of an existing version, and compatible
with it, then it is not necessary for the firm to charge a lower price in period-L In
this situation, the firm is better off charging a profit-maximizing price initially to
the installed base of established customers, and then lower price to help secure the
customer base for the next version. Another finding is that an information good
with network externality is likely to provide less profit than non-information
goods, since information good producers must ensure they retain a substantial cus
tomer base. The models considered in this paper need to be extended to consider
the distribution of consumers , potential entry and switching costs.
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12 Measuring Telecommunication System
Network Effects

Gary Madden, Aniruddha Banerjee and Grant Coble-Neal

Introduction

The idea that adding new subscribers to a telecommunications network increases
the value of subscription to individual subscribers, or network effect, has attracted
much interest in the network economics literature. Artle and Averous (1973),
Rohlfs (1974) and Littlechild (1975) pioneered formal theoretical analyses of the
welfare implications of such network effects. In particular , Artle and Averous
(1973) demonstrated the public good dimension of networks. Rohlfs (1974) ex
tends the analysis to derive a demand function containing telephone price as an
argument. However, difficulty in formulating structural demand models that in
corporate network effects meant that few empirical studies provide evidence of the
magnitude of network effects . However, Perl (1983) estimates the value of the
telephone service for different sized local calling areas and density of telephone
main stations per square mile. Further, Taylor and Kridel (1990) report evidence
of a network effect using arguments similar to Perl (1983). Following Economides
and Himmelberg (1995), Madden and Coble-Neal (2002,2004) and Madden et al.
(2004) estimate a network effect based on a structural model consistent with opti
mizing consumer behavior for individual telecommunications services.

This paper analyses consumer demand for several network services. The sub
scription model is adapted from Becker et al. (1994), and allows interaction
among the network effects for competing networks. The model also examines
whether consumers consider the combined network size of compatible fixed-line
and mobile telephone systems when deciding to subscribe. Additionally, the
model allows the testing of whether consumers' subscription decisions are based
on forward-Iooking expectations of future network size. Model estimates of the
network effect magnitudes for fixed-line telephony, mobile telephony and the
Internet are derived. Interactions among network effects are also reported. The
chapter is organized as folIows. The following section derives estimating equa
tions, adapted from Becker et al. that are consistent with intertemporal utility
maximization. A discussion relating to OECD Member Country data foliows. The
next section presents the estimation results and further analysis. A final section
provides concluding remarks.

R. Cooper et al. (eds.), Frontiers of Broadband, Electronic and Mobile Commerce
© Physica-Verlag Heidelberg 2004
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Modeling Telecommunications Demand

Following Becker et al., consider a model with three telecommunicat ions services
and utility in period t given by the concave utility function,

U(NF/ ' NFt-l ,NM/ ,NMI-I' Nil ,N II_1,Y, ,ei) , (12.1)

where F , M and I denote fixed-line telephone, mobile telephone and the Inter
net, respectively. NF is the size of the fixed-line telephone network, NM is the

size of the mobile telephone network and NI is the size of the Internet network.

Network size is indexed by time. Y, is a quantity index of all other goods and e,
captures the impact of any unmeasured life-cycle variables on utility.

The consumer's objective is to maximize lifetime utility,

subject to

and

max L ß /-1U (N Ft ' NFI-l ' NMI ' NM/-1 ' NI/,N11-1' Y, ,e, )
1=1

Lßt-l(PFICFI + PMICMI + ~,CI/ + Y,) =AO
/=1

(12.2)

(12.3)

(12.4)

(12.5)

where ß = (l + -r': r is the market rate of interest, PF, PM and P, denote ac

cess price for fixed-line telephony, mobile telephony and the Internet, respec

tively.' AO is the present value ofthe consumer's wealth and CF' CM and CI are

consumption of fixed-line telephony, mobile telephony and the Internet, respec
tively. Zero subscripts in Eq. 12.4 denote the initial consumption of services.
Eq. 12.5 contains initial consumption within non-negative quantities. Further,
telecommunication service consumption requires more than one subscriber. As
suming consumption is proportional to network size, Eq. 12.3 is restated as

1 Note that the price of the composite good Y, is normalized to 1.
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IßI-l(PFtOFNFI + PMtOMNMI +~ANu + 1;) = AO ,
t=1

(12.6)

where 0F' 0M and °1 are constant.' Eq. 12.2 and Eq. 12.6 state that consumers
maximize wealth-constrained utility as

maxV = U(NFt,NFH ,NMI ,NMt-I' Nft,NIH ,1;,e,)

+ßU(NFt+1,NFI,NMt+l'NMt,Nlt+l .n,,1;+1 ,et+l )

+IfJU(NFt+j ,NFt+ j-1,NMt+j,NMt+j-l' Nlt+j,Nlt+j_l ,1;+ j ,el+ j )
j=2

+A(AO - IßH(PFtoFNFt +PMIOMNMt +PrAN1t +1;» ,
t=l

(12.7)

where the Lagrange multiplier, A, represents the marginal value of wealth. The
associated first-order conditions (current period) are

UN
F

, (NFt,NFI_l,NMt,NMH ,Nft ,Nlt_1,1; ,ei)

+ßUN (N Ft,NFH,NMt,NMH,NII,Nlt-I,1;,et) = APFtOF '
"

UNM' (NFI ,NFt_l ,NMI ' NMt-l , N1t ,Nft_1,1;,et)

+ßUNM' (N Ft,NFH ,NMt ,NMH,Nlt ,N11-! ,1; ,et) = APMtOM

and

UNt, (NFt ,NFt-1,NMI ,NMI-!.s, ,NU_1,1;,el )

+ßUN" (N Ft,NFI-! ,NMI,NMI-!,Nft, NIl-! ,1;,et) = A~tOI .

(12.8)

(12.9)

(12.10)

(12.11)

2 It is straightforward to relax the constant proportionality assumption, e.g., consumption
may be assumed proportional to connections among telephone subscribers, which grow
geometrically with network size. This relationship is more Iikely for fixed-Iine and mo
bile telephony.
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Eq. 12.8 states that current period marginal utility derived from the consumption
of other goods Y, is equal to the marginal utility of wealth. Eq. 12.9 through

Eq. 12.11 imply that the current period marginal utility plus the present value of
next period utility with respect to each of the telecommunications services is equal
to the marginal utility of wealth multiplied by the marginal price of use, scaled by
the constant of proportionality. Since the marginal utility of wealth is constant
through time, variations in telecommunications service prices define marginal util
ity of wealth-constant demand curves for telecommunications services and aIl
other goods.

To make the modeloperational, following Becker et al., consider a generalized
quadratic approximation to the general current period utility function in Eq. 12.13

U(NF/ ,NFI-1,NM" NM'_I' NI,' NIH ,Y, ,e,) =

uFlNF, +uFzNFH +UM1NM, +uMzNMH +u/lNI,+u12NI,_1 +uyY,+uee,

tl/2UFFlN~, +Y2UFFZN~'_1 +Y2UMMIN~, +Y2UMM ZN~'_1 +Y2UlllN;,

tl/2Ul/zN;'_1 +Y2UyyY,z +Yu; +uF12NF/NF/_l +UFIMINF/NM,

+UFIMZNF/NMH +UFllINFINI, +UFllZNFIN/t-l +uFlyNF,Y, +UFleNFA

+uFZMlNFI_INMI +UFZMZNFHNM'-l +uFZ/lNFI_INI, +uFZ12NFHNIH

+uFZyNFHY, +uFZeNFHe, +UMIMZNM,NMH +UMll1NM,N/t

+UMllZNM,NIH +UM1yNM,Y, +UMleNMA +UMZ/l NMH NI, +UMZIZNMHNIH

+uMZyNMHY, +uMZeNM'_le, +ulllzN/tNIH +u/lyN/tY, +u/leNIA

+uIZyNIHY, +uIZeNIHe, +uyeY,e, .

Similarly, next period utility is defined as

(12.12)

3 Positive but diminishing marginal utility-the concavity property-likely implies, e.g.,
that the coefficients for the first partials, such as UFI'U FZ ' •••.u, are positive. Similarly,
one could expect the coefficients for the second-order direct partials, e.g.,
U FFI'U FF2 ' •••' U yy , are negative.
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UFINFt+1 +UF2NFt +uMJNMt+1 +UM 2 NM' +ullNlt+1 +u12N/t +UyY,+1 +ueet+1

+1hUFF1N;'+1 +1hUFF2N;t +1hUMMIN~'+l +Y2UMM2N~, +Y2Ul/lN;'+1

+1hUI/2 N;, +1hUyyY,~l +1he;+1 +UFI2NFt+zNFt +UFIMINFt+INM,+1

+UFlM2NFt+lNMt +UFllINFt+INlt+l +uFl12Nf l+ IN/t +UF1yNF,+IY,+1

+UFleNFt+le'+1 +UF2M1N Ft NM' +1 +UF2M2NF,NMt +UF211NFtNlt+l

+UF212NF,NI, +UF2yNF,Y,+1 +UF2eNFtet+l +UMIM2NM,+INMt

+UMllINM,+INI,+1 +UM112NM' +1NI, +UMJyNMt+lY,+1 +UMleNMt+let+l

+UM211NM,Nlt+1+UM 212N Mt NI, +UM2yNM,Y,+1 +UM2eNM,et+1

+UI1l2Nlt+l NI, +ullyNI,+lY,+l +ulleNlt+le'+1

+UI2yNltY,+1 +uI2eNI,e,+1

+uyeY,+le'+1 •

The first-order condition (Eq. 12.8) becomes

Uy +uyyY, +U FlyNFt +UF2yNFt-l +UM1yNM, +UM2yNM,_1

+ullyNI, +U12yN/t _1 +uyee, =A .

First-order conditions Eq . 12.9 through Eq 12.11 are accordingly defined:

U FI +UFF1NF, +UFI2NFt-l +UFIMINMt +UFIM2NM,-1 +UFll1NI, +UF1l2Nlt-l

+U F1yY, +uF1ee, + ß(UF2 +UFF2NF, +UFI2NF,+1 +UF2MINMt +l

+UF2M2NM, +UF211N/t+1 +UF212NI, +UF2yY, +1 +uF2eet+l) = APFtbF '

UM 1 +UMM1NM' +UFIMINFt +UF2MIN Ft-l +UMIM2NMt-l +UMlllN/t +UM 112N/t_1

+UM1yY, +uM1 ee, + ß(UM2 +UMM2NM, +U F1M2NF,+l +U F2M2NF,

+UMIM2NM, +1 +UM211NI,+1 +UM212Nlt +UM2yY, +1 +uM2ee, +I) =APM,bM

and

Ull +ul/lNlt +UFlllNFt +UF211NFt-1 +UM 111 NM' +UM211NM,-1 +UI1l2Nlt_1

+ullyY, +ullee, +ß(U I2 +UI/2 NI, +u F212NF, +UM1l2NMt+1 +UM 212NM,

+Ull I2NI,+1 +U12yY, +1 + UI2 eet+l) = A~,bl •

(12.13)

(12.14)

(12 .15)

(12.16)

(12.17)
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Solving Eg. 12.14 for Y, provides

UyyY, =A-Uy -UFIyNFI - UF2y N Ft-l -UMIyNMI -UM2yNMt-l

-ullyN1t -U12yN/t_It -uyeet .

That is,

Y, = (lIuyy)(A-Uy -uFlyNFt -uFlyNFH -UMlyNMI

-UM2yNMH -ullyN1t -UI2yNlt_l -uyeet)·

Updating Eq. 12.19 by one period provides

Y,+I = (lIu yy)(A-Uy -UFlyN pt+1 -uFlyNpt-UMlyNMt+1

-UM2yNMt -ullyNlt+l -u12yN/t -uyeet+I)·

Further, substituting Eq. 12.19 and Eq. 12.20 into Eq. 12.15

(12.18)

(12.19)

(12.20)

UF1 +UFFlNpt +up12NpH +UpIMINMt +UFlM2NMH +uFlllN1t

+UF1l2Nlt_1 +UFly((lIUyy)(A-Uy -uFlyNpt -uFlyNpH -uMlyNMt

-UM2yNMI_I-UllyN/t -UI2yN1H -uYeet))+upleet +ß(up2 +upFlNpt

+U Fl2Nn-: + Up 2M1NM1+1 + Up 2M2NMt + UFl llNI1+1 + u Fl 12N/t

+UFl y((lI u yy )(A - u y -uFlyNF1+1 -up2yNFI -UMlyNMI+l

-UM2yNMt - UllyNlt+1 - U12yN11 -uyeet+I)) + u F2ee1+l) = APFl)F •

Simplifying provides

UFI + ßUF2 +((A-Uy)/Uyy)(UFl y + ßuP2Y)+ ß(U FI2 -(up 2y /Uyy)UFly)NFt+1

+(UFFI - (u
2

FlY / Uyy) + ß (U FF2 - (U \ 2Y / Uyy )))NFt +(Um - (U Fly / Uyy )U F2y)NPt-I

+ß(Up2MI-(Up2y/Uyy)UMly)NMt+1 +(U pIMI-(Uply/Uyy)UMIY

+ß(U p2M2 -(UF2y /Uyy)UM2y))NMt +(U p1M 2 -(up1y /Uyy)UM2y)NMH

+ ß (U F211 - (U F2y / Uyy )U ll y )N1t+1+ (U pill - (U F1y / Uyy )U/lY

+ß(U p212 -(up 2y /U yy)U I2y))N/t + (U p1l2 -(up1y /Uyy)UI2y)N1H

+(UP1e - (U p1y / Uyy )U Ye )et - ß (U P2e + (U F2y / Uyy )UYe) e1+l = APFtOF •
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Solving for N Ft provides

(1/ u IT )(uFFlu IT - u
2

FIY + ß(uFF2u IT - u
2

F2Y ))NFt =

-UF1 - ßU F2 -((A-uy)luIT)(uFlY + ßUF2y)

-ß(uFl2 - (U F2y I u IT )uFly) N Ft+l

-(UF12 - (U F1y I u IT )U F2y) N Ft- l

-ß(UF2M1 - (U F2y I u IT )U M1y) N Mt+l

-(UF1Ml -(UF1Y IUIT)U Mly + ß(U F2M2 -(UF2Y IUIT)UM2y))NMt

-(UFlM2 - (U F1y I u IT )U M2y) N Mt-l

-ß(UF2Jl - (U F2y I u IT )u/lY) N lt+l

-(UFll l - (U F1y I u IT )u/lY + ß(U F212 - (U F2y I u IT )U I2y)) Nil

-(UF1l2 - (U F1y I u IT )U I2y) Nlt-l

+APFI8F - (u Fle - (U F1y I u IT )uYe) et + ß (U F2e +(u F2y I u IT )uYe) et+1 .

Hence, the demand for fixed-line telephone is

N FI =()o +()lNFt+l +()2 N Ft-l +()3NMl+l +()4 NMt +()5NMt-l

+()6 NIl+l +()7 NII +()sNlt-1+()9 PFt +()lOet +()Il et+l

where

()o =(-UITU F1 - ßuITu F2 - (A - u Y )(uFlY + ßU F2y))

I(U FF1UIT - u
2

FlY +ß(uFF2u IT - u
2
F2Y)) ,

()4 = -(UITUFlMl - UFlyUMIY + ß(UITU F2M2 - UF2yUM2Y))

I(UFF1U IT - u
2

FlY +ß(uFF2u IT - u
2

F2Y)) ,
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(J7 = -(UyyU Fll l - UFlyUllY + ß(UyyU F212 - UF2yU12Y))

/(UFFlU yy - u
2

FIY + ß(uFF2u yy - u
2

F2Y)) ,

and

The demand for fixed-line telephony, mobile telephony- and Internet are

N it =(JiO + (JiilNit_1 + (Jii2Nil+l + L(JijlNjl-l
j

+L(Jij2 Nj, + L(Jij3Njl+l + (JiPP;, + (Jile, +(Ji2el+ l '
j j

where i e ] and i,j={F,M,I}and

(JiO = -(UyyUi1 + ßUyyUi2 + (..1 - u Y )(uil y + ßUi2y))

/(uiilu yy - U
2
il y + ß(Uii2Uyy - U

2
iZY)) ,

(12.21)

(JijZ = -(UyyUil j l - UilyUjlY + ß(UyyUiZjZ - uiZYu j ZY ) )

/(uiilu yy - U
Z
i1Y + ß(uiiZuyy - u

2
i2Y )) ,
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and

The consumer's utility maximizing demand for service i is defined in terms of
the size of network i . Eq. 12.21 represents a system of linear difference demand
equations. Note the requirement that ()iP < 0, and that the current size of network

i is a function of size in both the immediate past and future periods. Hence, an
anticipated fall in next-period price for network i yields an increase in current
subscription if ()ii > O. Moreover, ()ij3 > 0 implies the anticipated fall in the price

of network i induces a current period increase in subscription for network j . A

permanent price decrease implies a larger increase in current subscription than a
temporary price decrease since the permanent price decrease combines a fall in
current and all future prices. The implication, should ()ij3 = 0 is that next period

price change is not systematically anticipated. Observed cross-network effects
may be the result of a change in relative prices or an autonomous increase in the
size of the originating service network. Relative price change and market growth
influences may be opposing or mutually reinforcing, depending on whether the
services are complements or substitutes. For the relatively mature fixed-line tele
phone network, the substitution effect may dominate the market growth effect.

The demand system specifies constant marginal utility of wealth in Eq. 12.21,
where the representative consumer has perfect foresight. This raises two issues for
estimation, viz, the need to allow heterogeneity in the marginal utility of wealth
across individuals and to allow for unanticipated wealth changes. Following
Becker et al. (1994), Eq. 12.21 is augmented by individual-specific dummy vari
ables. Time-specific dummy variables capture the fixed-element of unanticipated
changes in wealth, which in turn induce changes in the marginal utility of wealth.
In addition, real per capita income is added to capture deviations around these
fixed two-way effects associated with individual-specific changes in the marginal
utility of wealth across time. Accordingly, Eq. 12.21 becomes

T-l

N ü = L()üd, + ()ii1 N il-l + ()iiZNÜ +l + L()ijINjH
~ j

+ L()ijzNjl + L()ij3Njl+l + ()iPP;, +rY, +()ne, +()iZe,tl .
j j

(12.21a)
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Data and Variables

Biannual price data are collected for 30 OECD Member Countries for 1996, 1998,
and 2000 from the OECD Communications Outlook (1997, 1999, 2001, 2003).
Annual quantity (network size) data for 1996-2002 are obtained from International
Telecommunication Union World Telecommunications Indicators Database
(2003) .4 Fixed-line price data are the fixed component of the OECD's basket of
residential telephone charges. Mobile telephone price is the fixed component of
the OECD's basket of consumer mobile telephone charges. Internet price is the
OECD's Internet access basket for 20 hours using discounted PSTN rates. Price
data are denominated in US dollars (US$) according to OECD purchasing power
parities. Prices are deflated by the US consumer price index to allow price com
parison across time . The fixed-line telephone quantity variable is the number of
main telephone lines in operation. The quantity variable for mobile telephone is
the number of mobile telephone subscribers and Internet quantity is the number of
Internet users. All quantity variables are per 100 persons. The resulting estimating
data is comprised of 79 observations corresponding to the years 1996, 1998,2000
and 2002,5 Descriptive statistics are presented in Table 12.1.

Table 12.1. DescriptiveStatistics for OECDTelecommunications Network

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Coef.ofVar. Minimum Maximum

NF 52.06 14.34 27.55 9.28 75.48

NM 32.87 22.34 67.96 1.08 77.00

NI 17.24 14.38 83.41 0.19 59.79

P,. 165.48 60.02 36.27 34.29 314.44

PM 305.90 198.58 64.92 2.10 940.89

r, 49.77 20.43 41.05 18.09 98.85

y 20,505 6,648 32.42 5,670 41,948

Note. Networksize and price data for 2002 not included in calculations. Price and income
are denominated in US$ PPP. Network sizes are per 100 persons.

As indicated, fixed-line telephone is the service most widely adopted with
penetration averaging 52.06 mainlines per 100 persons across the OECD. How-

4 An underlying assumption in using these data, following Becker et al. (1994), is that per
capita telecommunications consumptionreflects behavior of a representativeconsumer.

5 An unbalanced panel data set is comprised of the following. Data are collected for the
years 1996-2002 for: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France,
Germany, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, United Kingdom and the United States.
These data are augmented by adding observations corresponding to the years 1998-2002
for: Czech Republic, Greece, Republic of Korea and Luxembourg. Further observations
for the years 2000-2002 are added for Hungary. Note that the lack of network size data
for 2003 prevents the use of 2002 price data in estimation.
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ever, there is substantial variation with fixed-Iine penetration ranging from 9.28
mainlines per 100 persons (Mexico) to 75.48 mainlines per 100 persons (Luxem
bourg). Mobile telephony is the next most popular service with average penetra
tion of 32.87 subscribers per 100 persons. Mexico and Austria have the lowest and
highest penetration rates, respectively. Internet adoption is substantially lower,
though more variable than both fixed-Iine and mobile telephony, recording an av
erage 17.24 subscribers per 100 persons and a coefficient of variation of 83.41.6

Mean price comparison between services in Table 12.1 indicates that the price of
the most expensive service (mobile telephony) is typically 6.2 times greater than
the least expensive service (Internet access). The coefficient of variation indicates
that mobile telephone prices exhibit greater variation than fixed-Iine telephone or
Internet access. Casual inspection of scatter plots suggests fixed-Iine subscription
price exhibits greater variability in 1996 than for 1998 or 2000. FinaIly, Table 12.1
indicates consideration income variation, with the highest income per capita (Lux
embourg) 7.4 times larger than the lowest income per capita (Turkey).
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Fig, 12.1. OECD Fixed-line Telephone Price and Network Size. Note. Observations are
group means based on the years 1996. 1998 and 2000.

6 Note that the coeffic ient of variation statistics follow the order of service maturity with
the oldest service (fixed-line telephone) exhibiting the least variation while the newest
services (Internet access) exhibits the most variation.
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Fig. 12.2. OECD Mobile Telephone Price and Network Size. Note. Observationsare group
means based on the years 1996, 1998 and 2000.
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Fig. 12.3. OECD Internet Access Price and Network Size. Note. Observations are group
means for the years 1996, 1998 and 2000.

Cross-country price variability is illustrated in group means scatter plots by
service in Fig. 12.1 through Fig . 12.3. The scatter plots reveal a nega tive relation
ship between current price and network size, albeit with some apparently outlying
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observations. Fig . 12.1 confirms Mexico is the most expensive and least devel
oped in terms of fixed-line penetration. Turkey, Korea and Iceland exhibit pro
gressively greater penetration at similar average prices . Inspection of individual
observations indicates Iceland and Turkey both experience real fixed-line price in
creases over the sampled time frame while Korea exper ienced a modest deeline.
Fig . 12.2 again identifies Mexico and Turkey with observed price-quantity combi
nations substantially away from the indicated trend-line. Nominal price data for
France indicates a substantial price decline from US$ 911 in 1996 to US$ 197 in
2000. Finally, Fig . 12.3 shows the Czech Republic and Hungary among the most
expensive and least developed OECD nations in terms of Internet access .

Despite the high degree of cross-country variability, partial correlation statistics
presented in Table 12.2 indicate that the expected negative relationship between
price and quantity holds. Moreover, these data indicate that service adoption reacts
most to own-price changes, with mobile telephone adoption responding most to
changes in its own price . Income exhibits the expected positive association with
network size, particularly with fixed-Iine telephone penetration. These data also
indicate a close relationship between current and previous period service adoption.
Note that the correlation between current and previous period fixed-line telephone
adoption (0.9973) is the strongest of the three services. The high correlation to
gether with the relatively low coefficient of variation, indicated in Table 12.1,
suggests a relatively mature service in comparison to mobile telephony or Internet
access .

Table 12.2. Partial Correlation

Subscription (t)
Fixed-line telephony Mobiletelephony Internet

Price
Fixed-line telephony -0.24 -0.05 -0.05
Mobiletelephony -0.30 -0.54 -0.48
Internet -0.30 -0.48 -0.53

Income 0.84 0.39 0.48

Subscription (t-I)
Fixed-line telephony 1.00 0.47 0.57
Mobiletelephony 0.44 0.97 0.73
Internet 0.59 0.82 0.97

Finally, given anticipated interdependency between service specific network ef
fects, it is prudent to examine growth rates between the size of the fixed-line tele
phone, mobile telephone and Internet networks . Inspection of scatter plots indi
cates a large degree of cross-country variation . However, it is apparent that the
growth rates of both the mobile telephone and Internet networks, averaging 55%
p.a. and 62% p.a., respectively is substantially higher than the average fixed-line
telephone network of 3% p.a.
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Estimation and Results

The demand function specified in Eq. 12.21 is a perfect foresight model that holds
the marginal utility of wealth constant for each individual, but varies across indi
viduals. Thus, in the present context, the intercepts in the cross-country model
capture, in part, country-specific variation in the marginal utility of wealth. The
specification is relaxed further by allowing time-specific effects to capture unan
ticipated growth in wealth. Deviations in country- and time-specific means are
captured by adding an argument for per capita income to the demand function,
which is associated with changes in marginal wealth across countries and through
time.? The resulting augmentation (Eq. 12.21a) is a two-way effects model. In ad
dition, given there is a possibility for simultaneity between network effects
Eq. 12.21a is specified as a standard form vector autoregressive (VAR) model.

The presence of the unobserved components means that two-stage instrumental
variables estimation is required. Past network size is an endogenous variable be
cause of the dependence of network size on the unobserved components . How
ever, caution is required when implementing instrumental variables since, as Nel
son and Startz (1990) warn, the use of lagged values as instruments when
estimating stochastic Euler equations can lead to bias. Thus, instruments for net
work size are restricted to future access and use prices. Particular care is taken to
ensure instruments are good predictors for network size. The resulting equations
are estimated in Limdep 8.0 using the unbalanced panel data set described above,"

The final estimating equations , presented in Table 12.3 through Table 12.5, are
maximum likelihood estimates of the two-way (country and time) effects using
Limdep's random coefficient effects estimator. Random coefficient estimation for
the country and time effects are necessary to accommodate the high degree of
variation in these data, combined with the presence of unobserved components
and possible non-linearity between the network size arguments results . Attempts
to correct for possible autocorrelation result in smaller standard errors in the cor
rected model than the initial model.? The forward-looking specification failed due
to co-linearity between the future and past network size arguments , largely due to
the small time dimension . The problem is common with slowly-changing vari
ables. Therefore, the extent to which consumers anticipate future network size re
mains an open question.

Interpretation of the estimated coefficients depends on the restrictions imposed
on the standard form VAR system. If there is no contemporaneous feedback be
tween the services, then the estimated coefficients can be read as representing the
magnitude of the marginal effects. If contemporaneous feedback is assumed, then
measuring the magnitude of the structural parameters requires the researcher to
impose a recursive structure on the estimating equations. In effect, the identifica-

7 This is basedon the assumption that deviations in realper capita income around country
and time-specific means folIowarandom walk. For further details, see Becker et al.
(1994) .

8 The estimators in Limdep 8.0 do not require group sizes to be equal (Greene 2002).
9 Becker et al. (1994) report a similar outcome.
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tion process means that one of the services is deemed to be completely exogenous
and not affected by contemporaneous effects from the other two services. At the
other extreme, the demand for one of the other two services is completely endoge
nous. Note, however, that the signs of the structural parameters are not affected by
these assumptions.

Table 12.3. Fixed-line Telephone Network

Variable Coefficient Standard Error

PFt
-0.0016 0.0000

NF1- 1
0.9624 0.0005

NMt- 1
-0.0336 0.0005

N
It

_, -0.0218 0.0006

~ 0.0001 0.0000

Mean

Jl -0.3671 0.0206

'1; 998
2.0575 0.0084

~OOJ 4.1204 0.0080
(J' 0.0425 0.0024

Observations 79
Log-Iikelihood -131.0224

Inspection of Table 12.3 through Table 12.5 indicates that price arguments in
all models are correctly signed and significant. Per capita income is also correctly
signed and significant. Importantly, own-network effects are all positive, signifi
cant and offer the most explanation for variation in network size. Cross network
effects in Table 12.3 are both negative , suggesting the substitution effect domi
nates the possible network effects arising from the presence of increasing mobile
and Internet subscribers. For mobile telephone demand (Table 12.4) cross-network
effects are negative from fixed-Iine telephone and positive from the Internet. For
the Internet (Table 12.5) both cross network effects are negative. In addition to the
price and network arguments, Table 12.3 through Table 12.5 present mean esti-

mates for the cross-country ( Ji) and the time effects (~998 and ~ooo). These mean

estimates reflect the high degree of heterogeneity across country and also appear
to indicate wealth effects have changed substantially across time.
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Table 12.4. Mobile Telephone Network

Variable Coefficient Standard Error

PM1
-0.0050 0.0015

N FI- t -0.1204 0.0364

NMI-I 0.8626 0.0346

N 11- t 0.0507 0.0448

Y, 0.0004 0.0000

Mean

Ji -4.9569 1.3417

~998 7.5490 0.6436

~ooo 37.2528 0.7118

a 3.2936 0.1811

Observations 79

Log-Iikelihood -257.7795

Table 12.5. Internet Network

Variable Coefficient Standard Error

~, -0.0289 0.0005

N FI _t -0.0039 0.0013

N MI_ t -0.0657 0.0011

N11-I 0.9651 0.0014

Y, 0.0002 0.0000

Mean

f.1 -4.4428 0.0544

~998 5.0960 0.0206

~ooo 17.5309 0.0216

a 0.1053 0.0052

Observations 79

Log-likelihood -221.6762
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Identified price and income effects , reported in Table 12.6, assurne that the
fixed-line network is exogenous. Mobile telephony is affected by contemporane
ous effects from fixed-line, but not from Internet service . Internet is assumed to be
contemporaneously determined by both fixed-line and mobile telephone services .
The results in Table 12.6 show that there is little difference between the estimated
coefficients and the identified parameters .10

Table 12.6. Identified Priceand Income Effects

E:,
Y,

Fixed-line

-0.0015

0.0001

Mobile

-0.0050

0.0006

Internet

0.0006

0.0013

Calculated at the sample means, fixed-line telephone, mobile telephone and
Internet price elasticities are -0.0082, -0.0467 and -0.0855, respectively. While
all price elasticities are inelastic, it is apparent that order of magnitude follows the
order of service introduction with the fixed-line telephone elasticity the smallest
and the Internet elasticity the largest. This refIects the standard pattern of the low
est elasticity for the most mature product and the highest elasticity (particularly at
low penetration levels) for the least mature product. Given the unit of measure
ment is per 100 persons, the mobile telephone elasticity suggest apercent fall in
the annual mobile subscription price in 2002 yields an extra 15,831,607 subscrib
ers across the OECD .11 Income elasticity is 0.0514 for fixed-line telephony,
0.2847 for mobile telephony and 0.3042 for the Internet.

Further insight is available by inspecting impulse response functions. Fig. 12.4
presents the Pesaran and Shin (1998) generalized impulse response functions for
Internet demand." The shape of the impulse response functions is similar across
the three services, with the only substantial difference being the scale across ser
vice. Fig. 12.4 shows that an unexpected increase in the size of the Internet has the
largest impact on the demand for Internet services . In effect, the figure suggests
that every new Internet subscriber induces a further three new subscribers in the
following year. This is not the usual network effect ; and must be some form of
demonstration or word-of-mouth effect. Moreover, the slow decay in the impulse
function indicates that a once-off increase in the number of Internet subscribers
will induce new subscribers to join the Internet in subsequent years . A similar ini
tial effect is induced by adding new mobile telephone subscribers. That is, another
mobile telephone subscriber induces a further three new Internet subscribers next
year, followed by a further five new Internet subscribers over the subsequent three
years. Thus, from a policy perspective, it doesn 't matter which service is promoted

10 Refer to the Appendix for further detailon the identification procedure.
11 Therewere 58.47mobile telephone subscribers per 100persons in the OECD in 2002.
12 The generalized impulse response function is not dependent on the ordering imposed on

the system.
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as both networks will still induce Internet growth. Note, however, that stimulating
the size of the fixed-line network results in a substantially smaller impact on the
growth of the Internet. Hence, short-lived policies aimed at stimulating the size of
the Internet should focus on factors that affect the size of the Internet directly or
indirectly via mobile telephony. Similar conclusions are drawn for fixed-line and
mobile telephony, viz., stimulation of any part of the telecommunications network
results in overall growth. However, stimulating fixed-line telephone offers the
least return, so policy levers should be oriented towards mobile telephone and
Internet service. Growth in these services will tend to induce growth in fixed-line
demand.

1__ Fixed-ü ne Service ---- Mobile --Internet I
3.5 1 - - - - - - - - - - -;::=====================::;,

2.5+-_____,f------=~---"'_..:=__-----------------____;

..,.2.0 +-+-- ---- -------"----=:--- -=-=---- --- --- -----j
g
'"CIl1.5 +-+-----,,L----""-......,.-----------="'-~_____,----.=-:.-__=,..,......----j

1.0 t'-- - - - - - - - - ---=---==---- --- - - --"""""---==-- ---j

0.5 i-----------------------="--~-.:::==:i

10965
Years

42

0.0 +---..-----,-----.----.---,...-----,..-----,-----,----.----1
o

Fig. 12.4. Generalized Impulse Response Functions for Internet Demand

Conclusion

This paper measures the network effect for multiple telecomrnunications services
using a model that is consistent with intertemporal utility maximization for the
representative consumer. The estimated results show that the network effect is
large for all three services. In addition, there is interaction between services, im
plying that the network effect should include all telecornmunications services. In
relation to specific services, the results suggest that mobile telephone and Internet
service are most responsive to telecommunications policy changes that impact on
price and network size. However, the lack of long country-specific time series
prevents testing for the extent to which consumers anticipate network growth
when making subscription decisions. The short time series also prevents tests for
parameter stability and for more sophisticated approaches to control for heteroge
neity across consumers. Nevertheless, the approach demonstrated here has proven
fruitful and provides an indication of how estimation of the model could proceed
should sufficient micro-data be made publicly available.
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Appendix

The VAR system of equations Eq. 12.21a are under-identified due to an inability
to estimate coefficients Bij2. The strategy adopted folIows Cecchetti and Rieh

(2001) to establish a link between the structural and reduced-form representations
ofEq. 12.21a. Beginning with Eq. 12.21a,

T-\

Nil = LBildt +B;;Njt-l + ßB;;NiI +1 + LBjjINj,_1
I ~ j

+LBij2Nji + LBij3 Nj'+1 +B;pp', +rY, +cjt '
j j

where cil =Bilet +BjA+I' In matrix notation, this VAR is defined

(l2.A1)

(12.A2)

where X; =[NFt NMI NIt ] , z; =[PFI PMt P;t y,], I is a 3x3 identity ma

trix, cI> is a 3x 1 vector of intercepts, Bo ' BI ' B2 are 3x 3 matrices of structural

coefficients and 'I' is a 3x4 matrix of coefficients corresponding to the exoge
nous variables in ZI ' Eq. 12.A2 is represented as

(l2.A3)

where B(L) is a 3x3 matrix of polynomial lags and L denotes the lag operator,

i.e., B(L) =Bo- BleI - B2L. The infinite moving average representation of

Eq. 12.A3 is

(l2.A4)

It is necessary to estimate Eq. 12.A2 in reduced form

(l2.A5)

where J.l1 = Bo-IE
t

• The infinite moving average representation ofEq. 12.A3 is

(12.A6)
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By expanding the polynomials in the moving average representation ofboth the
structural and standard form VAR, Eq. 12.A4 and Eq. 12.A6, Cecchetti and Rich
(2001) show that the first coefficient matrix in the structural VMA Eq. 12.A5 is
equal to the inverse of the coefficient matrix in the structural VAR Eq. 12.A2.
That is,

(12.A7)

Eq. 12.A7 establishes the link between the variance-covariance matrices of
both the structural and reduced form VAR representations . That is,

where

[an aFM an]
1: = ~MF aMM ~Mf .

(T/F afM (Tu

(12.A8)

For the representative consumer, the unobserved effects in eil are correlated

across equations, but are orthogonal across individuals. Hence, the expected co
variance of the structural shocks is assumed zero. Hence the variance-covariance
matrix of the unobserved components is defined as

o ]o .
(Tu

(l2.A9)

Assuming Eq. 12.A9 is diagonal it provides three of the six restrictions neces
sary to identify the structural VAR. To identify the structural model it is necessary
to set three parameters in BQ equal to zero. Since the zero restrictions imply a

contemporaneous ordering, the zero restrictions is rotated so that

-OFf]
-0

MI

1

requires a choice between four possible orderings, viz.,
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B. =[ -L 0

n- B. =r~
-()FM

-0" 11 1 -() ,
MI

-()/F -()/M 0 1

B. =[ ~
-()FM -n B.=[ ~

-()FM
-0" ]

1 and 1 o .
-()/F 0 -()/M 1

B.=[-L 0

~lChoo sing the first option 1 B~l = I~o IAdjBo' where

-()/F -()/M

AdjBo = C', c, = _(li + j) IM ij l and M ij are the minors of n, .The minors are:

M n = [ 1
- ()/M

M 21 = [ 0
-()/M

~l M l2 = [~~: ~l
~ l M 22 = [-~/F ~l

and

M 31 = [ : ~ l M 32 = [-;MF ~l M 33 = [-()MF ~ l
The corresponding determinants of the minors are:

IMnl =l, IMl2I = -()MF ' IM 13I =()MF()/M+ ()/F' IM21I=O ,

IM 22 1 = 1, IM 231 = -()/M ' and IM 311 = 0, IM 32 1 = 0 , IM 33 1 = 1.

The corresponding cofactor matrix is:

Therefore,
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and IBol = 1. Therefore, the inverse is

and Eq. 12.A8 becomes

o
1 ~]

[~"
a FM

~"]O'MF a MM 0'MI

a /F alM a Il

0

~][T
0

:J[~
BMF 0MAM+0,, ]

=[ °M' 1 O'MM 1 BlM

BMFBlM +B/F BlM 0 0 1

[ u"
0

:J[~
BMF 0MAM+0,, ]

= BMFO'FF 0'MM 1 BlM

(BMFBlM +B/F)O'FF BlMO'MM 0 1

[ u"= BMFO'FF

(BMFBlM +B/F )O'FF

BMFO'FF (BMFB lM +B/F)O'FF ]

B~FO'FF +O'MM BMF(BMFBlM +B/F)O'FF + B/MO'MM •

BMF(BMFBlM +BlF)O'FF +BlMO'MM (BMFBlM +B/F)2O'FF +Bl~O'MM +O'Il

(12.AlO)

Hence,

(l2.All)

(l2.A12)

(l2.A13)

(l2.A14)
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and

To solve for the unknowns in Eq. 12.All to Eq. 12.A16

(}MF =o-FM I (J'FF

= o-FM /o-FF '

0-FI = «0-FM 10-FfO)(}IM + (}1F )0- pp

0-Fl /o-PF = (o-FM 10-FF )(}IM + (}1F

(}1F = (0-Fl I 0-PF ) - (0-PM I 0-PP )(}IM '

0-MM = (0-PM I 0-pp)
2

0-PP +(J'MM

(J'MM =o-MM -(o-FM I o-FF)2o-FP ,

0-MI = (0- PM I o-PP)«0-PM I o-FP)(}IM + (o-FI I o-pF) - (o-PM I o-PP )(}IM )o-pp

+(}1M 0-MM - (0-PM I o-pp)2 O-PP

0-MI = (0- PM I o-PF)2(}IMo-FF - (O-FM I o-FF)2 (}IMo-PP

() ~ ( ~ I ~ )2 ~
+ IM(J'MM - (J'PM (J'FF (J'PF

o-MI =(}IMo-MM -(o-PM lo-pp)20-PF

(}1M0-MM = (0- FM I o-FF)2o-FP + 0-MI

(}IM = (0-PM I 0-pp) \ 0-PP 10-MM +(0-MI I 0-MM )

and

(12.A15)

(12.A16)

(l2.Alla)

(12.A12a)

(l2.A13a)

(12.A14a)

(l2.A15a)
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o-u =((o-pM / O-pp)((o-pM / 0-1'1' )2(0-1'1' / 0-MM ) + (o-MI /0-MM))

+(0-Fl /0-1'1') - (o-pM /0-1'1' )(}IM)20-1'1' +((0-PM/0-1'1' )2(0-1'1' /0-MM )

+(0-MI /0-MM ))2(0-MM - (0-PM /0-1'1')20-1'1') + O"U

(l2.AI6a)

O"u = o-u - (((o-pM / 0-1'1' )((o-pM / 0-1'1' )ZCo-Fp /0-MM ) +(0-MI /0-MM ))

+(0-1'1/0-1'1') - (o-pM/0- 1'1' )(}IM )20-1'1' +((0-FM /0-1'1' )2(0-1'1' /0-MM)

+(0-MI /0-MM ))2(0-MM - (o-pM/0- 1'1')20-1'1')) .

Identifying the Exogenous Structural Parameters

The standard form coefficients for the exogenous variable coefficient matrix is

o
o
Yu

and is represented by the product 'P = B~lq. , or

[rf
0 0 rn]

YMM 0 YMy

0 Yu YIY

[ 1
0

~n
0 0

~n ]= (}Mp I YMM 0 YMy

(}Mp(}IM + (}/F (}IM 0 Yu YIy

[ y"
0 0 Yn ]

= (}MpYpp YMM 0 (}MpYPY+YMY .

((}Mp(}IM + (}/F)Ypp (}IMYMM Yu ((}Mp(}IM +(}/F)YFY + (}/MYMy + YIy

Therefore,

Ypp = Ypp , (12.AI?)
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13 Open Access Rules and Equilibrium
Broadband Deployment

Glenn A. Woroch

Introduction

Investment in advanced communications infrastructure promises such tantalizing
payoffs as accelerated economic growth and enhanced national competitiveness.
Relatively little disagreement arises in policy debates that such benefits are possi
ble-usually only their size and distribution across the population are at issue. Bit
ter disputes, however, have occurred over which path will lead the communica
tions sector to deploy these technologies most expeditiously and equitably.

While competition is now widely accepted as essential to effective broadband
policy, policy makers have adopted a wide array of alternative rules to promote
advanced network investment. Arguably, the most contentious of these policies
forces incumbent network owners to share their facilities and equipment to enable
rival broadband service providers . Opponents protest that such sharing destroys
incentives to undertake the expense and risk of deploying new technologies. Such
policies, they contend, willlikely delay the rollout of innovative services, and pos
sibly forestall deployment in some markets altogether. Proponents of 'open ac
cess', in contrast, emphasize how sharing creates competition in retail service
without the waste of duplicate investment.' In its strong form, this view foresees
future facilities-based competition which results in net increase in advanced net
work investment.

The impact of pro-competition policy on broadband deployment has generated
a considerable body of empirical evidence . This literature predates the opening of
many advanced service markets to competition .? Several early econometric inves
tigations conclude that liberalized regulation of incumbent telephone companies
had the effect of stimulating their investment in advanced technology.' The em
pirical evidence on this question is far less conclusive once those communications
markets were open to competition, no doubt partly a result that the studies were

1 Open access refers to policies that require facilities-based providers to share their net
works with downstream service rivals. In the US, the term has been used to describe
nondiscriminatory interconnection between a cable TV system, and affiliated and unaf
filiated Internet service providers (lSPs) .

2 Woroch (1998) provides a review of earlier empirical studies of the competition
investment relationship in telecommunications and other deregulated industries.

3 In particular, Greenstein et al. (1995) and Kridel et al. (1996) find that price cap regula
tion (or its variants) is associated with increased investment by local telephone incum
bents in new digital technology, including optical fiber.

R. Cooper et al. (eds.), Frontiers of Broadband, Electronic and Mobile Commerce
© Physica-Verlag Heidelberg 2004
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conducted on behalf of interested parties. For instance, Willig et al. (2002) con
clude that aggregate incumbent local exchange carrier (ILEC) investment is in
versely related to unbundled network element prices. Haring et al. (2002) take is
sue with this conclusion . In comparison, Crandall et al. (2002) offer some
impressionistic evidence that leads them to conclude that unbundling reduces in
vestment by ILECs. Gabel and Huang (2003) and Floyd and Gabel (2003) esti
mate simultaneous equations models of ILEC deployment of packet switching
technology and of the presence of competitive local carriers as a function of regu
latory treatment and market conditions. They find, contrary to the earlier analysis,
that traditional rate of return regulation is associated with a greater propensity to
deploy advanced technology.

A longer-run rationale for open access is the possibility that it will facilitate in
frastructure competition by providing entrants a 'stepping stone' whereby they are
able to market some kind of service while they are building their own network. By
getting to market more quickly, entrants may be more potent competitors when in
frastructure competition materializes. Examining an early period of competition,
Woroch (2000) finds evidence that facilities-based entry triggers a virtuous cycle
whereby incumbent carriers respond by deploying urban fiber rings as both com
pete for high-speed business access customers. Addressing a similar question,
Crandall et al. (2002) estimate a relatively high elasticity of substitution between
leased and purchased local loops, and conclude that low lease rates significantly
discourage facilities-based entry.

In the end, no consensus emerges from the empirical literature examining the
impact of regulation-mandated competition and the extent of firm-specific and in
dustry-wide investment. Based on superficial modeling, the empirical studies are
incapable of capturing the complex relationship between the pro-competitive pol
icy and incumbents' and entrants' investment incentives. Equilibrium investment
behavior-especially when it involves innovation-does not obey a simple direct
relation to standard measures of competition.' Furthermore, broadband policy can
be highly idiosyncratic, generating unique and unexpected consequences for
broadband investment.

The principal contribution of this paper is to provide a formal model that links
open access policies with equilibrium deployment of advanced networks which, in
turn, generate hypotheses to guide empirical tests and inform broadband policy
initiatives. The timing of deployment of broadband services is modeled as a 'tech
nology race' among competing network owners and service providers. In equilib
rium, firms decide if and when to deploy broadband technology. Depending on
identifiable demand and cost conditions, any contestant may 'win' this race. The
model with two firms depicts the vigorous contests taking place in most countries
between incumbent local telephone companies and cable TV operators that are
deploying digital subscriber line (DSL) and cable modem (CM) technology,
respectively.

4 See Boone (2000).
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Properties of the equilibrium technology race are used to characterize the im
pact of various open access policies on the outcome of broadband race. Regulatory
policy affects the outcome of this race by altering participants' investment incen
tives and, in turn, the pace of deployment and the winning technology. The analy
sis begins by examining the indirect role of non-broadband regulation on broad
band deployment incentives. Rate regulation of traditional services, e.g., voice
telephony and broadcast video, are irrelevant if it is uncoupled from the broadband
deployment decision. Legacy regulation could nevertheless further constrain prof
its due to cost sharing rules and the like. In that case, non-broadband regulation
tends to delay broadband deployment by both carriers even if they are treated
symmetricaIly. Next, a simple policy of sharing a monopoly incumbent's ad
vanced network and sharing it with a single pure reseIler of broadband services is
considered. In that case the outcome is unambiguous: a policy of open access de
lays deployment, and might even preclude it. On balance whether social welfare is
reduced depends on the extent to which consumers benefit from lower broadband
service prices.

Turning to a setting with two facilities-based contenders, a policy that mandates
the leader share its broadband network with its rival while that latter builds its own
facilities is examined. Again, both deployment dates are postponed relative to the
outcome without sharing. This version of the open access is indicative to asym
metric treatment of local telephone companies and cable TV operators. Mandating
that both incumbents must make their broadband facilities available to its rival
may reverse this tendency and accelerate deployment. One last open access policy
aIlows a foIlower to continue to lease the leader's network even after it has built
its own network. AIlowed to both lease and build broadband facilities, the fol
lower 's incentive to upgrade its own network is diminished, delaying the date of
platform competition as well as delaying initial construction of broadband net
work. Similar impacts on deployment arise when regulators mandate pure resale,
in which case reseIlers can lease broadband networks at regulated wholesale rates
but with no opportunity to build their own facilities. When pure reseIlers are ruled
out, and both carriers gain access to the other's broadband network, initial de
ployment is delayed even when profit regulation is applied symmetricaIly. In this
case, however, it is possible that the order of deployment is reversed, in which
case an inferior technology could be deployed before the superior one.

In the next section some distinguishing features of broadband technology are
described. It is hoped that these features are captured by the technology race
model, as weIl as several of the more prominent forms of broadband regulation.
Then the technology race model of broadband deployment is constructed, while
equilibrium and some comparative-static properties are briefly described . Much of
the derivation is relegated to the Appendix. The subsequent sections are devoted
to analyzing the variants of the open access rules, A final section concludes with
remarks about a broader welfare issue of facility sharing policies.
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Broadband Technology and Regulation

Broadband service is defined chiefly by its bidirectional data transmission speed.'
Whereas bit rates exceeding 200 kbps were once considered broadband service,
much faster thresholds are now required for that classification. In reality transmis
sion speeds vary continuously even for the same technology deployed within a re
gion. Minimum speeds to meet users' demands will increase further as content and
applications become available that take full advantage of the greater bandwidth.

Many kinds of physical networks can deli ver high-speed data . The most com
mon technologies are DSL over the public switched telephone network and cable
modem over cable TV systerns ." The duopoly race that is the focus of much of the
analysis is readily interpreted as competition between an incumbent local tele
phone company and a cable TV operator. Wireless networks-3G cellular, WiFi
and two-way satellite-represent a smaller but rapidly growing share of the
broadband access market. New wire-based networks are also being built in compe
tition with embedded networks.? These broadband service providers sometimes
undertake green field construction of fiber networks and at other times retrofit of
existing cable TV systems."

Broadband Technology and Cost Characteristics

Technologies for delivering broadband services continue to experience steady im
provement, leading to increased speeds and falling costs. Progress of broadband
technologies remain highly uncertain, however, as they depend on overcoming
many technical challenges and on the shifting capabilities of embedded networks.

The investment needed to deploy broadband service is very lumpy. Although
some expenditure varies with the scale of the broadband network, the vast major
ity of deployment costs are fixed and sunk". The incremental cost of adding broad-

5 Other key attributesincludean always-on connection and unrestricted access to the Inter
net. Transmission rates may be further qualified by the constancy of the bit rate and the
asymmetry in upload and downloadspeeds.

6 International Telecommunication Union (ITU, 2003) gives penetration of the leading
broadbandtechnologies amongselect developed countries.

7 The electricity grid represents an existing wireline network that potentially can carry
broadbandservicesusing power-line transmission technology.

8 See US General Accounting Office (2004) for six case studies of such broadband de
ployments in the USo

9 Deployment costs that vary with the size of customer base include customer premise
equipment-modems, network cards and radio dishes-as weIl as network-side invest
ments such as DSLAMs and cable head-end equipment. These costs will also fall over
time along as, e.g., options for customerself-installation are perfected. Customeracquisi
tion costs tend to vary with customerbase as weIl,but they may not fall as quicklyunder
competition with an expectedincreasein customerchum. They also differ acrosscarriers
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broadband capability to an incumbent's network tends to be much less than that
for green field construction.'? Given any specific geographic market, deployment
cost of incumbent carriers also depends on the inherent characteristics of their re
spective broadband technologies as well as their network footprints. For instance,
cable systems have a greater presence in residential neighborhoods and rural areas
whereas the telephone network is relatively better represented in densely popu 
lated areas such as central business districts. DSL more often has an attenuation
problem in residential areas, especially low-density suburbs and rural areas, where
loop lengths are the Iongest. CM service requires an upgrade to hybrid fiber-coax
network so as to enable two-way data transmission. Wireless broadband technolo
gies typically necessitate smaller outlays for facilities and equipment than fixed
networks though the cost of licensing radio spectrum can eliminate this advantage.

The model of a broadband race developed here captures the fixed , sunk nature
of deployment costs, the steady decline in those costs, and their differences across
contenders. Other aspects such as uncertainty over the cost of alternative tech
nologies are suppressed in favor of simplicity. Depending on the scope of the geo
graphic market, the model can accommodate cases where just one of the incum
bent networks is viable, as weIl as the more interestingly case where both vie to
serve the market.

Policy Promoting Broadband Competition

As broadband services only recently reached mass market appeal, a variety of
regulatory treatments are found. Governments have taken a variety of policy ap
proaches, ranging from forbearance to direct regulation of rates and investments.
Even within the US, the 50 State commissions and the FCC exhibit disparity in
their treatment of broadband services." Some regulators require broadband tar
iffs-in some cases placing those services under price caps. Generally, ILEC pro
vision of DSL service is the most common target of regulation, with cable modem
and wireless broadband access receiving light regulation. Notably, implementation
of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 (TA96) required ILECs to open their net
works and unbundled network service elements (UNEs) for lease to competitive

as it is likely to be eheaper to migrate an existing non-broadband customer to broadband
service than to either attract a first-time user or poach extant broadband customers from
rivals.

10 Alternatively, these embeddednetworks were optimizedto provideservices that differ in
several respects from broadband data access: local and long-distance networks are de
signed for voice telephony, and cable's hybrid fiber-coax networkfor broadcastof multi
channel video entertainment. In addition, green field deployment-such as the construc
tion a next-generation optical fiber network-has much freedom to choose the serving
territory, the network architecture and the transmission protocol without concem for
compatibility with the legacynetwork.

11 See Lee (2001) for a summary of State comrnission treatmentofbroadband services.
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local exchange carriers (CLECs). One such unbundled element is the high
frequency digital portion of localloops. Such 'line splitting' enabled service-based
providers to offer high-speed access along with other telephony and/or video ser
vices, possibly provided using other unbundled elements, and especially UNE
platforms. The Telecom Act also identifies a potential exemption from the unbun
dling mandates for, among other services, high-speed Internet access. In the
FCC's implementation of Section 706, they allow ILECs to avoid unbundling their
high-speed facilities when they structurally separate their data affiliates from tele
phone operations, supplying competing carriers with parity service to their broad
band affiliate."

TypicaIly, cable provision of high-speed Internet access is lightly regulated.
Recently the FCC declared cable modem an 'information service', and hence be
yond its regulatory reach, only to have the decision subsequently reversed by an
appeals court. Whatever the outcome of Federal treatment, local municipalities
have considerable power to regulate CM service deriving from their authority to
award operating franchises . The principal concern here is how franchise boards
have placed new conditions on their franchisees, and in several highly visible de
cisions, have forced cable franchisees to provide nondiscriminatory access to all
ISPs as weIl as their affiliated ISPs. Neither cable franchise authorities nor State
and Federal regulators have required operators to unbundle cable modem service
and to offer high-speed data transmission to unaffiliated service providers. Never
theless, as is shown below, regulation of cable video services can indirectly impact
broadband deployment decisions .P

Opening of broadband facilities and unbundling high-speed services is the first
of two essential elements of an open access policy. The other component is the
pricing of the network services used by service-based providers . Pricing rules im
pact an incumbent's incentive to build a broadband network as weIl as the incen
tives of rival carriers to purchase its network services. These rates could be set
unilaterally by the incumbent or privately negotiated between the carriers . It is as
sumed here that a regulatory authority sets wholesale rates although that process is
not explicitly modeled. The analysis will be guided by two popular wholesale
pricing methodologies: the efficient component pricing rule (ECPR) and long run
incremental cost (LRIC) pricing. The FCC devised aversion of LRIC, called Total
Element LRIC to price network elements and imposed this methodology on states
that did not develop their own approach . Generally speaking, ECPR ensures the
facility owner is compensated for profits on sales lost to downstream competitors,
whereas LRIC pricing makes no such guarantee . Nevertheless, the analysis as-

12 SBC has, for instance, chosen to place all its broadband data services in aseparate sub
sidiary, Advanced Solutions, Inc.

13 While the TA96 eliminated (as of February 1999) Federal regulation of rates for cable
TV services that had been enabled by the Cable Act of 1992, States and municipalities
still retain some authority to regulate cable TV rates. Also, the FCC continues to impose
'must carry' obligations on cable operators whereby they retransmit qualifying local
over-the-air prograrnming.
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sumes that facility owners will not voluntarily unbundle their broadband networks
and lease them to serviee-based rivals.

Of course, in the short run, resale provides another means by whieh competing
providers can exert discipline on incumbent carriers, at least in limited terms,
based on priee and service characteristies . Resellers, like all service-based provid
ers, trade off the cost and risk associated with constructing a network against the
wholesale rates they pay for using the incumbent's facilities, in addition to lack of
control over network capabilities . The opportunity to provide broadband serviee
without investing in facilities gives service-based providers a 'real option' that can
be 'calIed' when realized demand or cost conditions are out of line with expecta
tions.!' Prieing rules that ignore this option value will skew incentives to under
take such large, sunk outlays, causing incumbents to curtail or delay the invest
ment, or in the extreme, to forgo the expenditure entirely."

A Technology Race Model of Broadband Deployment

Here the standard model of a technology race is modified to capture essential fea
tures of broadband deployment decisions." The model is sufficiently flexible to
accommodate key features of regulatory polieies aimed at promoting broadband
investment. Each firm has the strategie timing problem of deciding if and when to
deploy a broadband network. If they should do so, they incur a one-time, fixed
cost that varies by firm and the date of deployment: c;Ct) is the nominal cost of
broadband deployment for Firm i at date t. 17· 18 Due to continuous improvement in
microelectronics, opties, radio technology, software and other enabling technol-

14 Hausman (2000) and Pindyck (2004) show how unbundling creates a real option that de
rives from the sunk nature of investment and the uncertainty of future costs. They go on
to demonstrate how TELRIC pricing under compensates an incumbent for its investment
relative to competitive returns. This modeling approach does not draw conclusions about
the equilibrium timing of deployment decisions.

15 A related concern is that, compelled to open its facility, an owner will degrade access
service to a competitor, or find another means to disadvantage rivals relative to its ser
vice. Open access rules seek to address such concerns via nondiscrimination provisions.

16 See Katz and Shapiro (1987) and Fudenberg and Tirole (1985) for general formulations
of a technology race between contestant s. Here some of Fudenberg and Tirole' s notations
are adopted. For an application of the technology race model to a context similar to this
one, see Riordan's (1992) model ofvideo competition between telephone companies and
cable operators and its regulation.

17 In reality, construction of any network is a gradual process during which firms will incur
adjustment costs. In that case, firms also must trade off the high cost of faster deploy
ment costs more in present value (or sacrifice quality of the network) compared to that
for slower deployment.

18 Faulhaber and Hogendom (2000) model staged broadband competition in which carriers
decide how much capacity to build, as weil as, the extent of territory served.
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ogy, (nominal) deployment cost falls over time at a decreasing rate: c;(t) < 0 and

«t) > 0 . Deployment costs asymptotically approach a lower bound : Cj > O. The

bounds are low enough to allow at least one firm to find broadband deployment
profitable. Costs are allowed to vary across firms reflecting differences in their
embedded networks and the technology to upgrade to broadband. This variation is
an important source of determining the equilibrium order of deployment. Finally,
assurne that deployment costs cj(O), are so high that no firm finds deployment

profitable, even if it were the sole broadband service provider. Further, deploy
ment costs are assumed to not depend on any firms' past occurrences of broad
band investment-ruling out, among other phenomenon, the possibility of 'learn
ing by building' .

Fal1ing deployment costs pose broadband contenders with a tradeoff between
lower costs from waiting against the risk of being preempted by a rival. Each
firm's profit in a given period depends on the industry profile at the moment in
terms of broadband supply . When more than one firm offers broadband service in
a market, they share in the broadband revenue according to the intensity of retail
competition.'? The dependence of firms ' operating profit on past deployment his-

tory is indicated by 1Z'ih (r) , where h captures the history of past deployment by all

firms in the market. It is important to note that this expression includes operating
profits from non-broadband operations. For instance, it would include traditional
switched voice revenues for a local telephone company and video revenues for a
cable TV operator. When there are two facilities-based firms, as in the case of a
telephone and a cable company, let h = n to indicate that neither one has deployed,
h = 1 (2) that just Firm 1 (2) has deployed, and finally h = d that there are dual
networks deployed.

Generally, the 1Z't (r) s are increasing over time, reflecting a steady increase in

service demand-typically driven by growth in the number and quality of broad
band applications and content (e.g., multimedia games, video conferencing and
VoIP services) , and also word-of-rnouth communication and network effects
stemming from user file sharing (e.g., digital photographs and videos). As written,
dual-deployment profits 1Z'; are invariant to the order in which firms choose to

deploy, in which case no permanent advantages derive from being aleader or a
folIower. Since, furthermore, profits do not depend on the timing of the deploy
ments, first-mover advantage gained through customer lock-in or brand equity is
ruled out. The provision of broadband service adds to operating profit of the car-

rier who deploys the necessary facilities : 1Z': (t) > 1Z't (r) and 1Z'id (r) > 1Z'1 (t). It is

reasonable to assurne that the baseline profits prior to deployment, 1Z't (z) , grows

rather slowly since those revenues derive from mature service markets . In com
parison, post-deployment profit, 1Z':(t), should track the growth rate in aggregate

demand for broadband services. A firm's operating profit is likely to fall when its

19 In this way, the model differsfrompatent race modelsin whichthe winnertakes a11.
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rival deploys broadband technology even if it has not entered that market yet:
7[/ (r) < 7[i" (r) and 7[i

d (z)< 7[: (t) . Through marketing and bundling of narrowband

and broadband services, a laggard suffers loss of customers to its broadband rival:

7[i" (r) > 7[/(t) .

Duopoly Broadband Race Equilibrium

Contestants choose a timing strategy or rule specifying the build date given history
to that time. With knowledge of deployment times, firms can compute their dis
counted profit. If there is no competitive threat, a firm chooses the best time to
lead, denoted t: .This occurs when the incremental operating profit from deploy

ment equals a measure of the dynamic marginal cost of deployment:

(13.1)

Refer to Li(t) as the leader's incentive. It measures the increment in operating

profits when the firm is the only one to deploy broadband services. The best time
to follow, tr'conditional on the other firm having deployed, obeys a similar rule:

(13.2)

Here F;(t) is the follower's incentive. The best time to follow is independent of

the date of first deployment, signifying there are no spillovers from the leader to
the folIower.

The leader and folIower dates do not determine the equilibrium dates because,
while a firm might choose to deploy earlier whether it is aleader or folIower, its
rival may prefer not to assurne the remaining position in the order of deployment.
To sort this out, define a carrier's preemption time, tiO , as the time when Firm i is

indifferent between leading at that date and, instead, allowing its rival to lead at
that same date. With this notation it is stated that the main result on equilibrium in
this two-player timing game, renumbering the firms if necessary: If t10 < t~ and

t; < t~ ,then, at a sub-game perfect Nash equilibrium, Firm 1 deploys first at the

earlier of the dates, t~ and t; , while Firm 2 deploys second at time t{ . In words,

when Firm 1 is the more eager to deploy, it will deploy first in equilibrium, but not
necessarily at the time that yields it maximal profits. Instead, it deploys an instant
before its rival finds it preferable to be the leader rather than being relegated to the
role of the folIower. To wait beyond the rival's preemption date, the firm risks
having the lead stolen. The assumption that contestants react quickly to deploy
ment decisions is crucial to arriving at this equilibrium as Fudenberg and Tirole
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(1987) emphasize." Within a single market, the winner may take all in this race.
Once a carrier has deployed a broadband network, a complete overbuild is not
profitable as the providers enter into aprice war. Households are unlikely to sub
scribe to more than one broadband Internet access service . Alternatively, dual sub
scription may not be rare among business customers. Furthermore, depending on
the technology, the costs may not be great to build a network that merely 'passes'
subscribers in an area, without incurring the additional investment necessary to
connect users. Finally , differentiation in the broadband services is inevitable given
the differences in technology.

Comparative-static Analysis

Clearly, both market demand and firm cost conditions affect deployment timing .
Open access policy alters these conditions and, hence, the equilibrium timing of
broadband deployment. To conduct these exercises, label, without loss of general
ity, Firm 1 as the leader when no open access is imposed , and Firm 2 the follower.
Let the baseline market condition be such that both firms eventually deploy a
broadband network in absence of open access. Then formally the effect of an open
access rule expressed as a perturbation in the profit path of both firms during the
monopoly period (when just one firm has built a network and offers broadband
service) and the dual deployment period (when both firms have built networks) :
"ih (r) +eo(t) where e > 0 and o(t) > 0 for t in the relevant range and h = i and d.

Next, examine the local impact of open access rules when e is arbitrarily smal!.

Table 13.1. Comparative-static Analysis of Broadband RaceOperating Profits

,.i ,.n ,.d ,.j ,.j ,.~ ,.d ,.i
I I I I J J J J

t l + 0 0 0 0 0 0I

tO
0 0 0 +/-

.
J + +

t l 0 0 0 0 0 0 +J

Note. * -according to whether t{ < / > t{ .

Simple comparative static exercises provide the impact of open access rules. Of
particular interest is how the deployment pattern is affected by the levels of oper
ating profits . In the Appendix some comparative static results are calculated.
Those results are summarized above in Table 13.1. Effects of changes in deploy
ment costs are somewhat less usefu!. By specifying a functional form for the de-

20 Allowing firms to be imperfectly infonned as to rivals' progress on its construction pro
gram, or infonnedwitha lag, is morerealistic, but greatly complicates the strategic inter
actionof the timing game.
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ployment costs, comparative static effects are derived. The table entries are rea
sonably intuitive . For instance, lower construction costs-both in terms of abso
lute level and also the dynamic marginal cost-accelerate deployment dates.

Regulation of Non-broadband Service

Next, consider the impact that non-broadband regulatory policy can have on the
equilibrium of the broadband race. Somewhat surprisingly, the analysis finds that
incentives to make broadband investments are affected by the regulatory treatment
of other services provided by the incumbent carriers . For instance, regulations
governing cable operator's video sales and a telephone company's rates for voice
services affect the equilibrium deployment of broadband services indirectly. To
begin, assurne that regulation has the effect of reducing the operating profits of the
two incumbents by a fixed amount and that this amount is constant over time and
independent of deployment history. So, for instance, Firm l ' s operating profits are
reduced by a constant amount ~l regardless of which, if any, firms have deployed

a broadband network ; and similarly ~2 for Firm 2 where the profit impact of

regulation may differ by carrier. Clearly, this regulation has no effect on the tim
ing of deployment, whether or not the lead firm, Firm 1, engages in preemption.

First, the timing of the first deployment is determined by the incentive to lead:
Liet)=Jr:et)-Jr1n(t) .lfprofit is reduced by ~l under either scenario, i.e., Firm 1

leads or neither firm deploys, then there is no change in the time of first deploy
ment, t; .Second, a similar result holds when preemption occurs. To see this, note

that preemption time t~ depends on the operating profits Jri ' Jr~ and Jr: .Totally

differentiating the preemption date when these profits are reduced by an amount of
time, cancel each other out, resulting in no change in any deployment date."

Regulators are not likely to intervene in these markets in such a symmetric
way, however. If broadband capabilities invite any regulatory intervention, overall
firm profits will be more constrained after deployment than before. Broadband
services are provided using at least some of the network assets built to provide
narrowband services . Any regulation that allocates some portion of the cost of
these facilities to broadband, in addition to investments that are directly attribut
able to broadband services, will make narrowband services appear more profit
able. In that case, the constraint on profits will tighten after a firm has deployed
broadband services .

To be precise, suppose regulation reduces profits by ~' before a firm's broad
band deployment and by ~" afterwards, where ~"> ~/ . Even when the two pro
viders are treated symmetrically, so that their profits are reduced by the same

21 Of course, profit regulation couldbe made conditional on the level of competition in the
industry so as to either accelerate or impede deployment. The interest here is in policy
that appears neutral toward broadband investment decisions.
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amounts, this regulatory rule results in delay of deployment. It is easy to show that
both t: and t~ increase, so that first deployment is delayed regardless of whether

the leader engages in preemption. Even though broadband services are not directly
regulated, by penalizing broadband deployment through the cost allocation rule
applied to narrowband services, both firms are less eager to make the necessary
investment. Direct regulation of retail and wholesale broadband services are not
the only means to affect their deployment. Regulation of a service that was related
to broadband services through an artificial cost allocation rule is also examined.
Alternatively, regulation to a non-broadband service that is complementary in de
mand to broadband Internet access (or a close substitute such as ISDN) could have
been applied to arrive at the same conclusion. This exercise suggests that, given
existing regulatory institutions, non-regulation of broadband service may be a pol
icy maker 's chimera."

Open Access Rules and the Equilibrium Broadband Race

Open access rules vary across several dimensions . Which facilities-based broad
band providers must grant access, the first firm to build a broadband network, or
any firm that eventually builds such a network? Who is assigned rights to access
existing broadband facilities, other facilities-based carriers who have built (or po
tentially could build) a broadband network, or service-based providers who reseIl
broadband services? When must access be granted? Open access could be required
immediately upon completion of the broadband facilities, or there could be a de
lay. Additionally, mandates to share facilities could expire once infrastructure
competition is realized. Finally, on what terms must facilities owners supply
wholesale broadband services? A wide range of pricing methodologies lie between
the ECPR and LRIC principles.

In this section alternative open access rules are specified and their impact on
the broadband race is assessed. Comparing the outcome of the race with and with
out an open access rule reveals its impact on deployment pattern relative to the
outcome without sharing. It is important to remember that this benchmark case is
not necessarily welfare optimal. Since firms find themselves in a winner-take
most contest, preemptive tendencies may cause investment to occur too soon rela
tive to the welfare optimum."

22 See, e.g., Oxman (1999).
23 At bottom, the firms have no means to express the value they attach to deploying at spe

cific times, except to actually make the expenditure. Suppose, for instance, the first firm
derives its highest profit by deploying in year-l which is much lower than the highest
profit the second firm can generate, and which is realized only when that firm deploys in
year-2. In absence of an auction of the right to deploy at the preferred time, the first firm
may preempt the second firm if the first firm would eam much lower profit if it were to
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Resale of Monopoly Broadband Service

The analysis begins by considering the case of a single infrastructure owner who
is forced to share its network with a single service-based rival immediately upon
completing the broadband upgrade . This situation arises in markets where the 10
cal telephone company does not encounter a cable TV system or a wireless net
work capable of upgrading to broadband service . In absence of an open access ob
ligation , the incumbent network (Firm 1) deploys broadband services at its stand-
alone profit-maxim izing date t: .Then suppose that it must lease the use of its

network to a service-based firm who can then offer undifferentiated broadband
services .> Provided lease rates do not preserve monopoly levels of incumbent
profits, and assuming that the reseller enters at its first opportunity, deployment
will reduce incumbent profits. Then, by inspection ofEq. 13.1, the decline in op
erating profits results in a delay in deployment date t: .

It is entirely possible that the reduction in incumbent operating profits caused
by open access will be so large that the incumbent will decline to upgrade to
broadband altogether. This is likely to occur in markets that are marginally profit
able on a long run basis to begin with, such as rural areas. Open access in this
situation only decreases the likelihood these customers will be served by advanced
services . It is important to note that any additional costs incurred as a result the
opening by the facilities-based carrier is assumed away. In fact, the cost of deploy
ing an operations support services to enable resale can be substantial and would
further reduce incumbent incentives to deploy.

This conclusion reverses the otherwise robust result of Gilbert and Newbery
(1982). In that paper, they find that an incumbent will adopt the innovation before
an entrant and earlier than it would have but for the threat of entry. Their result de
rives from the fact that competition necessarily dissipates profits; the prospect of
forgoing its monopoly rents spurs the incumbent to adopt earlier. In the current
setting there is a competitor, but because it resells the incumbent's service, it can
not pre-empt the incumbent. The incumbent has complete control over if and
when it faces retail competition-even if it does not control resale rates-because
competition is possible if and only if the incumbent deploys a broadband network.
The delay caused by open access would not be eliminated, but it may be reduced,
were the incumbent to enjoy a monopoly over broadband services for some period
of time before resale was required . The interim monopoly profits would then re
ward it for earlier deployment. Indeed, as the grace period is extended indefinitely,

wait until year-2. This would be inefficient if total welfare was roughly proportional to
firmprofits.

24 Werethe reseller to differentiate its broadband service somehow, overall industry profits
could increase withcompetition, and the incumbent could take a shareof the incremental
profits via higher lease rates. In fact the opportunity for productdifferentiation is mini
mal under pure resale, in which caseretailcompetition necessarily reduces industry profit
belowthe monopoly level.
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the timing of deployment would converge to the monopoly case. The rationale for
such an approach is exactly the same as the patent system which gives the patent
holder a monopoly over the use or licensing of the technology.

Interim Facility Sharing

Consider now an open access rule that allows a folIower to use the leader's broad
band facility until that time when it builds its own facilities." No pure reseller is
allowed to enter to use the available broadband facility; only a 'committed entrant'
that already owns a network and has the potential to upgrade to broadband has that
right-though it may choose never to do SO .26 The interim period during which ac
cess to the facility is required ends when broadband platform competition is real
ized with a second deployment. This scenario, translated into technology race
framework, raises profitability of the latecomer during the monopoly period:
Alt/ > O. Notice that the profits of the leader increase for both firms-even while

Firm 1 is assumed never to follow. This out-of-equilibrium strategy will neverthe
less alter deployment incentives. Next, consider the case when profits of the leader
are unaffected by open access: Alt l

l = Alti = O. The interpretation of this addi

tional assumption is that the facilities-based provider remains 'whole' as if prices
are set according to ECPR, either by a regulator or the self-interested firm. Be
sides these changes, profits after second deployment are assumed to be unchanged
since the folIower can no longer lease first-mover's facilities: Alt~ = Alt: = O. In

this case the impact of open access is quite simple to derive and intuitive to ex
plain. Firm 2's preemption date, the timing ofthe first deployment, is delayed as a
result of the increase in profits derived from resale: At~ > O. Furthermore, the

date at which Firm 2 foliows is also delayed: At! > 0 . Thus, the option to lease
the leader's network slows down both deployments ." The foliower is now more
profitable prior to deploying its broadband facilities, and as a result, defers its de-

25 Derivations supporting the comparative dynamic claims appear in the Appendix.
26 Note that it may be less costly for one of the firms to lease the other's network, and this

should be reflected by some differential cost of service-based broadband provision. An
example would be the fact that the telephone network in most cases is designed around
industry technical standards that do not vary from one region to another. Cable TV sys
tems, in contrast, adhere to a variety of technical specifications which would make it
more costly for a service-based competitor to make use of a rival's network. This situa
tion is changing, e.g., Cable Laboratories has defined and promoted its DOCSIS (Data
Over Cable Service Interface Specification) standard. Standardization could make it more
attractive to lease access from a cable operator were they compelled to unbundle their
network services.

27 If, instead of preemption, Firm 1 would lead at its preferred time, then this policy would
have no effect on the initial deployment. That would not, however, change the fact that
the second deployment is delayed.
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ployment date. The leader also delays its deployment-which occurs at the fol
lower's preemption date-because the folIower is less threatening." Of course, the
magnitude of the impact of open access rule depends on how profitable it will be
for the folIower to lease the leader's network, i.e., the size of AJr~ . This profit in

crement would shrink, e.g., if the folIower was precluded from leasing the leader's
broadband network for some fixed period, akin to the exclusivity period of a pat
ent. If the period of exclusivity is short, then the results continue to hold qualita
tively. Since the profit increment from following does not change as a result of an
exclusivity period, Firm 2 will not alter the date at which it folIows. However,
forgone profit during the exclusivity period will reduce its overall profit from fol
lowing (relative to open access without an exclusivity period), and so the preemp
tion date will occur a bit earlier."

Now suppose that Firm l 's profit is also increased to reflect the possibility that
it, too, could earn higher profits should it instead follow the lead of Firm 2:
/).n1

2 > O. In fact, assuming the order of deployment does not change, Firm 1

would never be in a position to realize these profits. But the prospect that Firm 2
could lead, and that an open access rule would make Firm 1 a slower folIower, has
the effect of advancing Firm 2's preemption date. If Firm 1, the actualleader, en
gages in preemption, then this effect taken by itself will speed up the initial de
ployment, M~ < 0 , just the opposite direction from the previous case. The net ef

fect of this more symmetric open access rule is ambiguous, depending on several
factors. The earlier conclusion that both deployment dates are delayed is preserved
if the Firm 2 derives relatively more profits from reselling than Firm 1.

Further, suppose that during the interim period of sharing, the leader 's profits
are not unaffected but are reduced below their unregulated levels: /).n: < 0 and

/).ni < O. The interpretation of this possibility is that access prices shift some of

the profits from the facilities-based leader to the service-based folIower. This oc
curs, e.g., if regulators imposed some form of LRIC pricing. The effect of this
form of open access, as might be expected, delays deployment as now the leader
has reduced incentives to invest. To simplify analysis of this case, return to the
asymmetric rule where Firm 1 alone is required to open up its network. The rule
then redistributes profits from Firm 1 to Firm 2: /).n1

2 > 0 and /).nt
2 < O. In that

case, all three critical deployment dates are delayed: M~ > 0, M~ > 0 and

28 The higher profits to Firm 2 during the monopoly period raises the value of following in
dependent of the first deployment because all other profit levels are unchanged for Firm
2, and the only way it takes advantage of the reselling profits is by being a folIower. The
equality of Firm 2's profits of leading and following is restored when the first deploy
ment is delayed because the analysis starts from a time earlier than Firm 2's monopoly
deployment date.

29 Of course, if the exc1usivity period grows indefinitely long (beyond the duration of the
unregulated monopoly period), then the open access rule becomes irrelevant.
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lit{ > 0 . Consequently, once again the first and second deployments occur later

than at the unregulated equilibrium as a result of the open access rule.

Pure Broadband Resale

Another open access rule would reserve use of an incumbent's network to a pure
reseller, denying access to another facilities-based incumbent. In practical terms,
this would say the cable and telephone companies cannot gain access to each
other's unbundled network services before or after they upgrade to broadband ca
pabilities, but an independent service-based provider could lease either broadband
network. This condition prornotes open access as a means to stimulate down
stream service competition, and not specifically to encourage potential infrastruc
ture competitors. In terms of the broadband race, this rule uncouples the follower's
decision to deploy broadband from its option to use the leader's network to pro
vide service beforehand . If the reseller simply earns a profit, and the leader re
mains whole, e.g., using ECPR, then the pattern of deployment will not depart
from the unregulated outcome. This rule becomes more interesting when, possibly
through LRIC access pricing, the leader's profits are reduced during the monopoly
period : Mr: < O. This effect of this condition is to slow down deployment. In all

cases the folIower date is unchanged because incremental profits are independent
of how much the leader earns. However, the leader's monopoly date and its pre
emption date are delayed, so assuming the open access rule is applied to both
firms, the initial deployment will be delayed. This is true whether the leader pre
empts the folIower, or is able to deploy at its monopoly time.

This characterization of this open access policy may be too limited. It could be
the case that by signing up many customers for a particular technology, areseller
could aid the facilities-based carrier in defending against later competition from an
alternative technology. Arguably, ILECs may stern the loss of DSL customers
once cable modem service becomes available in a market if broadband data
CLECs have signed up many DSL subscribers in the meantime. To capture this
feature profits need to be redistributed from the folIower to the leader after the
second deployment.

Symmetrie and Asymmetrie Faeility Sharing

Next, we examine the effects of allowing the folIower to continue to lease the
leader's network after the folIower builds its broadband facilities. A justification
for such a rule rests on the need for additional profit to reach platform competi
tion. The rule gives the folIower greater freedom in making its buy-build deci
sions, thereby lowering its overall costs at the expense of the leader 's profits. Be
low, a more symmetrie version of this rule gives both firms rights to lease the
other' s facilities . When just the follow has this right, the open access rule in
creases the follower's profits during the dual-deployment period as weil as during
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the leader's monopoly period: Ll1Z"~ > 0 and Ll1Z": > O. The analysis is simplified

by assuming no reduction in the leader's profit in either period, as if the ECPR
was applied. It can then be shown using the comparative-static results that the ef
fect of these profit changes will unambiguously delay the follower 's preemption
date: M~ > O. Assuming that the leader will preempt the follower, this open ac

cess rule works to delay initial deployment. Also, if the increase in profits is
roughly the same in both cases, then there is no effect on when the follower de
ploys since the net effect on the incentive to follow is unchanged: Llt{ = 0 . Con

trary to intent, the rule does not accelerate subsequent deployment.
This latter open access rule is highly asymmetric. If its intent is to improve in

cumbent networks ' buy-build decisions, the sharing of the broadband facilities
should be more symmetric. To examine this possibility, suppose that there is no
open access during the monopoly period, but once the two broadband networks
have been built, both firms can lease the other's broadband network.P Here the
focus of the rule is directly on improving the buy-build decisions. The effects of
this rule are characterized by assuming: Ll1Z"ld > 0 and Ll1Z": > 0 . By increasing the

profits from dual-deployment , the date at which either firm would follow the
leader is advanced since the profit incentive to follow has increased. The effect on
the follower's preemption date depends on the exact size of the profit changes. In
fact, if the two carriers are treated symmetrically (in that their profits rise the same
absolute amount), then there is no change in the preemption date. However, these
same changes will unambiguously delay the preemption date for either firm:
Llt~ > O. This will not be critical unless it had the effect of reversing the order of

the leader and follower. If Firm l ' s preemption date is delayed long enough, then
in equilibrium it could become the follower, Firm 2 would assume the role of the
leader, deploying at preemption date t~. Here is one case when an open access

rule could result in the apparently more efficient technology being deployed sec
ond, or potentially, not at all.

Conclusions

This study analyzed the impacts of alternative open access rules using an equilib
rium model of the broadband deployment race. The rules altered deployment tim
ing by two or more contestants, typically resulting in delay in either the first or
second deployments, or both. Delays can be traced back to reduced incentives to
invest in broadband facilities relative to service-based alternatives, or relative to
no investment. It is also found that asymmetric treatment of carriers, and hence
their corresponding technology, can have significant effects on the pattern of de-

30 As before, assurne that leasing broadband network services does not reduce the facility
owner's profit as ifECPR pricing is used.
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ployment even while intervention in this new service market can be quite subtle
and indirect.

The analysis of the open access rules is limited to assessing their impact on tim
ing of broadband deployment, and its implications for technology choice . A more
complete analysis would evaluate the rules in terms of their impact on social wel
fare. As formulated, the technology race model lacks sufficient detail to conduct a
full welfare analysis of the different open access rules." It is reasonable to as
sume, however, that the more broadband carriers that serve the same market
whether they own facilities or resell incumbent services-the lower prices are for
broadband service . Assuming narrowband rates are not affected, it is concluded
that welfare rises with either form of competition. To the extent that open access
rules tend to delay deployment of broadband service, consumer welfare is fore
gone. Alternatively, this outcome must be compared against the alternative where
a monopolist deploys earlier, but also sets monopoly prices throughout.

Certainly the welfare costs associated with deployment delays should factor
importantly in the debate over the form of open access rules applied to broadband
infrastructure. Indeed, the cost of delays in deploying other new telecornmunica
tions technology is large." Nevertheless, this calculus may miss other welfare
costs stemming from reduced pace of innovation in broadband technologies . First,
it is likely that each generation of broadband technologies builds upon the previ
ous generation, learning from earlier mistakes. Deployment delays only retard the
rate at which this knowledge accumulates. Furthermore, since new technology of
ten rides on at least some portion of existing infrastructure and customer equip
ment (as in the case of DSL and cable modem technology), when investment is
delayed and the current network is being amortized, so too may be the date when
new technologies are deployed by upgrading or retrofitting existing infrastructure.
Finally, the incentives for investing in R&D may be blunted depending on how
open access rules alter rates of return on broadband investment. All of these con
siderations argue for an expanded analysis of the broadband race beyond modeling
incentives to commercialize proven technology .
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Appendix

Suppose that the first and second deployments occur at t1 and t2 , respectively.

Then, if firm k (= i or j) deploys first at t1 ' and the remaining firm deploys at t2 ,

Firm i's discounted operating profit is given by:

(l3.AI)

where j = i when Firm i leads, and k = i when it folIows. Notice how firms visit

each of the three levels of operating profit, 1[: (t) , 1[;k (t) and 1[jd (t) during the in

tervals [0,t1) , [t1't2 ) and [t2 ,oo) , respectively. To arrive at Firm i's net payoff,

simply deduct the present value of deployment cost from Eq . 13.AI :

(13 .A2)

Suppose, for the moment, that Firm i was certain that Firm} would deploy at t j •

Then Firm i's best time to lead maximizes:

(13.A3)

over the range t < t j • The solution, t: ' satisfies a simple first-order condition:

(13.A4)

The left-side of Bq. 13.A4 is the (discounted) incremental operating profit from
deployment. It is graphed as an increasing curve in Figure 13.1. The right-side of
Eq. 13.A4 is the (discounted) incremental savings in deployment cost from wait
ing, and equals the amortized cost less the marginal cost of deploying. It is repre

sented by the faIIing curve in Figure 13.1. Call Lj(t) = 1[: (t) - 1[;"(f) the leader's

incentive. From the figure, observe that t: decreases as the curve shifts up. This

makes sense since higher rewards for innovation should speed up their introduc
tion. Reductions in incremental deployment cost have the same effect. The firm
will choose never to lead if, in all periods t, L;(f) < r Ci' the amortized minimum

deployment cost. The optimal time for Firm i to follow (assuming Firm) will lead

at a predetermined time) is defined analogously. The date t{ is found by replacing

the leader's incentive with the follower's incentive F;(t) = 1[jd (t)-1[/(t) . Finally

the firm never follows if F;(t) < r C, for all t. Notice that t j is entirely absent

from the marginal condition Eq . 13.A4. As a result, the rival 's timing has no effect
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on either solution , t( or t: . Nevertheless, a firm's total profit is a function of t j

as can easily be seen from Eq. 13.Al. For this reason, a firm's fortunes crucially
depend on when its rival deploys because that determines whether it will be a
leader or a foliower. Thus, firms battle for position in the order of deployment, but
given that position, the timing of their deployment is not a strategie concern. This
distinction becomes c1earer when the strategie game is constructed. But before do
ing so, one last critical date is needed.

$

t l

Fig. 13.1. Savings from Waiting and Marginal Deployment Costs

Given times when a firm wants to lead and to follow, there is some date when it
is indifferent between the two roles. Offered the choiee of being the leader by de
ployment at this preemption date t~ or having its rival deploy at that time, payoffs

are the same. The payoffs from each of these seenarios are expressed as follows:

- . J J Jf';(t) =IT f(t,t; )-ej(tj )exp(-rtj ) .

(l3.A5)

(l3.A6)

Equation l3 .AS gives cumulative payoff to Firm i if it deploys at t while Firm j

deploys later at tf, and Eq. l3 .A6 the payoff if Firmj deploys first at t while Firm

i follows at t( .
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n

o

Fig. 13.2. Leader and FolIower Incentives

As in Figure 13.2, L;<t) is single peaked at the preferred leader date, t: . F;(t)

increases over the region [O,tf) since a delayed first deployment postpones the

date when the follower registers a profit decline. The preemption date equates the
functions : Lj(t) = F;(t). Writing this equation and rearranging yields:

p;(t)exp(-rt)/ r - Mj(t)exp(-rtf)/ r - F';(t)exp(-rt)/ r

= c;<t)exp(-rt) - c;<tf )exp(-rtf)
(13.A?)

where P;(t)= 1[: (t) -1[/ (t) is Firm i'e preemption incentive, the difference be

tween being aleader and a laggard; M;<t) = 1[:(t) _1[jd (r) is the imitation penalty

imposed by the follower on the leader. This complicated expression simply bal
ances the incremental revenue from taking the lead with the incremental cost, with
all values properly discounted.

It is shown below that the preemption date t? is a decreasing function of P;(t)

and M j(t) as weIl as Fj(t) (through its dependence on tj). FinaIly, tjO is increas-
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ing (decreasing) in F';(/) depending on whether Firm i is a faster (slower) folIower

h . , f () ft an), i.e., I; < > I j •

Equilibrium Deployment

A strategy for each firm is a rule specifying whether or not to deploy in the current
period given the history up to that time and given other firms' strategies. Within a
period, firms move simultaneously. As usual players' strategies form a sub-game
perfect Nash equilibrium when, in each and every sub-game, the continuation of
players' strategies together form a Nash equilibrium. This equilibrium concept
rules out deployment plans that would never be carried out but, if believed by ri
vals, could alter the equilibrium outcome. For instance, Firm i could not credibly
claim to deploy in any period 1< 1;° regardless of the history leading up to that

time. Quite simply, it will lose money compared to never deploying. If Firm i' s
preferred deployment date is very early (I: occurs long before either t~ or t~,

then it will deploy at that time provided leading is more profitable than following,
i.e., L; (t:) > F; (t:) . Its plans might be upset if its rival were also to find leading at

that date more profitable than following, Le., L, (t:) > fr/t:) , or equivalently,

t~ < t:) since then Firm j will prefer to lead some time before that date t: . By the

same reasoning, Firmj cannot credibly commit to delay its deployment beyond its
preemption date, t~, because it could do better by taking the lead. As a result,

Firm i is induced to advance its deployment date up to t~ provided that it still pre

fers to lead. To sum, the general conclusion states that, if t;O < t~ and t: < t~ , then

equilibrium has Firm i deploy first at min{t: ,t~} and Firm j follows at tf .33 Of

course, the identity of the leader is an open issue. It depends on how operating
profits and deployment costs affect the firms' relative leader and preemption
dates. These dates depend, in turn, on the specific context of the application.

Comparative Staties

Comparative-static exercises establish the relation between critical dates, levels of
operating profit and deployment costs. To simplify derivations, assurne operating
profits are constant over time: lr;h (z)= lr;h for all t. From Fig. 13.1 we observe

that, even when operating profits vary over periods, t: and tr decrease in

33 Proved in Katz and Shapiro (1987) .
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L; =7r: -7ri" and F; =7rjd -7r! ' respectively. This implies t: is decreasing in 7r:

and increasing in 7ri" . Similarly, t( is decreasing in 7ri
d and increasing in 7r! .

Pictures are less convincing for the effects on the preemption date. Therefore,
totally differentiating I jU)= ft;(t) around t?, and applying the Envelope Theo

rem provides:

dt?Id7r: = (exp(- rtJ )- exp(-rt?» I rD ,

dt?Idn] =(exp(-rt?) - exp(-rt(» I rD ,

dti
OId7r; = (exp(-rt()-exp(-rtJ»lrD ,

dt?Idt( =0,

(l3.A8)

(l3.A9)

(13.AlO)

(13.All)

(13.A12)

where D=-(7r:-7r/-(rci-c»exp(-rt?) . As long as Ij(t) cuts ft;(t) from

above in the vicinity of t?, as in Fig. 13.2, then dljU?)Idt > dft;U?)1 dt which en
sures that the bracketed term in the expression for D is negative, and hence, D it

self is positive. From Eq. l3.A8 and Eq. l3.A9 it is conc1uded that dt?Id7r: < 0

and dt?Id7r/ > 0 , provided that the preemption date precedes the follower's date

for both firms, i.e., tjO <tl and t~ <tJ . Examining Eq. l3.AlO, finds that

dti
OId7r; is positive or negative depending on whether t( is earlier or later than

tJ ' respectively. Therefore, an increase in dual-deployment profits will delay the

preemption date if, in popular terminology, the firm is a 'fast second' compared to
its rival , Finally, from Eq, 13.A12, dt?IdtJ < 0 since 7r: > 7rjd • These results are

collected in the table found in the main text.
To assess the effects of changes in entry costs, the function c;C) could be per-

turbed however, instead an exponential form ci(t)=ajexp(-b;t)+Cj is specified,

and changes in its parameter values are considered. Substituting this expression
into Eq. l3 .A4 yields a c1osed-form solution to the leader and folIower dates:

(13.Al3)
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t{ :::: (1/ b) log(a j (bj +r )1(1'; - rC) , (l3.A14)

Inspection reveals both t: and t{ are increasing in entry cost parameters a j and

Cj • The effect of b, is slightly less transparent. Differentiating Eq. l3.Al3 gives:

dt: I db, :::: (t +l/(bj +r» bj , (l3.A15)

which is positive. The same holds for dt{ I db. , The effects on t{ require some

tedious calculations:

dt{ I da, :::: (exp(-bj + r )t ) - exp(-(bi + r )t» I D > 0,

dt{ I db, :::: (a/exp(-bi + r)t) -a/exp(-(bi +r )t» 1D,

dt{ IdCj ::::(exp(-rt)-exp(-rt»1 D>O,

dt{ I da j :::: -Mi exp(-rt)(dt{ I dai) 1D < 0,

dt{ I db j :::: -Mi exp(-rt)(dt{ I dbi) I D < 0,

dt{ I dC j :::: -Mi exp(-rt)(dt{ I dCi) I D < 0,

(l3.A16)

(l3.A17)

(l3.A18)

(l3.A19)

(l3.A20)

(13.A2l)

where D:::: - rU:; - ai exp(- rt ) - Cj ) >°by second-order conditions. An ambiguity

is in Eq. l3.A17 : dt{ I db, > «)0 according to log(t: I t{) < (> )(bj + r )(t: - t{) .

These results are summarized in Table 13.2:

Table 13.2. Comparat ive Statics for Deployment Costs

a j bj Ci

t l
+ + + 0 0 0I

tO + +1-"
J

t f 0 0 0 + + +J

Note. * - according to whether log(t: 1t( ) < (>)(bj + r)(t: - t() .
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14 Spectrum Management and Mobile Telephone
Service Markets

Johannes M. Bauer

Introduction

In 2002 global mobile telephony subscription surpassed fixed-line subscription.'
Within this context, emerging mobile computing and data services are expected to
enhance existing services with the blending of wireless, computing and digital in
formation industry innovation . Visions of opportunity arising from new wireless
platforms (e.g., meshed networks) , intelligent devices (e.g., agile radio) and wire
less applications abound (Lightman and Rojas 2002). Accordingly, industry ex
perts predict mobile data communication to generate more than half wireless ser
vice market revenue by 2010 (Wireless Data 2000). Additionally, in many
countries, including Western Europe, parts of Asia and many developing coun
tries, mobile telephony networks are more widespread than fixed-line service. In
these countries , mobile devices rather than personal or laptop computers are likely
to be the dominant Internet access devices. Despite wireless platform bandwidth
limitations, mobile Internet subscription is growing rapidly. However, substantial
variations in mobile Internet activity exist internationally. For instance, 72.3% of
mobile subscribers in Japan and 59.1% in Korea access the Internet via mobile
telephone, whereas the corresponding use for the US and Western Europe is 7.9%
and 6.4%, respectively (ITU 2002: 44). Network operators are current1yupgrading
network platforms to provide bandwidth necessary to support more advanced
multi-media applications. Evolving second generation (2G) mobile service, or
2.5G service, that provide to 171.2 kbps are weIl suited to deliver mobile data ap
plications, including basic Internet access. Some network operators are offering
third generation service (3G)-designed to provide 384 kbps in fully mobile mode
and to 2 Mbps in stationary mode-sufficient to allow video streaming and multi
media applications. Wireless local area networks, e.g., WiFi or Hiperlan, typically
operate in unlicensed spectrum bands, provide to 54 Mbps and are deployed for
local connectivity. Platforms such as Bluetooth provide very short range personal
area networks. While such technology requires further testing and experimenta
tion, and their compatibility and interoperability pose challenges , they promise to
radically transform communication markets.

1 See International Telecommunication Union, 'World Main Telephone Lines' , available at
http://www.itu.intJITU-D/ictJstatistics/at~lance/main02.pdf and 'World Cellular Sub
scribers', available at http://www.itu.intJITU-D/ictJstatistics/acglance/cellular02.pdf (last
visited July 29, 2003).

R. Cooper et al. (eds.), Frontiers of Broadband, Electronic and Mobile Commerce
© Physica-Verlag Heidelberg 2004
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Wireless service and application markets have evolved in a less regulated and
more entrepreneurial environment than wire-line telephony markets (Galambos
and Abrahamson 2002). Mobile network operators are at most lightly regulated.
Furthermore, most handset and network equipment manufacture, software devel
opment, applications service provision and mobile portal industry that contribute
to the innovative dynamics in mobile service business markets, are effectively un
regulated. Not surprisingly, most industry leaders and user groups consider gov
ernment policy should retreat and release gales of 'creative destruction'. This posi
tion recognizes that legal and institutional environments shape industry, and
potentially hinder development. In particular, for the wireless industry the frame
work governing spectrum access and use is such an issue. The proliferation of
wireless applications has placed strain on traditional administrative licensing sys
tems and revealed their shortcomings. Many countries introduced spectrum auc
tions to accelerate license assignment however, these limited reforms created
problems. Clearly, more fundamental spectrum management changes must be
considered. Debate has focused primarily on the design of frameworks to ensure
efficient spectrum use. Solutions under consideration include spectrum privatiza
tion, establishing spectrum markets and allowing open access to spectrum. Also
discussed is the establishment of managed spectrum commons. Rosston and
Hazlett (2001), Kwerel and Williams (2002) and Faulhaber and Farber (2002) fa
vor a privatization model. In contrast, Reed (2002) supports an open access model.
Still another group, argue that not enough is known to rigidly set policy. To gener
ate necessary information, this group suggests an experimentation period during
which the alternat ive models are monitored (Noam 1998; Lessig 2001 ; Benkler
2002) .

With the exception of Benkler (2002) , research has not addressed the impact of
spectrum management regimes on wireless industry evolution. This approach is
reasonable when spectrum efficiency is the sole concern, i.e., when Arrow-Debreu
conditions of complete information, complete present and future markets and no
transaction costs hold. In this world, markets are efficient co-ordination mecha
nisms and competition assures economy-wide efficiency. However, sector effi
ciency improvements are not necessarily translated into economy-wide efficiency
improvements when these conditions fail to hold (Lipsey and Lancaster 1956).
Coase (1960) shows the presence of transaction cost voluntary exchange does not
necessarily lead to efficient allocation of resources . Under plausible assumptions it
matters how rights governing markets are assigned (North 1990; Aoki 2001) .2 Al
ternative spectrum management regimes have fundamentally different implica
tions for the mobile telephone services industry. Policy should view spectrum as a
resource market and so consider inter-industry effects . In the US, mobile voice te
lephony markets are exempt from many provisions applied to the fixed-line tele
phone industry. Spectrum policy has helped shape the organization of mobile te-

2 This is evidentfrom wire-lineindustry developments whencompeting paradigms coexist.
In the US, telephony markets are structured on a common carrier model, while cable
markets arebasedon a privatecontract carriermodel. Thesearrangements resulted in dif
ferentservice quality, pricing, investment and third-party access performance.
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lephony markets, i.e ., granting exclusive rights have facilitated the development of
an effectively closed market structure. In the emerging mobile service industry,
spectrum policy is shaping industry evolution and communications process en
abled by platforms. This chapter examines the implications of alternative spectrum
policy options on innovation within the mobile telephone services industry. The
following section discusses the characteristics of innovation in advanced mobile
telephony service markets. The task of spectrum management and approaches to
pursue them are then reviewed. Next, the nexus between spectrum policy, market
structure and the effect on innovation trajectory are analyzed. The study concludes
with a summary of findings and policy consequences, and recommendations for
further research.

Mobile Telephone Service Market Innovation

Mobile voice markets require semi-conductor, equipment, acoustics and network
operator inputs. Technical advance in these industries, especially component
miniaturization and microchip processing power enhancement, has facilitated ad
vanced cellular telephony development. Further, modern wireless networks are
layered systems that combine physical network, logical and application layer func
tions. The physical layer encompasses mobile devices, antennas, base stations,
backhaul networks and core network fast data backbones. Traffic that flows
through the physical network is controlled by logicallayers that configure service,
provide user authorization and route traffic. In the US rnarket, alternative configu
rations (standards) are used at physical and associated logical network layers.' The
applications layer must be configured so as to work with the physical and logical
layer. As many wireless services, e.g., m-banking, information services, are soft
ware driven this layer is a source of much potential innovation. Mobile telephony
innovations are realized at related layers of the value chain. For example, process
innovations affect network platforms, either from devices, network hardware or
logical components, such as protocols. That is, increased radio technology spectral
efficiency, network topology (such as cellular) that expands infrastructure capac
ity, digital signal representation and improved antenna design. Further, software
defined radio technology that replace dedicated with general purpose radio devices
create more flexibility in configuring applications has substantial innovation po
tential (Lehr et al. 2003).4 Product innovations include mobile devices, e.g ., per
sonal digital assistants, wristwatch cellular telephones and improvements in the

3 Time division multiple access (TDMA) and global systems for mobile communications
(GSM) networks are based on time-division multiple access, Code division multiple ac
cess' (CDMA) networks use Qualcomm's code division multiple access technology, and
integrated dispatch enhanced network (iDEN), Motorola's standard, is used only by
Nextel.

4 However, radio technology is built more efficiently, e.g., with lower energy consumption
and longer battery life when devices are engineered for special purposes. Thus, there is a
trade-off between flexibility in configuringservices and battery life.
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functionality of devices, e.g., color screens. Networks and terminals enable proc
ess and product innovation. Moreover, there exists vast potential for innovation in
bundling and pricing services. For example, the mobile telephony industry intro
duced multi-part self-selection tariffs, prepaid service and off-peak promotions
such as the bucket plans offered at zero incremental cost in the USo

Technology change and innovation originate from different segments of the ad
vanced mobile telephony market value chain, e.g., by manufacturers, application
providers and from beyond the market. The revealed innovation pattern depends
on conditions ruling in sub-markets and complementary activity among value
chain participants. Many configurations are conducive to innovation, and they re
sult in different industry trajectory. For earlier generation technology, designed
principally for closed or limited group use such as taxi dispatch, innovation origi
nated from equipment manufacturers.> With cellular telephony, control has shifted
to network operators that hold licenses and so control user gateways. In mobile
voice markets, network capacity and coverage are important innovation and ser
vice attributes. Substantial sunk network infrastructure investment provides an in
centive to develop closed business models in which network operators, within the
terms of the license, control value chains. For example, Noam (2001) indicates
that mobile devices are approved by network operators and so choice is limited. In
contrast, wire-line terminal equipment is removed from fixed-line network opera
tor control initiating innovative activity. Spectrum policy is among factors shaping
the configuration of mobile innovation. Accordingly, it is not surprising that
LMRS services are organized on a shared basis while the more concentrated cellu
lar service is based on exclusive licenses to network operators . Further, despite the
need for industry interaction the 2G mobile industry value chain remains reasona
bly simple (Maitland et al. 2002). However, next generation mobile service value
chains are more complex with software developers, application service providers,
mobile portals and content providers having important roles (see Fig 14.1). Inter
action among mobile telephony market participants, conditions in complementary
good markets and markets that deploy mobile service as an intermediate good en
sure economy-wide diffusion of returns to innovation.

Sources of innovation risk include high sunk costs such as non-recoverable re
search and development (R&D) and marketing costs, and uncertain market condi
tions. To encourage firms to innovate require potential supra-normal compensa
tion premiums. Premiums are obtained from intellectual property right systems
and firm competitive strategy, i.e., first-mover advantage and the imposing of
switching costs. Such strategy creates market power. Incentives to innovate are
higher when such market power is temporary and open to challenge (Schumpeter
1942). However, the risk premium-and corresponding degree of market power
most favorable to innovation depends on innovation process characteristics.
Narnely, an innovation process with low sunk costs and little uncertainty has an
optimal market power lower than that for a very uncertain innovation with high
sunk costs. Additionally, within the mobile data communications industry innova-

5 The FCC classified services as land mobile radio services (LMRS). They are typically
not interconnected with thepublic switched telephone network or soldpublicly.
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tive activity is intluenced by network effects and complementary market partici
pant behavior. Consumption effects arise from new subscribers augmenting the
calling opportunity of existing subscribers. Further, as equipment, applications and
software must be compatible, technical effects exist. Pecuniary network effects
occur as mobile industry firm profits depend on producer activity, e.g., equipment
manufacturers. Finally, diffusion effects arise when innovation adoption is advan
tageous to potential users, e.g., by lowering search costs and complementary
product price (AntoneIli 1992: 7). Stakeholders often are able to internalize such
effects through collaboration and ownership (Liebowitz and Margolis 2002).

Fig. 14.1. Advanced Mobile Services Value Chain

When strong network effects are present decentralized markets are poorly co
ordinated. Additional quantity and quality signals, and new coordination mecha
nisms may improve the functioning of the system. Alliance formation among
firms located in the different value chain segments can also improve operations.
Vertical and horizontal coordination is through inter-firm committees and techni
cal groups (AntoneIli 1992: 14). Further, when technology is modular in design,
firms like Palm are able to interface and provide voluntarily information to value
chain participants to internalize complementary externalities (Farrell and Weiser
2002, Langlois 2002). When voluntary agreements are not successful, regulatory
oversight is required to ensure adequate standardization, interoperability, inter
connection and access conditions. Moreover, industry innovation paths are influ
enced by installed infrastructure. When the economic life of an installed infra
structure is reasonably long and technology idiosyncratic, as is the case with
mobile network platforms, innovation is mostly incremental (localized). This ten
dency is reinforced by incumbents wanting to prevent the erosion of asset values
(AntoneIli 2001). The strategy is undermined when a major innovation originates
outside an industry segment (such as WiFi), or when a fundamentally new tech
nology provides a decisive economic advantage and justifies the replacement of an
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installed base. There is more room for discretionary innovation when the planned
life of an installed base is short or sunk costs are low.

Figure 14.2 integrates these perspectives and illustrates that different coordina
tion configurations and sunk cost are possible. Innovation conditions include:
Type I characterized by low sunk and coordination costs, Type 11 has either high
sunk or coordination costs, and Type III has both high sunk and coordination
costs. Conditions for successful innovation under these scenarios, in particular the
appropriation of any innovation risk premium, differ. Depending on existing ap
propriation conditions, certain innovation processes are more likely to be ob
served. Type I corresponds to an innovation commons whereby many participants
contribute to the accumulation of new technology , applications and services. For
Type 11 innovation, greater appropriation is needed to overcome sunk costs and
coordination costs. While this situation is possibly resolved by competitive strat
egy, some supporting legal frameworks simplify the task. Meshed or nationally in
tegrated WiFi access networks are contained within this category as they require
considerable coordination effort. GSM and personal communications service
(PCS) networks, with their idiosyncratic investment requirements are also in
cluded . Type III innovations only arise when joint risks from sunk and coordina
tion costs are apparent. Recent examples include i-mode and 3G services that re
quire substantial network investment and coordination efforts, e.g., technical
integration, transaction processing and payment handling.
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The link between innovation ineentive and conditions to appropriate an ade
quate risk premium are illustrated in Fig. 14.3, which also shows that certain inno
vations only coexist when particular appropriation conditions prevail. For in
stance, Type III innovations do not arise under conditions favorable to Type I
innovations, and viee versa. Spectrum policy directly and indireetly frames these
eonditions. Particular speetrum management regirnes, e.g. exclusivity of rights and
conditions of enforcing them, determine the ability of spectrum users to appropri
ate innovation premiums. Spectrum poliey also affeets upstream gateways to con
sumers, and sunk market entry costs . The interaction of these faetors with demand
influences the viability of competition and appropriation eonditions.
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Fig.14.3 . Innovation Incentive and Risk Premium

Approaches to Spectrum Management

Electromagnetic spectrum is a pervasive resouree that spans the 3 kHz to 300 GHz
band. While this resouree is not depleted through use, as radio signals overlay in
an additive manner, interdependenee exists among rival users . At the extreme, in
terference damages participant radio signals and makes them unrecognizable. Fur
thermore, frequency bands have different propagation characteristics and are not
perfeetly substitutable. Longer radio waves (lower frequency) travel great dis
tances, through ground and sky, to bypass obstacles. Shorter radio waves (higher
frequency) depend on line of sight and cannot easily penetrate or bypass objects.
With no system of rights in place to ensure orderly use at the time of invention,
speetrum bands became occupied in an ad hoe manner . This situation remained
until commercial radio growth led to an explosion in spectrum use and an assoei-
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ated escalation in interference. In 1906, European governments attempted to coor
dinate international spectrum use by signing an international radio convention. In
terestingly, US attempts to coordinate spectrum use voluntarily did not succeed.
After several radio conferences, pressure from the military and broadcasters led
Congress to treat spectrum as anational resource controlled by the government.
This policy is codified in the Radio Act of 1927 and subsequently in Title III of
the Communications Act of 1934. The latter Act established the FCC to execute
spectrum management tasks. From these national and international initiatives an
administrative spectrum management system emerged. Spectrum allocation is by
use or use class. When conflicts between regions arise, e.g., in satellite
communication, separate bands are allotted. Further, temporary spectrum use
rights, not ownership, are assigned to users or user groups. Finally, as technology
and use evolve, allocations and assignments are adjusted. The ITU coordinates
spectrum allocation internationally. National governments reserve authority to
manage spectrum domestically-generally within parameters set by the
international community. Within this framework, national authorities draft legal
and technical rules and regulations that govern services and equipment providing
protection against interference and alleviating congestion. This system allows the
pursuit of non-market objectives such as national security, safety and equal access
in addition to efficient spectrum use. The basic design is rooted in simple 1920s
radio technology that required high signal-to-noise ratios. To avoid interference,
licensees are given exclusive privilege while channels are spaced apart at
appropriate distances. Progress in information theory and microprocessor power
led to radio engineering that does not require exclusive channel assignment.
Through this approach, sophisticated communications devices and protocols avoid
interference. For instance, agile radio devices sense their radio environment and
select communications parameters (frequency, polarization and coding) to control
interference. Unlike analog radio, digital mobile communications allow more
advanced forms of error correction. Communications are accordingly less
sensitive and tolerate higher interference levels. Moreover, recent technical
development questions whether spectrum is indeed scarce-undermining a
fundamental tenant of the exclusive licensing approach. Innovative network
architecture, such as meshed networks, automatically reconfigures using any
active device to relay information. Reed (2002) claims for such network topology,
network capacity grows with users more than proportionally.

An explosion in license applications revealed weakness in administrative proc
ess, e.g., delay, inappropriate proposal selection and inefficient spectrum alloca
tion. In response, national experiments with more flexible licensing systems oc
curred. Such responses include: administrative licensing, flexible licensing,
ownership, spectrum commons and open access. The regimes differ in rights they
bestow and in spectrum management (see Table 14.1). Administrative licensing,
flexible licensing and ownership regimes, although structured differently, grant
exclusive rights to licensees. A license grants temporary use." Spectrum ownership
establishes complete property rights, viz., owners have discretion to use, lease, seil

6 Aslicenses are transferable, rights are more comprehensive.
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or otherwise dispose of spectrum. This model is based on the notion that exclusive
control of communications channels is necessary to avoid interference.? In con
trast, spectrum commons grant use rights to defined groups, and establish exclu
sive rights regarding the external environment and shared use within the com
mons. Open access, established to avoid interference and reduce congestion,
allows anybody meeting certain conditions spectrum use (see Table 14.1). Further,
in traditional licensing frameworks alternative proposals reduce government in
volvement through decentralized coordination mechanisms. In radical ownership
models, viz ., commons and open access, government involvement is reduced to
law enforcement and conflict resolution. Alternatively, government remains in
volved by making basic allocation decisions, including conflict resolution, and set
ting interference protection and congestion management parameters.

Table 14.1. Spectrum ManagementRegime

Licensing

Administrative Flexible Ownership Commons Open access

Exclusiveness Yes Yes Yes Mixed No

Allocation Public Public Mixed Mixed Private

Assignment Administrative Auction Mixed Mixed None

Adjustment Govemment Govemment Market User User

Proteetion Govemment Govemment Ownership User Protocol

Congestion Govemment Govemment Protocol Protocol Protocol

Selection Govemment Govemment Market Govemment Technology

Spectrum Management Regimes

In practice, spectrum management has resulted in underutilized licensed spectrum,
with certain spectrum bands crowded. Spectrum administration is typically biased
in favor of incumbents, so delaying innovation. Additionally, administrations lack

7 In practice, many frequency bands allow Iimited shared use, e.g., of US spectrum to 300
GHz, only 6.9% is assigned to govemment or the private sector on a non-shared basis.
This stake is higher in prime spectrum bands between 300 MHz and 3 GHZ, where 64%
is allocated on a non-shared basis. However, primary Iicenseestypically have strong pro
teetion against interference and do not have to protect secondaryusers.
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enough information to properly judge applications, and license processing remains
political, slow and inefficient (Melody 1980; Hazlett 2001). Recent wireless appli
cation lodgment increase has further slowed the process. In response, more flexi
ble spectrum allocation approaches have been introduced, viz., traditional 'beauty
contests' replaced by auctions (Bauer 2003). At their best, spectrum auctions al
low market values to be determined by transparent processes not prone to manipu
lation. Further, auctions streamline assignment and create substantial government
revenue." However, auctions are not universally successful in their application,
with the European universal mobile telecommunications system (UMTS) auctions
exposing carriers to financial crisis, whilst the US C-B1ock PCS auction ended in
legal dispute. Among the reasons for such failures are that theoretical auction
principles do not translate readily to practical auction situations (Melody 2001;
Cramton 2002; Klemperer 2002a, b). Namely, assumptions that future demand
conditions are known, efficient capital markets are present, and license price is ir
relevant for market evolution, are implausible (Bauer 2002). Moreover , auctions
remain embedded in rigid administrative frameworks, and when too little spec
trum is allocated auctions provide artificial scarcity premiums to government
(Melody 2001). While auctions are based on conditions and expectations applica
ble at the time of auction, such rigidity is ameliorated when secondary spectrum
markets are established (Valletti 2001) . Clearly, it is desired that auctions generate
spectrum fees that constitute true mobile telephony market entry costs, otherwise
licensees tend to pursue a 'walled garden' strategy to recover costs. As such,
poorly designed auctions increase industry consolidation and reduce gateways be
tween application services, service providers and users.

Establishing private spectrum ownership implies government withdraws from
the process (HerzeI1951; Coase 1959). Privatization requires an initial assignment
of private property rights using some market-based mechanism, such as spectrum
auctions. For existing licensees, Spiller and Cardilli (1999) suggest an auction of
warrants to convert use privileges into ownership rights. In principle, private
property models solve spectrum management problems-with market forces driv
ing allocation, assignment and dynamic adjustment. Markets also address interfer
ence protection and congestion management through decentralized negotiated ar
rangements . Conceptual objections include the pervasiveness of externalities,
noncompetitive nature of wireless markets and that large portions of spectrum are
used by non-profit organizations (Melody 1980). To function properly, spectrum
markets must be liquid. In practice, assembling speetrum bands in contiguous
geographie areas are subject to high transaetion eosts. That is, speetrum owners
may resist making unused spectrum available, espeeially when for use by eompet
ing service providers. Typieally, owners facing competition release spectrum only
when the gap between private opportunity cost and foregone profit is positive. Fi
nally, when international frequency eoordination is required and spectrum is allot
ted regionally, private markets may result in inequity.

8 Since 1994, the US govemment eamed US$ 41.8 billion in spectrum auctions. Auctions
shortened the licensing process from 48 to 4 months. See FCC, 'Auctions Summary' :
http://wireless.fcc.gov/auctions/summary.htm1.
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Spectrum commons and open access proposals accept advanced radio engineer
ing premises, and are based on successful common property management regimes.
That is, open access resources due to the separation of private and social costs
(and benefits) are typically used in an inefficient manner (üstrom 1990; Stevenson
1991). However , when such resources have clear common ownership and man
agement rights they are utilized more effectively . Buck (2002) suggests principles
to be employed in creating spectrum commons. The approach allows user driven
spectrum organization, with open access among a group but not necessarily all
spectrum users. Government, auctions or spectrum markets are employed to make
initial allocations. Additionally , spectrum commons form part of a nested system
of management-from local commons through to more aggregated markets. Fur
ther, as open access models do not require licensing, government is released from
any spectrum management obligations , with decisions made by suppliers and us
ers. However, less radical proposals dealing with interference and congestion
make access contingent on technical or economic prerequisites, and so retain a
role for government or self-regulatory body. Particular models are defined by how
such issues are addressed . Such an approach is that currently unlicensed bands
available in the US 100 MHz of spectrum in the 2.4 GHz range-industrial seien
tific and medical band-be designated unlicensed. In 1997, the FCC designated
several MHz of spectrum in the 5 GHz band as unlicensed national information in
frastructure (U-NII). In May 2003, the FCC proposed to allocate another 255 MHz
in the 5.470-5.725 GHz band to the U-NII.9 To ensure effective market operation,
unlicensed band users must comply with etiquette rules and technical specifica
tions, e.g., power limits and communication protocols to ameliorate any interfer
ence.

Finally, proponents of more radical approaches rely on self-regulation and
trusting industry with the drafting of specifications . However, Benkler (2002) ar
gues that with open access regimes, the equipment industry captures communica
tion service value through equipment prices. Ideally this process increases equip
ment manufacturer R&D spending and assures appropriate technology solutions
for coping with interference . While Noam (1998) advocates opening access to
spectrum, market-based fees are proposed that reflect spectrum opportunity and
congestion control costs. The approach allows establishment of spectrum futures
and derivative markets, and hence users are able to enter into long-term contracts .
As the proposal converts sunk license fees determined in an auction to variable
payments determined in spot and future spectrum markets, potential distortions
from auctions are avoided. As yet, no workable mechanism is available for deter
mining and collecting spectrum fees. To sum, open access models emphasize
spectrum as a public good, and thus any assignment of exclusive rights is ineffi
cient and creates an anti-commons problem due to user exclusion (Buchanan and
Yoon 2000) .

9 See FCC, 'FCC Proposes Additional Spectrum for Unlicensed Use.' press release, May
15,2003.
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Spectrum Management and Market Organization

Potentially high transaction costs are associated with untested regimes. Alternative
management regimes imply different ownership and disposition right configura
tions that impact on mobile network market evolution. In particular, spectrum
management directly affects the organization of network platforms, and indirectly
affects opportunity available to vertically related industry. Further, spectrum man
agement interacts with business strategy (e.g., to the extent that suppliers create
modular technology), cost and demand conditions and public policy (e.g., third
party access rules and standardization) variables to determine industry perform
ance.
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Fig. 14.4. Spectrum Management and Industry Evolution

Spectrum management regimes also impact on subscriber gateways. That is, for
exclusively licensed services gateway numbers are fixed by government, e.g., in
the US from 1983 to 1994 a duopoly cellular service market structure prevailed.
At the introduction of pes in 1994, per market licenses increased from three to
seven. Alternatively, gateways are determined endogenously by market forces
within competition law limits-and depend on technology, cost and demand con
ditions within a market segment. When sunk costs are high relative to market de
mand, only a few service providers can operate profitably. Spectrum management
also affects market entry costs, a determinant of horizontal and vertical industry
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structure. Higher sunk entry costs typically leads to more concentrated markets
(Sutton 1991) . Alternatively, when sunk costs are low more diverse market struc
tures result. Historically, although administrative licensing systems incur substan
tial costs in processing applications, no fee is collected for spectrum use. With al
ternative and rival spectrum uses, it is desirable that spectrum prices reflect
opportunity cost. Accordingly, many countries introduced spectrum fees that are
either determined administratively or by an auction . Such auction fees raise con
cerns that exclusive rights may create distortions contributing to deviations be
tween spectrum opportunity costs and sunk license prices (Noam 1998; Melody
2001; Bauer 2003) . Any deviation is an additional entry barrier, and may reduce
competitor numbers (Gruber 2001). Secondary spectrum markets can ameliorate
any undesirable effect by reducing the sunk part of an access fee. However, spec
trum owner incentives do not necessarily lead to efficient trades. Further, when
use right futures markets exist it is optimal for mobile service providers to pur
chase access tokens in both real-time and futures markets so as to ensure prices .
Effectively, this mechanism is an auction model combined with secondary and
spot markets . That is, the only regime not imposing direct spectrum-related entry
costs is pure open access .

Table 14.2. SpectrumManagement and Industry Evolution Determinants

Licensing

Administrative Flexible Ownership Commons OpenAccess

Entrycost Indirect Bid price Marketprice Access rules Equipment

Gateways Govemment Govemment Market Self regulate Market

Risk High High High Lowl high Low

Note. Entrycosts are infinite for unsuccessful applicants. The appropriability of a risk pre
miumis influenced by factors such as an open access regime providing Iittleprotection via
controlof spectrum.

Licensing regimes, in addition to policy and strategy dimensions, influence
mobile industry appropriation conditions-a precondition for risky investment.
Alternatively, regimes with exclusive rights allow easier service provider appro
priation of returns. For non-exclusive regimes, spectrum policy is less effective in
supporting appropriation, e.g., setting minimal acceptable interference standards to
protect service providers from intrusion that deteriorate service quality.'? Simi
larly, congestion rules can emerge from self-regulation. From an investor perspec 
tive, non-exclusive regimes increase uncertainty as interference and congestion
threaten business models . Namely, too few risky long-term projects are pursued.

10 In principle, it is possible to negotiate, however, this entails prohibitive transaction cost
unlesssupported by a collective rule.
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Open access critics argue that experiments with unlicensed spectrum result in low
investment and local overuse (Hazlett 2001).

Spectrum Management and Innovation

Spectrum policy is related to innovation patterns and processes. When technology
is exogenous to spectrum management, there is a correspondence between innova
tion forms, investment process and spectrum policy. However, when technology is
endogenous the relation is recursive, viz., spectrum management shape the inno
vation path. Furthermore, spectrum management influences value chain layers and
innovation locus relations. Specifically, assurne technology is exogenous to spec
trum management regimes. Factors influencing risk premium appropriation in
clude the ability of suppliers to gain competitive advantage, e.g., based on gener
ated user value, service functionality and service design. While regimes granting
exclusive spectrum rights facilitate long-term planning they have undesirable ef
fects. Regimes that secure temporary use rights via market mechanisms support
appropriation (Noam 1998; Oniki 2003). Open access regimes are based on prom
ises that the technology assures spectrum availability. As this proposition is uncer
tain investors and innovators demand higher returns. Clearly, under open access,
Type II and Type III innovation is less likely given the higher required returns. In
this sense, regimes allowing exclusive spectrum use are more conducive to Type
II and Type III innovation. However, these frameworks are not conducive to Type
I innovation and create an anti-commons problem. Spectrum management models
allowing secure use rather than ownership are compatible with the Table 14.2 sce
narios, as service providers acquire use rights only when the likelihood is above
some threshold jeopardizing service quality. When technology is flexible, prevail
ing spectrum management shapes its path and a system of exclusive rights
strengthens rights holder positions in the value chain. The approach applies to any
value chain player, such as equipment manufacturers or mobile portals. Experi
ence suggests this situation with investment and innovation organized by network
operators in licensed bands and by equipment manufacturers in unlicensed bands.
Further, license fees imply distortion in the allocation of R&D funds. Moreover,
the entry cost aspect of license fees strengthen right holder incentives to limit ver
tically related market participation so as to enhance revenue and profit opportu
nity. Clearly, frameworks based solelyon open access bias innovation toward pro
jects compatible with the approach, and so lead to underinvestment in Type II and
Type III infrastructure. Like exogenous technology scenarios, spectrum manage
ment that allows flexible use rights appears more capable of supporting a range of
innovation.

Further, as open access models increase user gateways they must stimulate in
novation in vertically related application markets (Bar et. al. 2000; Lemley and
Lessig 2001) . Securing spectrum facilitates network level risk premium appropria
tion, and is aprerequisite for network infrastructure investment. When vertically
related activity requires highly specialized skills not available in the physical net-
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work layer, firms have an incentive to open their networks to grow and internalize
network effects (Farrell and Weiser 2002) . Likewise, when innovation conditions
in vertically related industry entail economies of scale and scope there are advan
tages in having access to fewer and larger networks. Lastly, when coordination
costs between application and network layers are high fewer network layer players
are required for market development. Alternatively, the fewer are gateways the
greater is concern that access conditions are structured to capture network rents
that weaken innovation advantage from vertically integration." When these condi
tions do not apply, innovation in the application and service layer benefits from
more open network layers populated by gateway service providers. Empirical ex
perience for alternative spectrum management regimes is provided by recent mo
bile communication innovations. For example, consider mobile Internet services
i-mode in Japan and Nate in Korea-as innovation systems based on cooperation
between networks service providers, manufacturers and service providers (Frans
man 2002). This business model is characterized by high sunk costs and coordina
tion needs, and the combination of exclusive spectrum control, proprietary tech
nology platform to organize business process and modular network interface to
enable content creation facilitated growth. The proprietary network platforms fa
cilitate the appropriation of innovation rents. It appears that standardization of
modular interfaces is sufficient to establish required compatibility between manu
facturers and network operators. Substantial potential for innovation is apparent
for Type I innovation, i.e., for services with relatively low sunk (compared to 3G)
and coordination costs based on system architectures that place intelligence at the
network fringe. Accordingly, the most conducive innovation framework is a net
work layer with many gateways running on a transparent protocol. For many ap
plications secure spectrum access is less important. This is particularly so for mo
bile data applications that employs advanced error correction . Such
communications are fault tolerant and function satisfactorily under considerable
interference. Exclusive licensing reduces gateways, although proponents of the
applications such as Apple and Intel serve as license holders and make spectrum
available. Applications in these bands, such as WiFi or Bluetooth, are complemen
tary to solutions offered by licensed service providers. WiFi has a lower range and
in the 5 GHz services is susceptible to obstacles. So far, WiFi service is not mo
bile and has security issues. Moreover, alternative unlicensed technology do not
co-exist in a benign fashion and interference problems persist, e.g., Bluetooth and
802.11b. As use increases, interference protection and coordination may be a chal
lenge. However, perhaps these issues will be addressed by innovative technology,
including voluntary standardization, appropriate network topology such as stan
dardized IP access points that control traffic when congestion is a problem.

11 When this concern arises other policy measures may be adopted to remedy it. Sweden
has imposed open access condition, while the Japanese govemment is considering it
when there areonlya fewnetwork platforms.
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Conclusions

Although there is a strong push toward privatization, speetrum policy is not lim
ited by this option. Alternative approaches define charaeteristic property and dis
position rights that influence investment and innovation process within the wire
less industry in complex but tractable ways. Market-based, commons and open
aecess models are compatible with particular innovation processes . This analysis
indicates that a framework of spectrum use markets fits broadly with innovation
scenarios . Insights gained suggest that blending approaches provides a superior
framework . Faulhaber and Farber (2002) suggest a model in which private owner
ship coexists with open access rights. Many proponents of free speetrum access
argue that ubiquitous underlay rights are sufficient for emerging mobile techno1
ogy. An advantage of this proposal is administrative simplicity. However, the pro
posal has potential problems as satellite radio, military radar and low power FM
radio demonstrate. Namely, incumbent users have an incentive to keep underlay
users to a minimum to prevent viable competition and protect exclusive use. Thus,
strong conflict of interest exists between primary and underlay users. An alterna
tive is to create regimes for designated bands however this requires ametrie for
regime comparison. In principle , speetrum markets solve this issue, although the
approach remains incompatible with open access.P The rationality of speetrum
planning is increased as comparative information on the relative performance of
different regimes is generated. The advanced mobile service industry value chain
is more complex than that for present generation mobile services. Spectrum policy
is only a component shaping the innovation processes in these markets. Other fac
tors include policy governing access to a communications gateway or business
strategy that interacts with speetrum policy . The configuration of speetrum man
agement and these factors is erucial for mobile industry evolution . The complexity
of the value chain makes open access regimes neither necessary nor sufficient for
vibrant upstream industry. Open aecess policy is neutralized by the creation of ex
clusive rights rooted in the real estate on which access points are located and pro
prietary technology. A system of exclusive rights in speetrum is conducive to in
novation. As a best regime does not exist, policy makers may be weIl advised to
aIlow competition between institutional regimes for spectrum management.
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15 Rational Explanations of leT Investment

Russel Cooper and Gary Madden

Introduction

After the 2000 NASDAQ decline, and subsequent downturn in global information
and communications technology (lCT) markets, the telecommunications industry
remains an important source of productivity growth and technology diffusion
(OECD 2002, 2003). For example, packaged software sales, whose estimated
value in 2001 is US$ 196 billion, are still expanding at 16% p.a. in OECD Mem
ber Country markets. Further , global mobile telephony subscription increased
from 11 million subscribers at 1990 to 945 million subscribers at end-200l. Fi
nally, Internet subscription reached a penetration of 8.2 users per 100 persons
globally at end-2001, i.e., equaling 1999 mobile telephony market penetration
(lTU 2002b). Reasons proffered for the NASDAQ decline, and the bursting of the
dot.com bubble more generally, include unrealistic market growth expectations,
firm activity not aligned with core competency and the accumulation of unsustain
able debt. However, such rationalizations themselves require explanation . That is,
whose expectations are at issue, those of firms making infrastructure investment
decisions or those of shareholders making portfolio investment choices? With
asymmetric information these expectations may differ, and so should policy re
sponse. Additionally, for both the dot.com and shareholder groups, unrealistic
growth expectations may arise from premature timing in an unfamiliar environ
ment. While it is the nature of uncertainty that expectations are mostly wrong,
such expectations are still rational should they prove correct on average, i.e., aver
aged over the circumstances that might occur. Based on this criterion, over a time
interval and in an environment subject to technology change it is difficult to con
firm that expectations are irrational. Specifically, it is uninformative to character
ize management decisions as poor ex post. Further, a claim that firm activity is not
aligned with core competency is at variance with the view that, in a modern econ
omy, it is prudent to operate a portfolio of interests. Finally, conventional wisdom
in the form of advice to management is often fashion driven, viz., debt is only a
problem when it is unsustainable, and assuming that foreseen unsustainable events
are avoided, this explanation does not add anything to the unrealistic expectations
variant.

Having failed to accept demand shifts, lower prices and new market conditions
as adequate explanations for the telecommunications crisis, analysts have pro
posed the notion of irrational exuberance (OECD 2003). This term, introduced by
US Federal Reserve Board Chairman Alan Greenspan in a speech on December 5,
1996, initially intended to portray shareholder behavior on the stock market
(Shiller 2000). Subsequently, according to Shiller, Greenspan retreated from this

R. Cooper et al. (eds.), Frontiers of Broadband, Electronic and Mobile Commerce
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view in favor of a more optimistic 'new era' position. Nevertheless, the term as
applied to the stock market has developed an aura of its own. Given the link be
tween stock market behavior and the ICT sector with the birth and subsequent bust
of the dot.com bubble, it is perhaps understandable that irrational exuberance is
now being offered as a reason for the telecommunications crisis. However, this
idea is potentially misleading since it characterizes as illogical what may be com
plex but logical reactions to uncertainty. Acquisition excess, the payment of li
cense fees that are too high viewed ex post, and unrealistic business models have
all been proffered as examples of irrational exuberance (OECD 2003). However,
such firm behaviors, even when ex post misguided, need not be irrational. Focus
ing solelyon reasoning previously attributed to shareholder psychology offers no
direct insight into the infrastructure investment decisions of incumbent firms when
technology changes. However, because such situations are of ongoing relevance,
e.g., with many incumbent firms having the potential to enter into joint ventures
with application sector firms, so the need to understand incumbent firm infrastruc
ture investment decisions remains. The approach taken here is to endow firms
with the standard of rationality on which to base their decisions. The observed ac
quisition of low price foreign assets from firms in financial distress provides some
support for this agenda, as does the augmentation of technological competence
through cross-border strategic alliance, merger and acquisition (OECD 2003).1

This chapter constructs a model of investment behavior by a typical ICT firm
that infers a complex pattern of investments through time. As investment decisions
are made in an uncertain environrnent, occasionally 'bad news' dominates. To ra
tionally explain the recent ICT sector investment experience, components of in
vestment are decomposed in a manner analogous to that for the growth accounting
perspective. However, here ICT investment components are identified with as
pects of logical decision making. In particular , this rational accounting approach
identifies factors that influence optimal investment decision making as: (i) profit
able production; (ii) optimal portfolio choice; (iii) strategic merger and acquisi
tion; (iv) shareholder satiation; and (v) futures preparation. Strands of the received
investment literature are associated with these factors; however it is the combina
tion of influences that leads to an investment outcome. Further, the model is capa
ble of identifying technology parameters, preference parameters, business envi
ronment indicators and potential government policy levers. These parameters are
allocated in systematic fashion to components of the rational growth accounting
representation of investment. Finally, interaction among factors driving the com
ponents may lead to complex and possibly undesirable outcomes that can never
theless be characterized as the result of rational decision making. Contrasted with
the irrational explanation, this has important consequences for the identification of
appropriate ameliorating policy.

1 OECD (2003) argues that country-by-country investment analysis needs to be supple
mented with company-by-cornpany analysis so as to bettercapture industry dynamics.
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Recent OECD ICT Investment

Table 15.1 and Table 15 .2 show OECD Member Country annual telecommunica-
tions investment from 1980 through 1990 and 1991 through 2001, respectively.
These data indicate substantial variation in investment levels through time and
cross country. Casual inspection reveals most OECD Member Country annual in-
vestment increased substantially through the period. However, the rates of invest-
ment differed widely by Member Country, with higher growth rates typically re-
ported for countries with smaller networks at the beginning of the sampIe period .'

Table 15.1. OECD Annual Telecommunications Investment (US$ billions), 1980-1990

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Australia 1.1 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.2 1.1 1.3 1.7 1.8 2.0 2.3
Austria 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.4
Be1gium 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.8
Canada 2.2 2.4 2.1 2.3 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.4 3.2 3.5 3.7
Czech Rep.
Denmark 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.5
Finland 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.8
France 5.6 4.2 3.8 3.5 3.2 4.0 4.5 5.1 4.9 4.8 4.8
Germany 5.5 5.0 4.9 4.7 4.9 5.3 7.4 9.2 9.7 9.4 11.9
Greece 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4
Hungary 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
leeland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ireland 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3
1taly 2.8 2.4 2.7 2.9 2.8 2.8 3.7 4.6 5.9 7.5 8.3
Japan 7.7 8.1 7.2 7.4 7.5 6.9 9.9 13.0 14.9 15.7 15.7
Korea 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.7 1.4 1.8 3.0 3.0
Luxembourg 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1
Mexico 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.8 1.4
Nether1ands 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.4 1.5
New Zealand 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4
Norway 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.5 0.4
Po1and 0.1 0.1 0.2
Portugal 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.7
Slovak Rep.
Spain 1.6 1.4 1.4 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.5 2.1 3.0 4.8 7.1
Sweden 0.4 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.6 1.1 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.1
Switzerland 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 1.2 1.5 1.6 1.5 2.2
Turkey 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 0.6 0.4 0.8
UK 2.9 3.0 2.7 2.3 2.5 2.4 3.1 3.9 5.2 5.1 4.9
US 19.8 20.7 19.5 17.3 17.0 22.3 22.4 22.1 21.1 20.2 20.6

OECDex USA 34.8 33.6 32.9 32.3 31.6 32.5 42.7 52.6 60.6 66.5 74.8
OECDTotal 54.6 54.3 52.4 49.6 48.6 54.8 65.1 74.7 81.7 86.7 95.4

Source: ITU (2001, 2002a, b)

2 Countries with lower penetration rates are expanding their networks, whereas those coun-
tries with established networks are modemizing . As the sector becomes digitized these
strategies are converging, with network expansion undertaken by employing digital
equipment.
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Table 15.2. OECD Annual Telecommunications Investment (US$ billions), 1991-2001

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001

Australia 2.3 2.2 1.8 1.8 2.8 3.7 3.7 2.4 3.4 3.7 4.7
Austria 1.6 1.5 I.3 1.5 1.6 0.9 1.2 1.7 1.8 0.8 1.6
Belgium 0.8 0.8 I.3 1.0 1.5 1.1 1.5 0.9 0.7 1.0 0.6
Canada 3.4 3.5 2.8 2.8 2.6 3.0 4.2 4.3 4.0 4.9 5.0
Czech Rep. 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.8 1.1 1.4 1.2 0.8 1.2 1.2
Denmark 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.9 1.1 1.0 1.1 I.3
Finland 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.9 0.9
France 6.2 5.8 6.3 5.5 6.3 5.4 6.6 6.9 6.7 7.2 6.4
Germany 14.9 18.2 15.9 12.7 10.8 11.7 8.9 8.8 9.9 5.9 6.9
Greece 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.7 1.2 1.2
Hungary 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.8
leeland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0
Ireland 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.4
Italy 10.3 8.9 6.7 5.6 4.7 5.9 6.7 5.5 4.3 8.6 7.3
Japan 17.6 19.7 23.7 26.4 35.1 37.9 32.8 28.3 29.8 32.7 24.6
Korea 3.2 3.1 3.2 3.6 4.4 5.8 8.1 4.5 7.0 7.8 6.6
Luxembourg 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Mexico 1.9 3.1 2.7 2.5 1.5 1.8 1.9 3.2 4.0 5.1 5.7
Netherlands 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.7 1.6 1.6 2.2 2.7 3.1 2.6
New Zealand 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4
Norway 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.5 0.8 0.7 0.8 1.5 1.8 2.1
Poland 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.6 0.9 1.2 I.3 1.2 1.4 1.4
Portugal 0.9 1.0 0.6 0.7 1.2 1.1 I.3 1.5 1.7 2.0 1.4
Slovak Rep. 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1
Spain 6.0 4.1 3.0 2.9 3.1 2.8 2.4 2.0 5.7 6.7 4.9
Sweden 1.2 0.9 0.7 0.8 1.1 1.0 0.8 0.9 I.3 2.5 1.5
Switzerland 2.2 2.2 1.6 1.6 1.8 1.8 1.6 1.3 2.0 2.2 4.0
Turkey 0.9 0.9 1.2 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.4
UK 4.3 4.9 4.0 4.9 7.2 9.5 12.5 12.5 14.6 16.3 13.8
US 20.9 21.7 23.3 22.8 23.6 22.4 23.2 24.2 26.3 28.8 29.6

OECDex USA 82.9 86.4 82.4 81.0 94.1 102.8 104.3 95.7 108.8 120.4 103.0
OECDTotal 103.8 108.1 105.8 103.8 117.7 125.2 127.5 119.9 135.1 149.2 132.6

Source: ITU (2001, 2002a, b)

For example, Mexico increased its average per annum (p.a.) investment seven-fold
(from US$ 443 m in 1980-1986 to US$ 3,304m in 1995 -2001), whereas the US in-
creased investment by approximately 28% (from US$ 19,815m in 1980-1986 to
US$ 25,440m in 1995-2001) . Partieular events explain certain investment spikes,
e.g., Germany extended its infrastructure nationally post-reunification, and Spain
upgraded and expanded its network leading to the Olympic Games. Further, the
former centrally planned economies of the Czech Republic , Poland and the Slovak
Republic report massive increases in domestic investment since the late-1980s.

To aid comparison, smoothed five year percentage growth rates are constructed
from overlapping seven year average annual investment levels centered on 1983,
1988, 1993 and 1998 (see Table 15.3 and Table 15.4). The geometrie mean of the
five-year growth rates is presented as a ranking indicator for Member Country ICT
investment growth and GDP in US$ billions for 2000 is provided as a comparative
economy size indicator.
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Table 15.3. OECD Telecommunications Investmentand GDP (US$ billions)

Average annual investment (7 year centered) GDP
1983 1988 1993 1998 2000

Australia 1.3 1.8 2.4 3.5 390.1
Austria 0.6 1.0 1.4 1.4 189.0
Belgium 0.5 0.6 1.0 1.0 226.6
Canada 2.2 2.9 3.1 4.0 687.9
Czech Rep. 0 0.1 0.5 1.1 50.8
Denmark 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.9 162.3
Finland 0.3 0.6 0.7 0.8 121.5
France 4.1 4.9 5.8 6.5 1,294.2
Germany 5.4 9.7 13.7 9.0 1,873.0
Greece 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.9 112.6
Hungary 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.6 45.6
Iceland 0 0 0 0 8.5
Ireland 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 93.9
Italy 2.9 6.1 7.2 6.1 1,074.0
Japan 7.8 13.4 25.2 31.6 4,841.6
Korea 1.5 2.2 3.8 6.3 457.2
Luxembourg 0 0 0.1 0.1 18.9
Mexico 0.4 0.9 2.1 3.3 574.5
Netherlands 0.5 1.1 1.6 2.2 364.8
NewZealand 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.4 49.9
Norway 0.4 0.5 0.5 1.3 161.8
Poland 0 0.2 0.6 1.2 157.7
Portugal 0.2 0.4 0.9 1.5 105.1
Slovak Rep. 0 0 0.1 0.2 19.1
Spain 1.3 3.7 4.1 4.0 558.6
Sweden 0.7 1.1 1.0 1.3 227.3
Switzerland 0.8 1.6 1.9 2.1 239.8
Turkey 0.3 0.7 0.8 0.5 199.9
UK 2.7 4.1 5.7 12.3 1,414.6
US 19.9 21.4 22.2 25.4 9,837.4

OECDex USA 34.3 58.9 86.3 104.1 15,720.8
OECDTotal 54.2 80.3 108.5 129.6 25,558.2

Source: Constructed from Table 15.1 and Table 15.2; GDP 2000 from!TU (2001)

These data indicate substantial within-country volatility and cross-country dif-
ferences not evident from aggregate OECD series. The relative smoothness of the
aggregate investment series is substantially influenced by US data magnitudes.
Abstracting from the US, a more substantial trend investment growth for the re-
mainder of the OECD is apparent. However, this trend growth is an aggregation of
substantially different Member Country experiences, with individual country vola-
tility not synchronized cross country. For most Member Countries, and to a lesser
extent in the OECD aggregate, investment volatility is more evident through the
1990s . However, this experience is not universal, and in countries where apparent
increased volatility has occurred there is nevertheless, with few exceptions, a con-
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tinued trend increase in investment. Given this substantial cross country variation
the challenge remains to find a coherent and comprehensive explanation for such
behavior. The model presented here provides a potential explanation that does not
concede the postulate of rationality. To do so, the investment motive is disaggre-
gated into factors that are allowed to either be reinforcing or self-canceling. This
feature of the model provides the potential to explain complex observed relation-
ships cross country and through time.

Table 15.4. OECD Telecommunications5-year Investment Growth Rates (%)

1988/1983 1993/1988 1998/1993 Average

Australia 42 36 43 40
Austria 83 34 -2 34
Belgium 32 75 -2 32
Canada 33 7 29 22
Czech Republic 0 418 139 132
Denmark 64 8 90 50
Finland 97 17 28 44
France 19 18 13 17
Germany 80 42 -35 19
Greece 11 117 36 48
Hungary 144 155 16 93
leeland 29 89 67 60
Ireland -13 36 54 22
Italy 113 17 -15 29
Japan 71 88 26 59
Korea 52 70 68 63
Luxembourg 168 118 8 85
Mexico 95 144 56 95
Netherlands 105 48 42 63
New Zealand 196 8 2 48
Norway 16 3 141 42
Poland 0 268 98 94
Portugal 154 97 64 102
Siovak Republic 0 248 47 72
Spain 178 13 -4 44
Sweden 70 -15 34 25
Switzerland 105 22 9 40
Turkey 100 14 -33 15
UK 53 37 117 66
US 8 4 15 9

OECDex US 72 46 21 45
OECD Total 48 35 19 34

Source: Constructed from Table 15.1 and Table 15.2
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Optimal Investment Strategy

This chapter views telecommunications firms as providers of services necessary
for effective 'old economy' operation . As such, when frequent and sometimes
radical ICT sector innovation occurs it has productivity implications beyond the
sector. In particular, within this context, strategic alliance is viewed as a vehicle to
create and reinforce mutually beneficial links between ICT sector firms and inno
vative firms operating in the 'new economy '. Clearly, the outcome of radical in
novation, whether in the form of new economy products or in improved old econ
omy production techniques, is more problematic or uncertain than that for more
mature business activity-because difficult to evaluate risks that are hard to insure
are produced (Rosenberg 1996). Also because of its newness, radical innovation
faces higher adoption costs and makes the achievement of required critical mass
more difficult than for traditional investment in established markets.

Early rational (neoclassical) dynamic analysis of firm investment behavior con
sidered situations where firms instantaneously adjust their capital stock in a cost
less manner. Jorgenson (1963) shows, in this environment, that even with a dy
namic forward-looking criterion investment activity is reduced to a static decision,
whereby the firm invests until its marginal product equals the user cost of capital .'
A more recent literature introduced adjustment costs or frictions to explain slow
adjustment (Eisner and Strotz 1963; Lucas 1967; Gould 1968). Despite this litera
ture not paying explicit attention to uncertainty it served as the theoretical fore
runner of investment specification in macroeconomic models. An alternative fi
nance literature views investment decision making as an optimal portfolio
allocation problem (Merton 1971). Abel (1983) integrated aspects of the Merton
(1971) approach into the adjustment cost investment literature, emphasizing the
link between the marginal optimal value function and q theory. Finally, the mod
ern financial options pricing literature is introduced into real investment theory by
McDonald and Siegal (1985, 1986), and popularized by Dixit and Pindyck (1994)
as real options theory. These developments not only extend the generality of the
rational approach, as applied to investment decision making models, but also rep
resent a change in emphasis, viz., alternative explanations of the dot.com bubble
have some validity. That is, a rational ICT firm takes explicit account of the op
portunity cost of capital in profit maximizing situations, gives consideration to its
financial portfolio position, and is aware that it must allow for costly reversibility
and so consider the future implications of current decisions. Further, by develop
ing a model with antecedents in growth, economic development and optimal sav
ing literatures, and the more recent new growth resurgence-with an emphasis on
the implications of drastic innovation in general purpose technology-the context
facing an ICT firm making such investments is extended to allow for shareholder
owner pressure to save and recognizes the need to anticipate the consequences of

3 The corresponding Marshali Criterionor investment trigger is to invest whenthe project
has positive net worth. The criterion is not necessarily optimal when waiting is possible
(Dixit1992: 110-1).
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technology innovation (Ramsey 1928; Solow 1956; Swan 1956; Romer 1986;
Barro and Sala-i-Martin 1995; Bresnahan and Trajtenberg 1995; Helpman 1998).

A rational investment strategy is characterized here as the outcome of a repre
sentative firm's dynamic optimization program. The representative telecommuni
cations firm is modeled as utilizing K'T capital to produce old economy services.
When an innovation occurs, it raises a technology index sand allows the firm to
operate more productively. The firm has the option to borrow or issue equity to fi
nance network expansion. Such expansion, e.g., can involve new economy activity
such as the acquisition of shares in firms operating in the software applications
sector. This investment is inherently more risky . The representative firm 's objec
tive is to maximize the present value of the stream of utility flows to consumer
shareholders. Representative consumer preferences are defined by the instantane
ous utility function U(c)

(15.1)

where c is real per capita consumption expenditure.
The representative firm makes both an optimal consumption c and portfolio

choice x by solving Eq. 15.1 subject to the capital stock transition equation,

dk = (F(sk) - rx- c)dt + (dz/ z)x - wds ,

applications sector valuation equation,

dz / z = uds +ad,; ,

technology transition equation,

ds=tJF(sk)drp, O<tJ<1

(15.2)

(15.3)

(15.4)

and initial conditions k(O) = ko and s(O) = So • Uncertainty is represented by sto

chastic processes. The applications sector return is influenced by d,;, a Weiner

process satisfying E(d,;) =0 and E(d,;)2 =dt . Technology shocks are governed

by a Poisson process dtp satisfying:

{
0 with probability 1- Adt

dtp >

1 with probability Adt

where 0< A < 1, so that E(drp) = Adt and E(ds) = AtJF(sk)dt .
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The control variable c is interpreted as either the consumption of the represen
tative firm owner or a dividend paid to shareholders. Control variable x indicates
the level of firm portfolio investment in applications sector equity. Borrowing is
repaid at rate r, or equivalently diverting x internally generated revenue at op
portunity cost r to acquire rights to an uncertain revenue stream with per unit
valuation dz / z .4 Also, attention is restricted to interior solutions c > 0 and
0< x < k . F(sk) is interpreted as a normalized restricted profit function that is

quasi-fixed in predetermined state variables k and s as it is conditioned on k
and s , where the combined variable sk measures the effective capital stock.
Given the restricted profit function interpretation, F(sk) depends on output and

variable input prices.' Further, assume F, > 0 and consequently F: > 0 . Finally,

to allow investigation of technology for which F(sk) is non-linear, assume F is

concave in k , viz., Fkk < 0.6

The innovation process, Eq. 15.4, relates innovation shock magnitudes to pro
duction activity, measured by F(sk), and is consistent with Arrow's (1962) view

that technical advance results from learning by doing.? Stochastic technology
shocks ds have both temporary and permanent effects on productive capacity. An
innovation ds > 0 delivers an immediate but temporary technology adoption cost,
viz., a reduction in funds available for immediate investment, with scale OJ ,

0< OJ < 1 occurs. A larger OJ value indicates more drastic innovation." The tech
nology shock also generates a permanent positive effect on productivity as the
firm adapts to the new technology-this effect is captured by the argument s in
the restricted profit function.?

4 Assume firms attempt to exploit all profit opportunity. The absence of additional arbi
trage opportunity implies that the external debt repayment rate r is equated to the
intemal opportunity cost of the firm.

5 This dependence is ignored for notational simplicity. Additionally, for expositional sim
plicity ignore depreciation .

6 This is equivalent to an assumption of decreasing returns to scale in the production tech
nology. The model can be generalized to allow for increasing returns through external or
network effects. While an important feature of the ICT industry, this does not have any
effect on the issues discussed here.

7 Arrow (1962) assumed the productivity of a firm increases with cumulative industry in
vestment. He further argued that increasing returns arise from new knowledge discovered
as investment and production occurs. This feature of the model is generalized, e.g., by
replacing F(sk) in Eq. 15.4 by a function of human capital, so as to allow for technol
ogy change through human capital development.

8 A generalized model would have the size of ca modeled as dependent on the type of
R&D activity. With the probability of an innovation occurring A. and its scale f} en
dogenized .

9 The technology shock assumption is rationalized by supposing, Iike Nelson and Wright
(1992) that technology, or know-how on how to do things is embedded in the firrn's or
ganizational structures, e.g., and is it difficult and costly to transfer to different contexts.
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Next, consider alternative opportunity cost of capital seenarios facing the firm.
In Case 1, the firm is treated as operating in a competitive environment with r
given. In Case 2 the firm has market power and r depends on firm size. In general
equilibrium, r must depend on predetermined k and s values. The seenarios are
distinct, viz., in the market power case the firm recognizes that its size, repre
sented by k , influences r . In that case, write r = R(k,s) and assume the firm

recognizes this in making decisions. In the competitive case, represent this rela

tionship by r = R(f,s), i.e., r is not recognized by the competitive firm in mak

ing decisions, as influenced by its own capital stock, k . This holds, even though
in general equilibrium r depends on the size of the capital stock of the representa-

tive firm L, In equilibrium, k = k but Rand R differ. To make the opportunity
cost r endogenous, first note that r is the old economy rate of return on capital
for which no instantaneous arbitrage opportunity exists. Also r is risk free except
for occasional technology shocks. Next, recognizing the role k plays in the re
stricted profit function and in influencing technology shock magnitudes, absence
of instantaneous arbitrage is equivalent to maximizing instantaneous expected
profits with ICT capital costing r per unit when allowance is duly made for tech
nology shocks. On this reasoning r is made endogenous in general equilibrium
via the first-order condition:

I1(s) = maxk (F(sk)-t,wE(ds)-rk), (15.5)

where r = R(k,s) in the competitive case and r = R(k,s) in the market power

case. In the competitive case, and given that t,E(ds) = AtJF(sk) , the first-order

condition is:

r = (1- OJAtJ)Fk(sk) , (15.6)

while for the market power case it is r=(l-OJAtJ)Fk(sk)-Rk(k,s)k. By con

struction, 1-OJAtJ > 0 .10 In the competitive case, the nonlinear technology F(sk)

with ~k <0 , imply I1(s) = (l-OJAtJ)[F(sk)-Fk(sk)k] >0, and there is eco

nomic rent available for further investment. In the market power case, the first
order condition is integrated to provide:

r=(l-OJAtJ)F(sk)/k ,

10 Theparameters lü,A,O He in the (0,1) interval.

(15.7)
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implying I1(s) = 0 and the economic rent is appropriated.

Merger and acquisition activity by telecommunications firms can be analyzed
within the model by adopting a real options approach . Considering the acquisition
of another ICT firm's assets implies the existence of a buy price rB to compare

with the firm' s internal opportunity cost r .lI Also, to divest capital implies a seil
price rs exists that may be compared to r .12

Consider next the implications of the relationships between secondary market
buy and seil prices, and the opportunity cost r. rB ~ rs allows rs = 0 when in

vestment is irreversible, and costly reversibility and expandability in general, viz.,
when either r < rs' rs ::::; r::::; rB or rB < r . 13 Specifically, with r> rB the firm is

able to buy capital more cheaply than its internal opportunity cost. Then the ra
tional firm exercises a call option, and in doing so causes rB to rise.!' Altema-

tively, with r < rB the firm does not buy capital externally, since the market price

exceeds the shadow price . When capital is not fully sunk it can be resold at price
rs > 0 . In particular, when r < rs the firm can seil capital at aprice greater than

its shadow price, and so rationally exercises a put option. However, with r > rs
the firm does not seil capital. Finally , when rs ::::; r::::; rB ' there is no incentive for a

firm with opportunity cost r to either buy or seil ICT capital. This means the firm
does not exercise any options. However, this behavior does not imply zero in
vestment , viz., real options explain the reason for only a component of ICT in
vestment.

To see this, let:

11 For simplicity, to analyze call or put options by comparing their trigger values with the
opportunity cost of capital, it is convenient to define triggers as rental rates. It is also con
venient to refer to rentals as prices, e.g., the equivalent rental that a firm pays when it
borrows the use of capital is called the buying price, and the equivalent rental it receives
when it loans its capital is the selling price. This approach avoids introducing additional
variables to distinguish prices from rental rates. The approach is comparable with that of
Abel et al. (1996), where a distinction is made between the rental rate and price, but a
one-to-one correspondence is assumed, in their two-period discrete time model.

12 In practice, there may be several buying and selling prices due to variations in quality
and risk regimes cross countries. Assume here that, normalizing for quality and risk,
there is a unique buying and selling price in a common currency unit at any given time.
Without loss of generality assume rB > rs .

13 In the model, changes in rB and rs are (mostly) generated endogenously through the
elimination of arbitrage. This outcome is important in generating 'exuberant' results from
rational dccision making. The effect arises from interaction among alternative investment
motivations when faced with asymmetric price responses to disequilibria.

14 It is also worth noting that the increase in k in the hands of an active firm, which by as
sumption is subject to decreasing returns to scale, would also typically lead r to fall.
This effect is explicitly recognized by the firm in its own decision making if it has market
power, but it is present in any event, albeit to a different extent, in the competitive case in
general equilibrium.
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r> rB

rs s r s rB

r <r.
(15.8)

Next, consider optimal consumption and portfolio choice behavior within the
model. In the results below, Eq. 15.11 associates the firm's ability to generate ICT
investment to returns from portfolio choice, while Eq. 15.13 shows an ability to
generate funds for ICT expansion from retained earnings by optimal consumption
choice. For present purposes, it is sufficient to provide optimal consumption and
portfolio choices by enforcing their first-order conditions without presenting ex
plicit closed-form solutions." Combining Eq. 15.2 through Eq, 15.5, and using
Eq, 15.8, generates ICT investment: 16

where:

dkOE = IT(s)dt

dkNE = Cu - r)xdt +axd~

dkRO =[r - r]kdt

(15.9)

(15.10)

(15.11)

(15.12)

15 This approach avoids the necessity of working with particular functional forms for tech
nology and preferences, and preserves the generalit y of conclusions. In the representative
consumer-firm context, stochastic inter-temporal optimization problems require selection
of optimal feedback controls to determine consumption c and debt x so as to maximize
Eq. 15.1 subject to Eq. 15.2, Eq. 15.4 and initial conditions k(O) = ko and s(O)= so'
With J(k, s) denoting the optimal value function, Bellman 's principle ofoptimality die
tates the evolution of J and determines the first-order conditions for c and x , viz.,

Uc(C)=Jk=>C=Uc-I(Jk) and x=_(f.J~r)!...J.. . To simplify discussion of the
a J kk

dkNE component, define the Arrow-Pratt coefficient of relative risk aversion

f.J =. -kJkkIJk and rewrite Eq. 15.11 as:

(F.15.1I)

16 To demonstrate the equivalence of Eq. 15.2 with Eq. 15.9, note Eq. 15.10 through
Eq. 15.14 gives Eq. 15.9 as:
dk = TI(r,s)dt + (f.J - r)xdt + a xd; + (r - r)kdt + (Pk -c)dt + (JJf)F(sk)(Mt - drp). Can

celing terms, using Eq. 15.5 and rearrangement gives:
(F(sk) -t,mE(ds) - rk)dt - rxdt + (f.Jdt+ad';)x+ rkdt -cdt +mt)F(sk)(Adt -drp) .

Further, using Eq.15.3 and Eq. 15.4 reduces this to Eq.15.2.
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dkRE = (rk -c)dt

dkrs = wtJF(sk)(Adt -drp).

Implications of Rational Accounting

(15.13)

(15.14)

Summarizing the components of Eq. 15.10 through Eq, 15.14 for rational firm ICT
investment:

(a) dkoE is implicit profit from old economy activity, where profit is defined by

Eq. 15.5 and ICT capital is valued at its opportunity cost. This is the Jorgenson
component of rational ICT investment. In the market power case dko E = 0 ,

but dko E > 0 in the competitive case, as payments at marginal factor cost do

not exhaust the product due to technology non-linearity .

(b) dkNE is explicit new economy investment, or the Merton or traditional finance

theory component of rational ICT investment. InEq. F.15.11, the expected rate
of return Jl- r is assumed positive ; otherwise no financial investment occurs

in the more risky new economy. However at any instant, as a result of this in
vestment, the firm's capacity to invest in real ICT is reduced when d; is suf

ficiently negative. This ICT investment component is the most likely source of
erratic aggregate ICT investment as it is the main component subject to con
tinuous Weiner-type shocks. This suggests investment volatility from this
source is not accurately depicted as irrational exuberance ; rather it is an out
come from rational decision making that results in volatile returns. The degree
of acceptable volatility is controlled by the firm's optimal choices . Both drift
and volatility are inversely related to the risk aversion coefficient f.J . Whether

noise dominates drift depends on the volatility of the underlying new economy
stochastic returns relative to the sector ' s risk premium. In particular
Eq. F.15.11 demonstrates that drift dominates volatility when (Jl- r) / a > 1.

The parameters Jl and a appear exclusively in this component, and are po

tentially amenable to government policy.

(c) dkRO is the real options component of the explanation of rational ICT invest

ment, and dkRO = 0 when r = r . If r » r then r = rB by Eq, 15.8 and the firm

buys existing available capital. While relevant to a firm as it drives merger and
acquisition activity, with national data much of this variation is netted out.
What should remain in the national ICT investment data, however, is the effect
of merger and acquisition across country borders. When r < r then r = rs and
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the firm seIls its capital. At the national level this involves foreign investment
in the domestic economy.

(d) dk RE indicates retained earnings are used for growth when the return to capital

f'k exceeds the endogenously determined dividend payout c . This is the tradi
tional growth theory or Ramsey component. When retained earnings are posi
tive the firm allocates this to growth. Note f'k , where f' is defined by Eq. 15.8,
is the appropriate valuation for economic earnings. For example, when the
firm's internal opportunity cost exceeds f' it buys further capital via dk RO at a

price such that rB = f' . For rs < r< rB the internal opportunity cost is an appro

priate economic valuation metric.

(e) dkrs is an allowance for expected technology shocks, and reflects an adjust

ment cost approach to investment analysis . However, this allowance is set in a
Bresnahan and Trajtenberg (1995) drastic innovation to general purpose tech
nology context, and results in a steady upward drift of capital stock to counter
occasional losses when an innovation occurs. The term has an expectation of
zero, with realizat ions mostly small and positive, and is interpreted as building
capacity to withstand technology change shocks.

With investment components classified by alternative rationality-based ap
proaches it is potentially useful to explore interaction among the components. The
components are not completely independent in that they form part of an integrated
optimization objective. However, to the extent that individual components are in
fluenced by different variables there is scope for variation that is not completely
offset. Variables explaining some components are buy and seIl prices for existing
capital rB and rs ' and the expected return on new applications f.J . The complex

ity of aggregate ICT investment depends indirectly on relationships among ex
planatory variables. Such relationships themselves depend on the economic envi
ronment, market characteristics, and the sophistication of firrns and shareholders.
To highlight these issues, consider the stylized representation of influences on the
capital buy price rB in a competitive market setting:

(15.15)

where 0 ~ B; < B; ~ 1. The term in square brackets in Eq. 15.15 applies when

there is no technology change. However , whenever r > rB the firm profits by ex

ercising a call option . In view of profits forgone when this option is exercised
capital acquisition occurs swiftly. Conversely, when r< rB there is no incentive

for the firm to exercise a call option . As a result rB drifts downward toward r as

firms adjust their ICT capital bid price in line with the ICT shadow price . This
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probably slow downward drift is represented by the speed of adjustment parameter
B~ in Eq. 15.15. The parameter B; is assumed greater in magnitude than the

downward adjustment parameter B;. Additionally, when technology change oc

curs at t , the contemporaneous response of rB depends on whether the change

enhances or reduces the productivity of extant capital. Consequently, Bq. 15.15
does not explain the change in rB at t when technology change occurs , but simply

records an event specific change at t .
Based on similar considerations the seIl price is modeled as:

(15.16)

where 0:::; B; < B; :::; 1. Since it is profitable to exercise a put option when r < rs '

it is reasonable to expect the speed of adjustment B; is large. Alternatively, when

r> rs there is no incentive to seIl. Provided investment is partially recoverable,

viz., rs > 0 , gradual convergence of rand rs is expected as seIlers adjust their

prices to the shadow price of capital. Slower upward adjustment for rs is repre

sented by a lower B; value. When technology change occurs , these adjustment

processes are undermined by changes that take into account the nature of change,
e.g., a shock may adversely affect extant capital values.

To elose the model, consider the likely relationship between expected applica
tions sector returns and the ICT infrastructure bid price. Cogent modeling of this
relationship must consider old economy ICT incumbent firrns entering into joint
ventures with new economy entrants seeking to profit from applications that util
ize ICT infrastructure. Since an applications success is related to ICT network
support, when ICT capital bid prices are rising for incumbents engaged in joint
ventures, j.i will rise. Furthermore in upswings, j.i rises faster than rB as new

applications increase potential profits, while in a downswing j.i falls more slowly

than rB and is associated with a lessening in the introduction of new applications,

rather than reduced applications sector activity. Additionally, modeling the change
in j.i requires that only changes for which j.i remains above r are observed.'? At

times when new technology is introduced, indicated by t , the determination of
dj.i(t) is not explained as it depends on the nature of technology change. These
considerations suggest:

where

d u = max{dji, dr - (j.i - r) }(1- dtp) +dj.i(t)drp (15.17)

17 With J1 > r there is an incentive to undertake risky portfolio investment. Enforcing this
through time, J1 + dJ1 > r + dr ~ dJ1 > dr - (J1- r) .
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djJ = Jl(B; min{O,drB } +B; max{O,drB } ) (15.18)

with B; >1>B; .
For this specification, capital bid price rises can result in Jl increasing-as it

indicates firms are attaching greater value to their ICT capital. This rise in Jl can

be misplaced if market participants are unable to distinguish firms ' motivations
for investment. For example, exercising a real option can mean the representative
firm is aligning its opportunity cost of capital with the capital buy price, and not
that unexploited profit opportunity exists in the applications sector. Further, with
the firm's capital stock expanding through acquisitions, r falls simultaneously as
the acquisitions experience diminishing marginal productivity. Consequently the
Jl - r gap widens more rapidly, increasing the incentive for further portfolio in-

vestment. Because of this reinforcing interaction, a rational bubble may be created
by underlying real options and portfolio investment activity .

Conclusion

Several explanations are proffered for OECD Member Country ICT investment
behavior. OECD ICT investment series show substantial commonality with strong
underlying growth, but considerable variation in timing and volatility. As com
plete explanations of this behavior are not available, there is a tendency to associ
ate ICT market decline and subsequent downturn with irrational exuberance. Con
versely, developments in the real investment literature support alternative rational
reasons for differences in OECD Member Country ICT investment behavior. This
chapter suggests a stylized model that decomposes investment motivation into fac
tors associated with cogent theoretical underpinnings, viz., old economy or
Jorgenson investment that is influenced by the user cost of capital; new economy
or Merton investment rationally explainable by finance theory-though it may be
driven by exuberant growth expectations following an innovation; merger and ac
quisition activity explained by the real options approach; growth through eamings
retention and explained rationally through shareholder-orientated optimal saving;
and investment intended to allow the firm to withstand adoption costs that follow
an innovation. The components are endogenous in the model, and depend on dif
ferent technology, preference, environment and policy oriented parameters. Thus,
the model provides an opportunity to estimate the separate contribution of cornpo
nents and search for policy parameter settings.

The rational accounting approach allows the exploration of whether perceived
irrational response is due to inherent incompatibility between investment compo
nents . Perceived incompatibility may arise because of the nature of optimization
under uncertainty. For example, the new economy component depends on ex
pected applications sector returns, while the real options component depends on
the relationship between an incumbent firms' opportunity cost of capital and the
buy and seIl prices for existing capital. Observing a firm exercising a call option
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can lead shareholders to believe the expected return should be revised upward, at
least for applications compatible with the supporting infrastructure of the acquired
firm. However, call options can be exercised because the acquired firm's capital
buy price is lower than the acquiring firm's opportunity cost, not because expected
returns are undervalued. Of course, new economy application sector expected re
turns and old economy buy price should be Iinked. However, this link cannot be
precise in the context of technologieal uncertainty. Furthermore, as a call option is
exercised, the increased capital stock of the acquiring firm should reduce its
shadow price of capital through diminished marginal productivity. This outcome
widens the risk premium and suggests it is optimal for the firm to engage in addi
tional portfolio investment. Upward revision of the expected return in such cir
cumstances exaggerates the risk premium and can lead to overinvestment. These
exaggerated cyclical effects should be regarded as due to asymmetric price re
sponses rather than irrational exuberance. Whether cyclical effects are substan
tially based on rational responses to asymmetrie price effects remains to be ex
plored empirically. The possibility of rational bubbles arising from the interaction
of component rational responses in the presence of asymmetric price adjustment
suggests different implications for policy. In this circumstance irrational exuber
ance is an irrational explanation.
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16 North African Information Networks

Andrea L. Kavanaugh

Introduction

Coleman et al. (1957), Dutton et al. (1987) and Rogers (1995) establish that social
networks are important for understanding innovation diffusion through social sys
tems. Social network interaction exposes individuals to technology. Additionally,
new technology is commonly adopted when acquaintances reinforce mass media
messages (Katz and Lazarsfeld 1955). That is, adopters rely on personal networks
to gain new technology insights. In this manner, social networks assist in building
network technology critical mass (Markus 1987; Rogers 1995; Valente 1995;
Kavanaugh and Patterson 2001). Namely, networked communication technology
is more like1y employed when it is of demonstrative value. Such demonstration s
are reinforced by the social nature of computing activity, i.e., network users are
linked by personal relationship and common interest (Wellman et al. 1996).
Adopters involved in social networks, e.g., through work and community, increas
ingly integrate computing into regular activity. Formal education is also associated
with computer adoption, e.g., in US households socio-economic status tends to
differentiate adopters and their use patterns for personal and network computing
(Fischer 1977; Dutton et al. 1987; Rogers 1995; Cooper 2000). That is, early
adopters are generally better educated and receive more media exposure (Rogers
1995). For less affluent populations new technology adoption patterns are similar.
Early adopters are usually community leaders and diffusion is via social networks
(Hudson 1984; Wresch 1996; Kavanaugh et al. 2002). However, less affluent
socio-economic group leaders have fewer social ties to computer users and ac
cordingly acquire less computing skill. While public access to information tech
nology (IT) is available, disadvantaged individuals are not typically comfortable
in these social contexts. For example, less educated and affluent individuals often
have negative associations with public schools and are not comfortable gaining
Internet access in this manner. Similarly, individuals with poor reading skill are
less likely to frequent public libraries. Clearly, IT diffusion is slower within disad
vantaged populations . However, when IT is integrated in community social set
tings it is used. IT diffusion problems are exacerbated in developing countries
with large uneducated populations that receive low incomes and are not computer
literate.

Most individuals, regardless of socio-economic status, are not expert in com
puting. While most US citizens access the Internet, typically users conduct routine
tasks, such as sending e-mail and browsing. Changes to software, Web capability
and e-mail functions require users to continuously augment their knowledge
stocks. As such, computer literacy is enhanced by experience and learning ar
rangements within social contexts. Learning is a social activity, i.e., individuals

R. Cooper et al. (eds.), Frontiers of Broadband, Electronic and Mobile Commerce
© Physica-Verlag Heidelberg 2004
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exchange information about programming, configuring and using computer tech
nology in work and community settings . While formal contexts are important for
learning about new technology much knowledge is gained informally (Carroll et
al. 2002) . Learning-by-doing occurs through Web software exploration, obtaining
product technical support and so on. Such activity is often of a problem solving
nature, and supported by family and modeling on Web sites. For example, Kava
naugh et al. (2003) find teenage adopters instruct household residents on their
computer use. As such, computer literacy accrues more rapidly when informal
(and authentic) situations motivate problem solving. Less affluent communities, in
developing and developed countries, are less commonly involved in computer lit
erate social networks from which informallearning occurs .

Received analysis show an individual's knowledge stock is augmented by for
mal and informal training, and through experience (National Commission on Ex
cellence in Education 1983; Soloway 1995; Norman and Spohrer 1996). That is,
effective learning occurs when individuals have a model (or analog), based on
prior knowledge and experience, with which to absorb information . For example,
manual typewriter keyboards evolved into the computer keyboard . However, dis
advantaged groups have no model for either the keyboard or computer. Computer
interface requires basic literacy and application instruction, e.g., e-mail and Web
browsers. Without computer literacy computing skills must be gained from 'small
media' (e.g., radios) use (Schramm 1964). A mobile telephony model-fixed tele
phone service-is widespread, even for the computer illiterate. That is, the inter
face of mobile telephony is similar to that for fixed telephony, viz., numbers, let
ters and buttons in familiar format. Moreover, telephony operations require
minimal literacy. Schramm documents small media that are more effective than
'big media' (such as TV) in educating the developing country poor as these popu
lations possess radios but few have TVs. Further , the computer illiterate in devel
oping countries do not view telephones as computers or themselves as computer
users. However, many 1earn to perform basic computer tasks while operating mo
bile telephones , e.g., speed dialing, storing frequently used numbers and sending
text messages .

The Worid Wide Web is a global information repository with most information
produced by personnel trained in design, editing and content management. How
ever, beyond basic text editing capability-available in systems based on object
oriented multi-user domain (MOO) technology-the authoring of original material
is generally not weil supported, e.g., in community organizations, public sector
and small business (Bruckman 1998; Haynes and Holmevick 1998).1 Appropriate
Web server infrastructure and page editing software makes Web page production
of similar difficulty to that for desktop publishing or word processing . However,
such Web pages are static and difficult to customize without encountering docu
ment version, overwriting and logistical problems (Carroll et al. 2000a, b). Tools

1 MOOs are Websites that offercombined synchronous and asynchronous communication
mechanisms. Namely, MOa userscreate, modify and manipulate objects, thus changing
the MOa for later users. MOOs are spatial in that content is organized into 'roorns' and
users navigate the information structure via directional commands.
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inspired by 'wiki ' software increase non-expert participation and information pro
duction.? For instance, wiki tools enabled the development of the Java-based tool
kit, BRIDGE, which produces Web-viewable documents, annotated images and
interactive collaborative environments (Isenhour et al. 2001) . Further, these tools
allow synchronous or asynchronous content collaboration and manipulation such
as images, geographical system maps and spreadsheets within a Web browser.
This function enables the editing of spreadsheets within a Web page. That is, users
are not required to exit a browser, access proprietary software, create a document,
transfer the file to a directory and create a link from the html file to a spreadsheet.
This integration of editing functions into standard Web tools removes information
production and maintenance barriers, BRIDGE relies on underlying object replica
tion mechanisms that synchronize distributed replicas of objects when edited (Is
enhour et al. 2001). Many developing countries wish to increase their national
Web content by developing Web pages that contain government, cultural, histori
cal, business and educational information. However, a paucity of qualified experts
is available to construct, edit and manage desired content. For instance, while Tu
nisia has anational committee charged with the enhancement of national Internet
content production, the project is constrained by a shortage of IT engineers and
technicians. Clearly, wiki tools make the construction and editing of Web-based
content feasible for nations lacking widespread computer literacy by substantially
reducing training required to gain proficiency in constructing and customizing
Web content. Wiki tools, based on open source software, are more affordable and
compatible across computer platforms than is proprietary software.

Mobile telephony is included among small media along with personal digital
assistants and similar hand held devices that provide a foundation for the building
of computing skills, especially in developing countries. Because of the scalability
of mobile telephone technology, subscribers require few skills to operate tele
phone handsets for basic voice communication purposes. However, subscribers
are able to learn more complex telephone functions, such as saving frequently di
aled numbers in a directory and programming voice-activated numbers, incremen
tally. Such knowledge accumulation is important as mobile telephones are essen
tially networked computers. Accordingly, as subscribers become more familiar
with basic system features their functionality is extended to encompass network
based applications. From mobile telephone text messaging, novice subscribers
learn to send and rece ive e-mail on Web-enabled telephones. From checking train
schedules, subscribers gain fundamental Web browsing concepts. Local regulatory
and service provisions may restriet network access via mobile telephones. How
ever, in countries where mobile telephone networks are connected to IP based in
frastructure, it is possible for subscribers to extend their computing skills from ba
sie voice communication to more complex Internet messaging and Web browsing
service within a supportive social context using a familiar too\.

2 See, Georgia Tech [http://www.cc.gatech.edu/fac/mark.gudzial/cseetJtsldOI9.htm], Uni
versityofHawaii [http://c2.com/cgi-bin/wiki] and VirginiaTech [http://hci.cs.vt.edu].
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Demography and Economic Indicators

Algeria, Egypt, Libya, Mauritania, Morocco and Tunisia comprise the North Afri
can region. The region's population is mostly Arabic speaking and Muslim.
Moreover, Algeria, Libya, Mauritania, Morocco and Tunisia are Maghreb states.'
Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia have French colonial history, indigenous Berber
populations, and share Mediterranean, Atlas Mountain and Saharan desert bounda
ries in common. Ninety-five percent of Algeria's 31 million inhabitants reside in
the northern coastal strip between the Atlas Mountains and Mediterranean Sea.
Morocco has a population of 30 million inhabitants but less natural mineral
wealth, while an ongoing conflict with Western Sahara depletes national saving.
Egypt has twice the Moroccan and Algerian population, but similar income per
capita. Tunisia has a relatively small population by regional standards of 10 mil
lion inhabitants. Algeria, Egypt, Morocco and Tunisia are classified by the World
Bank as lower-middle income, with per capita incomes from US$ 1,200 to
US$ 2,000 (World Bank 2003). Algeria has oil and natural gas reserves that con
tribute to gross domestic product (GDP), while Egypt depends on foreign aid and
US investment. Morocco is reliant on phosphate mineral exports, and Tunisia's
main source of foreign exchange is agriculture, textiles and tourism. GDP growth
is highest for Tunisia and Egypt at 5.5% and 5.3%, respectively. Adult literacy is
highest in Tunisia (72 %) and Algeria (68%). By contrast, only half the Moroccan
population is literate. North African states have capitalist, private-public sector
mix and socialist political regimes. However, whatever the doctrine, there is a
strict governance throughout, whether by revolutionary council or authoritarian
rule. Political and leadership styles affect development strategy and telecommuni
cations sector reform.

Table 16.1. Demographieand Eeonomic Indicators, 2001

Country Population
(million)

GDP per capita Adult Literaey GDP CAGR
(US$) (%) (%)

Algeria
Egypt
Moroeco
Tunisia

31
65
29
10

1,639
1,530
1,180
2,070

68
56
49
72

3.0
5.3
3.3
5.5

Source: The World Bank (2003), United Nations DevelopmentProgramme (2003)

3 Libya and Mauritania are excluded from this study as their eommunieations markets are
less aeeessible and developed than those of other Maghreb states. Moreover, Libya does
not allow publie aeeess to the Internet via mobile te1ephony.
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Information Sector Reform

North African states commenced telecommunications sector reform in the 1990s
(Kavanaugh 1998; Arab Advisors Group 2001, 2002, 2003; Lahouel 2002) . In
February 1998, the Moroccan state corporation, the National Office of Post and
Telecommunications (ONPT), split into the Itisalat Al Maghrib (lAM, telecom
munications development including provision of an international Internet hub),
Barid Al-Maghrib (postal service) and the National Regulatory Agency for Tele
communications (interconnection and litigation settlement oversight) entities
(ESIS 2000). Morocco converted ONPT to IAM through a share float on the
Casablanca Stock Exchange. Also in 1998, Egypt converted Telecom Egypt from
a telecommunications authority to a joint stock company (Law 19). However, the
potential for conflict is apparent with the Egyptian Minister of Communication
and Information Technology the Head of the Telecommunications Regulatory Au
thority (Lahouel 2002). The Algerian operating entity remains a department within
the Ministry of Post, Telephone and Telegraph (PTT). State corporation conver
sion plans are stagnant because of political unrest. Algeria, Egypt, Morocco and
Tunisia opened their terminal equipment (computer, facsimile, modems and satel
lite antennae) markets to competition . In particular, private ownership in certain
telecommunications markets (equipment manufacturing, retail services and soft
ware engineering) is encouraged so as to stimulate both equipment industry com
petition and value-added technology and service (databases , Internet and videotex)
market growth. Moroccan telecommunications sector reform is associated with
improved growth, relative to that for the sluggish Algerian and Tunisian markets.
Egypt and Morocco granted most mobile telephony licenses to foreign corpora
tions. Additionally, Egypt and Morocco opened their Internet service markets to
competition. Morocco introduced wireless application protocol service (WAP) in
July 2000 . That market provides e-mail, Web browsing, e-souk (e-commerce) , fi
nancial information, horoscope, sport, telephone directory , train schedule, TV
schedule and weather services . Mobile Internet is priced at US$ 7.50 per half min
ute. Finally , Tunisia allowed competition in mobile communication markets in
2002 with the awarding of a second GSM license. Despite Tunisia's relatively
high adult literacy and economic growth, government control of telecommunica
tions continues to hamper the sectors growth.

Information Networks

Fixed-line service consists of wire lines and is measured by direct exchange lines
(DELs).4Fixed-line telephone service is typically originated by a PTT . Mobile te
lephony infrastructure primarily consists of wireless telephone towers that receive

4 ADEL is a telephone line connected to buildings that has a unique telephone number.
DELs are distinguished from many handsets connected to a line and sharing a common
telephone number.
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and hand-off signals. Developing country governments often allow private sector
corporations to provide mobile telephony service via licensing agreements. In the
North African region DEL density is low. In particular, Table 16.2 shows that
while cumulative annual growth rate (CAGR) for fixed-line telephony is rising
steadily in Algeria, Egypt and Tunisia from 1995 to 2002, it is declining in Mo
rocco due to rising mobile telephone subscription.

Table 16.2. DEL Indicators

Country DEL1100 Inhabitants CAGR(%)
1995 2002

Algeria 4.19 6.10* 6.4
Egypt 4.67 11.83* 14.2
Morocco 4.24 3.80 -1.5
Tunisia 5.82 12.23 11.2

Note: * Estimate basedon 2001 ITUdata. CAGRis for 1995 to 2002
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Table 16.3 shows that North African fixed-line telephone service is character
ized by frequent equipment breakdown and prohibitively long subscription appli
cation waiting lists . More importantly, regional fixed-line telephone networks are
heavily congested. Such congestion is to some extent caused by PTTs making po
litically convenient decisions and providing fixed-line access, thus reducing DEL
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waiting lists, without any corresponding network upgrade or increase in trunk line
capacity (Saunders and Wellenius 1993; Kavanaugh 1998) . Accordingly, sub
scribers receive busy signals for unacceptably long time intervals, especially dur
ing peak calling periods.

Table 16.3. Qualityof Service

Indicator Algeria Egypt Morrocco Tunisia

1995 2001 1995 2001 1995 2001 1995 2001

Wait list DEL (OOOs) 676 727 1,300 583 93 5 129 109
Wait time (days) n.a. 1,972 n.a. 694 n.a. 37 n.a. 33
Faults/ DEL (%) 73 6 9 1 49 25 79 n.a.

Note:n.a. is not available.

In 2002 , Mobile telephony subscription exceeded that for fixed-line network
subscription in many developing countries, including Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco,
Paraguay, Saudi Arabia and Venezuela. Further, Table 16.4 shows approximately
85% of Moroccan telephony customers subscribe to mobile telephone service.
Furthermore, Morocco has the fastest growing mobile telecommunications market
in the North African region, with a reported CAGR of 149% from 1995 to 2002.
Egypt and Tunisia report CAGRs of 115% and 123%, respectively, for mobile
telephone subscription. Algeria recorded a relatively modest 81% CAGR for the
same period. Table 16.4 also shows that Morocco (21%) has the highest North Af
rican region mobile telephone subscription density, while not surprisingly Algeria
(less than 1%) has least penetration.' Further, combined Moroccan mobile and
fixed-line (DEL) telephone density is approximately 25%. Corresponding Egyp
tian and Tunisian telephone dens ities are 14.7 and 14.9, respectively. For Algeria,
composite telephone density is unaffected by mobile service penetration, viz., na
tional penetration is 6.4 for fixed-line service and 6.42 for combined service.

Table 16.4. MobileTelephony Subscription

Country Subscription (OOOs) CAGR Subscription/ 100 Mobilepenetration

1995 2002 (%) 1995 2002 2002

Algeria 5 300 81 0.02 0.9 13.8
Egypt 7 4,412 115 0.01 6.7 39.7
Morocco 30 6,199 149 0.11 20.9 84.6
Tunisia 3 389 123 0.04 4.1 26.9

Note: CAGR for 1995-2002.

5 Density is the numberof subscribers per 100inhabitants.
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In Morocco, mobile telephone subscription grew from a base of 1,800 subscrib
ers in 1991 to approximately 40,000 subscribers at 1996 (30,000 of whom sub
scribed to digital service). At 2000, more than 2 million subscribers accessed ser
vice in the urban areas of Casablanca, Fes, Kenitra, Marrakech, Meknes and
Rabat. Mobile telephone traffic increased rapidly in the late-1990s and early
2000s. However, the composition of traffic broadened to encompass e-mail, while
Internet access is gained through WAP. By 2002, the Moroccan system had in ex
cess of 6 million subscribers.
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Analog mobile telephone service, introduced to Tunisia in early-1985, grew
more slowly than the Moroccan market because of strict government controls. Un
til 2001, the state corporation Sotetel managed the market while working closely
with the Ministry of Communications. In response to unanticipated latent demand,
the Ministry quickly doubled the size of the network. By 1995, network subscrip
tion had risen from a base of 50 subscribers to approximately 4500 subscribers. In
March 1998, Tunisia introduced digital mobile telephone service with a European
transmission standard (groupes de systemes mobiles or GSM) and further boosted
subscriptions to 8,000. An absence of competition had restricted mobile and fixed
line telephony market growth. Finally, on 15 January 2001, a new telecommunica
tions law Number 1-2001 moved toward the liberalization of Tunisian telecorn
munications markets (Arab Advisors Group 2003). This law established an inde
pendent regulatory oversight and opened the market to private company entry.
Further, the law introduced a licensing regime for the supply to telecommunica
tion services and networks. Although Tunisian per capita GDP and adult literacy
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are substantially higher than those of Algeria, Egypt and Morocco, GSM penetra
tion remains low at 3.6% in 2001. Indeed this penetration is among the lowest in
Arab nations and higher only than Algeria, the Sudan and Syria. After much delay,
Tunisia awarded a second GSM license to Orascom Telecom (based in Egypt) in
consortia with Kuwaiti National Mobile Telecommunications for US$ 454 mil
lion. Orascom Telecom Tunisie launched service in December 2002. The Arab
Advisors Group (2003) forecast mobile telephony subscriptions to reach 4.4 mil
lion by 2006. While it is possible that the Tunisian government could introduce
competition to the fixed-line telephony market post-2004, it is more likely to re
main a state-owned monopoly operator for the foreseeable future. Arabian state
owned fixed-line operators have a mandated monopoly over the operation of in
ternational gateways, with the exception of Morocco. GSM private operator Medi
Telecom offers subscribers international long-distance service." GSM license
prices in North African states are high. For example, in Morocco Medi Telecom
paid US$ 1 billion, while in 1998 Egypt sold two GSM licenses at US$ 0.5 billion.
Also, Aigeria sold a second GSM license in 2001 for US$ 737 million.?

Developing country Internet market growth is typically constrained by poor
quality fixed-line telephony and data networks. Already congested fixed-line net
works are usually not able to accommodate any increase in fixed-line subscription
or traffic demand. Most subscribers during the 1990s coped with chronically con
gested dial-up connections. This situation changed markedly with mobile commu
nication and value-added service markets opened to cornpetition, in particular
markets for mobile telephony that connects to the Internet. That is, private compa
nies deploy necessary infrastructure, e.g., routers, switches and towers to provide
mobile telephony. Where local regulations allow Internet connectivity through
mobile devices, Internet access experiences a growth spurt. Also, Internet connec
tion via mobile networks avoids fixed-line network bottlenecks. Morocco, after
the Republic of South Africa, is the most networked African nation, with 39 ISPs
(ONPT 1997). At 2002, Egypt had more Internet hosts that other North African
nations, however, the PC and Internet user density of Egypt and Morocco is less
than that for Tunisia with a population of less than 10 million inhabitants (see Ta
ble 16.5).8 Finally, North Africa, excluding Tunisia, has lower PC density than
World Bank classified lower-middle income nations, and less than the Middle East
and North Africa (MENA) region average. Tunisia has proportionately more
Internet users but fewer Internet hosts than other North African states. This imbal
ance results from allowing relatively few computers to have Internet connection.
For the period 1996 to 2002, Figure 16.3 shows host numbers, while hosts per

6 Medi Telecom consortium is comprised of Telefonica of Spain, Portugal Telecom,
BMCE and AFRIQUIA.

7 License terms differ by country, however, so such comparisons are not exact. For exam
ple, the Egyptian govemment collects annual license fees based on network subscription,
while the Algerian, Moroccan and Tunisian governments collect license fees at the time
of granting the license and offer tax concessions to operators (Arab Advisors Group
2002).

8 Internet hosts are computers connected to the Internet.
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10,000 inhabitants or host density are depicted in Fig. 16.4. While Egypt has most
host computers, Morocco has the higher host density at almost one per 10,000 in
habitants at 2002. For North African states, Internet user numbers grew rapidly af
ter 2000, following the liberalization of value added services markets and price
reduction from competition among ISPs (Fig . 16.5).

Table 16.5.PersonalComputerand InternetIndicators, 2002

Country/ Region PC/IOO Internetusers / 100 Internethosts / 100

Algeria 0.71 1.60 0.0026
Egypt 1.55 1.22 0.0047
Morocco 1.37 1.69 0.0090
Tunisia 2.63 5.15 0.0035

LowerMiddle 2.23
MENA 3.12
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Despite Tunisia having comprehensive laws and regulations concerning censor
ship and contral of Internet content, Internet density is relatively high. In particu
lar, laws governing newspaper and magazine content restrictions are applied to the
Internet thraugh separate laws (Kavanaugh 1998). In other North African states,
press code laws generally extend to the Internet, although separate laws also per
tain to Internet content. Egypt and Moracco are among the least Internet regulated
states. Morocco is known for its liberal press code laws. Comparison of mobile te
lephony and Internet penetration shows mobile telephony deeply embedded in
North African society. While Internet use is growing, especially among the afflu
ent, the market is embryonic . Importantly, mobile telephone subscription is more
widespread than for computing, viz., mobile telephony has diffused to the less
weIl educated . However, transition fram mobile voice to data communication re
quires both the opportunity , through regulatory and technical infrastructure, and
efficient pricing structures.

It is more expensive in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia to subscribe to the Inter
net than mobile telephone service (see Table 16.6). Nonetheless , additional Inter
net connectivity charges via mobile telephone networks make both forms of on
line service comparable. The price of WAP service-Internet access by digital
mobile telephone-is US$ 0.80 for a half peak minute or an off-peak minute. Mo
raccan mobile telephone handset price at 2000 is appraximately US$ 80. How
ever, a Web-enabled GSM telephone handset compatible with WAP service, such
as Nokia R320, Eriksson 7110, is priced at US$ 265. Accordingly, with Moraccan
GDP per capita US$ 1,180 at 2001, Web-enabled GSM service is typically unaf
fordable. However, mobile telephony equipment is less expensive than an Apple
iMac 350 MHz with Mac OS 9 operating system (US$ 1,130) or Hewlett Packard
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Vectra Vei89 PC with Intel Pentium III 550 MHz processor (US$ 1,365). At 1996,
Tunisian mobile telephony equipment prices were US$ 3,850, with calling charges
three times that for local fixed-line calling. By 2002, mobile telephone charges
and equipment prices, though falling considerably, remain expensive. Conversely,
PC prices are similar to US prices as Tunisian equipment markets are competitive.
Further , the unlimited dial-up Internet access price is approximately US$ 26 per
month plus US$ 50 for installation . The Agence Tunisienne d 'Internet (ATI), es
tablished in 1996, provides Internet gateway access (via Sprint to the US and via
Telecom Italia to Italy) to private and public agency ISPs. ATI operates the Tuni
sian Internet backbone, services and top-level domain from the Institute de Re
cherche Scientifique en Informatique et Telecommunication . In 2002, several pub
lic agencies served as ISPs to the public sector, while five licensed commercial
ISPs offer service to the public and private companies. Additionally, there are ap
proximately 300 public Internet access centers across the country. The Moroccan
incumbent operator IAM offered unlimited dial-up Internet access for US$ 10 per
month, since competition from private providers led to initial price reductions in
1999. Menara offers a package containing multi-media computer, Internet sub
scription, Microsoft software and technical assistance for US$ 28 per month. Pri
vate ISPs offer similarly structured packages. Egyptian prices are similar to those
for Tunisian and Moroccan Internet access markets . Not surprisingly, Algeria lags
in Internet infrastructure and subscription. The CERIST research center provided
Internet service for several years. However, dial-up connection is slow and expen
sive at US$ 70 per month. The few Internet cafes are strictly controlled by the
government. At 2000 , Algeria allowed private application for ISP licenses.? An in
ter-ministerial commission licensed six companies. Dial-up access tariffs are from
US$ 13 per month. With access charges falling subscription rapidly increased.

Table 16.6.Monthly Internet and Mobile Subscription Price (US$), 2001

Country / Region Internet Mobile Telephony

Algeria 27 17
Egypt 9 16
Morocco 26 13
Tunisia 25 14

Lower-Middle Income 18
MENA 27

9 An Executive Decree issuedin 1998 endedCERIST's monopoly.
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Conclusions

This chapter argues that mobile telephony, especially in developing countries, is
an appropriate transition technology for teaching computer networking skills to
mostly illiterate populations, as technical support is provided through social net
works. North African data show poor quality fixed-line telephone service, rapid
mobile telephone and Internet subscription growth when service is provided via
competitive markets. The Internet subscription market, however, is populated only
by the weil educated and affluent. It is reasonable to expect that this market will
reach saturation in the North African region within five years. That is, to effec
tively use the Internet requires reading and computer literacy skills, and an on-line
social network. Social networks are important in motivating individuals to access
the Internet. Mobile telephone technology enables voice communication however,
even with minimal literacy, mobile telephony subscribers can also extend their
mobile network use to store and retrieve data. Further, through Web-enabled te
lephony, lay persons are able to learn simple networking tasks informally with
technical support provided by their social networks. Simply, the Internet will dif
fuse more broadly in North Africa and developing country populations, more gen
erally, via mobile communication, and not through desktop computers attached to
fixed-line telephone network connections. Policy should reflect this reality so that
the economic benefits of information networks can be more widely appropriated
by developing country populations.
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17 OECD Broadband Market Developments

Dimitri Ypsilanti and Sam Paltridge

Introduction

Arecent Organization for Co-operation and Development (OECD) report to Min
isters , concerning information and communications technology (ICT) and the digi
tal economy, concluded that, " ... considering the ongoing spread of ICT and its
continued importance for growth, policy makers should foster an environment that
helps firms seize the benefits of ICT" (OECD 2003a: 7). The deployment of high
speed (or broadband) Internet networks is integral for ICT diffusion generally, and
in particular the availability broadband service .' Broadband networks, as a general
purpose technology, have the capability to deliver benefit to many economic sec
tors. That is, broadband networks can provide a vehicle to deliver, e.g ., govern
ment , education, cultural and health services . Given the potential social dividend
obtained from broadband technology use, it is important to ensure that this tech
nology is widely diffused within nations-and not concentrated at the main, typi
cally urban, national economic hubs. With broadband technology penetration in
creasing in urban areas, several OECD Member Country governments are
addressing potential national broadband digital divide issues, viz., that national di
vides may develop should broadband service not be made readily available to rural
and remotely located populations. Accordingly, this study provides an overview of
broadband network developments within OECD Member Countries, and analyzes
recent Member Country national broadband policy. Subsequent to this review, the
potential for intra-Member Country national digital divides to emerge is consid
ered, as are national initiatives to provide high-speed access to rural and remote
populations. The chapter concludes with recommendations for policy makers.

Broadband and the OECD

A fundamental, and often overlooked question, is why broadband technology
availability matters . Broadband technology is important because it is a unique

I There is no universally accepted definition of broadband. Whilebroadband is commonly
viewed as Internet servicedelivery at a 250 kbps minimum speed,broadband is often de
scribedby access speedsgreater than ISDN capability, i.e., 128 kbps. Much of this con
fusion arises from the technology in use, viz., digital subscriber lines employ fixed-line
telecommunication copper loop; cablemodem use cableTV networks; local area network
Ethernets; satellites; broadband fixedwireless and mobile broadband wireless.

R. Cooper et al. (eds.), Frontiers of Broadband, Electronic and Mobile Commerce
© Physica-Verlag Heidelberg 2004
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conduit capable of providing high-speed, two-way-downstream and upstream
communication and information good transmission, and it also has an 'always-on'
connection capability. For example, broadband infrastructure is able to stream au
dio and video via Internet at high quality. The economic costs of broadband con
nectivity are far lower than those for traditional telecommunication products that
deliver equivalent service, e.g., leased lines. Thus for many users, including small
and medium enterprise (SME), fast always-on connection is affordable. Accord
ingly, business subscribers through broadband technology are able to increase
productivity and substantially reduce their networking costs. Broadband techno1
ogy is also a platform for the delivery of consumer electronic commerce, educa
tion, health, entertainment and e-government service. As such, broadband is
viewed as an important mechanism for economic growth and development in both
central and 'peripheral ' economic regions. For rural and remote regions, broad
band is viewed as an important means to ensure improved access to economic
markets, core government service-including health and education-and access to
cultural products. Further, broadband technology is viewed as means through
which remote and rural populations are better able, in an inexpensive and effective
way, to telework. The importance placed on making broadband available to rural
and remote populations is apparent from existing national government support
programs. Such programs are policy responses intended to stimulate broadband
network infrastructure deployment and service delivery to less populated regions
when the private sector views such activity unprofitable. Not surprisingly, geo
graphically larger nations are more active in this regard. For example, the Austra
lian Commonwealth Government developed aNational Broadband Strategy, with
a funding base of US$ 92 million, to provide affordable broadband service access
to regional Australia (see Alston 2003). Similarly, the Government of Canada re
cently allocated US$ 75 million for communities to obtain broadband for rural and
Northern development. Also, the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) provides
grants and low interest loans for rural broadband network development.s

Broadband Subscription

Broadband subscription is growing rapidly within the OECD. At end-1999, there
were more than 3 million broadband subscribers within Member Countries . By
end-2002 , this OECD subscription had risen to 56 million subscribers . Further, in
the first quarter of 2003, broadband networks grew by 6.6 million subscribers.
Based on this trend, the OECD predicts more than 80 million broadband subscrib
ers within the OECD by end-2003. While such subscription growth is among the
highest for new communication services, OECD broadband access subscriber
penetration remains low at 5 subscribers per 100 inhabitants, especially when
compared to a telephony penetration of 54 access channels per 100 inhabitants. At

2 USDA allocates US$ 1.4 billion for broadband adoption in rural US, and augments the
Rural Development Standard High-speed Telecommunications Loan program.
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present the main technology for broadband access are digital subscriber line
(DSL) and cable modem. Cable networks initially provided the main platform for
high speed Internet access however, since 2001 the role has been taken by DSL
technology for the OECD.3 Nevertheless, in 12 of 30 OECD Member Countries
cable modem subscribers out number those for DSL (see OECD 2003b). Fig. 17.1
shows that OECD Member Country broadband diffusions vary considerably.
Some countries are in the early development stage (e.g., Greece, Ireland, and Tur
key), while Canada and Korea are relatively advanced in their penetration of 12
and 22 broadband access subscribers per 100 inhabitants, respectively. Among the
main reasons for such differences are variations in competition-in particular fa
cilities based competition-and in regulatory frameworks that facilitate access to
incumbents networks through localloop unbundling policy.
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Fig. 17.1. OECD Broadband Diffusion at March 2003

Between OECD Member Country Digital Divide

From data reported in Fig. 17.1 it is apparent that a digital divide is emerging be
tween OECD Member Countries. Some countries are experiencing rapid growth in
broadband subscription, however, despite this growth it will require several years
for laggard Member Countries to achieve the current broadband penetration of
OECD leaders. However, as leading countries continue to expand their national

3 At present asymmetrie digital subseriber line (ADSL) teehnology is mainly in use.
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broadband penetration the target moves. Rather than penetration per se, another is
sue that should be of concern to OECD policy makers is the emergence of sub
stantial differences among countries in the standard of basic broadband service
provided. In Korea and Japan residential minimum broadband Internet bandwidth
access offered is from 4 Mbps to 8 Mbps. This is at variance with most other
OECD Member Countries using cable or DSL that offer minimum bandwidth of
between 250 kbps to 512 kbps. This minimum speed offering is largely deter
mined by the competitiveness of given markets. For example, in the US, Time
Warner offers residential cable modem service at 2 Mbps, and a commercial ser
vice at between 2 Mbps to 4 Mbps.' In response Verizon supply residential service
from 1.5 Mbps and business service to 7.1 Mbps. Within Europe differences in
minimum available bandwidth are substantial and often depend on the nature of
the competitive environment facing incumbents. Residential subscribers in Bel
gium have broadband access at 3 Mbps for DSL service and 4 Mbps for cable mo
dem service.

This bandwidth significantly exceeds highest speeds available to business users
in many European countries .' Cable networks in Belgium are widely available and
this means that the incumbent public switched telecommunications network
(PSTN) operator faces considerable broadband market competition. While signifi
cant differences in communication service penetrations by OECD Member Coun
tries are readily apparent , this inequality is not as substantial as those for
broadband bandwidth . The performance of DSL or cable modem service offered at
256 kbps is significantly different to that of an 8 Mbps service. The potential to
use such higher speeds to provide superior or more sophisticated services offering
is also elearly different. OECD Member Countries that lead in the broadband
market penetration are forging ahead with high-speed access through platforms
such as very high speed DSL (VDSL) and residential fiber. In Japan, residential
fiber service is available at 100 Mbps from a cable company for US$ 45 per
month. Moreover , in Korea and Japan, roaming through a growing number of
Wireless-LAN hot-spots is marketed as an extremely inexpensive option for fixed
network broadband subscribers, e.g. less than US$ 20 for unlimited monthly
service . In Europe, VDSL is available in Sweden with residential bandwidth
service offered to 26 Mbps, depending the customer distance from the exchange .
Such differences in service offering warrant elose attention from policy makers.

Within OECD Member Country Digital Divide

National broadband penetration relies on the upgrade of PSTN to support DSL
technology . This is important for regional areas as PSTN networks in most OECD
countries are universally served . Table 17.1 provides data on DSL coverage.

4 Forexample, see the NewYorkRoadRunner service at http://www3.twcnyc.com.
5 This phenomenon is highlighted by a Swedish market entrantthat introduced a 10 Mbps

service for business formerly onlyavailable to residential usersin apartments.
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Table 17.1. OECD Member Country DSL Coverage

Country Launch Indicator Coverage (%)

2000 2001 2002 2003

Australia August 2000 Lines 50 72 75
Austria November 1999 Lines 72 77 80
Belgium October 1999 Populat ion 75 93 98 98
Canada 1996 Households 69 70
Czech Rep. Trialonly 0 0 0 44
Denmark July 1999 Lines 65 90 95 95
Finland May 2000 Sonera lines only 50 60 75 85
France November 1999 Lines 32 76 86 91
Germany August 1999 Lines 60 80 90
Greece May 2003 0 0 0
Hungary December 2000 Lines 20 38 45
Iceland Start 2000 Lines 33 51 78
Ireland May02 Lines 0 0 25 50
Italy December 1999 Lines 45 67.5
Japan September 2000 Households 73.5 80 90
Korea April 1999 Lines 70
Luxembourg 2001 0 65 89
Mexico Septemb er 200 I 0 0
Netherlands June 2000 Lines 40 67 85
New Zealand June 1999 Customers 60 69 83 84
Norway December 2000 Lines 20 50 52 54
Poland 2001 Lines 0 3.5 10
Portugal December 2000 Population 50 60
Slovak Rep. Not launched 0 0
Spain 1999 Lines 62.2 81.3 89.3
Sweden October 2000 Lines 70 75
Switzerland Mid 2001 Lines 0 85 90
Turkey February 2001 Lines 0 0.01 2.5 5
UK July 2000 Lines 50 60 66
US 1997 Lines 36 50 62 65

Note. US data is NTCA citing Morgan Stanley Dean Witter. Some carriers have higher
availability in their service area, e.g., Bell South at 70%. Cable modems to reach 71% of
households by 2002 . BT indicates DSL is available to 90% of UK by 2005 . 2003 data are
projections. Cable networks provision of broadband access is limited by the cable TV
market size and the economics of building small cable networks . The connectivity problem
is to gain backhaul to high speed Internet backbone networks, e.g., in Canada many com-
munity cable TV networks find though backbone networks pass elose by, backhaul connec-
tion coats are prohibitive. Cable networks pass 60% of OECD households, so their reach is
not as extensive as PSTN. Also, a third of OECD cable networks are owned by incumbent
telecommunication carriers with little incentive to extend their network to provide cable
modem service, and prefer to offer DSL service . Source: OECD
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A third of OECD Member Countries are able to readily provide DSL service to
70% of their telephone subscriber populations. Belgium leads with DSL available
to 98% of the population-a corollary to highest national cable TV penetration for
an OECD country . DSL service is also available to 96% of the Danish population .
When it became apparent that cable TV networks would provide high-speed Inter
net access via cable modems, incumbent telecommunication carriers quickly acted
to upgrade the PSTN to provide DSL. In Denmark , deployment of fixed wireless
broadband stimulated an incumbent response. In particular, Danish fixed wireless
networks cover 96% of the geographical land mass and 99% of the population
even higher than DSL. Not surprisingly the provision of broadband access to rural
and remote regions is not a concern for these countries .

In other OECD Member Countries, PSTN subscribers without DSL service
availability inc1ude communities served by exchanges that are not upgraded, and
regional populations located too far from an upgraded exchange to receive service.
Table 17.1 shows that, as business premises are typically located closer to urban
centers than residential PSTN subscribers , the proportion of business users with
access DSL is slightly higher than national penetration. For example, at end-200l
Telecom Italia provided DSL service to 68% of Italian Internet subscribers, but
penetration to SME is 74%. Similarly, Telecom New Zealand provides 70% SME
DSL coverage, at a time when national coverage has not reached 60%. The chal
lenge of national broadband coverage is evident from Table 17.2 that shows a low
DSL coverage to New Zealand farms. At 2002, 16% of New Zealand farms are
covered by DSL. This coverage is expected to rise an additional 18% should Tele
com New Zealand expect latent demand is sufficient to justify network invest
ment. However, it appears unlikely that more than 50% of New Zealand farms,
given Telecom New Zealand projections, will ultimately receive broadband via
DSL. Finally , 30% of New Zealand schools are unlikely to be served by DSL.

Table 17.2.Actual andProjected NewZealand DSLCoverage

Customer reach Proportion (%)

June 2002 Demand Required Difficult Unlikely Residual

Residential 58 19 5 5 13
Corporatc 67 16 4 5 8
SME 73 14 3 3 7
Farm 16 18 12 12 42
School 43 20 7 5 25
Health Provider 75 15 2 2 6

Total 58 22 5 5 10

Source: Telecom NewZealand
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Bridging the Divide

Telecommunieation policy has the potential to play an important role in reducing
the magnitude of the digital divide, and in doing so ensure rural and remote re
gions obtain desired broadband access. However, deployment of new technology
networks and upgrading existing networks require time to implement. A further
complicating factor is that commercial telecommunications network investment is
costly, and so is deployed initially in geographie locations where the expected re
turns are both high and, more or less, immediate . Network investment is also made
in markets where competitor entry is easier. Such markets are usually densely
populated and comprised of high income urban residents. Conversely, initial
broadband access subscription in areas covered by alternative platforms such as
Wireless Fidelity (WiFi), are sometimes higher than that for markets served by
DSL or cable modem . For instance, in the US start-up wireless Internet serviee
providers (ISPs) have reported higher broadband service subscription than the na
tional average." In such areas latent demand is at least as great as that for urban ar
eas-as long as price and service quality are similar. For some new technology
networks there is not so much a divide, but a delay in deployment. It is important
that this possibility is clarified. In developing policy, there is a need to treat sepa
rately geographic areas that are not economieally viable to serve and those that
will eventually be served . In this regard, only through the proper working of the
market and competition will not profitable service areas be clearly identified.?

Subscriber Access Thresholds

A frequent complaint made by rural populations is a lack of information concern
ing the potential for broadband access provision . In particular, information regard
ing the scheduling of exchange upgrades, and threshold population or demand
magnitudes required for broadband access are often sought. Transparent processes
assist interested groups . When rural populations are informed that a carrier is in
tending to upgrade an exchange or that some communities will not be served post
upgrade, this allows community agents to search for alternative solutions and
alerts policy makers to not served populations based on incumbent telecommuni
cation carrier commercial determinations. In several OECD Member Countries,
telecommunieation operators establish thresholds for DSL provision. Among the
lowest thresholds is that for Iceland where their goal is to provide DSL access to

6 In Pocahontas Iowa, Evertek delivers up to 0.5 Mb/s downloads for US$ 35 a month.
Within Pocahontas, over 200 of its 900 households subscribe by mid-2003, i.e., service
penetration exceeds 22o/o-well above the US average. Refer WCAI Awards 2003.
http://www.wcai.com.

7 Telecommunication incumbents generally exaggerate the extentto whichcertain markets
are not profitable. This is the case,e.g., for universal service where estimates of universal
service costsby incumbents arehigh whencompared to regulator estimates.
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towns with a population of at least 50 persons. More commonly, thresholds are
identified by subscribers required to trigger a network upgrade. For example,
France Telecom intends to upgrade networks with 100 potential subscribers. Such
thresholds enable communities to organize the required subscriber base. This ap
proach is also a feature of the UK approach, where the incumbent BT sets thresh
olds for providing DSL to communities with 200 to 700 potential subscribers.
Triggers depend on the cost to upgrade telephone exchanges to support DSL-the
more costly an upgrade, the greater is the required subscriber base. Core cost
components are attributed to equipment, accommodation and backhau\. Both
equipment costs required for exchange upgrade and associated with accommoda
tion upgrade are relatively negligible. The main variable cost is typically associ
ated with providing a backhaullink to an exchange, i.e., the provision of a link be
tween the local exchange and a backbone network. However, other UK providers
have substantially lower DSL broadband access benchmarks. For example, Pipe
media, operating in Lesctershire, set a benchmark of 45 subscribers to provide
asymmetrical DSL and 20 subscribers for symmetrical DSL. Symmetrical DSL is
mostly subscribed to by business and has high use charges. Therefore, a combina
tion of subscriber types assists communities in reaching trigger levels faster, rather
than only gaining the required asymmetrical DSL subscriber base. Further,
benchmarks provide rural communities with a better understanding of alternative
broadband access modes. However, such information needs to be readily avail
able. Web sites with running totals are an effective form for doing so.

Technical Solutions

Several technical modes are available for broadband subscription within rural and
remote areas. For example, in 2001 a commercial two-way interactive satellite
service was launched in the USoPrior to this initiative satellite subscribers relied
on the PSTN to provide the upstream link, with the downstream link provided by
the satellite. Two-way satellite services are currently available in other OECD
Member Countries, although they may rely on the PSTN to provide the upstream
link. Satellite technology offers a wide footprint but is highly priced when com
pared to terrestrial technology prices. In Australia, e.g., to obtain broadband access
via satellite requires subscribers pay three times the dial-up Internet access price
and twice the baseline DSL price. In addition to price differences, satellite connec
tion has a relatively inferior performance due to inherent transmission latency.
Weather also reduces and distorts signals. Satellite service also entails higher
equipment and installation charges. Clearly, when satellite broadband is available,
subscription is much lower than for terrestrial options.

Apart from providing direct service when alternative modes of broadband de
livery are not available, satellites have an important role in providing backhaul to
rural areas. An emerging technology to provide broadband access is WiFi, e.g.,
802.11b or 802.11g. Indeed, the principal barrier to rural area broadband service
delivery may ultimately not be the last 'country' mile, due to wireless ISPs provid-
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ing service to areas not covered by fixed networks. However , when local access is
by fixed wireless networks the backhaul provision problem remains. In such cir
cumstances satellites can be combined with fixed wireless to provide broadband
access. Satellites, however, are not the only backhaul option. Some ISPs employ
fixed wireless to provide broadband access and use leased lines for their backhaul.
Eventually, fixed wireless networks mayaiso provide solutions. Further, the
emergence of wireless ISPs and WiFi is leading to prices charged by wireless ISPs
to occasionally be less than those for urban DSL and cable modem subscription.
Moreover, advertised access speeds are higher than those for DSL and cable. In
the UK, e.g., a wireless ISP recently advertised aprice ofUS$ 15 per month for 54
Mbps service. While this service has a Gbyte download limit, such limits are fa
miliar to DSL and cable modem subscribers." Finally, subscribers have an option
to pay US$ 28 for an increased 16 Gbyte download cap. To sum, this service of
fers higher performance at a lower price than many traditional broadband services.

A policy message from such activity is to encourage innovation and not design
programs around single platforms or an incumbent operator. Incumbents can de
rive benefit from new technology however they must react more quickly in com
petitive situations. Additionally, governments should review spectrum policy to
ensure underutilized resources are made available to facilitate rural area broad
band growth. In Japan, e.g., the Federal government intends to reallocate, by
March 2004, 18 gigahertz to local governments to create broadband networks and
connect public facilities and households (Japan Today 2003; Yomiuri Shimbun
2003).

Addressing the Backhaul Problem

While broadband access technology solutions exist, the backhaul to high speed
backbone networks problem remains. Recent BT threshold experience shows that
backhaul substantially impacts on DSL availability. Also, even when communities
obtain broadband access, e.g., through WiFi, connection to backbone networks is
still required. Entrants have begun to specialize in rural WiFi backhaul, e.g., In
visible Network's in the UK. Once enough of the local population expresses inter
est in broadband subscription, Invisible Network's install a 2 Mbps leased line
linked to a backbone network and establish access points with an omni-directional
antenna covering a 200 meter range. Prices are usually eheaper than those offered
in urban areas by the incumbent telecommunication operators. Further, an Austra
lia Parliamentary Committee recently recommended that a mechanism be devel
oped to solve the backhaul problem by allowing small community wireless ISPs to
negotiate wholesale prices for Internet backbone connection (Standing Committee
on Communications, Information Technology and the Arts 2002: 92). Addition
ally, that Committee noted another approach is to include certain conditions in the
universal service obligation . They recommended eligibility be automatic in those

8 SeeWRBB pricing is reported at:http://www.wrbb.netJservicePlans.html.
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areas where DSL is not available . Alternatively, technical developments may con
tinue to provide solutions. Several equipment firms are, e.g., working on WiMAX
or the 802.16a standard. This fixed wireless technology promises point-to-point
connectivity, as required for backhaul of 74 Mbps at distances of 50 kilometers.

Policy and Conclusions

Any government assessing the deployment of broadband networks and their sub
scription must gather relevant data. Mapping broadband availability and allowing
firms to define their threshold for the providing service is an integral part of the
process. However, making that information public is also important to ensure the
transparency of the process. Further, government should strive to strengthen com
petition in local access markets. In rural areas, entrants may provide innovative so
lutions for areas that are not profitable to serve via DSL or cable modem. A corol
lary proposal is to support competing platforms and open existing platforms to
competition. Initial evidence indicates that unbundling has implications for small
exchanges, with some entrants setting lower exchange upgrade thresholds than in
cumbents. Government should also review spectrum allocations to facilitate entry
and experimentation. Further, government can act to aggregate broadband demand
so that it is profitable for efficient firms to upgrade their networks-both access
and backhau\. Finally, government should deliver, e.g., health and education ser
vices via broadband networks to stimulate use, provide more efficient delivery and
increase rural access. The underlying principle in implementing such broadband
policy, with regard to the supply side, is to ensure there are no distortions to com
petition and that policy is consistent with increasing broadband access to rural ar
eas.
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18 Understanding the Evolving Digital Divide

Russel Cooper and Gary Madden

Introduction

Much activity of international aid and development agencies focuses on the North
South digital divide .' Available evidence shows a staggering gap between devel
oped and developing country information and communication technology (lCT)
access, e.g., at the end of the 20th century the average OECD Member Country had
an eleven times greater per capita income than that for a typical South Asian coun
try. Further, it possessed 40 times more computers, 146 times the mobile tele
phones and 1,036 times Internet hosts (Rodrfguez and Wilson 2000).2Most devel
oping countries are not catching up with developed countries, and so the gap
continues to grow. As Temple (1999) concludes:

Poor countries are not catching up with the rich, and to some extent the income
distribution is becoming polarized. Countries do converge to their own steady
states, but at an uncertain rate. One reason for this uncertainty is that countries
catch up by adopting technologies from abroad, as weil as by investing in physical
capital and education . It is easy to envisage a hypothetical long-run equilibrium in
which countries grow at the same rate, but over the last thirty years, rates of effi
ciency growth have almost certainly varied widely (Temple 1999: 151).

Further, through the last decade the speed of technical change within the ICT
sector has increased with the Internet, mobile telephony advance, and the conver
gence of information technology and communication technology. To the extent
that an economy needs to be properly positioned to take advantage of technology
change, more rapid change may hinder the catch-up process. Conversely, rapid
technological change allows developing nations to avoid making old technology
investment, e.g., by establishing mobile telephony networks rather than deploying
costly fixed-line networks. The existence of substantial ICT access gaps between
developed and developing countries does not of itself necessitate that areduction
in this disparity should be a priority in development agendas. After all, developing
countries also have fewer doctors, factories and lower calorie intake than devel
oped nations. Among reasons why this growing gap is of concern is its size
much larger than explained solely by national income differences-and the impli-

I Major international organizations in the policy-making process include ICANN, ITU,
UNCITRAL, UNCSTD, World Bank, W3C and WTO (Bridges.org 2001).

2 The definition of ICT adopted by the OECD ICCP panel of statistical experts is that it is
the set of activities that facilitate by electronic means the processing. transmission and
display of information.

R. Cooper et al. (eds.), Frontiers of Broadband, Electronic and Mobile Commerce
© Physica-Verlag Heidelberg 2004
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cation that many developing regions could be forced into an ICT-related poverty
trap. That is, the issue is not connectivity per se. Rather, connectivity for eco
nomic growth and the broader agenda of sustainable development. Whether con
nectivity leads to increased growth to an extent sufficient to begin to elose the
welfare divide depends, in a market economy, on the ability of consumers to rec
ognize benefits from increased connectivity and their willingness to modify con
sumption behavior, both to achieve saving necessary to finance the growth and to
create the market for products based on new regime technology.

These considerations are important for an ICT sector subjected to substantial
recent technology change and the convergence of mobile telephony and the Inter
net. While mobile telephony is currently playing a major role in developing coun
try communication markets-mobile telephony has overtaken fixed-line telephony
network reach and subscription in many developing nations-the Internet is less
important.! This chapter explores links between investment opportunity, produc
tion possibility and consumer willingness to adopt new ICT in a representative
North (developed) and South (developing) vertically integrated firm general equi
librium model.' Vertical integration is modeled as occurring in the North, South
and across the divide. The model as such allows examination of the implications
of network ICT investment for growth in the context of a dynamic North-South
model that explicitly incorporates uncertainty. Uncertainty is introduced through
returns arising from the vertical integration of telecommunications carrier activity
with application sector developments such as operations software . This aspect of
uncertainty is selected for examination as it recognizes a key to determining the
ease of bridging the North-South ICT divide lies in understanding factors that in
fluence application sector adaptation of North ICT to regional contexts (Bresnahan
and Greenstein 2002). For example, opportunity potentially available to the South
application sectors from North ICT advance may be outweighed by local human
capital shortage-obtaining adequate training is a lengthy process-or inadequate
business infrastructure (Jalava and Pohjola 2002).5 That is, the more alike are
North-South industry circumstances , the more likely are benefits realized from in
vestment in North invention, e.g., the greater is national banking activity the more
likely are gains to accrue from new generic banking software. Empirical research
shows such benefits arrive slowly and unevenly (Bresnahan and Greenstein 2002).

3 Among the reasons for this situation include cost and pricing, and the readiness of busi
ness and consumers to adopt Internet technology.

4 A vertically integrated firm is considered here as it is common incumbent strategy to ex
pand activity into new but related operations such as mobile communications and Inter
net access. More ambitious extensions are into Internet portals, transaction platforms,
video content and hardware production. Advantages sought include extension of market
power and economies of scope in production (Noam 2003).

5 The unevenness of gains cross country is not typically considered in analyses of the im
pact of ICT. For example, Röller and Waverman (2001) argue that, non-OECD countries
might only realize the growth effects through telecommunications investment like their
OECD counterparts , if a critical significant improvement in the telecommunications in
frastructure is achieved.
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The following section provides informal evidence as to the existence, composi
tion, magnitude and growth pattern of the North-South digital divide. Next, the
production possibilities facing a vertically integrated firm that produces and uses
general-purpose network ICT is specified. North and South firms are differenti
ated by their productivity and by allowing the South downstream application sec
tors to invest in North ICT. Asymmetry in the impact of uncertainty is considered
explicitly. Responses to 'good' and 'bad' news are allowed to be different in the
North and South. The implications of these features of the model on the digital di
vide are analyzed. Further, the structure of capital stock transition equations ob
tained from North-South firm investment decisions made in an uncertain environ
ment are derived. The model is illustrated using isoelastic consumer preferences
and a simplified technology specification. Implications of the optimal investment
results on the digital divide are presented. The discussion highlights the complex
ity of North and South firm investment and growth relationships, and suggests that
hoped for technology transfer 'solutions' to necessitate growth and convergence
are too simplistic." In particular, study findings show that asymmetric uncertainty
can exacerbate the digital divide.

Digital Divide Statistics

A fundamental indicator of the international digital divide is the number of access
lines per 100 inhabitants. Table 18.1 indicates an impressive recent growth of
fixed-line and mobile telephony penetration in developing countries. For the dec
ade 1991 through 2000, developing country (with the exception of sub-Saharan
Africa) telephone line and mobile subscription per capita growth outstripped that
for North America, Scandinavia and Western Europe. However, this growth
comes from a substantially lower base, and disguises wide disparity in terms of
absolute levels and relative penetration. The story is much bleaker for Internet
host penetration . Table 18.2 provides data on Internet host penetration by region at
2000. North America, Scandinavia and Western Europe account for 90% of the
world total, and this rises to 98% when the Asia-Pacific region is included. The
situation does not substantially improve when the estimated number of users is
considered, with 94% of users located in North American, Scandinavian, Western
European and the Asia-Pacific.

6 Crucially, the impact of asymmetric uncertainty on business decision making is missing
from such approaches.
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Table 18.1. Regional Telecommunications Access, 1991-2000

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Telephone mainlines per 100 persons

North America 55.5 56.3 57.4 58.9 60.6 62.0 64.2 66.3 67.1 69.7

Scandinavia and W. Europe 44.4 45.3 46.5 47.8 49.5 50.9 52.2 53.3 54.4 55.3

Eastern Europe 15.2 15.8 16.6 17.5 18.5 20.0 21.7 23.0 24.5 20.8

Asia-Pacific 4.0 4.3 4.6 5.2 5.8 6.6 7.3 8.1 9.0 10.4

Middle East and N. Africa 7.8 8.5 9.4 10.1 10.6 11.3 12.2 13.1 14.1 14.5

Sub-Saharan Africa 2.5 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.5 3.8 3.5

- excluding RSA 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.5

Mobile telephones per 1000 persons

North America 29.8 42.5 60.4 89.8 124.4 161.1 200.0 248.2 306.6 386.5

Scandinavia and W. Europe 12.8 16.6 24.3 38.9 60.6 93 .5 145.3 244.6 403.8 636.4

Eastern Europe 0.0 0.2 0.5 1.5 2.9 6.4 14.3 27.7 52.6 96.4

Asia-Pacific 1.0 1.4 2.1 3.9 8.3 16.6 25.1 35.4 52.1 75.5

Middle East and N. Africa 0.9 1.2 1.6 2.5 5.9 11.5 20.0 32.7 59.0 112.0

Sub-Saharan Africa 0.1 0.1 0.3 1.9 3.0 5.3 8.8 14.8 30.7 49.4

- excluding RSA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.4 1.0 2.2 6.0 12.8

Internet hosts per 1000 persons

North America 2.0 3.5 5.4 11.6 22.0 36.3 72.1 105.2 180.9 271.1

Scandinavia and W. Europe 0.3 0.7 1.4 2.6 5.5 8.9 13.7 18.5 24.2 29.4

Eastern Europe 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.8 1.9 3.2 4.7 6.1 7.7

Asia-Pacific 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.8 1.1 1.8 2.8

Middle East and N. Africa 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.6 0.8 1.1 1.2

Sub-Saharan Africa 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.8 0.9 1.0

- excluding RSA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1

Internet users per host

North America 5.8 4.8 3.7 2.7 3.3 3.0 2.1 2.1 1.6 1.3
Scandinavia and W. Europe 4.9 3.6 3.6 3.4 3.7 4.4 5.2 6.7 8.1

Eastern Europe 1.0 8.3 5.2 5.5 3.8 3.0 3.0 3.6 4.0 4.8

Asia-Pacific 6.5 6.0 7.3 6.1 5.5 6.0 8.2 10.6 12.4 13.8

Middle East and N. Africa 4.0 4.6 3.9 4.3 6.6 8.8 13.6 18.5

Sub-Saharan Africa 10.8 13.8 12.8 12.2 9.5 6.3 6.7 9.1 11.7 15.0

- excluding RSA 9.0 13.5 9.2 12.8 16.5 24.5 37.9

Source: ITU (2002)
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Table 18.2. Internet Diffusion at 2000

Internet Internet Users I Hosts I
Population Users Hosts Population Users
(million) (million) (million) (%) (%)

Region

North America 305.9 108.1 82.9 35.3 76.7
Scandinavia and W. Europe 379.1 90.3 11.1 23.8 12.3
Eastern Europe 304.4 11.l 1.2 3.7 11.2
Asia-Pacific 3,173.4 121.7 8.8 3.8 7.2

Middle East and N. Africa 263.2 5.8 0.3 2.2 5.4
Sub-Saharan Africa 168.5 2.4 0.2 1.4 7.8

- excluding RSA 124.8 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0

Economic development

Post-industrial 685.0 198.4 94.1 29.0 47.4
OECD 1,116.2 282.1 102.4 25.3 36.3
Developing 3,521.9 58.0 2.2 1.6 3.8

Source: ITU (2002)

Further, the growth rate for Internet hosts in OECD and post-industrialized
countries currently, and historically, outstrips that for developing nations. Given
this experience, the unequal distribution of ICT will arguably lead to further di
vergence in economic performance. For example, countries whieh lack a critical
rnass of ICT may experience lower growth rates. To make useful policy recom
mendations to resolve the digital divide, the nature of critical mass needs to be ex
arnined. The existence of a critieal mass is often discussed in the context of in
creasing returns in production due to network externalities. Clearly this dynamie is
an important contributing factor for network industry growth. However, concen
tration on network effects that operate through increasing returns in production
overlooks another factor capable of creating a critical mass effect, viz., the perva
siveness of ICT. When an economy is sophisticated, and the extent to whieh ICT
permeates is a measure of this, then any positive economie impact from new ap
plication success is enhanced . In particular, good news effects are magnified
through many sectors due to the pervasiveness of ICT, while bad news effects are
more readily absorbed. To examine the issue, this study considers the interrela
tionship between asymmetrie uncertainty and the existence of ICT critical mass.
That is, given that technieal advance in ICT is globally available with minimal lag,
to what extent does co-invention in the form of new products (or applications) de
velopment by the South application sectors enhance growth and development
prospects as measured by new ICT investment? In the theoretical modeling con
ducted below, North and South firms differ in the impact of uncertainty associated
with co-invention undertaken by application sectors, and also by consumer will
ingness to modify their consumption plans in the face of uncertainty.
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North-South Production and leT Investment

A generic specification for the production possibilities of a representative verti
cally integrated firm producing both ICT services and associated application sec
tor output is, for carrier services g = G(k) and applications y = A(g) , where k is

an index of ICT capital (accumulated investment of producers and service provid
ers, e.g., network ICT and producer equipment), g is ICT sector output (e.g., tele
communications services and user equipment) and an application sector input, and
y is application sector output (e.g., software). Vertically integrated production is
described by y = A(G(k)) = Y(k). Firms in the North and South are not identical
in terms of their production possibilities. That is, when they operate in isolation,
representative vertically integrated firms in the North and South are subject to
separate technology Yj =yj(kj) for j=N,S. Production functions y j(k j) are

assumed increasing and concave in k j for both the North (j = N ) and South

(j = S).

Firms in the North typically have at their disposal 'superior' ICT and more 'co
herent' application sectors, e.g., more Internet hosts suggest the quality of infra
structure is superior and associated application sectors more 'populous' , The situa
tion for the North firm contrasts to that of the South firm with a relatively less
productive ICT stock. This productivity assumption introduces relative ineffi
ciency in ICT use-due to local institutional factors-in addition to an absolute
ICT endowment disparity that further inhibits South-firm productivity. In doing
so, this added complexity broadens the notion of digital divide to incIude the use
of ICT within application sectors. In this context, the South firm must choose be
tween employing more productive North ICT or its less productive ICT in down
stream application sectors. Superior North technology implies y N(k s ) > y S(k s ) ,7

Due to concavity, it does not necessarily follow that, pre-joint venture, actual av
erage and marginal products are higher in the North than the South, since the
South is operating from a lower base."

7 To illustrate, let y N(kN) = ANk~N and y S(ks) = Ask f s , where relative technological dis
advantage (poor quality ICT) by the South is reflected in ßs < ß N . Relatively poor infra
structure or institutional environment suggests As < AN. Together these parameter speci
fications imply a technologie al and institutional advantage for the North abstracting from
absolute size effects, viz., y N(ks) > y S(ks) .

8 Let rN =ayN(kN)/akN and rs=ays(ks)/aks .lnthisillustration rN=ßNANkeN-' and
rs = ßsAsk f s-' . Clearly, when kN is sufficiently large relative to ks it is possible that
(ßsAs )/(ßNAN) > (ks )I-Ps ttk ; )I-PN, and so rs > rN . The relationship between the mar
ginal products depends on the degree of institutional and ICT quality disadvantag e rela
tive to ICT quantity disadvantage. However, it is shown below that post-joint venture the
most likely outcome is rs < rN •
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Joint Ventures and Optimized Current Output

Intuitively, North-South joint ventures must be motivated by firms seeking an ad
vantage. The South firm gains aeeess to superior teehnology, while the North firm
enhanees market reaeh. Aeeordingly, the outeome of bargaining means both firms
gain when agreement is reached.? Indeed, rN and rs tend to be related as the pri

vate sector searehes for profit opportunity, however, any realized joint venture re
turns are not neeessarily shared equally.!? To proeeed, represent expeeted out
comes by the funetions F N (kN ,ks ,xN ) for the North firm and FS (ks ,k N ,xs ) for the

South firm, where XN and Xs are the financial eommitments of North and South

firms to the joint venture. These are expeeted net output functions." Clearly, to
reaeh an agreement, F N (kN .k, ,xN ) > y N (kN ) and F S (ks,kN ,xs) > y S (ks) .

Investment and Applications Sector Volatility

Returns from investment in general purpose network ICT are not eertain. Further,
ICT output is itself an input into applieation sector produetion. The applieation
sectors of North and South vertically integrated firms are different in their geo
graphie eoneentration, human eapital (availability and quality) and produet inno
vation history. This does not mean that risk is absent from North applieation sec
tors, but that the 'upside' innovation (sueeess) shoek is typieally greater in the
North, while 'downside' innovation (failure) is the greater in the South. For the
eapital stock transition equations to be meaningful they must refleet such underly
ing asymmetrie stoehastie processes. The eapital stock transition equations for
North and South firms are modeled as geometrie Brownian motions with drift.'?
Aeeordingly, a Wiener proeess dt;, with E(d;) =0 and E(d;)2 =dt , is added to

9 Because of the macro-orientatedapproach of this chapter, the specific features of the im
plied game leading to this equilibrium outcome are not examined. It is implicitly as
sumed that governments on both sides of the divide provide a supporting environment to
ensure the existence of Nash equilibrium.

10 The relationship may be modeled by recognizing that, throughjoint ventures, firms have
an incentive to equalize their adjusted risk premiums, placing the marginal dollar where
the greatest return for a given degree of risk is gained.

11 The functions are net in the sense that they represent output post-technology transfer net
of bargaining transfers. Consider any joint venture as analogous to a financial investment
and there must be an expected return, say u , that is sufficiently high to compensate for
any risk. ln the absence of information asymmetry, it is assumed that both sides agree in
their expectations, even though bargaining may result in an unequal sharing of benefits
(or costs) from news arising from the joint venture.

12 However, the drift and volatility are variable. The drift is variable because of explicit
firm decision making, viz., intertemporal optimization. Variation in the volatility coeffi
cient reflect the reality facing the leT industry.
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the deterministie investment identity: Investment == Net Output - Consumption.
Sinee the ICT sector is highly globalized, good news ( d~ >0) is treated as equally
applieable to the North and South-eonditional on their ICT sectors being of simi
lar size. The impact of bad news (# <0) is also, in principle, global. Sinee d~ is
a standardized proeess, it is sealed by a eommon global (world ICT uneertainty)
varianee parameter a . However, reeognizing that mueh ICT investment is sunk, a
variable parameter t: is introdueed to reduee a as a base ease. In general, the di
rection of investment shoek volatility is treated as asymmetrie . Additionally, in
reeognizing the weaker South applieation seetors-a weakness that is expeeted to
be eorrelated with network size-the asymmetrie volatility parameter t: is speci
fied as sensitive to network size." With c i' j=N,S, denoting eonsumption

(distribution of output to shareholders) by the North and South firms, the eapital
stock transition equations are, respeetively,

(18 .1)

and

(18.2)

To illustrate the modeling of network dependent asymmetrie volatility, eonsider
the speeifieations :

(18.3)

and

(18.4)

for j =N, S , where r/ applies when d~ > 0 and ri - when d~ < 0 .14

13 The model treats the number of firms as given and, without loss of generality, is set at
unity-effeetively subsuming the number of firms into the funetional forms. Sinee the
firm is representative, k is interehangeable as an index of firm and network size.

14 An effeet of asymmetrie volatility is that E(rNd~)"* O. Implied in Eq. 18.1 is an ex
peeted net output funetion relevant to the North firm in its bargaining defined as
FN(kN,ks,xN) = yN (kN) + (j.l_ rN)xN +E(rNxNd~). Similarly for the South firm, ex
peeted net output is defined as F S (ks .k; ,xs) = Y'(ks ) +(j.l- rs )xs +E(rsxsd~) . In this
stylized representation, in addition to reeeiving returns to eompensate for risk, asymmet
rie volatility is used as an indicator the North and South ability to deliver in the joint ven
ture, and so is included in the outeome to bargaining. As a result of asymmetrie volatility,
(j.l-ri)xi+E(rixid~) must be positive for region j,j=N,S to aeeept the risk in-
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Specification Eq. 18.3 applies when a technology shock is positive and yields
T/ =erkN/(tkN+t17N) for the North firm and T: =er(kN+ks)/(kN+17s) for the
South firm. The extent of influence of an upside shock is related to how important
the ICT sector is to an economy. For the North, 17N is a critical measure, with

kN ' =17N defining the point where T/ =er-a normalizing value of volatility in

dependent of the size of the ICT shock." The specification also suggests the North
is autonomous regarding the propagation effect of positive shocks, i.e., TN + does

not depend on the South ICT sector. Alternatively, the South depending on the
North is built into the specification, with Ts+ modeled as a function of North and

South ICT stock, and the extent of South ICT sector development relative to the
norm 17s' In particular, ks < 17s ~ Ts+ < er, so the expansionary effect of an upside

shock is lower in the South than in the North." Conversely, when a technology
shock is negative Eq. 18.4 applies, and yields TN- =er(tkN +t17N)/kN for the North

firm and Ts- =atk; + 17s)/(kN+ ks) for the South firm. When 17N=kN ' upside and

downside shocks are of equal magnitude in the North, with TN + = TN - = er . Thus,

kN :::::17N indicates the North has an ICT stock suffieiently large to ensure that up

side shocks are at least as beneficial as downside shocks are detrimental. This
specifieation represents a market whereby bad news is contained and good news
permeates through the economy. In this sense, kN' = 17N is interpretable as a North

ICT capital critieal mass above which good outweighs bad news. At this critical
value volatility is symmetrie and equal to er. Similarly, k; = 17s is the critical

value for symmetric volatility for the South firm. As is the case for positive
shocks, however, the specifieation allows the extent of influence in the South to be
modified by the North network size. This situation represents, in a stylized man
ner, that technological innovation predominantly originates in the North.

When kN is large relative to 17N the North firm is insulated against innovative

failure to a greater extent, with kN> 17N implying TN+ > er> TN- . Given ks < 17s ' the

South firm is not as weIl insulated. Here Ts+ < er< Ts- reflects greater uncertainty

of outcome and less support infrastructure for South application sectors. A higher
17j , j = N ,S value represents greater downside volatility in the North and South re-

spectively. It is possible that 17j is amenable to change, with a lower 17j value sus

tained by a more ICT-friendly environment, e.g., flexible workplace arrangements
that encourage greater 3G technology subscription. A lower 17j value offers im-

proved protection from downside shocks and greater stimulus from upside shocks.
In this stylized model, 17s represents an opportunity for government policy inter-

volved in the joint venture , and not (j.1-rj )x j . Clearly, (j.1-r)x j may be negative as
long as E(TjXß';) compensates.

15 The North is defined by kN :::::17N , implying TN + ::::: er .
16 Correspondingly, a defining characteristic of the South is ks < 17s , implying Ts+ < er .
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vention.' ? Given Eq. 18.1 and Eq. 18.2, the optimal investment strategy for the rep
resentative North and South ICT firms requires optimal choice of control variables
CN, X N and CS'XS ' respectively. The mean growth rates in the North and South are

influenced by their technology, network dependent volatility and optimal choices.
Specifically: 18

(18 .5)

and

(18.6)

Optimal Investment Strategy

A rational investment strategy is characterized as the outcome of a representative
firm dynamic optimization program. The objective of the firm is to maximize the
discounted future shareholder utility stream. The optimization problem of the rep
resentative North and South ICT firms are interrelated, with an optimal strategy
affecting the outcome of the other. The influence of network size on volatility is
modeled as an externality, viz., in determining an optimal strategy the firm ignores
the fact that its actions influence the size of the effect. Let kN (ks ) denote the

network size in the North (South) when viewed as an external effect.'? Taking this
assumption into account, the North ICT transition equation is:

(18.la)

17 This chapter concems macro relationships through whieh opportunity to intluence vola
tility impacts on the digital divide, and not the miero structure underlying endogenous
volatility.

18 T is conditional on d;, d; is symmetrie around 0 and E(Td;) = 0.5T+E(d; Id; > 0)
+ 0.5T-E(d;ld;<0) = O.5(r+-T-)E(d;ld;>O) . d;-N(O,I)dt ~ E(d;Id;>O)
= 0.398942 dt . Hence E(Td;) '" 0.2 (T+-T-)dt .

19 This implies the principal concem is with private optimum. This approach is reasonable
as the concem is to model the ability of the private sector to contribute to the digital di
video For similar reasons, the risk free rates of return rN and rs are treated as outside the
control of North and South firms. The same is assumed for the degree of risk aversion,
whieh is endogenous in the general equilibrium. For similar reasons, where it enters in
the volatility functions, ks (kN ) is outside the control of the North (South) firm. These
assumptionsare representedby overbars on variables.
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where r, = 2(jkNl(kN+1]N) when dr;>O and 'fN =t(j(kN+1]N)lkN when #<0 .

From the point of view of the South firm , the leT transition equation is:

(18.2a)

where 'fS = (j (kN+ ks )/(kN+ 1]s ) when dr;>O and 'fS = (j (kN+ 1]s ) /(kN+ ks ) when

dr;<O.Let CN,XN and cS'xs representoptimalchoicesfor CN,XN and CS'XS inthe

respective North and South firm optimization problems, subject to the equilibrium

conditions kN = kN and ks = ks . Denote these optimal equilibrium feedback con-
A N - - A N - - A s - - A s - -

trolsby cN=C (kN,ks) ' xN=X (kN,ks) and cs=C (ks,kN), xs=X (ks,kN).
For model consistency, transition equations for the network stocks must satisfy:

and

For the North firm , the problem is:20

(18.7)

subject to Eq. 18.1a, Eq . 18.1b, Eq. 18.2b with initial conditions kN(O)=kNO'
- -
kN(0) =kNO and ks (0) =kso. The corresponding program for the South firm is: 21

(18.8)

subject to Eq . 18.2a, Eq . 18.1b, Eq . 18.2b with initial conditions ks(O)=kSO'
- -
kN(0) =kNOand ks (0) =kso.

To simplify presentation of optimal solution implications for investment differ
ences particular funct ional forms for pre-joint venture output are employed, ViZ.22

20 Assumea common time preferencerate p in the North and South.
21 Here the equilibriumcondition k , = kj' j = N,S is imposedon the initial conditions.
22 The functional formsare too simple for empirical implementation. However, they convey

qualitative features of the results which are present in more empirically realistic specifi
cations.
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(18.9)

Further, define the respective opportunity cost of leT capital in the North and
South by rN = oyN(kN) /okN and rs = oYs(ks) /oks ' and first-order conditions to

n N (rN) == max, (y N(kN) - rNkN) and n' (rs ) == maxk (yS (ks) - rsks ) , as:23
N S

(18.10)

Also, utility is specified as isoelastic to allow different values for the inter
temporal elasticity of substitution in the North and South, cN and Cs respectively,

Le.,

(18.11)

This specification allows different degrees of consumer flexibility.
Let JN(kN'~) denote the optimal value function for Eq. 18.7. The optimal

feedback solutions for CN,XN and Cs'Xs are derived in terms of J : and J~ . After
solving for the optimal value function, these solutions are written as:24,25

(18.12)

and

23 Consequently, viewed as extemal to the decision makers, ~ = ß NAJZ: r l and
7s =ß sAsk/ ' -' . In equilibrium rN =~ and rs =7s .

24 For problem Eq. 18.7, pJN = maxc)UN(CN) +J : 7,E(dkN)+F~t,E(dkN)2}+Q/ de
fines the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation, where Q/ collects terms, such as
the effects of the evolution of rN , considered extemal to the private firm. Further,
Eq. 18.5, and Eq. 18.9 imply +,E(dkN) =ANk~N + (,Li - ~)XN -cN+t('f/ -'fN- )xN and
+,E(dkN)2 =-t«'f/)2+ ('fN-)2)X~ . That is, the HJB equation is directly optimized and it
is straightforward to obtain the solutions in terms of J: and J~ as
xN = -(,Li - ~ +t('f/ - 'fN- » J: 1(-t«'fN+) 2 +('fN- )2 )J~ ) and CN = (1: rEN.

25 It can be verified that the optimal value function for Eq. 18.7 is given by the expression:
J N =(cN/(cN-1»«cNP+(1-cN)(~ +aNcN)rIl EN(II(~)/~ +kN)I-I IE

N-lI p)+QNI P
with II N (r,;) =(AN)1 1(I-flN) (ßffN1(I -flN) - ß~(I-flN»(~ r flN1(I-flN) and

a N =2(,Li- ~ +t('f/ -'fN- » 21«'f/)2 +('fN-)2) . By directdifferentiation of JN with
respect to kN it follows that J : =(cNP+(1-cN)(rN+aNcN)rIl EN(II(~)/~ +kNrIlEN

and J~ =-(l/cN)(cNP+(I- cN)(~ +aNcN)rIl EN(II(~)/~ +kNrIlEN-I. Combining
these results with those of Footnote 22, the HJB equation holds identically, and the can
didate J N is verified.
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(18.13)

Next, define planned investment terms g j =+,E(dkj)/kj for j=N,S. So , the opti

mal planned investment strategy for the North firm is summarized as :26

(18.14)

where g NI = (rN - p)CN / ßN' gN2 = a N(l +CN)CN / ßN, ON = (1'N+) 2 +(1'N-)2 and

a N =2(j.J-rN+t(1'/ -1'N-»2/0N ·

When rN > p , then marginal productivity outweighs impatience and gNI > 0

-which is regarded here as the typical case. However, even when this is not so,
there is a tendency for planned ICT investment to be positive because of the com
ponent gN2 > 0 ,27,28 However, for the purpose of later comparison with the situa-

tion in the South it is convenient to break a N (and hence gN2) into the compo

nent parts, viz .,

(18.15)

with a N! =2(j.J-rN)2/0N ,. a N2=1(j.J-rN)(1'/ -1'N-)/ON and a N3=15(1'/ -1'N-)2/0N .

Component a N! is unambiguously non -negative. In general, the critical mass of

ICT stock is identified as that for which volatility is syrnmetric." Since it is rea
sonable to assume that kN is at least equal to the North critical mass then upside

shocks are not less volatile than downside shocks in the North, and aN3 is non

negative. However, aN2 can be non-positive when j.J < rN . The role of ICT critical

mass is evident in aN2 , but the direction of influence switches depending on ex

pectation for the joint venture relative to marginal productivity in the North. For
comparison with prospects in the South it is helpful to consider a base case in the

26 Result Eq. 18,14 foliows directly from the calculations in Footnote 22 and Footnote 23,
Having found the solutions for a eompetitive representative firm the overbars in what fol
lows are dropped. Similar derivations give Bq. 18.16 as the solution to Bq, 18.8,

27 Even in the recent downturn aggregate ICT investment remained positive, though sub
stantially redueed in most cases , Aeeordingly, the pertinent issue is the relative size of
positive ICT investment in the North and South.

28 The solution for xN in Eq. 18,12 takes as given that j.J-rN+t(1'/ -1'N-»O . Other
wise, no portfolio investment is undertaken as the risk free return rN exceeds the asym
metrie varianee adjusted expeeted return j.J +t(1'/ - 1'N-) . This also implies that it is not
neeessary for j.J to exeeed rN for the North firm to profitably engage in a joint venture.
This is beeause the North firm also benefits from asymmetrie volatility when its ICT
stock is greater than the eritieal value, giving t:N + - t:N - > 0 .

29 In the example given in Bq, 18.3 and Bq. 18.4, this was denoted as 17N for the North.
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North with symmetrie volatility. This threshold ease represents the minimum ex
tent to whieh the North has an advantage over the South. lt implies aN 2 = aN 3 = 0

and only aN I is non-negative (and is unambiguously positive exeept for the knife

edge fl = rN ) .

The investment strategy of the South firm is analogous. The results are:

(18.16)

(18.17)

with a SI =2(fl- rs)2/es' a S2 =t(fl- rs)(T; - Ts- ) / es' aSJ =+seT; - Ts-)2/ e s and

es = (T;)2 + (Ts-)2 . For the South firm, it is reasonable to assurne ks is below the

South eritieal mass, so that Ts+ < Ts- . Furthermore, it is neeessary to have fl > rs

when the South firm eommits positive resourees (xs ) to a joint venture." There

fore, a SI and a S3 are positive, but a S2 is negative. This eontrasts to the most

likely situation for aN 2 • Crueially, if the South is to aehieve eonvergenee with the

North, some of the eorresponding positive terms in the South must exeeed their
eorresponding North values.

Implications for leT Investment and the Digital Divide

Eq. 18.14 through Eq. 18.17 show that the planned rate of investment in ICT de
pends on an interrelationship between risk premiums and volatility related net
work size effeets. The eomponents also depend on the degree of eonsumer flexi
bility relative to produetivity- eN relative to ßN in the North and es relative to

ßs in the South. The role of the intertemporal elasticity of substitution in influ

encing investment plans is evident from the eomponent growth terms. This influ
enee is overlooked by a logarithmie utility speeification, sinee eN=es =1. Simi-

larly, the role of the eapital-output elastieity- ßN in the North and ßs in the

South-is ignored for linear homogeneous produetion funetion speeifieations for
whieh this elasticity is unity." Although logarithmie utility and linearly homoge-

30 The requirement for positive Xs is that fl- rs + t(Ts+ - Ts- ) > 0 .
31 In the modeling context, the capital-output elasticity is better termed capital-profit elas

ticity. While variable inputs are not explicitly considered here, an interpretation of the
output functions y N(kN) and y S(k s ) is that variable inputs are optimized out and that
they are variable profit functions. With this interpretation, an underlying linearly homo
geneous technology implies the variable profit function is linear in quasi-fixed stock.
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neous production are common theoretieal specifications, they are almost certainly
empirieally unrealistic. Given greater flexibility in the North, eN should typically

be greater than es ' Econometric estimates from similar models suggest the inter

temporal elastieity of substitution increases with wealth. In a study of general in
vestment in South Africa which distinguishes 'capital poor' and 'capital rieh' be
havior, Cooper and Donaghy (2000) find e to be low (at about 0.79) for the capi
tal poor, whereas it was relatively large (at about 4.85) for the capital rich. In a
more specialized cross country study of wealthier OECD Member Countries
(which exclude Turkey and Mexico and concentrates on investment in Internet
hosts), Cooper and Madden (2002), find a variable parameter specifieation of e to
be increasing in wealth (using Internet hosts as the wealth measure), ranging from
a low of 3.32 (for average OECD wealth at 1996) to an estimated asymptotie up
per bound of 16.66 (the estimated theoretical maximum value of the elasticity for
saturation numbers of Internet hosts). Based on these considerations, it is argued
that e » 1 for the North, but is lower for the South and possibly below unity.
Hence, for sake of discussion assurne that es< 1< eN . Additionally, superior pro

ductivity in the North suggests ßN> ßs . However, since externalities in produc

tion are not considered here, let ßs < ßN< 1. Consequently, a reasonable scenario

is eN/ ßN > es / ßs . These considerations also imply that

(1 + eN)eN/ ßN> (1 + es»,/ßs . Further, superior supporting institutional infrastruc

ture in the North ( AN> As ) together with technological superiority (ßN > ßs) sug

gest the marginal product of capital is higher in the North, even though there is the
prospect that a lower base of ICT in the South may counter this to some extent due
to decreasing returns.32

Given this result, a comparison of growth rates is made under a base scenario
where volatility is specified by Eq. 18.3 and Eq. 18.4 with kN= 1]N and ks < 1]s '

i.e., volatility is symmetrie in the North, so that TN + =TN - =a , but there is asym

metric volatility in the South with Ts+ < Ts- . In this case, eN = 2a2 and

es = 2(1 +y)a2 where:

Further, ß,<1, j = N, S is a more reasonable teehnology speeifieation when eapital in
put kj in Ai:; represents privately owned eapital. Extemal effeets ean be present and
represented through Aj •

32 As is argued above, the private sector is expeeted to operate to the point of equalization
of risk premiums aeross the divide for a given expeeted return p and same degree of
fundamental risk a . The tendeney to equalize p-rN+t(r/-TN-) with
p-rs +t(T/ -Ts-) implies a relationship between the returns rN and rs after adjust
ment for asymmetrie volatility. Further, the equality of risk premiums imply that
rN=rs +t«T/ -T/) -(TN- -Ts-» .Juxtaposed with larger upside shoeks in the North
and larger downside shoeks in the South, this implies rN > rs ' This effeet holds when
volatility in the North is symmetrie.
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(18.18)

By construction y > 0, so Os> ON' Moreover, the components aN Z and aN 3 in

Eq. 18.15 are zero under the scenario of symmetrie volatility in the North. Under
these conditions comparison of the planned investment results Eq. 18.14 through
Eq. 18.15 for the North with Eq. 18.16 through Eq. 18.17 for the South imply the
planned growth differential :

(18.19)

where:

Although the result depends on actual parameter values, Eq. 18.19 indicates that
there are more factors acting to increase the digital divide than to narrow it. The
divide may be narrowed, but only when Kz , which is in general ambiguous, is suf-

ficiently negative to outweigh the positive terms. Crucial to the sign of Kz is the

size of y. From Eq. 18.18, y rises as 17s falls. That is, a lower critical mass helps.

Conclusion

This study provides the structure of a model developed to address issues associ
ated with the digital divide between developed (North) and developing (South) na
tions. Building on insights in growth theory, the analysis posits firms in the North
and South with characteristics appropriate to firms in the ICT sector that have an
incentive to joint venture to capture additional network benefit. The question
arises, in an era of significant technological evolution, whether the benefits are
spread or are capable of being spread, in such a fashion so as to ameliorate the
substantial economic imbalance between the North and South. It is evident from
the reported results that hoped for technology transfer solutions to necessitate
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growth and convergence, are too simplistie. A particularly important factor that is
highlighted is the influence of substantial asymmetry in the impact of uncertainty.
Since a high speed of technology change can exacerbate asymmetrie uncertainty,
it is partieularly important to investigate mechanisms through whieh this effect in
fluences private sector decision making and identify available policy parameters to
ameliorate the impact of the evolving digital divide.

When the South ICT capital stock is low relative to the critical mass required
for symmetrie volatility, asymmetrie volatility tends to favor a divergence in
growth rates across the digital divide, even with optimal technology transfer from
the perspective of the South firm . This process increases the degree of asymmetry,
exacerbating the problem. Although this is a pessimistic conclusion, an advantage
of the formulation is that it offers a cogent description of the nature of the evolv
ing digital divide, raising the possibility that estimating forms based on this speci
fication are capable of contributing to a better understanding of how and why,
from the private sector's perspective, such divergence may be the result of optimal
decision making. Further, the analysis raises the prospect of the application of pol 
icy , represented here in a stylized fashion by attention to parameters such as those
describing the ICT critical mass, to influence private sector incentives and so en
hance the prospects for private sector investment decisions being compatible with
the bridging of the digital divide.
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